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I. I n t r o d u c t io n .
S p in a l  preparations in the m am m al have been used w ith  com parative  
rarity  in the investigation of the phenom ena w hich accom pany the sim u l­
taneous com bination of antagonistic reflex stim uli, the phenom ena w hich  
S h e r r i n g t o n  has term ed those o f “ double reciprocal innervation.”
In the “ la te” low spinal preparation S h e rr in g to n  has observed the 
effects of the compounding of the reflex stimuli which evoke the scratch- 
reflex and the ipsilateral flexion-reflex of the hind lim b ; and he has also 
investigated the effect of interrupting the rhythmic progression movements 
of the “ mark-time ” phenomenon by an interposed scratch-reflex. But to 
the best of my knowledge a systematic study of the effects of the com­
pounding of antagonistic reflex stimuli, applied to afferent nerves peculiar 
to the hind limbs, has not been made in the low spinal preparation of 
the mammal.
In the recent high spinal preparation (decapitate cat) S h e rr in g to n  
has, however, observed these phenomena (1). He confines his attention to 
the phenomena which occur during the period when the two antagonistic 
stimuli are together in action. During this period there appears an in­
hibitory relaxation of either the extensor muscle or the flexor muscle, 
according as either the contralateral extension-reflex or the ipsilateral 
flexion-reflex is in action before the period of the double reciprocal inner­
vation. In fact, if a reflex be in action, the application of an antagonistic 
stimulus causes the contractor in the first reflex to re lax ; and at the same 
time the relaxor in that reflex may shew a certain amount of excitatory 
•contraction. Where the two antagonistic stimuli used are nearly balanced 
as regards their strength the relaxation of the previous contractor is often 
incomplete, while at the same time the contraction of the previous relaxor 
is not so great as when its evocative stimulus is applied uncomplicated. 
But where the two stimuli differ considerably in relative strength other 
effects are obtained. Thus when the interrupting or inhibiting stimulus is 
comparatively weak there may be little inhibitory relaxation of the 
previous contractor, while at the same time the previous relaxor may shew 
no signs of contraction at all. Again, when the interrupting stimulus is 
comparatively strong there may be produced a complete relaxation of the 
previous contractor, and at the same time the previous relaxor may exhibit 
a nearly complete degree of contraction. These effects are obtained when 
the relative differences of the strengths of the two antagonistic stimuli are 
conditioned by change either of the strength of the interrupting stimulus 
(the other then remaining constant in a series of compounded reactions) or 
by change of the strength of the initial stimulus (the interrupting antagon­
istic stimulus then remaining of constant strength).
Although S h e rr in g to n  in that paper confines himself strictly to the 
phenomena which occur during the period in which the two antagonistic 
stimuli are in simultaneous being, the tracings reproduced in his figures
•demonstrate some of the subsequent effects of the double stimulation. He 
himself notes that when the stimulus which is interrupted is continued 
after the withdrawal of the interrupting stimulus, there may occur a resti­
tution of the contraction in the previous contractor (that is, in the muscle 
which exhibits inhibitory relaxation during double stimulation). His 
figures shew that this restitution of contraction may in some cases be 
nearly complete, but that in other cases it may be incomplete— a point 
which will be examined later in this paper.
This present paper is one of a series iu which the phenomena of the 
compounding of antagonistic stimuli are examined as they occur in muscles 
which act upon the ankle-joint and in the decerebrate, decapitate, and 
low spinal preparations of the cat, both in the “ norm al” and in the 
“ de-afferented ” conditions.
In the study of compound reflexes two sets of phenomena are presented. 
The first of these consists of the happenings during the period in which the 
two antagonistic stimuli are being applied together. For convenience we 
may refer to this as the period or phase of “ double stimulation ” ; and the 
■occurrences during it may be termed the “ immediate ” effects of double 
stimulation. But after a reflex stimulus has been withdrawn there often 
occur post-stimulatory (“ terminal ” or “ successive ”) phenomena, amongst 
which may be mentioned the positive rebound phenomenon in the relaxor. 
Such terminal phenomena may be modified on the simultaneous withdrawal 
•of the two antagonistic stimuli at the end of the period of double stimula­
tion ; or, if the interrupting stimulus is withdrawn during the continuation 
of the other stimulus, the terminal phenomena which follow upon that 
withdrawal may be compounded against, and modified by, the background 
of the continued stimulus. In the examination of the phenomena of the 
compounding of antagonistic stimuli there must therefore be included 
various “ successive” effects of the double stimulation. Again, when the 
interrupted stimulus is continued after the cessation of the period of double 
.stimulation by the withdrawal of the interrupting stimulus, the terminal 
phenomena which follow upon the cessation of the interrupted stimulus 
may be found to be modified by the interposition of the interrupting 
stimulus. This is another of the successive effects of double stimulation 
which fall to be considered. In this and the following papers of this series 
an attempt is made to examine some of these “ successive ” phenomena 
o f  the compounding of antagonistic stimuli as well as the immediate effects 
of that compounding.
In these experiments the two antagonistic stimuli used have sometimes 
been applied synchronously (or very neai’ly so), and have again been syn­
chronously withdrawn. But it has been found that much more valuable 
results are obtained when one of the stimuli is applied in time subsequent to 
the commencement of the other, and withdrawn again before that other is 
terminated. This is, as it were, the standard arrangement of stimuli used 
in these experiments, and within this general arrangement the temporal
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relations of the two stimuli have been varied, as well as their relative 
strengths. A  word may be said regarding the nomenclature used.
In a compound reaction where the two antagonistic stimuli are taken in 
this temporal arrangement four phases are exhibited. The f ir s t  of these is. 
that in which one of the two stimuli is running alone and it commences 
with the commencement of that stimulus, and terminates at the point at 
which the interrupting stimulus is commenced. The secon d  phase, that 
of double stimulation, commences at the point at which the interrupting 
stimulus is first applied, and ceases when that stimulus is again withdrawn. 
The th ird  phase is that in which the first stimulus is still running— now 
uncomplicated by the presence of the interrupting stimulus— and it ceases 
at the termination of the first stimulus. There the fo u r th  phase com­
mences. It is that in which the state of the centres again passes back to 
the condition of “ rest.” For convenience the stimulus which is first, 
applied and last terminated may be termed the “ background ” stimulus. 
The other stimulus is most conveniently called the “ interrupting ” stimulus. 
A  “ pure ” or a “ simple ” reaction is one in which the evoking stimulus is. 
uncomplicated by an interrupting stimulus. In this and in the following 
papers, where the flexor (or extensor) contraction in a compound reaction is. 
compared with the flexor (or extensor) contraction in a “ pure ” or “ simple ” 
reaction, what is meant in every case is a “ pure ” or “ simple ” flexion- 
reflex (or extension-reflex) evoked at the same strength of ipsilateral (or con­
tralateral) stimulation used in the compound reaction under consideration.
Before passing to the actual results obtained I would like to mention 
briefly the conditions under which this analysis is made.
It might be thought that the analysis of a series of reflex reactions in 
which the conditions of the experiment have been suitably varied is one 
which can be performed almost mechanically, and in which the personal 
element of the investigator may be almost eliminated. This, unfortunately,, 
is not the case. When a large series of experiments are performed upon 
the mammal it begins to be seen that there slowly emerge from the back­
ground certain marked types of individuality, and often after the first two' 
or three reactions have been recorded in an experiment it is possible to say 
that the individual leans to this or to that general type. These variations 
are not due to changing experimental conditions. In part they may 
possibly be related to the general conditions in the environment obtaining 
at the time, for it sometimes occurs that in successive series of cats there is. 
much similarity between the individual characteristics— a similarity which 
cannot be explained as being due to blood relationship, and probably not 
merely to coincidence. But these individual variations are probably due 
in great part to more fundamental differences in the constitution of the 
nervous centres. Some cats are “ walkers.” They exhibit in a marked 
degree the phenomena of “ narcosis progression.” Other cats are 
“ scratchers.” In them the scratch-reflex is peculiarly excitable. In the 
decerebrate preparations, “ rhythmic ” cats— where the reflex reactions are
peculiarly phasic; “ flexion ” cats— where the contraction of the flexor is 
peculiarly well marked, and where there may be an abnormal crossed 
flexion-reflex; and “ extension ” cats— where the contraction of the extensor 
is peculiarly evident— all appear amongst the individual characteristics. 
And in addition there are characteristics which are less easily described.
This being so, it is evident that there is scope for much variation in the 
several phenomena which accompany and succeed a compound stimulation; 
and there is danger that some of the phenomena may either be stressed too 
greatly or too little if an end is kept in sight during their analysis. As far 
as possible to avoid this danger, I have analysed all the compound reactions 
obtained in the different preparations and conditions before attempting to 
think of the general bearings of the results.
But now a word may be said regarding the conditions which obtain in 
a compound reaction.
In the preceding paper of this series the suggestion was advanced that 
in the simple reflex evoked in response to a simple stimulus there are at 
work in every case (or in nearly every case) two antagonistic central 
activities— a flexion activity and an extension activity. So that each 
“  half-centre ” (flexor or extensor) at the same time is activated and 
inhibited by two different central processes. Where the flexion-reflex is 
evoked the factor of activation overbalances that of inhibition (produced 
at the same time in the centre by the afferent impulses) in the flexor half­
centre, and that of inhibition overbalances activation in the extensor half­
centre. The overbalancing occurs in the opposite directions in the two 
half-centres when the extension-reflex is evoked. The fact that in certain 
instances of the ipsilateral flexion-reflex as the evoking stimulus is 
continued there occurs a flexor relaxation accompanied by a reciprocal 
extensor contraction, and the additional fact that in the contralateral 
extension-reflex of certain types there is a preliminary transient flexor 
contraction before the extensor contraction makes its appearance, seem to 
shew that the two factors vary in relationship with continuation of a 
simple reflex stimulus. In general, it may be said, at the commencement 
of a reflex stimulus (ipsilateral or contralateral) the flexion factor— activation 
o f flexor lialf-centre and depression of extensor half-centre— is at its highest 
relative value. It holds the field. As the stimulus is continued in time 
the factor of extension becomes gradually of greater relative value. And 
in addition to this, it may be said that variation of the strength of the 
exciting stimulus so acts that the stronger the stimulus the greater is the 
relative value of the flexion factor.
I f  this be the case, it is probable that the same two factors condition 
the terminal phenomena which follow on the cessation of a reflex stimulus. 
The usual terminal phenomenon in the flexion-reflex (as seen in the 
antagonists at the angle) is an extensor rebound contraction, and this often 
persists for many seconds in maintained contraction. After the extension- 
reflex the usual terminal phenomenon is an extensor “ tonic ” after­
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discharge which carries on the maintained extensor contraction of the 
reflex. But after the cessation of either reflex there may appear a flexor 
rebound contraction, which is then often followed by a secondary extensor 
contraction. It looks as if the same combination of two antagonistic 
factors conditions the terminal phenomena, and that here, although 
extension is the dominant one of the two, the flexion factor tends to be 
relatively at its greatest early in the phenomenon. Upon the whole, it is 
possible that even in the simple reflex there is a state similar to that o f  
“ double reciprocal innervation,” and that the equivalent of this is alsô  
present in the terminal phenomena of the simple reflex.
This being so, there may be a fourfold combination of factors during 
double stimulation, and a fourfold combination in the successive phenomena 
of compound stimulation also. It is therefore possible that the presence o f  
the “ background ” stimulus may tend to augment the value of its dominant 
factor in the interrupting stimulus. It might, for instance, be possible that, 
if a flexion-reflex is in being, a contralateral extension-producing reflex 
might at first actually give flexor augmentation in the period of double 
stim ulation; and this has been observed to take place in decerebrate 
preparations. Or, perhaps, if the temporal relations of the two stimuli are 
such that the interrupting contralateral stimulus falls at a period when 
the factor of extension in the flexion-reflex is becoming of sufficient relative 
strength, the interrupting stimulus might condition an extensor contraction 
greater than that seen in the simple extension-reflex: this has been 
observed to take place as is here described.
Yet again, on withdrawal of the interrupting stimulus where the back­
ground is one of flexion, there may be an augmentation of the flexion 
factor in the terminal phenomenon of the interrupting stimulus. This 
might give not only a restitution of the flexion of the background reaction, 
but even an augmentation of it above that level which is obtained in the 
simple flexion-reflex: this has been observed in decerebrate preparations. 
Or the extension factor of the terminal phenomenon might be so great as 
to cause a relative depression of the flexor restitution of contraction— as 
more commonly occurs in low spinal preparations. In a similar manner, 
when the extension-reflex is the background, the withdrawal of the in­
terrupting stimulus might possibly be followed either by a continued 
depression of extensor contraction, by an exact restitution of it, or by an 
augmented restitution, so that the level attained is greater than that seen 
in the simple extension-reflex— all of which phenomena have actually been 
observed.
II. M e t h o d s  E m p l o y e d .
The methods employed in these experiments have been similar to those 
already described in previous papers of this series. It is scarcely necessary 
to say that the cats used have been completely unconscious throughout 
the experiment and until they were killed at the end of it.
The stimuli used consisted of rapid faradic shocks applied for varying 
intervals of time. Short circuit keys were not used in the secondary 
circuits. In each secondary circuit the two wires leading to the electrodes- 
had each, between electrode and coil, a make and break key. In each 
secondary circuit these two keys were simultaneously closed at the com­
mencement of stimulation and opened at its termination. A  third key, 
simultaneously closed and opened, was in the signal circuit. When a nerve 
was not being stimulated there was therefore no metallic connexion 
between its electrodes and the secondary coil.
The two secondary coils used were arranged upon one primary coil. 
As the physical conditions in the two secondary circuits change with the 
varying resistances in them (when the nerve is placed in and out of 
circuit), and as the change in the resistance in one circuit affects the value 
of the current in the other secondary circuit, a few  experiments were per­
formed with fresh dead nerves in one secondary circuit. It was found that 
the change in value of the current in the live nerve circuit when the 
other was thrown open was negligible.
Another point which may be noted is the behaviour of the ankle 
extensor used in these experiments. This muscle, which I have usually 
described as “ ga strocn em iu s ,” is really g a s tro cn e m iu s -s o le u s . As 
g a strocn em iu s  itself arises in part from the lower portion of the femur it 
might possibly act as a knee flexor, and such phenomena as the late ex­
tensor contraction seen in some forms of flexion-reflex might be thought to 
be really a late knee flexion mediated by ga strocn em iu s  as a knee flexor. 
That this is not the case is shewn by the occurrence of the same phenomenon 
when soleu s only is used, for that muscle arises from the t ib ia  alone. 
Experiments in which the movements of ga strocn em iu s  and of so leu s  
have been recorded separately at the same time shew that the two muscles 
behave in a similar manner— that is, as extensors. They both shew such 
phenomena as “ extensor rebound contraction after excitation ” in the 
crossed extension-reflex. A  curious point noticed has been a difference in 
their thresholds of excitability in the contralateral extension-reflex— an 
observation which perhaps needs more exact confirmation.
III. Low S p in a l  P r e p a r a t io n — I m m e d ia t e  E f f e c t s .
A. S tim u li of S y n ch ron u s  C om m encem ent.
When ipsilateral and contralateral stimuli are commenced and terminated 
at the same instants of time, the resultant reaction may be compared with 
the simple ipsilateral and contralateral reactions obtained immediately 
before or immediately after the compounded reaction. But this method of 
demonstrating the immediate effects of the compounding of stimuli is not 
so good a one as that in which the one stimulus is commenced in time 
before the other, and in which the compounded part of the reaction may 
be compared with the first part— where the reaction is one in response to
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a “ simple ” stimulus. For this reason comparatively few  reactions in which 
the two stimuli commence and end simultaneously have been registered.
In these cases of low spinal reactions of “ spinal” form it has invariably 
been found that when the two antagonistic stimuli have been commenced 
synchronously, the contraction of the flexor muscle is smaller than in 
simple reactions in which the ipsilateral stimulus is of the same strength. 
This reduction of the flexor contraction may even occur when there is no 
reaction of extensor contraction evoked by the contralateral stimulus'— a 
condition frequently found in the low spinal preparation. It usually takes 
the form of a diminution of the extent of the initial flexor contraction and 
a diminution of the height of the ensuing plateau of maintained con­
traction. In some cases there may be a comparatively small diminution 
o f the initial contraction and a very rapid fall of the curve during the 
remaining portion of the period of stimulation. This may result in the 
disappearance of the state of contraction even during the period of 
stimulation, although no such effect is seen in the case of the “ simple ” 
ipsilateral reaction at the same strength of stimulus. The depression of 
the flexor contraction may be so great that from the commencement there 
is complete abolition of it. This occurs when the ipsilateral stimulus is 
relatively weak and the contralateral relatively strong.
The movements of the extensor muscle during simultaneous ipsilateral 
and contralateral stimulation are of interest. In these records it has been 
found that often there is an augmentation of the extensor contraction—  
a somewhat unlooked-for result. It may occur that there is no reaction 
in response to the simple contralateral stimulus, and that there is no 
extensor contraction in the flexion-reflex, but that when the two stimuli 
are applied at the same time there appears an extensor contraction (fig. 6). 
In such a case the extensor contraction appears late in the period of stimu­
lation, although then it may be well marked. The reaction then seems 
much to resemble the simple ipsilateral flexion-reflex of “ decerebrate ” type.
Even when there is present a simple contralateral extension-reflex the 
extent of the extensor contraction may be augmented during the simul­
taneous application of the two antagonistic stimuli. In such cases it 
is usual for there to be a great increase in the latency of the extensor 
contraction, although when that contraction appears it is greater, and 
sometimes markedly greater, than usual.
Occasionally the extent of the contraction of the extensor is not in­
creased, but is diminished or abolished when the two antagonistic stimuli 
are applied together (fig. 1). This has been observed to occur when the 
ipsilateral stimulus was a weak one, although in these cases the contra­
lateral was also weak.
Sometimes it happens that the extensor contraction during double 
stimulation is markedly rhythmic. An instance of this has already been 
published (2), and these rhythmic phenomena will be discussed in a later 
paper of this series.
On one or two occasions in experiments in which the low spinal simple 
reflexes were of “ spinal ” form, series of reactions have been recorded when 
the antagonistic stimuli have been of different strengths (fig. 2).







¡Fig . 1 .— Experiment C, xxxii., record 5 7 ,1 5 1 8 ; 7 /4 /11 .— Low spinal cat, a reaction obtained 7 hours 
and 21 minutes after division of the spinal cord. A contralateral stimulus is first applied and 
evokes a slight extensor contraction. Then, 2 seconds later, an ipsilateral and a contralateral 
stimulus are synchronously applied. There is, in the compound reaction, no element of 
extensor contraction. Two seconds after this an ipsilateral stimulus is given, and after it has 
run for 2 seconds a contralateral stimulus is added to it. During the period of double stimula­
tion there is a marked extensor contraction which is greater than in the first “ pure” 
contralateral reaction. The flexor contraction before double stimulation is here seen to be 
greater than that in the previous reaction.
This shews depression of flexor contraction during double stimulation ; complete abolition 
of extensor contraction during double stimulation when the two stimuli are applied together ; 
and augmentation of extensor contraction when the contralateral stimulus is first applied later 
in the period of double stimulation.
In this and in the following figures the rise of a curve denotes contraction of a muscle, and 
the fall denotes relaxation. The upper tracing is obtained by registration of the movements 
of the flexor (tibialis anticus), and the lower by registration of the movements of the 
■extensor (gastrocnemius). Below the muscle curves are two signal lines. Of these the 
upper registers the commencement and termination of contralateral stimuli. The points 
are marked by the letters “  A ” and “  B.” Corresponding ordinates (marked a, a' ; b, b') are 
drawn upon the two muscle curves. The lower signal similarly registers ipsilateral stimuli 
— the letters used being “  X  ” and ‘ ‘ Y ” ; and the corresponding ordinates being lettered x, x! ; 
y , y'. [These corresponding ordinates are only approximately correct. ] Between the letters 
on the signal lines are figures which give the relative values of stimulation in centimetres 
distance of primary and secondary coils—or sometimes in degrees of rotation of the secondary 
■from the axis of the primary when the coils are set at 17 cm. distance apart. Numbered 
ordinates have in some cases been drawn upon the muscle curves to mark other time relations 
than those of stimulation. On the curves millimetre scales have been drawn before the tracing 
was varnished ; these are therefore reduced in proportion to the tracings in reproduction. Time 
is marked in seconds upon the lowest line.
[From the same experiment as figs. 2, 6, 8, and 12.]
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In these instances the contralateral stimulus was of constant strength,, 
and the strength of the ipsilateral was either decreased or increased in 
successive reactions. It was found that, if the ipsilateral stimulus was at 
first of great strength and was then gradually decreased, in the first 
compounded reaction there might be a complete abolition of the extensor 
contraction. At the same time there was a reduction of the flexor con­
traction in extent and maintenance. In the following reactions (taken 
with decreasing strengths of flexion-producing stimuli) the extensor con­
tracted during the period of compounded stimulation. The commencement 
of this contraction was at first of long latency; but as the strength of 
ipsilateral stimulus was still further decreased the latency became shorter 
and at the same time the extent of the extensor contraction increased 
and was greater than that in the “  pure ” extension-reflex. The flexor 
contraction became smaller, and finally was abolished at a strength of 
ipsilateral stimulation which, if applied uncompounded, gave a fair flexion- 
reflex. About this point in the series (or in the preceding reaction) the 
extensor contraction reached its maximum, and in the succeeding reactions 
— where the ipsilateral stimulus was still further decreased in strength 
— the extensor contraction became less in extent. It was, however, still 
greater than in a “ pure ” contralateral reaction of the same strength 
(unaltered throughout the series). Contralateral reactions obtained 
before and after the series were almost similar in extent of extensor 
contraction.
B. S tim u li o f A sy n ch ro n o u s  C om m en cem en t; b e g in n in g  
w ith  th e s im p le  Ip s ila te ra l F le x io n -R e f le x .
In many cases the two antagonistic stimuli used have not been applied 
at the same time. In these experiments it is not only possible to examine 
the immediate effect on a “ sim ple” reaction of compounding it with an 
antagonistic one, but it is also possible to investigate the effect of com­
pounding two antagonistic stimuli at different intervals of time after 
the commencement of one of them. It is clear that the reaction may 
be made to commence either with “ simple ” extension or with “ simple ” 
flexion.
Of these reactions, we may consider in the first place the reactions in 
which the temporal relations of the two stimuli are unaltered in series of 
reactions. The strength of stimulus then remained in one case unaltered,,, 
and in the other case progressively increased or decreased.
In those instances in which the contralateral stimulus remained of 
constant value, but in which the ipsilateral was progressively changed in 
succeeding reactions, the results confirm the observation above, that there 
is a depression of the flexor contraction, and often an augmentation of the 
extensor even above that seen in the “ simple ” contralateral extension- 
reflex of a similar strength of stimulation. Strong ipsilateral stimuli 
produced abolition of the extensor contraction; weaker, however, gave
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F ig . 3.—Experiment G, xxxi., record 55, 1420 ; 5/4/11.— Low spinal cat, a series ol compound reactions obtained 5 hours and 55 minutes after division of the spinal cord. The reactions are taken at minute intervals, and under the same conditions as in the 
preceding figure (which, however, is from a different experiment). The ipsilateral stimulus here is commenced in each case 2 seconds before the contralateral. With strong ipsilateral stimuli there is complete abolition of the extensor contraction during 
double stimulation; with weaker ipsilateral stimuli (reaction c) extensor contraction is of long latency and is reduced in comparison with that of a “ pure” extension-reflex of the same strength of stimulus (reaction li) ; further reduction of the value of 
ipsilateral stimulation gives an irregularly rhythmic extensor contraction (reaction cl)-, then, in reactions e, f ,  g, there is actual augmentation of extensor contraction as compared with the “ pure” reaction in h. It will be seen that in the early 
reactions of this series there is an extensor rebound contraction on cessation of double stimulation. Just before the commencement of this series a “  pure ” contralateral reaction of the same strength of stimulation as that used throughout the series gave 
a reaction almost exactly similar to that in reaction h ; the height of extensor contraction was slightly greater, there was a slight preliminary flexor contraction, and there was no flexor rebound contraction on cessation of stimulation.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “  Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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augmentation. In these instances the contralateral stimulus was made to 
commence about two seconds after the ipsilateral, and it was found that 
the augmentation of extensor contraction persisted with the weakest 
ipsilateral stimuli used. The extensor augmentation was such that the 
extent of contraction was considerably greater than that which obtained 
in the “ simple ” contralateral extension-reflex (fig. 3). Even when the 
contralateral stimulus when applied alone gave no reaction at all, it has 
been observed not only that there was an inhibitory relaxation of the 
flexor contraction when the contralateral stimulus was applied during 
the ipsilateral, but also that there might be an extensor contraction. 
This extensor contraction was only obtained when the ipsilateral stimulus 
was weak.
In only two instances has the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus been 
kept constant, and that of the contralateral progressively changed. In 
one case it was found that with progressive weakening of the contralateral 
stimulus (which was commenced two seconds after the commencement of 
the ipsilateral) the extensor contraction increased in extent to a maximum 
and then decreased with progressive decrease of the contralateral stimulus. 
In the other case, with progressive strengthening of the contralateral 
stimulus there occurred an ever greater flexor relaxation and extensor 
contraction. W eak contralateral stimulation in the compound reaction con­
ditioned no extensor contraction during double stimulation, but there was 
flexor relaxation. Stronger contralateral stimuli gave extensor contraction 
which, at its maximum, was of greater extent than in the simple contra­
lateral reflex evoked at that strength of contralateral stimulus.
Secondly, we may look at the effects of change of the temporal relations 
o f the two stimuli. In these cases the strengths of the two antagonistic 
stimuli have remained unchanged, but the contralateral stimulus has 
been applied at ever greater (or ever shorter) intervals of time after the 
commencement of the ipsilateral stimulus.
When a contralateral extension-reflex is applied during the application 
of an ipsilateral flexion-reflex, in general the flexor contraction is reduced. 
The extent of this reduction may be complete when the strength of the 
contralateral stimulus is great, but more often it is partial only. In such 
eases it is usually found that the effect is greater the later the commence­
ment of the contralateral stimulus falls after the commencement of the 
ipsilateral (figs. 4, 5). This may be observed when there is no extensor 
contraction in the period of double stimulation.
In a similar manner it is found that often the contraction of the 
extensor muscle (when that occurs during double stimulation) is greater the 
later the contralateral stimulus commences after the commencement of 
the ipsilateral. This may be demonstrated in a single reaction by first 
applying the contralateral stimulus alone, then applying contralateral and 
ipsilateral simultaneously, and finally first applying the ipsilateral and 
then commencing the contralateral later in the period of stimulation (fig. 1).
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In these circumstances it may happen that the strength of ipsilateral 
stimulation is sufficient to abolish the contraction of the extensor when 
both stimuli are applied together, but that when the ipsilateral stimulus 
is allowed first to run alone for two seconds, the contralateral stimulus, 
besides giving relaxation of the flexor, gives a contraction of the extensor 
which is actually greater than that in the “ simple ” reflex.
When the commencement of the contralateral stimulus is applied in 
series at ever greater intervals of time the latency of extensor contraction
Fig . 5 .— This figure is one obtained from the previous one by tracing the out­
lines of the several reactions b, c, cl, e, and g together over the outline of 
the “  pure” reaction f .  The different outlines are differently marked (dots, 
broken lines, etc.), and the ordinates between which the several contra­
lateral stimuli were applied are also drawn in and joined together by hori­
zontal lines (differently marked in correspondence with the different outlines 
of the reactions) for clearness of comparison.
This figure demonstrates more clearly that, upon the whole, there is 
a greater depression of flexor contraction during double stimulation the 
later the contralateral stimulus falls, and that the subsequent depression 
is also greater.
•decreases, and the rapidity with which the maximum contraction is 
attained increases, the later the contralateral stimulus is applied. At the 
same time the maximum extent of contraction may increase, although in 
other cases it may remain constant. When the interval which elapses 
between the commencement of the ipsilateral flexion-reflex and the contra­
lateral extension-reflex is varied in successive reactions between the 
extremes of one and fifteen seconds (say), it may be found that a maximum 
effect of extensor contraction is attained at a certain interval, and that 
with shorter or longer intervals the extensor contraction is less (fig. 6). 
W ith the shorter intervals of time the latency of extensor contraction is
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greater. As the intervening interval is increased the latency decreases 
and the extent of the extensor contraction increases, so that it may some­
times be greater than in the “ simple ” reaction. After the maximum is 
reached and passed the extent gradually decreases, but the latency remains 
short. In records in which the interval is one of fifteen seconds the 
extent of extensor contraction may still be greater than normal.
C. S tim u li o f  A sy n ch ro n o u s  C o m m e n ce m e n t ; b e g in n in g  
w ith  th e S im p le  C o n tra la te ra l E x te n s io n -R e fle x .
In these instances it has been observed that the flexor contraction 
during the phase of double stimulation in the compound reaction was 
smaller in extent than in the simple flexion-reflex. Where the two stimuli 
were applied at the same time the flexor contraction was greater than in 
reactions in which the ipsilateral stimulus was applied one second after 
the commencement of the contralateral. But thereafter an increase in the 
interval between the commencements of the two stimuli was accompanied 
by an increase in the extent of the flexor contraction, although that did not 
attain to the normal extent. This has been observed in instances in which 
the “ simple” contralateral stimulus gave no evident extensor contraction, but 
later in the experiment gave the abnormal crossed flexion-reflex. When 
the ipsilateral stimulus is strong, and the contralateral gives an extensor 
contraction, that may be completely abolished. I f  the strength of the 
ipsilateral stimulus be then decreased, an initial depression of the extensor 
contraction may be succeeded by a restitution of contraction during the 
period of double stimulation. Even when the “ simple ” ipsilateral stimulus 
gives no phase of extensor contraction late in the period of stimulation, 
when it is applied during the contralateral extension-reflex there may be 
a marked phase of extensor contraction. This may be preceded by pre­
liminary extensor relaxation; and the secondary extensor contraction 
during double stimulation may be of greater extent than that of the 
extensor contraction in the simple extension-reflex (fig. 8, reaction e ).
Comparatively few observations have been made in the low spinal 
preparation when the extension-reflex precedes in its commencement the 
flexion-reflex. The tendency for the extensor contraction soon to die out 
in this state if the exciting stimulus be long continued makes it difficult 
to obtain good results.
D. W h ere  th e  R e fle x e s  are o f  “ D e c e r e b r a te ” T ype .
Although the “ decerebrate ” types of extension and of flexion-reflexes 
may occur in the low spinal preparation, they are rarer than in the 
decerebrate preparation itself, and when present are usually not of so 
well-marked characteristics. Thus in the flexion-reflex the flexor con­
traction may shew the typical weakening during stimulation without a 
corresponding extensor contraction making its appearance (although that
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may appear). We may leave the question of the “ decerebrate ” form of 
flexion-reflex aside. In these experiments an extension-reflex of “ decere­
brate ” type has upon one occasion been compounded with a flexion-reflex 
of “ spinal ” type. The compounding of the two stimuli was arranged in 
different reactions in different temporal orders (fig. 8).
Here the “ simple ” contralateral extension-reflex exhibited a preliminary 
extensor contraction which soon again relaxed and was then reciprocally 
accompanied by flexor contraction. This was transient, and when the 
flexor contraction disappeared the extensor contraction again rose and 
remained maintained until the end of the period of stimulation, when 
cessation of stimulation was followed by an extensor rebound contraction 
after excitation.
It was then found that, with the strengths of stimulation used, if 'the 
flexion-reflex was applied during the application of the extension-reflex 
and when the extensor was in a state of maintained contraction, the flexor 
contraction during the period of double stimulation fell rapidly from its 
initial height. The extensor exhibited a phase of relaxation in the first 
part of the period of double stimulation, and this then gave place again 
to contraction which might even be greater than was the extensor con­
traction before the commencement of the flexion-reflex.
On the other hand, when the contralateral extension-reflex was applied 
during the period of flexion stimulation, the flexor contraction gave place 
to relaxation, and the extensor exhibited a phase of contraction. This 
did not exhibit the secondary relaxation and reconstitution of the 
“ decerebrate ” type, but at once rose in the ordinary manner to its full 
extent and thereafter remained in level maintained contraction for the 
remainder of the period of stimulation.
I Y . Low S p in a l  P r e p a r a t io n — S u c c e s s iv e  E f f e c t s .
When two antagonistic stimuli are compounded together in different 
combinations of temporal relationship, the phenomena which follow the 
withdrawal of stimulation— the terminal reflex phenomena— may be 
examined in five different states. In the first place, the two stimuli may 
be stopped synchronously; in the other cases the one stimulus may be 
withdrawn before the other, so that the transition from the state of 
double stimulation to that of absence of stimulation is attained, as it 
were, in two steps. Thus, secondly, the extension-reflex may be stopped 
while the flexion-reflex is still running, and the terminal phenomena may 
then be considered both in the phase after the extension-reflex has been 
stopped and before cessation of the flexion-reflex, and in the phase 
immediately after the cessation of the flexion-reflex. Thirdly, the flexion- 
reflex may be stopped before the extension-reflex, and in this case too 
the same two steps occur and the terminal phenomena may be again 
considered in two phases— that in which the flexion-reflex has stopped 
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"but the extension-reflex still is in process, and that after cessation of the 
extension-reflex. Fourthly and fifthly, interesting variations of these last 
two are those in which the two stimuli are not commenced synchronously, 
but one commences after the other and is continued after the cessation of 
the other. In these two types two steps lead up to, and two down from, 
the state of double stimulation.
A. S t im u li  o f  S y n ch ro n o u s  T erm in a tion .
When the two compounded stimuli are synchronously stopped the 
terminal phenomena have been observed in these experiments only when 
there was a terminal contraction.
Where there is no extensor terminal contraction (“ rebound contrac­
t io n ” ) either in the flexion-reflex or in the extension-reflex, there may 
yet appear such a terminal contraction when both stimuli of a compound 
stimulation are synchronously stopped (fig. 12). This has been observed 
when the contralateral stimulus when given alone gave no reaction, and 
when in the compound reflex there was no factor of extensor contraction. 
The terminal contraction then was found to increase in extent with 
increase in the strength of the contralateral stimulus. The effect of this 
stimulus during the period of double stimulation was observed in an 
inhibitory relaxation of the flexor contraction of the flexion-reflex.
When there is an extensor terminal contraction in the simple flexion- 
reflex this may be found to be augmented when the flexion and extension 
reflexes are compounded and both stimuli synchronously stopped (fig. 3).
Of especial interest are the cases in which there is an extensor terminal 
contraction after the contralateral extension-reflex, and in which the 
■double stimulation (ipsilateral and contralateral) is accompanied by a 
marked extensor contraction.
The extensor terminal contraction may then be very markedly aug­
mented when, after a double stimulation, both stimuli are stopped syn­
chronously. This has been noticed in series in which the contralateral 
stimulus has been applied at ever greater intervals of time after the 
commencement of the ipsilateral— although both have been terminated 
synchronously (fig. 6). It may then be found that although there is little 
or no extensor contraction during stimulation when the two stimuli are 
made both to begin and to end synchronously, there may yet be a marked 
extensor terminal contraction. As the contralateral stimulus is then 
applied at ever greater intervals of time after the commencement of the 
ipsilateral, the immediate extensor contraction increases in extent. But the 
terminal extensor contraction may not then increase in height. Relatively 
to the extent of maintained extensor contraction at the moment of cessa­
tion of stimulation, this terminal contraction may appear reduced; but 
relatively to the abscissa it remains of constant height (or it is very slightly 
reduced). As the interval of time which is allowed to elapse between the
commencements of the two stimuli is made greater, the extent of immediate 
extensor contraction begins again to decrease, and with this there is a 
gradual decrease in the extent of the terminal contraction. It must be 
remembered that with an increase in the duration of a simple flexion-reflex 
there would be expected to occur a decrease in the extensor terminal 
contraction. But even although this decreases it does not diminish to the 
size of the extensor terminal contraction of the extension-reflex— whereas 
there may be no extensor terminal contraction of the simple flexion-reflex 
(fig. 6). When the strength of ipsilateral stimulation is changed in suc­
cessive compound reactions the extent of the extensor terminal contraction 
may not markedly change (fig. 2). This may occur even when there is a 
marked augmentation of it as compared to a terminal extensor contraction 
o f a simple extension-reflex (“ extensor rebound contraction after excita­
tion ” ). Thus with a contralateral stimulus of a certain value (not changed 
throughout the series) and with an ipsilateral stimulus of a certain other 
value there may be during double stimulation no immediate extensor 
contraction, but a marked extensor terminal contraction on cessation of 
stimulation. W ith a weaker ipsilateral stimulus there may appear an 
immediate extensor contraction during double stimulation, but the terminal 
contraction may appear to be of the same extent as before ; and the same 
may be the case when the immediate extensor contraction is still greater—  
the ipsilateral stimulus being still weaker. This seems to indicate that the 
constant contralateral stimulus is here the greater factor in the production 
of the extensor terminal contraction, even although that contraction is 
greater than in the simple extension-reflex.
B. S tim u li o f  A s y n ch ro n o u s  T e rm in a tio n : C o n tra la te ra l 
E x te n s io n -R e fle x  le ft  in  A ctio n .
In the low spinal preparation this form of the combination of two 
antagonistic stimuli has but rarely been investigated, because it is rare (at 
any rate in the preparations I have used, and in the muscles at the ankle) 
for an extension-reflex of sufficient sustentation to be obtained. It has, 
however, occasionally been examined.
In few  cases was the extension-reflex well maintained. In one of these 
(fig. 7) it was found that an ipsilateral stimulus, when applied during the 
contralateral extension-reflex and terminated before the termination of that 
reflex, gave relaxation of the immediate extensor reflex contraction during 
the phase of double stimulation. On termination of the ipsilateral 
stimulus the extensor contraction was again established. The ipsilateral 
stimulus was commenced two seconds after the commencement of the 
contralateral. I f  it was of brief duration— two seconds— the reestablish­
ment of the extensor contraction was to the same level that obtained before 
the period of double stimulation. There was, however, a slight extensor 
“  rebound ” contraction before the level of maintained contraction was
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assumed. On termination of contralateral stimulation the extensor con­
traction died down without any terminal contraction in either muscle. 
When the period of ipsilateral stimulation during the extension-reflex was
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Fig . 7.— Experimente, xxx., record 54, 1375 ; 3 1 /3 /1 1 .— Low spinal cat, two reactions obtained 
3 hours and 56 minutes after division of the spinal cord. The reactions are compounded at 
the same strengths of ipsilateral and of contralateral stimulation, but the temporal arrange­
ments of the two stimuli differ. An interval of 1 minute elapses between them. vend
In reaction a the two stimuli are commenced synchronously, and the ipsilateral is with­
drawn during the running of the contralateral. The extensor contraction is retarded and 
depressed during double stimulation (in the first part of reaction b the contralateral stimulus 
is “  pure,” and may be used for comparison). On removal of the ipsilateral stimulus there is 
an augmentation of extensor contraction to an extent greater than in the ‘ 1 pure ” reaction.
In reaction b there is a greater flexor contraction during double stimulation than in a. 
The ipsilateral stimulus is applied 2 seconds after the commencement of the contralateral, 
and again withdrawn 2 seconds before the termination of the contralateral stimulus. There 
is a greater depression of extensor contraction during double stimulation —as seen, for 
instance, at the end of the 2 seconds of double stimulation. On cessation of the ipsilateral 
stimulus there is a slight and transient extensor augmentation. In this case, therefore, the 
value of flexion in the period of double stimulation is greater where the ipsilateral stimulus 
is applied late in the period of contralateral stimulation.
of greater duration— six seconds— the restitution of extensor contraction 
after the termination of ipsilateral stimulation failed to attain to the level 
which obtained before the commencement of that stimulation, and the 
extensor contraction then died away during the continued contralateral 
stimulation. I f  the two stimuli were applied at the same time, but the
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ipsilateral withdrawn after two seconds and when the contralateral stimulus 
was still running, the extensor contraction was augmented after the with­
drawal of the ipsilateral stimulus (fig. 7). This augmentation was to an 
extent greater than that which obtained in the “ simple ” extension-reflex. 
On termination of the contralateral stimulus the extensor contraction at 
once fell without any terminal contraction in either muscle. (In this 
experiment there was a rhythmic phenomenon in the extensor muscle 
during the period of double stimulation— a phenomenon which will be 
described in greater detail in a later paper.)
In a second instance (fig. 8) there was a slight extensor terminal 
contraction after the simple extension-reflex. When an ipsilateral stimulus 
was started during the running of a contralateral extension-reflex the first 
effect in the curve of the extensor muscle was a phase of relaxation. This 
again gave place to contraction during the two seconds of the period of 
double stimulation, and at the point at which the ipsilateral stimulus was 
withdrawn again the extensor had again attained its former level. Im ­
mediately after the withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus there was an 
augmentation of the extensor contraction. This resembled in form the 
extensor terminal contraction of the simple extension-reflex, but it was 
much greater in extent (there was no rebound phenomenon in the simple 
flexion-reflex). It was followed again by the attainment of the ordinary 
level of extensor immediate contraction, and on cessation of the contra­
lateral stimulus there was another extensor terminal contraction which was 
less than that in the simple extension-reflex and of course not so great as 
that obtained on withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus in the compound 
reaction. It looks as if there was here an extensor terminal contraction 
( “ rebound contraction ”) in response to cessation of a flexion-producing 
stimulus and during the running of an extension-reflex, although cessation 
of stimulation in the simple ipsilateral flexion-reflex was followed by no 
extensor rebound contraction; and as if this was greater than the extensor 
terminal contraction of the simple extension-reflex (fig. 8).
In a third case (fig. 9) the simple contralateral reaction was a well- 
sustained extension-reflex. Cessation of stimulation was followed by a 
sustained “ tonic ” extensor after-discharge. In the phase of double 
stimulation of the compound reaction there was complete extensor depres­
sion, and the flexor contraction was not so great as in the “ pure ” flexion- 
reflex. On withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus there occurred a 
restitution of the extensor contraction; and on subsequent withdrawal of 
the contralateral stimulus this was maintained as a “ tonic ” extensor after­
discharge.
In another instance (fig. 10) the contralateral reaction, in response to 
maximum stimulation, opened with a flexor contraction, and later in the 
period of stimulation gave extensor contraction (4, fig. 35: I  notice that 
in mistake I have described, in the legend of the figure, this reaction as one 
obtained in the decerebrate preparation, whereas it was obtained in the
low spinal preparation, as I correctly state in the legend of fig. 28). Shortly 
before this a weaker stimulus had evoked a reaction of pure extension. A  
weak contralateral stimulus was then applied, and six seconds after its








Fig. 9.— Experimente, cxl., record 258, 6039 ; 26/11/12.— Low spinal cat, two reactions obtained 
4 minutes after division of the spinal cord, there being an interval of 1 minute between the 
first and second. The stimuli are of constant strength in the two reactions, but |their 
temporal relations are changed.
In reaction a the contralateral stimulus is the background. Double stimulation is 
accompanied by a slight flexor contraction and complete depression of the extensor contraction ; 
on cessation of double stimulation there is an almost complete extensor restitution.
In reaction b there is but a slight flexor relaxation during double stimulation, and no 
extensor contraction. The depression of flexor contraction persists after withdrawal of the 
interrupting contralateral stimulus, and there is finally a very slight extensor rebound 
contraction.
Compare here the extents of flexor contraction in the two phases of double stimulation. 
The reverse phenomena of those of the previous figure are seen. In this case, as it were, 
the first stimulus to be applied “ holds the field.”
commencement an ipsilateral stimulus was also given. The contralateral 
stimulus had evoked no reaction at all, and no extensor contraction appeared 
in the period of double stimulation. But, on withdrawal of the ipsilateral 
stimulus (the contralateral stimulus still running), the extensor commenced 
at once to contract. The contraction was marked, but at once died down
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on cessation of the contralateral stimulus, there being then no terminal 
contraction in either muscle (fig. 10).
In yet another instance— where double stimulation evoked rhythmic 
contraction of the extensor— the cessation of ipsilateral stimulation was 
followed by a flexor terminal contraction. Here the flexor contraction 
during double stimulation had died away, and after withdrawal of the 







Fig . 10.— Experiment C, xxiv., record 44, 1053; 14/3/11.— Low spinal cat, a record obtained 
32 minutes after division of the spinal cord. Here the “ background” stimulus is the 
contralateral. It is run for 6 seconds “ pure” and then the ipsilateral stimulus is added. 
On withdrawal of the latter an extensor contraction appears for the first time in the reaction—  
demonstrating an effect of extension augmentation as a successive result of double stimulation.
C. S t im u li o f  A s y n ch ro n o u s  T e r m in a t io n : Ip s ila te r a l  
F le x io n -R e f le x  le f t  in A ction .
In double stimulation records where the ipsilateral stimulus is allowed 
to continue after cessation of contralateral stimulation, the chief point of 
interest is the behaviour of the flexor muscle after the withdrawal of the 
antagonistic reflex. Three possibilities occur: the depression of flexion 
during the double stimulation may continue after the cessation of the 
contralateral stimulus, the flexor contraction may “ rebound ” to the level 
which it would have had had the ipsilateral stimulus been uninterrupted,
or there may be flexion augmentation to a point above that level. The 
phenomena can only be observed satisfactorily in those cases in which there 
is a well-maintained flexor contraction in the ipsilateral flexion-reflex. 
Where the flexor contraction dies soon during the period of stimulation the 
after-effect of an intercurrent contralateral stimulus may not be apparent 
— that is to say, that there may be no flexor augmentation in cases where 
the flexor contraction, if uninterrupted, would have died away.
In these experiments the method has been to apply an ipsilateral 
stimulus for a given length of time— say for six or eight seconds— and 
then at an interval of a minute again to apply it for the same length of 
time, but to interpose a concurrent contralateral stimulus, which is com­
menced later than the ipsilateral and ended sooner. The outlines of the 
two tracings may then be compared, and conclusions drawn from their 
appearances in the last two seconds (say) of stimulation— when in the com­
pounded curve the contralateral stimulus has been withdrawn. It is advisable 
to take a third reaction in which the ipsilateral stimulus is again applied 
pure for the same length of time. I f  this is similar to the first, it may be 
assumed that any change in the last portion of the second (intermediate) 
record is due to the after-effect of the concurrent contralateral stimulus.
In this series of experiments in the low spinal preparation comparative 
depression of flexion alone was found to follow the withdrawal of the 
contralateral stimulus.
The contralateral stimulus, when applied during a flexion-reflex, gives 
relaxation of the flexor contraction. On cessation of the contralateral 
stimulus the state of flexor relaxation may persist at the same level of 
relative flexor contraction which obtained (if the relaxation was in­
complete) at the end of the period of double stimulation (fig. 4). When the 
contralateral stimulus is comparatively weak and does not reach its full 
effect during the period of stimulation used (usually two seconds), the 
relaxation of the flexor may continue for a short time after the cessation of 
contralateral stimulation, and then the level reached remains until the end 
of ipsilateral stimulation. When the period of contralateral stimulation is 
brief, and is taken early in the period of the flexion-reflex, as time elapses 
after the withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus the curve of the flexor 
contraction may at first remain level —  although in the corresponding 
period of a pure flexion-reflex it gradually falls. It then remains level until 
a point is reached at which the height of contraction is the same as that 
at the corresponding point in time of the pure reaction— thereafter it falls 
as in the pure reaction. If the differences in height at different points of 
the pure reaction and the compounded reaction were plotted as a curve, it 
would then be found that the relaxation produced during the period of 
double stimulation was succeeded by a phase of slow reconstitution of the 
flexor contraction, which finally became nearly complete (fig. 11).
In these cases the amount of flexor relaxation during double stimula­
tion is greater the later in the period of the flexion-reflex the interfering
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contralateral stimulus is applied; and the greater also is the amount o f 
relative flexor depression which is left behind at the withdrawal of the 
contralateral stimulus.
In other cases, although after the withdrawal of the contralateral 
stimulus the flexor contraction may not again attain to the level which it
Fig . 11.— This figure is a diagram composed of the outlines of the flexor con­
tractions of the sixth and seventh reactions of fig. 4 (reactions /  and g ). 
Of these the one is a “  pure ” flexor contraction and the other is a flexor 
contraction the resultant of this and of a contralateral stimulus applied for 
about 1 second. The divergence of the two outlines shews a flexor depres­
sion during double stimulation (between the ordinates a and b), and a 
continuation of this after the termination of double stimulation. On the 
lower line of the diagram the curve of flexor depression is plotted to a 
straight line which represents the maintained flexor contraction of a “ pure” 
reaction. Here it is seen that after the end of double stimulation there is 
a gradual diminution of the relative flexor depression ; and that this nearly 
disappears, but does not quite do so.
would have held if the flexion-reflex had not been interfered with, there 
may yet be a “ rebound ” of the flexor contraction (flgs. 8, 12, 16).
Thus the flexor may relax during the whole of the period of double 
stimulation, and this relaxation may continue for as long as 0'75 second 
after cessation of the contralateral stimulus (fig. 12). Thereafter the 
flexor contraction augments until it attains a greater degree than that 
which obtained at the end of double stimulation, but never nearly attains 
to the degree o f maintained contraction which it would have possessed had
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there been no interposed antagonistic stimulus. This level is then held 
until the end of the period of ipsilateral stimulation. The augmentation 
is sometimes a rapid movement, but sometimes a slow one.
In one instance of this nature (fig. 12) it was found that there was a 
sudden augmentation of the rate of flexor relaxation on ce ssa t io n  o f  the 
c o n tr a la te ra l s tim u lu s. In this case the contralateral reaction was one 
followed by an extensor terminal contraction after excitation ; and the 
case is of interest in that almost certainly this augmentation of relaxa­
tion is strictly comparable to the “ extensor rebound relaxation after 
inhibition ” described in a previous paper of this series (3), and therefore 
extends the observation of the phenomenon to the flexor muscle and to 
the low spinal preparation.
When the time relations of the two stimuli are kept constant in a series 
o f reactions, and when the contralateral stimulus is kept of constant 
strength but the ipsilateral progressively decreased in value, it may be 
found that the extent of the restitution of flexor contraction after with­
drawal of the contralateral stimulus progressively decreases with decrease 
o f the value of the “ background” flexion-reflex (fig. 12). Restitution 
seems to be greater also the earlier in the period of the flexion-reflex the 
contralateral stimulus falls (fig. 8).
V. Low S p in a l  P r e p a r a t io n — D e - a f f e r e n t e d  C o n d it io n .
In the de-afferented condition of the low spinal preparation the two 
antagonistic stimuli have been combined in different temporal arrangements, 
and the resultant reactions confirm those obtained in the normal condition.
Of the immediate effects of the double combination, an augmentation 
of the extent of extensor contraction has been observed. In this instance 
the extensor contraction during the phase of double stimulation was much 
greater than in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. A t the same time there was 
an extensor terminal contraction after excitation in the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex, and this also was augmented in the compound reaction. When a 
strength of contralateral stimulation which when given “ pure ” was in­
effective was applied— and when the effect of double stimulation was not 
that of extension augmentation— on withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus 
there might be a sudden augmentation of the extensor contraction during the 
running of the remaining portion of the period of contralateral stimulation.
In other cases it has been observed that, with a sufficiently strong 
ipsilateral stimulus, double stimulation results (as in the normal condition)' 
in a depression of the extensor contraction of the extension-reflex. When 
both stimuli are taken off at the same time there may be an extensor 
terminal contraction which is markedly greater than the extensor terminal 
contraction after excitation of the pure extension-reflex (fig. 13). (Here 
there was no terminal rebound contraction on cessation of stimulation in 
the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex.)
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Where an ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus is applied for a given 
length of time and during its application a contralateral stimulus is given 
and taken off' again, the phenomena are very similar to those obtained in 
the normal condition.
a b
Fig. 13.— Experiment C, 1., record 88, 2234 ; 19/6/11.— De-afferented condition of low spinal 
preparation— cat; two reactions obtained 1 hour and 20 minutes after division of tlie spinal 
cord (and 7 hours and 41 minutes after decerebration).
Reaction a demonstrates a “ pure” extension-reflex in which the extensor contraction is 
slight, and in which there is a slight extensor rebound contraction on cessation of stimulation. 
In reaction b this stimulus is synchronously compounded with an ipsilateral. Flexor contrac­
tion accompanied by abolition of extensor contraction occurs during double stimulation. On 
termination of this period there is an extensor rebound contraction which is much greater in 
extent than in a. (A “ pure” ipsilateral reaction was not followed by an extensor rebound 
contraction.)
[From the same experiment as figs. 14 and 15.]
During the phase of double stimulation there is a state of relative 
relaxation of the flexor. The extent of this varies, and depends upon the 
relative strengths of the two antagonised stimuli. Where the strength of
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the ipsilateral stimulus is relatively great the relaxation of the flexor is 
relatively sm all; and where relatively small the relaxation of the flexor is 






Fig . 14.— Experiment C, 1., record 87, 2204 ; 19/6/11. — De-afferented condition of low spinal pre­
paration— cat; three reactions obtained 3 minutes after division of the spinal cord (and 6 hours 
and 24 minutes after decerebration). Minute intervals elapse between the reactions.
Reactions a and b are “ pure” contralateral and ipsilateral reflexes. Reaction c is com­
pound of the two. The ipsilateral is the “ background” stimulus. Depression of flexor 
contraction occurs during double stimulation, but is unaccompanied by extensor contraction. 
On cessation of double stimulation there is a partial restitution of flexor contraction, and on 
cessation of ipsilateral stimulation there is first a flexor rebound contraction and then an 
extensor— neither of these phenomena occurring in the “ pure” reactions, although it must be 
noted that in reaction b the. ipsilatei’al stimulus is applied for a shorter time than in reaction c. 
Note here the extensor “  after-discharge ” in reaction a.
[From the same experiment as figs. 13 and 15.]
appear during the phase of double stimulation ; but this will not appear 
when the strength of ipsilateral stimulation is relatively great.
A fter withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus and when the flexion- 
reflex is still in action there may -be a partial restitution of flexor con­
traction. But in these experiments this has never been to the level of
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Fig. 15.— Experiment C, 1., record 87, 2209; 19/fJ/ll.— De-afferented condition of low spinal preparation—cat; a series of reactions obtained 8 minutes after division of the spinal cord (6 hours and 29 minutes after decerebration). Intervals of 1 minute 
each intervene between successive reactions. The interrupting contralateral stimulus is constant in strength throughout the series ; the background ipsilateral stimulus is increased in strength in successive reactions. Reaction h is a “  pure” ipsilateral 
flexion-reflex.
In reaction a— where the “  background” is weak—there is a certain amount of extensor contraction during double stimulation, and in the commencement of that period there seems to be a slight augmentation of the flexor contraction. Cessation of 
double stimulation is seen to be followed by an extensor rebound contraction. This was present in the “ pure” extension-reflex (see reaction a of fig. 3 in the paper of this series immediately preceding the present one).
In the succeeding reactions no extensor contraction occurs. The flexor relaxation during double stimulation appears to decrease in extent with increase in the value of the background stimulus. On cessation of the contralateral stimulus there is no 
flexor restitution of contraction in reaction b, but this appears in c, and thereafter becomes greater with increase in the value of the background stimulus. In reaction b a slight extensor rebound contraction occurs on cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus.
[From the same experiment as figs. 13 and 14.]
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contraction which would have obtained had there been no interruption. 
In one instance, on withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus, there was a 
flexor terminal contraction, followed later by an extensor terminal con­
traction. In the pure flexion-reflex neither of these phenomena occurred 
< fig . 1 4 ) .
In one instance a series of compounded reactions in which the “ back­
ground ” stimulus of ipsilateral flexion was progressively increased in value 
but in which the interrupting contralateral stimulus was kept constant was 
obtained. Here it was observed that where the ipsilateral stimulus was 
very weak the commencement of the period of double stimulation appeared 
to be accompanied by a slight augmentation of the small flexor contraction. 
Synchronously there was a well-marked extensor contraction, and the 
* flexor soon completely relaxed. The extensor contraction remained during 
the period of double stimulation, and at the withdrawal of the contralateral 
stimulus there was a marked extensor terminal contraction. There was 
no restitution of flexor contraction during the remaining period of ipsi­
lateral stimulation. On using greater strengths of ipsilateral stimulation 
there was then found not to be any extensor contraction. W ith a strength 
of ipsilateral stimulation greater than that just described there was a 
nearly complete relaxation of the flexor during the period of double 
stimulation. But there was no restitution of the flexor contraction when 
the contralateral stimulus was withdrawn. As the strength of ipsilateral 
stimulation was increased the relaxation during the period of double 
stimulation decreased in extent, and restitution appeared and became ever 
greater the greater the strength of ipsilateral stimulation (fig. 15).
VI. Low S p in a l  P r e p a r a t io n — A b n o r m a l  R e a c t io n s .
In the low spinal preparation the ipsilateral extension-reflex is a 
reaction of great rarity; but the abnormal contralateral flexion-reflex is 
not uncommon— at any rate as studied in the movements of the ankle 
which are evoked in response to stimulation of the saphenous nerve. This 
reaction has in these experiments been compounded with the normal ipsi­
lateral flexion-reflex both in the normal and in the de-aflerented condition.
When an ipsilateral and a contralateral flexion-reflex are synchronously 
compounded it might be supposed that the resultant reaction would be 
flexion of greater extent than either. Although this may occur, very often 
the reverse takes place.
In one experiment where the extents of the ipsilateral and contralateral 
flexion-reflexes were small, it was found that when both were applied 
together there was a slight augmentation of flexion during double stimula­
tion, so that the resultant contraction was greater than that of either pure 
reaction. If, however, the ipsilateral flexion was first put in action and 
then, later in the period of stimulation, the contralateral flexion was added, 
the result was a slight depression of flexion. When the contralateral
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flexion was first applied and taken off (after two seconds) at the same 
moment that an ipsilateral stimulus was commenced (successive compound­
ing), the ipsilateral flexion-reflex was found to be markedly depressed in 
comparison with the pure reaction obtained with the same strength of 
stimulus. These reactions were all obtained when the strength of 
ipsilateral stimulation was small. When the ipsilateral stimulus was a 
strong one similar effects were obtained. When the ipsilateral stimulus 
immediately followed upon cessation of the contralateral (compounding in 
temporal succession), it was again found that there was depression of 
ipsilateral flexion (fig. 16). When the contralateral stimulus was applied 
during the ipsilateral and after its commencement, it was then found that 
there was a w e ll-m a rk e d  r e la x a t io n  o f  f le x o r  co n tr a c t io n , ju s t  as 
i f  th e  c o n tra la te ra l re a c t io n  had b een  a n orm a l e x te n s io n -r e f le x  
(fig. 16). When the contralateral stimulus was then taken oft* again during 
the continuance of the ipsilateral flexion-reflex, it was found that there 
was a restitution of the extent of flexor contraction. But the reestablish­
ment of flexor contraction was not complete— that is to say, it did not 
bring the level of the curve up to that which would have obtained had the 
ipsilateral flexion-reflex been uninterrupted.
In this experiment the “ double step ” combination of the two stimuli 
gave reactions of great interest. In this form of combination of tw o 
stimuli in time one stimulus is first applied, and during its application the 
second is commenced. For a short time both stimuli are allowed to run 
together, and then the f ir s t  is taken off. The second then runs alone and 
finally itself is stopped (fig. 16).
When the contralateral stimulus was first applied it was found (both 
when the ipsilateral stimulus was a strong one and when it was weak) 
that, when the ipsilateral stimulus was added to it after one second had 
passed, there was an augmentation of flexion. This was, however, not to 
so great a level as when the ipsilateral stimulus was applied alone. When, 
then, the contralateral stimulus was taken off and the ipsilateral alone was 
in action, the flexor contraction a u gm en ted . Although its phase of 
increasing contraction was a slow one, yet eventually it terminated at a 
level only slightly less than that which a pure ipsilateral reaction would 
have had at the same length of time after its commencement.
I f the stimuli were taken in the reverse order, similar appearances were 
obtained (fig. 16). Here the commencement of contralateral stimulation 
during the period of ipsilateral stimulation was accompanied by relaxation 
of the flexor contraction. I f  then the ipsilateral stimulus was taken off, 
the flexor still further relaxed. B u t it  d id  n o t re la x  d ow n  to  so low  
a le v e l  as w o u ld  h ave  o b ta in e d  in the f le x o r  c o n tr a c t io n  o f  th e 
p u re  co n tr a la te ra l f le x io n -r e f le x .
In another experiment some of these phenomena were observed within 
the first eleven minutes after division of the spinal cord (the preparation 
had been a decerebrate one). Here, when the contralateral stimulus was
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applied after the commencement of the ipsilateral and again removed while 
the ipsilateral was still in action, there was a marked relaxation of flexor 
contraction during the period of double stimulation, and this was followed 
by as marked a reconstitution of flexor contraction— although that was 
not complete.
In one experiment the compounding of the abnormal crossed flexion 
with the ordinary ipsilateral flexion has been examined in the de-afferented 
condition of the low spinal preparation. At this stage in the experiment 
the contralateral stimulus evoked a reaction characterised by flexor con­
traction during stimulation, and by an extensor terminal contraction 
(rebound). Ten minutes before there had been extensor contraction during 
stimulation. Here, when the contralateral stimulus was commenced and 
stopped during the period of application of the ipsilateral, there was a 
marked relaxation of flexor contraction during double stimulation. This 
was followed by partial restitution when the contralateral stimulus was 
taken off. When both stimuli were commenced at the same time the 
extent of flexor contraction at first was slightly greater than that which 
would have been present in a pure ipsilateral flexion-reflex, and was 
present in a reaction taken after an interval of one minute. The curve of 
flexor contraction, however, then commenced to fall, and did so more rapidly, 
so that at the end of the two seconds of double stimulation the level was 
slightly lower than that which obtained at the end of the second second of 
pure ipsilateral stimulation. The cessation of the two stimuli was followed 
by an extensor terminal contraction which was of about the same extent 
as in the pure contralateral reaction. In this same experiment, seven 
minutes earlier, when the contralateral reaction had been one of extension, 
the similar compounding of the two stimuli (of the same strength as in the 
case described above) was followed by a marked augmentation of an 
extensor terminal contraction which was present in the extension-reflex as 
an extensor terminal contraction after excitation.
VII. H ig h  S p in a l  ( “ D e c a p i t a t e ” ) P r e p a r a t io n — I m m e d ia t e  E f f e c t s .
In the high-spinal preparation phenomena similar to those of the 
low-spinal preparation have been seen.
The flexor muscle during double stimulation contracts to a less degree 
than in a simple flexion-reflex evoked by the same strength of ipsilateral 
stimulation (fig. 19) When strong contralateral stimuli are compounded 
with weak ipsilateral there may be almost no flexor contraction during 
double stimulation; where the ipsilateral stimulus is relatively strong, the 
flexor contraction may be only slightly smaller than that in the “ pure ” 
flexion-reflex.
In the case of the extensor muscle (figs. 17, 18, 19) the phenomenon of 
extensor augmentation during double stimulation has rarely been observed 
(fig. 20) in the series of experiments in decapitate preparations. The
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extensor contraction has been found to be smaller than in a pure extension- 
reflex evoked with the strength of contralateral stimulation compounded 
with the ipsilateral. But in these experiments the two antagonistic stimuli 
were not applied and again taken off at the same times, and the immediate 
effects of double stimulation are described from experiments in which the 
one stimulus was applied during the running of the other. The extensor 
contracts to an extent intermediate between that of the pure extension- 
reflex and zero, and the relative extent of this intermediate contraction 








F i g . 17. —Experiment C, xli., record 72,1772 ; 18/5/11. — High spinal (decapitate) cat, two reactions 
obtained 26 minutes after decapitation (4 hours and 1 minute after decerebration). An interval 
of 2 minutes elapsed between them. Reaction a shews the effect of interrupting an extension 
background with an ipsilateral stimulus. During double stimulation there is a slight depression 
of extensor contraction. Cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus is followed by an augmentation 
of extensor contraction greater than that in the “  pure ’’ contralateral reaction— reaction b. 
[From the same experiment as figs. 19 and 20.]
pounded. Where the ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus is relatively 
strong the extensor contraction may be almost zero; where it is relatively 
weak the extensor contraction may be very nearly of the same extent as 
in the pure extension-reflex evoked by the same strength of contralateral 
stimulation.
Thus in these experiments the immediate effects of the synchronous 
compounding of two antagonistic stimuli have taken the form of “ algebraic 
summation.” The two muscles have simultaneously contracted, but the 
contraction of neither has been as great as in a pure reflex evoked by 
the same strength of stimulus. Compared with the extent of contraction 
in a simple reflex, the flexor contraction has been found to be least reduced
— and the extensor most— when the ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus 
has been of greatest relative strength ; and the flexor contraction has been 
most reduced— and the extensor least— when the relative strength of the 
contralateral extension-producing stimulus has been greatest.
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Fig. 18.— Experiment C, xlv., record 76, 1905; ‘25/5/11.— High spinal (decapitate) cat, two reactions 
obtained 5 hours and 45 minutes after decapitation. There is an interval of a minute between 
them. In reaction a a strong ipsilateral stimulus is compounded against a background of 
extension. During double stimulation there is almost complete extensor relaxation, although 
the period of the ipsilateral stimulus is short. Cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus is followed by 
a complete depression of extensor contraction, but on withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus 
there is a slight extensor rebound contraction. In reaction b the ipsilateral stimulus is very 
weak, and the same strength of contralateral stimulation is used as the background. Here 
there is an extensor relaxation during double stimulation which is much less than before. 
During the third phase of the reaction the extensor remains in reduced contraction— there is 
not complete depression as in a. No extensor rebound contraction occurs here on cessation of 
the contralateral stimulus.
V III. H ig h  S p i n a l  ( “ D e c a p i t a t e ” ) P r e p a r a t i o n — S u c c e s s i v e  E f f e c t s .
A. S tim u li o f  S y n c h ro n o u s  T erm in a tion .
In these experiments the two stimuli were never stopped synchronously, 
and therefore no data with regard to the terminal effects of double stimula­
tion exist.
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B. S tim u li o f  A sy n ch ro n o u s  T e rm in a tio n : C on tra la te ra l 
E x te n s io n -R e fle x  le ft  in A ction .
When the contralateral stimulus is first applied and the ipsilateral 
flexion-producing stimulus is commenced during its application and 







Fig. 19.— Experiment C, xli., record 72, 1777 ; 18/5/11.— High spinal (decapi­
tate) cat, a reaction obtained 32 minutes after decapitation (4 hours and 
7 minutes after decerebration). Here a contralateral stimulus interrupts a 
background of ipsilateral flexion. During double stimulation there is a 
marked flexor relaxation, and a reciprocal extensor conti’action. With­
drawal of the contralateral stimulus gives a nearly complete restitution of 
flexor contraction during the remaining portion of the period of the ipsi­
lateral stimulus. The numbered ordinates 1 and 2 demonstrate the time 
relationships of the reciprocal movements of contraction and relaxation in 
the two muscles. It is seen that relaxation precedes contraction by an 
appreciable interval of time.
[From the same experiment as figs. 17 and 20.]
which obtains during the double stimulation to the state of “ rest ” in two 
steps. The first of these is that in which the contralateral stimulus is still 
being applied alone, and the second is the state immediately after cessation 
of that stimulus. As in these experiments with decapitate preparations 
there were no rebound phenomena, the results give no information with 
regard to the happenings after the withdrawal of the final stimulus.
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But in these experiments data concerning the effects of withdrawal of 
the ipsilateral stimulus upon the response to the still continuing contra­
lateral stimulus have been obtained.
It sometimes occurs that a marked augmentation of the contralateral 
effect—that is to say, of the extensor contraction—may follow the with­
drawal of the ipsilateral stimulus (fig. 17). This may be shewn by the 
attainment of a state of extensor contraction greater than that obtained in 
the simple extension-reflex evoked with the same strength of contralateral 
stimulation. Or there may be no extensor contraction in response to con­
tralateral stimulation in the period of stimulation before commencement 
of the ipsilateral stimulus. Contraction may then appear during the 
period of double stimulation, and may then markedly augment on with­
drawal of the ipsilateral stimulus.
In these experiments this effect has been found to occur when the 
strength of ipsilateral stimulation is very weak. If it be increased in 
strength there is a greater depression of the extensor contraction during 
double stimulation, and at the withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus there 
is an increase of the extent of extensor contraction— but perhaps not to 
the level which would have been obtained in a simple contralateral 
extension-reflex evoked with the same strength of stimulus.
Where the strength of ipsilateral stimulation is still greater there may 
be no recovery of the extensor contraction at the withdrawal of the ipsi­
lateral stimulus (fig. 18); and when it is very great there may be complete 
relaxation of the extensor contraction during double stimulation, and again 
no recovery. In one instance there was an extensor terminal contraction 
on cessation of the contralateral stimulus, although this was not present in 
the simple extension-reflex (fig. 18).
C. Stim uli o f A syn ch ron ou s T erm in ation : Ip sila tera l 
F lex ion -R e flex  le ft  in A ction .
The phenomena observed when the ipsilateral stimulation was first 
applied and during its application the contralateral was started and stopped 
have been the same as in the low spinal preparation. In one experiment 
the relaxation of the flexor contraction during double stimulation (in 
response to a strong contralateral stimulus) was very nearly complete— 
and yet there was a very nearly complete restitution on withdrawing the 
contralateral stimulus (fig. 19).
D. D ouble S tim u lation  in “ S te p ” A rrangem ent.
In this form of temporal arrangement of two antagonistic stimuli one is 
first applied and then, while the first is running, the second is commenced ; 
the first is then stopped while the second is allowed for a time to continue.
In the decapitate preparation the results obtained have resembled 
those found in the low spinal preparation.
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When the first of the two antagonistic stimuli is the ipsilateral (fig. 20), 
the extensor contraction during the period of double stimulation has been 
found to be greater than in a pure extension-reflex evoked at the same 






Fig. 20.— Experiment C, xli., record 72,1883 ; 18/5/11.— High spinal (decapitate) cat, two reactions 
obtained 38 minutes after decapitation (5 hours and 13 minutes after decerebration). An 
interval of 1 minute elapses between them. The stimuli are arranged iu “  step” formation. 
In reaction a the contralateral stimulus is first applied. During double stimulation a slight 
extensor depression of contraction and a slight flexor contraction occur. On withdrawal of the 
contralateral stimulus there is an augmentation of the flexor contraction and a further de­
pression of extensor contraction. The latency of the flexor augmentation of contraction is 
great, and its extent is smaller than in the 1 ‘ pure ”  ipsilateral reaction— as may be seen on com­
parison with the flexor contraction in the first part of reaction b. In reaction b the stimuli are 
arranged in the reverse order. Here double stimulation is accompanied by flexor relaxation 
and extensor contraction. The extensor contraction is of shorter latency than in the “ pure” 
reaction (first part of reaction a), and is of slightly greater extent. Withdrawal of the ipsi­
lateral stimulus is followed by a very slight— but distinct— extensor augmentation of
contraction.
[From the same experiment as figs. 17 and 19.]
stimulus (the contralateral then running alone) there may be an augmenta­
tion of the extensor contraction.
When the first stimulus to be applied is the contralateral, there may be 
a diminution of the extensor contraction during the phase of double 
stimulation, and at the same time the flexor contraction may be less— 
perhaps much less—than in the simple flexion-reflex of the same strength
of ipsilateral stimulation. On withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus
the flexor contraction augments. The extent of this contraction was in
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one instance very nearly to the level which would have obtained in a 
simple ipsilateral reaction of the same strength and after the same duration 
of stimulation. In another instance it was very much less.
IX. H ig h  S p i n a l  ( “ D e c a p i t a t e ” ) P r e p a r a t i o n — A b n o r m a l  R e a c t i o n s .
In one experiment in which a decapitate preparation was used the 






F i g . 21. — Experiment C, xlii., record 73, 1806 ; 20/5/11.— High spinal (decapitate) cat, a compound 
reaction obtained 6 hours and 2 minutes after decapitation. In this experiment the contralateral 
reaction was one of abnormal crossed flexion (see lig. 29 of paper xi. of this series— from the 
same experiment). Here a subliminal contralateral stimulus is first applied ; then after an 
interval of about 2 seconds an almost subliminal ipsilateral stimulus is applied ; finally, after 
another 2 seconds, the two are applied synchronously and a marked flexor contraction results. 
This demonstrates a summation of two subliminal ipsilateral and contralateral stimuli where 
the crossed and the uncrossed reactions are both flexion-reflexes.
that when subliminal ipsilateral and contralateral stimuli were given 
simultaneously (starting at the same moment) there was evoked a distinct 
reaction of flexion (fig. 21). Later in this same experiment— when the 
contralateral stimulus evoked no reaction, and when the ipsilateral stimulus
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was first applied and the contralateral commenced during this stimulation 
and also taken off again before its termination—there resulted a partial 
flexor relaxation during the phase of double stimulation. On termination 
of the contralateral stimulus the flexor contraction was in part reconstituted 
—but not nearly to the level of contraction which would have obtained 
had the ipsilateral stimulus been uninterrupted.
X. C o n c l u s io n s .
In the recent spinal preparations when two antagonistic stimuli are 
compounded together there is usually conditioned a reflex state in which 
the state of contraction of each of the two antagonistic muscles (as 
examined at the ankle) is less than in the respective uncompounded 
reactions but greater than the zero of the state of “ rest.”
When this occurs there is an algebraic summation of the two antagonised 
acts in S h errin gton ’ s sense. That is, in each lialf-centre—as estimated 
by the state of its respective muscle—there is an algebraic compounding 
of the activation conditioned by one stimulus and of the inhibition 
conditioned by the antagonistic stimulus.
The extent of the contraction in either muscle varies with the relative 
strengths of the two compounded stimuli— as Sherrington  has pointed 
out in the decapitate preparation. When one stimulus is relatively much 
stronger than the other, then the activation conditioned by it in one half- 
centre by much outweighs the inhibition conditioned in that half-centre 
by the other stimulus, and the muscle which is subservient to that half­
centre contracts little less strongly than in the “ pure ” reflex. At the 
same time the inhibition conditioned by the stronger stimulus in the other 
half-centre by much outweighs the activation conditioned by the weaker 
stimulus, and that muscle contracts much less than in the other “ pure ” 
v reflex compounded in the reaction of double stimulation.
Where either of the two antagonistic stimuli is very much greater than 
the other, the contraction of the muscle which it inhibits may be completely 
suppressed. In these circumstances it is interesting to note that the con­
traction of the muscle which it activates may still be less than in the 
“ pure ” reflex obtained at the same strength of the stimulus which 
activates it. That is to say, that a comparatively weak stimulus, which in 
the phase of double stimulation of a compound reaction is unable to con­
dition contraction of the muscle it activates, may yet evidence itself by 
partial inhibition of the other muscle of the antagonistic pair.
The phenomena in the phase of double stimulation of a compound 
reaction, as stated above, vary with the relative strengths of the two com­
pounded stimuli. In successive compound reactions the relative values of 
the stimuli may be graded, and there is then grading of the respective 
reflex muscular contractions. At one end of such a series there may be 
complete suppression of the contraction of one antagonist, and slight
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suppression only of that of the other. At the other end of. the series there 
may be slight suppression of the contraction of the former, and complete 
suppression of that of the latter. While between the two extremes 
various degrees of algebraic summation may be observed.
The phenomena vary also with the time relations. Even within the 
period of double stimulation there is usually a variation as time advances. 
At the beginning of such a phase— let us say, one in which the two stimuli 
run together for a period of two or four seconds—flexion activity usually 
more preponderates over extension activity than at the end of it. In a 
graded series of compound reactions in which the value of the extension- 
producing stimulus is relatively increased in succeeding reactions, there 
may at first be complete suppression of extensor contraction during double 
stimulation. As the strength of the extension-producing stimulus is then 
relatively increased, extensor contraction may appear. But when it first 
does so, its appearance is late in the period of double stimulation—the 
latency of extensor contraction is great, and its extent is small. With greater 
increase of the relative strength of the extension-producing stimulus the 
latency of extensor contraction decreases, and its extent increases.
Another temporal relationship which may be examined is that in which 
one stimulus is applied before the other, so that the effect of double 
stimulation may be examined as that period falls at different times after 
the commencement of one of the antagonistic reflexes or of the other.
When the flexion-reflex is first applied it is found that the flexor 
depression and extensor contraction during double stimulation are (within 
limits) greater the later in the period of the flexion-reflex the phase of 
double stimulation falls. A maximum effect is obtained when a certain 
interval of time elapses between the commencement of the flexion-reflex 
and that of the antagonistic stimulus. As the flexor contraction soon 
“ fatigues,” this is best seen in the extensor contraction during double 
stimulation. When the phase of double stimulation is applied later than 
the optimum interval, the extensor contraction of double stimulation again 
becomes less. As the extension-reflex is usually easily “ fatigued ” in the 
spinal preparations, no very satisfactory results have been obtained when 
the extension-reflex is made to precede the phase of double stimulation. 
It has appeared, however, that the flexion effect in the compound phase 
was greater the later it fell after the commencement of the extension- 
producing stimulus. But it is great also when the two stimuli are 
commenced synchronously. Then perhaps there is a summation of the 
flexion-reflex and the preliminary flexion factor in the extension-reflex 
which is often present, and when absent may be only masked. If the 
period of double stimulation then falls a little later, there is a relative 
depression of flexion, and then still later periods give greater flexion effects 
again. Whether this is the invariable effect it is not possible from these 
experiments to say.
A curious demonstration of these temporal relations is given when, in
two successive compound reactions, the same strengths of antagonistic 
stimuli are used, but when in one case one is started before the other, 
while in the other case the second stimulus is started before the first—in 
either case the period of double stimulation falling at the same point of 
time after the commencements of the respective first stimuli. It is then 
found that the algebraic summations in the two phases of double stimulation 
are not the same, although the same strengths of stimuli are used in each 
case. Thus if flexion he first applied, the extensor contraction during double 
stimulation may be less and the flexor contraction may be greater than 
when the extension-reflex is first applied. Sometimes the opposite effects 
are seen. It looks as if sometimes the first stimulus “ holds the field,” and 
as if at other times it “ fatigues,” so that the second stimulus has a greater 
relative value.
An interesting point in connexion with these experiments is the ex­
tensor augmentation which is sometimes seen during double stimulation. 
This has been observed in the low spinal preparation. Sometimes the 
extensor contraction is actually greater than in the “ simple ” extension- 
reflex evoked at the same strength of stimulus. In these cases the extent 
of the extensor contraction increases, up to a certain point, with relative 
decrease of the strength of flexion-producing stimulation in the compound 
reaction. Thereafter, as the flexion stimulus is still further decreased, 
there may occur a decrease in the extent of the extensor augmentation. 
This phenomenon perhaps demonstrates the extension-producing effect of 
weak ipsilateral stimuli for the low spinal preparation—an effect which is 
not seen usually in the case of weak ipsilateral reflexes, but may be 
brought to light by the simultaneous combination with a contralateral 
extension-reflex. When the two antagonistic stimuli are of constant 
strength in a series of reactions, but when the contralateral extension- 
producing stimulus is applied at ever greater intervals of time after the 
commencement of the flexion-reflex, it is found that an optimum interval 
exists at which the extensor augmentation is greatest, and that thereafter 
and with greater intervals the augmentation is less. Very rarely a slight 
flexor augmentation may occur at the commencement of the period of 
double stimulation when a contralateral stimulus interrupts a weak 
flexion background.
The successive (“ terminal ”) effects of double stimulation in recent 
spinal preparations may be summed up by saying that there appears to be 
an increase in the factors of extension activation immediately after the 
end of the period of double stimulation in compound reactions.
Where the two antagonistic stimuli are synchronously withdrawn this 
may appear as an “ extensor rebound contraction.” This may be evidenced 
in the compound reaction when present in neither “ pure ” reflex. Or, if 
present in either “ pure ” reflex, it may be found to be augmented in the 
compound reaction. It seems to increase in extent with increase in the 
strength of the contralateral extension-producing stimulus.
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This extension successive effect is well seen against “ backgrounds ” of 
extension or of flexion. Such a “ background ” may be made by prolonging 
the contralateral or the ipsilateral stimulus unbroken after the period of 
double stimulation. When the ipsilateral flexion-reflex is so prolonged the 
successive extension effect following the double stimulation on withdrawal 
of the contralateral stimulus is seen in a failure of the flexor muscle to 
regain the level of contraction which would normally be conditioned by 
the “ pure ” ipsilateral stimulus. Quite often there is no flexor restitution 
at all. When it occurs it is usualty of small extent, and is rarely complete. 
The extent of this flexor depression after double stimulation seems to be 
greater the relatively weaker the ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus is, 
and greater also the later in the period of flexion stimulation the contra­
lateral stimulus falls. Sometimes 0 11  withdrawal of the contralateral 
stimulus at the end of the period of double stimulation there is an additional 
relaxation of the flexor, and this perhaps corresponds to a “ flexor terminal 
relaxation after inhibition ” and is the reciprocal of an “ extensor terminal 
(or “ rebound ” ) contraction after excitation.”
When the “ background ” of extension is used this extension effect after 
double stimulation may be seen in an augmentation of extensor contraction. 
The cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus at the end of the period of double 
stimulation may be followed by a continued depression of the extensor 
contraction. This occurs when the period of double stimulation is a long 
one, or when the ipsilateral stimulus is relatively strong, or when it is 
applied some time after the commencement of the contralateral stimulus. 
In other cases there may be complete restitution of extensor contraction, 
while there may even be augmentation. This may occur when the period 
of double stimulation falls soon after the commencement of the contra­
lateral stimulus, and the extensor augmentation may take the form of an 
extensor rebound contraction of transient form— although none is present 
after the simple flexion-reflex. Extensor augmentation after the end of 
the phase of double stimulation may appear even when the contralateral 
extension-producing stimulus is subliminal.
In de-afferented low spinal preparations general phenomena similar 
to those in the normal preparations have been noticed. In one case 
at the commencement of the period of double stimulation— a weak 
flexion-reflex then being in action— there appeared to be a slight augmen­
tation of flexor contraction, then followed by a well-marked extensor con­
traction.
In the recent spinal preparation there sometimes occurs an abnormal 
crossed flexion-reflex, and the phenomena when this is compounded with 
the normal direct flexion-reflex are of interest. With weak stimuli, and 
when they are commenced together, there is sometimes an augmentation of 
the flexor contraction; but if the contralateral stimulus which gives the 
abnormal crossed flexion be applied during a normal ipsilateral flexion- 
reflex, there is often a depression of the flexor contraction during the period
of double stimulation. If a contralateral stimulus be first applied, a certain 
degree of flexor contraction is conditioned. When, during this stimulation, 
the ipsilateral stimulus is added, there may be an increase in the extent of 
flexor contraction—but not to the level which obtains in the “ pure ” ipsi­
lateral reflex. If, then, the contralateral stimulus be withdrawn, there is a 
further increase in the flexor contraction— very nearly to the extent of the 
“ pure ” ipsilateral reflex. On the other hand, if the ipsilateral stimulus be 
first applied, there is a reduction of the flexor contraction during double 
stimulation, and on further withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus there is 
a still greater depression of flexor contraction; but the extent of flexor 
contraction which then obtains is greater than that in the “ pure ” contra­
lateral reflex.
This result, which has been briefly mentioned in a previous paper (5), 
seems to be an evidence of the presence of two antagonistic factors (flexion 
activity and extension activity) which accompany the stimulation of a 
single afferent nerve of the hind limb—in this case the contralateral long 
saphenous nerve. When stimulated alone it produces a certain amount of 
flexor contraction which may be looked upon as conditioned by an over­
balance of activation over inhibition in the flexor half-centre. But when 
placed against a background of greater flexion it may be that the inhibition 
factor is rendered more evident. A result certainly suggested by the 
relaxation of the flexor contraction of the “ background ” ipsilateral flexion- 
reflex when the contralateral stimulus is applied.
The general results of the compounding of reflexes as examined in this 
paper seem to indicate that, upon the whole, “ algebraic summation ” occurs 
when two antagonistic stimuli are compounded together, and that the value 
of the effects when two stimuli are compounded varies not only with their 
relative values but also (when their strengths are kept constant) with the 
time relations of the two stimuli when one is started before the other. In 
other words, the state of the centres may be altered by the previous appli­
cation of one or other stimulus, and then the effects of double stimulation 
(the antagonistic stimulus simply being added to that first applied) vary 
with the length of time which the first stimulus has run alone and with 
the nature of that stimulus (ipsilateral or contralateral). This seems to 
shew that the state of the centres gradually changes during the application 
of a “ pure ” stimulus composed of a rapid series of faradic shocks of 
apparently constant strength.
But algebraic summation seems not always to be obtained. This has 
been seen on a few occasions in the case of the extensor muscle, which may 
shew greater contraction during double stimulation than in the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex. In these instances, perhaps, the factor of extension in the 
flexion-reflex and that of extension in the extension-reflex summate to 
give a greater extensor contraction than in either. If this is the case, it is 
significant that the effect is seen at its greatest when the extension-reflex 
is added to the flexion-reflex some time after the commencement of the
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latter, as the factor of extension in the flexion-reflex of “ decerebrate” 
type is seen usually late in the period of stimulation.
Of the successive effects of double stimulation in the spinal prepara­
tions, the most marked is an increase of extension activity after double 
stimulation, seen in either half-centre— in the flexor as flexor depression 
and in the extensor as extensor augmentation. This may perhaps be ex­
plained by saying that after double stimulation there is, against a back­
ground of flexion, an algebraic summation of that flexion and of the 
tendency to extensor after-discharge conditioned by the contralateral 
stimulus; and that against an extension background there is an algebraic 
summation of the continued extension and of an extensor rebound 
phenomenon conditioned by the cessation of the ipsilateral flexion- 
producing stimulus. Against a subliminal extension background this 
extensor augmentation has the appearance of the extensor rebound con­
traction of maintained type seen in decerebrate preparations, and this even 
when no such form is obtained on cessation of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex in 
the spinal preparation. Is it possible that the extension “ background ” to 
some extent reproduces the state of the centres in “ decerebrate rigidity,” 
and that the tendency to extensor rebound contraction after the flexion- 
reflex is masked in the low spinal preparation as a rule, but may then be 
evidenced against the subliminal extension background ?
XI. S u m m a r y .
1. In the present paper the immediate and successive effects of the com­
pounding of stimuli have been examined in spinal preparations (low spinal 
and decapitate) as well in the de-afferented condition as in the normal.
2. During double stimulation (immediate effects) there is usually an 
algebraic summation of the “ pure ” reactions. This is such—as Sherring­
ton has already pointed out—that the stronger the ipsilateral stimulus 
relatively is, the greater is the effect of extensor relaxation and flexor 
contraction during double stimulation; and the stronger the contralateral 
stimulus is, the greater is the effect of flexor relaxation and extensor 
contraction.
3. When the time relations of the antagonised stimuli are changed, it 
is found upon the whole that the extension effect during double stimula­
tion is greater the later a contralateral stimulus falls in the period of 
ipsilateral stimulation; and that the greater is the flexion effect the later 
an ipsilateral stimulus falls in the period of contralateral stimulation. 
But often the flexion effect is much greater when the two stimuli are 
commenced synchronously than when the ipsilateral is commenced a 
short time after the contralateral.
4. Very rarely a slight augmentation of flexor contraction is seen at the 
commencement of the period of double stimulation when a contralateral 
stimulus is compounded against a background of weak flexion.
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5. Less rarely an actual augmentation of extensor contraction occurs 
during double stimulation, so that this is greater than in the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex.
6. This effect is, within limits, proportional to the relative preponderance 
of the strength of the contralateral stimulus. But if this be changed 
by weakening the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus, it is found that there 
exists an optimum relation of the strengths of the two stimuli, and that a 
further decrease of the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus is accompanied 
by a reduction of the augmented extensor contraction.
7. It is also found that, within limits, this extensor augmentation of 
contraction during double stimulation is greater the later the contralateral 
stimulus falls in the period of the ipsilateral. But here too an optimum 
interval of time between the commencement of the ipsilateral stimulus and 
that of the interrupting contralateral exists. If the contralateral stimulus 
be applied at a greater interval of time, the extensor augmentation is 
decreased.
8. Even where the “ pure” contralateral reaction evokes abnormal 
flexion there may be flexor depression during double stimulation. This is 
seen where the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus is comparatively great. 
Where the two antagonistic stimuli are small, or subliminal, there may be 
flexor augmentation of contraction.
9. The successive effects of the compounding of stimuli, as seen after 
withdrawal of one of the stimuli in the phase of double stimulation, seem 
chiefly to consist in flexion depression and extension augmentation.
10. This is seen in the tendency for only a partial restitution of flexor 
contraction to occur when the ipsilateral stimulus is prolonged after the 
period of double stimulation. Sometimes no restitution of flexor contraction 
may occur. When it does occur, it seems to be greater the relatively greater 
is the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus.
11. It is also seen in the tendency for extensor augmentation to occur 
when the contralateral stimulus is prolonged after the period of double 
stimulation. This is less the relatively stronger the ipsilateral stimulus is.
12. These points mentioned in this summary are some of the chief ones 
described in this paper, but it is impossible to summarise briefly all the 
various observations contained in it.
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\ I. I n t r o d u c t i o n .
In the preceding palner of this series the immediate and successive 
phenomena in the compounding of two antagonistic reflexes were studied 
in the spinal preparations of the cat. Here only the immediate effects of
1 The preceding papers have appeared in this Journal: vol. ii., No. 3, pi. 243, 1909 ; 
vol. iii., No. 1, pi. 21, 1910 ; vol. iii., No. 2, p. 139, 1910 ; vol. iii., No. 3, p. 271, 1910 (in 
collaboration with Miss Abe l ) ;  vol. iii., No. 4, pi. 319, 1910; vol. iv., No. 1, p. 19, 1911 ; 
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vol. v., No. 3, p. 233, 1912 ; vol. v., No. 3, p. 237, 1912 ; vol. vi., No. 1, p. 25,1913 ; vol. vi., 
No. 3, p. 209, 1913 ; vol. vii., No. 3, pi. 197, 1913.
2 The expenses of this research have been defrayed by a grant from the Carnegie Trust. 
The work was done in the Physiology Laboratory of the University of Liverpool during the 
tenure of a Carnegie Fellowship.
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the compounding of the same two reflexes are dealt with, the condition 
in this case being the “ decerebrate.”
Sherrington  has examined some of the immediate phenomena of 
simultaneous spinal induction in the decerebrate condition. He shewed, in 
the first place, that when the ipsilateral stimulus is pitted against the 
contralateral the contraction of the extensor is found to give place to 
inhibitory relaxation (1). The inhibiting ipsilateral stimulus may be 
applied either to a skin afferent or to a muscle afferent (hamstring nerve). 
Similarly, a contralateral stimulus may cause inhibitory relaxation of a 
reflex contraction of a flexor muscle.
He further shewed (2) that when the two stimuli are fairly strong 
the ipsilateral is prepotent. But if the ipsilateral stimulus is comparatively 
weak, the contralateral reaction (extensor contraction) may be exhibited. 
The extent of the resultant contraction of the extensor muscle during 
double stimulation, in fact, is dependent upon the relative values of the 
two antagonistic stimuli. It is further dependent upon their temporal 
arrangement; for the extent of contraction during the period of double 
stimulation may vary even when the stimuli are, in different reactions, of 
constant strength—this variation depending upon whichever of the two 
stimuli is first applied.
In a later paper S h errin gton  (3) again discusses the immediate 
phenomena in “ double reciprocal innervation ”—here in both spinal and 
decerebrate preparations. He there shews, for the decerebrate preparation, 
that this “ algebraic summation ” in the response to varied antagonistic 
stimuli may be demonstrated for the flexor as well as for the extensor of 
the knee.. An interesting point in connexion with the experiments 
described in this paper is the presence of “ tremor ” during the period of 
double stimulation.
Still more recently, S h errin gton  and Sow ton  (4) have again ex­
amined the phenomena during double stimulation, as evidenced in the knee 
muscles. They confine themselves to the effect of interrupting a “ back­
ground” of flexion with an intercurrent extension-producing stimulus. 
When that latter stimulus is weak, they find that it may produce an 
augmentation of flexor contraction, a phenomenon which has also been 
noticed by the author (6) in the case of antagonists at the ankle. 
Stronger contralateral stimulation (extension-producing) gives the more 
typical flexor relaxation, and this increases in value with increase in the 
strength of the interrupting stimulus. With constant contralateral stimuli 
increase of the strength of the “ background ” stimulus may give an 
augmentation of flexion during double stimulation, and decrease of it may 
give flexor relaxation. If the contralateral stimulus is repeated at 
intervals, they find that the inhibitory effect is greater later in the period 
of the flexion stimulus, and lesser earlier in that period.
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II. M e t h o d s  E m p l o y e d .
The methods employed in these experiments have been similar to those 
described in previous papers of the series. The cats used have been 
rendered unconscious before the commencement of the experiment, and 
have been kept completely unconscious until destroyed at the end of it.
In stimulating the afferent cutaneous nerves used throughout (long 
saphenous nerves), I have used electrodes which have two large platinum 
poles set comparatively far apart, but lately a new pair of electrodes has 
given excellent results.
These are a modification of the ordinary tripolar electrodes. A large 
platinum plate has placed upon it an oval disc of vulcanite, and the edges 
of the plate are turned up all round over the edge of the vulcanite disc for 
a distance of about 2 mm. In the long direction of the disc there is a 
shallow groove, and at the ends of this groove the platinum plate (which 
there is somewhat elongated) is turned up for a distance of about 4 mm. 
into the groove at each end. To the plate is welded a guarded wire. In 
the centre of the groove there is an isolated plate of platinum about 8 mm. 
long, and to the side of this is welded a second guarded wire. The two 
wires are connected in the ordinary manner to the poles of the inductorium.
Before this electrode is used the nerve is first laid free for a sufficient 
distance, and then the electrode is slipped between it and the underlying 
muscles. The nerve lies in the groove. Thus the nerve is in contact with 
three poles, and of these the peripheral and spinal are also in contact—by 
means of the platinum plate on the under-surface of the electrode— with 
the neighbouring tissues. As regards the body of the animal, this plate 
forms an “ indifferent ” electrode such as is used in “ unipolar ” stimulation ; 
but the nerve itself lies between three ordinary tripolar electrodes. The 
middle electrode is-isolated by the vulcanite from the tissues of the animal, 
and its wire is not allowed to come into any contact with the animal. 
Hence when the surface of the vulcanite is wet, any spread of current from 
the central electrode first arrives at the peripheral rim of platinum— that is 
to say, that it passes straight to the other electrode without passing across 
any part of the surrounding tissues.
These electrodes are extremely satisfactory in preventing “ spread” 
when strong currents are used. With the strongest currents which the 
coils give there is no trace of “ spread.” With ordinary guarded bipolar 
electrodes a certain proportion of the stimulating current passes up the 
nerve from one pole, passes through the tissues behind the electrode, and 
then passes up the nerve from below to the other pole. Again, “ spread 
may occur across the wet surface of the vulcanite. With strong currents 
this may cause the underlying muscles to contract, and sometimes currents 
strong enough to give this contraction have to be used. With tripolar 
electrodes “ spread” may occur over the surface of the vulcanite if it is wet 
— as it almost always has to be. But even in these circumstances no
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“ spread ” should occur with the electrodes here described. However, when 
they are in use the nerve is usually covered with a piece of damp cotton 
wool, and it is possible that—if this overlaps the electrode— “ spread ” may 
occur through the saline solution with which the wool is damped. But 
if this method is used and the “ spread ” does occur, the large size of the 
“ indifferent ” electrode (that is, the platinum plate) prevents concentration 
of the current in a small piece of tissue, and the stimulating effects of the 
“ spread ” are not seen.
III. S t i m u l i  o f  S y n c h r o n o u s  C o m m e n c e m e n t .
In these experiments the two compounded stimuli have with com­
parative rarity been applied at the same time and terminated also 
synchronously. If, however, antagonistic stimuli one of which gives ipsi- 
lateral flexion and the other contralateral extension be compounded in this 
manner, upon the whole the resultant reaction demonstrates algebraic 
summation between the two “ pure ” reflexes.
Thus the ipsilateral stimulus when applied alone may evoke a reaction of 
ipsilateral flexion characterised by flexor contraction of “ spinal” form and 
by extensor relaxation ; and the contralateral stimulus ma}?- evoke a reaction 
in which the extensor shews contraction of “ spinal ” form accompanied by 
a very slight flexor relaxation. But when both the stimuli are applied 
synchronously, the flexor contraction may become smaller than before, and 
during the application of the double stimulation the extensor also may 
shew contraction. This contraction commences later than the extensor 
contraction in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. It rises more slowly, and 
often the curve is of irregular outline.
A typical form of the extensor contraction during double stimulation 
is one in which the movement commences gradually, and slowly increases, 
in extent as the period of double stimulation is prolonged (fig. 1). In such 
instances the flexor shews a reciprocal diminution of the extent of its con­
traction as the period of double stimulation is prolonged.
Interesting variations of this course of events may occur. For instance,, 
in one case the “ pure” contralateral reaction was one of extension of 
“ spinal ” type. When both stimuli were applied synchronously the initial 
flexor contraction was of greater extent than in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. 
There was a synchronous sharp relaxation of the extensor which was not 
present in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. This lasted for about 05 second, and 
thereafter the extensor rose in contraction at first rapidly and then more 
slowly. At the same time the flexor relaxed— at first rapidly and then 
more slowly (fig. 2). In this reaction the form of the extensor contraction 
resembled the “ decerebrate ” type, m which a brief relaxation precedes, 
extensor contraction— although the “ pure ” extension-reflex was of “ spinal ” 
type. Later in this same experiment the “ pure ” flexion-reflex was of a 
type in which there was an increase in the extent of flexor contraction late.








I ,— Experiment C, cxl., record 258, 6032; 26/11/12.—Decerebrate cat, reactions obtained 
1 hour and 46 minutes after decerebration— an interval of 1 minute between a and b.
Reaction a is a “ pure” crossed extension-reflex. In reaction b ipsilateral and contra­
lateral stimuli (long saphenous nerves) are synchronously compounded. The compound 
reaction exhibits a typical slow rise of the curve of contraction of the extensor. A reciprocal 
fall in the flexor curve takes place. The curve of flexor contraction in a “ pure” ipsilateral 
flexion-reflex was well sustained.
In this, and in all succeeding figures, the fall of a curve denotes relaxation, and the rise 
contraction of the registered muscle. The upper tracing is obtained from the flexor (tibialis 
anticus), and the lower from the extensor (gastrocnemius). Below these two tracings are the 
signal lines. The beginning of stimulation and the end are there marked by capital letters 
(X -Y  for ipsilateral stimulation [lower signal] and A-B  for contralateral stimulation [upper 
signal]); and ordinates (x, x  ; y, y ' : a, a ' ; b, //), which correspond in time with these 
points, have been drawn upon the two muscle tracings. Other ordinates (marked with figures) 
have in some cases also been drawn in order to demonstrate other time relations. On the 
curves, millimetre scales have been drawn before varnishing; these are therefore reduced in 
proportion with the tracings. Time is marked in seconds upon the lowest line. [It must 
clearly be noted that the ordinates thus drawn upon the tracings are only approximately 
correct, as they have to be added when the paper is sent round the kymograph a second time, 
and as it then sometimes falls or rises when not accurately cut. This has been compensated— 
as far as is possible without undue waste of time in an experiment—by raising or lowering 
tbe recording levers at the time of making these ordinates. If the necessity for exact time 
relations should ever arise, these may be obtained from the pair ot ordinates at the beginning 
or at the end of a record. These are made on the stationary drum immediately before and 
immediately after each record. At the same time the signal levers are also made to record. A ll  
other ordinates save these should be regarded as drawn for convenience of 
dem onstration only, unless checked against the in itia l or term inal ordinates  
of a re a c tio n .]
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in the period of stimulation, and this was accompanied by an extensor con­
traction— so that, as happens rarely, the two antagonists simultaneously 
exhibited a state of increasing shortening. When the two antagonistic 
stimuli were then synchronously applied the late flexor augmentation was 
diminished in extent while the late extensor contraction was increased (fig. 3).
But algebraic summation does not always hold good for this form of
a b c
F ig . 2.— Experiment C, xxxiii., record 58, 1560 ; 1 0 /4 /1 1 .— Decerebrate cat. Three reactions 
obtained 3 hours and 20 minutes after decerebration ; 1 minute intervals between a, b and b, c.
Reaction a is a “ pure” contralateral extension-ietlex of “ spinal” type. Reaction & is a 
“ pure” ipsilateral flexion-reflex of somewhat “ decerebrate” type— note the flexor rebound 
contraction after excitation. Reaction c is compounded of the two. Here the flexor con­
traction is at first greater than in the “  pure” flexion-reflex, but more rapidly falls— the 
flexor rebound contraction occurs later and is reduced in extent. In the extensor tracing 
there is at first a marked preliminary relaxation. This then gives place to contraction which 
is, however, not so great as in the “  pure” extension-reflex. This tracing resembles that of 
an extension-reflex of “ decerebrate” type.
compounded reaction. Even where there is a marked extensor contraction 
in the “ pure ” extension-reflex, when the same stimulus is applied synchron­
ously with an antagonistic ipsilateral one, the extensor contraction may be 
entirely suppressed [see xvi., fig. 1, reaction b].1 This has been observed 
to occur when the reactions were of “ spinal ” form, and even when the 
extension-reflex was well marked at the strength of contralateral stimula-
1 In this and the following papers references are made to figures in the others. For 
convenience the number of the paper in the series only is given (Roman numerals). Thus 
figure 3 in this paper is referred to as “ xv., fig. 3.” The above reference therefore means 
— “ see fig. 1, reaction b, in the sixteenth paper of this series ; that is, the paper which 
immediately follows the present one.”
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F ig . 3 .— Experiment C, xxxiii., record 58, 1581 ; 1 0 /4 /1 1 .— Decerebrate cat, six reactions obtained 3 hours and 59 minutes after decerebration—an interval of 1 minute between them ; except 
between b and c, where the interval is one of 2 minutes. The same strengths of stimuli used throughout.
Reaction a is a “  pure” contralateral extension-reflex—note the “ tonic ” extensor after-discharge.
Reaction b is compound; extension “ background,” stimuli commenced synchronously but ipsilateral first withdrawn. Note slight flexor contraction and complete suppression of 
extensor contraction during first part of double stimulation, then commencing extensor contraction; after end of double stimulation, slight extensor relaxation and then recovery of it ; 
after withdrawal of “ background” stimulus, extensor relaxation accompanied somewhat later by flexor rebound contraction (not present in “ pure” ipsilateral reflex—e)—then late 
partial reconstitution of the tonic extensor after-discharge. .
Reaction c is similar to b, but double stimulation falls later in the period of the “ background” stimulus. Note during double stimulation less complete extensor relaxation than in
b, but much greater flexor contraction (greater than in “  pure” flexion reflex). Compare the features in third phase (ordinates y, y' ; b, b') with those in b, and note flexor rebound (at 
ordinates 1, 2). Note extensor relaxation on withdrawal of contralateral stimulus, and less marked reconstitution of extensor tonic after-discharge than in b. _
In reaction d the double stimulation falls later, and the stimuli are terminated synchronously. Note the smaller value of extensor relaxation during double stimulation than m b oi
c. Note also the greater extent of extensor contraction in the latter part of the period ; and note the comparatively sharp fall of extension on withdrawal of the two stimuli.
Reaction e is a pure flexion-reflex in which there is irreciprocal contraction of flexor and extensor towards the end of the period of stimulation. (Earlier in this expenmen exoi 
rebound was present on cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus.) Reaction /  is compound, and it will be observed that the same phenomenon of irreciprocal contraction occurs, out îa îe 
flexor component is reduced and the extensor increased. There is here a flexor rebound contraction not present (at this period of the experiment) in the “  pure” flexion-reflex. ,
This figure demonstrates, amongst other things, an instance in which against an extension “ background ” the extensor relaxation during double stimulation is less the latei îa perio, 
falls in the course of the extension-reflex. It also demonstrates some phenomena of the third phase— including the appearance of flexor rebound; and, in the fouith p iase, ex 
relaxation, although that is seen neither in the “  pure ”  flexion-reflex nor in the “ pure ” extension-reflex.
Gr ah am  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
tion used. There was no contraction of the extensor during the period of 
double stimulation, but the flexor contraction was smaller than m the 
“ pure ” flexion-reflex.
I Y . S t i m u l i  o f  A s y n c h r o n o u s  C o m m e n ce m en t— C o n t r a l a t e r a l  E x ­
t e n s i o n  - R e f l e x  ( “ B a c k g r o u n d  ” )  p r e c e d in g  I p s i l a t e r a l  
F l e x i o n - R e f l e x  ( “ I n t e r r u p t o r  ” ).
The efleets of the compounding of stimuli are best studied when one 
stimulus is first applied, and then (during the continued application of the 
first) a second stimulus of antagonistic effect is added. In such records 
the state of the “ pure ” reaction immediately changes over into the state 
of the compounded reaction. But it must be noted that the effects of 
compounding two stimuli of unchanged value may not be the same when 
they are both started together and when the one is started one or two 
seconds after the commencement of the other—for the state of the centre 
first activated may change during the application of the first stimulus 
applied, so that the second stimulus is applied in different phases of 
activity of the two linked “ half-centres.” In these experiments the 
second stimulus has generally been commenced two seconds after the 
commencement of the first; but the temporal relationships of two 
constant antagonistic stimuli have sometimes been changed in series of 
reactions. In other series the temporal relationships have been kept 
constant, and the value of one of the antagonistic stimuli compounded 
has been progressively altered.
In general, when a contralateral extension-producing stimulus is first 
applied, relaxation of the extensor contraction thus conditioned is the 
resultant of the subsequent application of an ipsilateral flexion-producing 
stimulus during application of the first. At the same time a flexor con­
traction is conditioned by the second stimulus. But the extensor relaxa­
tion is not complete, and the flexor contraction is not so great as in the 
“ pure” ipsilateral flexion-reflex evoked with the same strength of ipsi­
lateral stimulation. There is thus in such cases algebraic summation of 
the two effects (see fig. 14; also x v i, fig. 1).
But it occasionally happens that the ipsilateral stimulus when applied 
during the application of the contralateral gives a complete relaxation of 
the extensor contraction, and this relaxation may even be down to a level 
below the level of “ rest” of the muscle (see fig. 9). Such cases occur 
when the strength of contralateral stimulation is comparatively weak, and 
that of ipsilateral stimulation comparatively strong.
It also may happen that, although the ipsilateral stimulus gives a 
flexion contraction when applied “ pure,” yet when given during the 
application of a contralateral stimulus there is no evident flexor con­
traction although there is a partial relaxation of the extensor contraction. 
This has been observed when the ipsilateral stimulus is comparatively
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weak. In one instance it was observed to occur d u r i n g  a period in which 
the decerebrate preparation was in process of micturition and defecation. 
During this the contralateral extension-reflex seemed not to be impaired, 
but there was a reduction of the extent of the ipsilateral flexion-reflex. 
When the ipsilateral stimulus was applied “ pure” there was still a flexor 
contraction. If, however, the ipsilateral stimulus was commenced two 
seconds after the commencement of the contralateral, the extensor con­
traction was somewhat reduced in extent but there was 1 1 0  corresponding 
flexor contraction.
Variations of the general rule may occur. Thus it occasionally happens 
that there may actually be an augmentation of the flexor contraction when 
the ipsilateral stimulus is commenced after the commencement of the 
contralateral (see fig. 3). In the instances in which this phenomenon has 
been observed the “ pure” ipsilateral flexion-reflex has been of “ decerebrate” 
type—during the period of stimulation there has been a slow and gradually 
increasing extensor contraction, and a reciprocal flexor relaxation. The 
contralateral extension-reflex was generally of “ spinal ” type, and the 
phenomenon usually occurred when the contralateral stimulus was of 
comparatively weak strength—although this was not always the case. 
When the ipsilateral stimulus was applied during the application of the 
contralateral the first effect was a rapid flexor contraction accompanied by 
a marked extensor relaxation. In some cases this relaxation was complete. 
[In neither the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion nor in the “ pure ” contralateral 
extension was there a preliminary relaxation of the extensor.] Thereafter 
the flexor contraction diminished in extent and the extensor contraction 
gradually rose, but usually did not reach in extent to that of the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex. In some cases, however, the extent of extensor con­
traction during double stimulation was augmented, so that it was greater 
than in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. The extension “ background ” was 
weak, but the “ pure ” ipsilateral stimulus gave a marked flexion-reflex.
In series of successive reactions in which the time relations of the two 
stimuli are kept constant, but in which the value of one of the two com­
pounded antagonistic stimuli is progressively altered, there may be a 
corresponding alteration in the phenomena which occur during the period 
of double stimulation.
Thus the interrupting ipsilateral stimulus may be of constant strength 
in such a series and the “ background ” contralateral stimulus may be 
increased in value in successive reactions. It then occurs that the extent 
of flexor contraction during the period of double stimulation is decreased, 
and at the same time the amount of extensor relaxation during double 
stimulation is also decreased. Again, the contralateral stimulus may be 
kept of constant value, but the ipsilateral stimulus may be increased in 
successive reactions. In such a case the flexor contraction and the extensor 
relaxation both increase in extent with comparative increase of strength of 
the ipsilateral stimulus (figs. 4, 5, 6, 21, 22) [see also xvi., fig. 9].
In series of reactions the strengths of the exciting stimuli may be kept 
constant, but their time relations may be changed. In such series the 
ipsilateial stimulus may be at first commenced in time with the commence­
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ment of the contralateral, and then in successive reactions it may be 
applied at ever longer intervals of time after the commencement of the 
contralateral stimulus (figs. 3, 7).
When the two stimuli are at first applied simultaneously the resultant
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flexor contraction is usually greater than when the ipsilateral stimulus 
is first applied in time soon after the commencement of the contralateral 
extension-reflex. At the same time, the amount of extensor relaxation is
also greater. If the ipsilateral stimulus be first commenced shortly after 
the commencement of the contralateral (say one second), the resultant 
flexor contraction is less than in the former case and the extensor relaxation 
is also less. As the interval between the two stimuli is then increased, 
the flexor contraction again becomes greater, and so also does the extent 
of extensor relaxation, the relationships of the variations of flexor
contraction and extensor relaxation therefore b e in o -  reciprocal It 
occasionally happens, however, that if the “ pure” flexion-reflex shews
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a very slow flexor contraction, then the extent of flexor contraction in 
the compounded reaction is at its least when the two stimuli are commenced 
synchronously, and with increasing intervals of time between the commence­
ments of the two stimuli then progressively increases. Yet it is remarkable
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that at the same time the extent of extensor relaxation during double 
stimulation may decrease (fig. 3).
But, although the extent of extensor relaxation during; double stimula-1 o  o
tion in some cases is greater the later the interrupting ipsilateral stimulus 
is applied in the course of the “ background ” stimulus, this is not so 
common an occurrence as its opposite. It seems to be the more general 
rule that the extensor relaxation is less the later the interrupting stimulus 
falls (figs. 3, 7) [see also xvi., figs. 8, 10, 21].
It is a curious point that, although the flexor contraction element 
during double stimulation when the ipsilateral stimulus is made to fall 
late in the period of the “ background ” contralateral stimulus may be as 
great as, or greater than, that element when both stimuli are commenced 
together, yet in the former case a marked element of extensor contraction 
may be present, whereas in the latter case it may be absent when stimuli 
of the same strength are used [see xvi., fig. 8]. In one case— where a 
liminal contralateral stimulus was used—the flexor contraction of double 
stimulation was greater the later the interrupting ipsilateral stimulus fell 
in the period of the contralateral. At the same time, an extensor con­
traction actually appeared during double stimulation. The temporal 
relations of the stimuli were changed in both directions—giving the same 
results [see xvi., fig. 20].
V. S t i m u l i  o f  A s y n c h r o n o u s  C o m m e n c e m e n t — I p s i l a t e r a l  F l e x i o n - 
R e f l e x  ( “ B a c k g r o u n d ” ) p r e c e d in g  C o n t r a l a t e r a l  E x t e n s i o n - 
R e f l e x  ( “ I n t e r r u p t o r  ” ).
When the flexion-producing stimulus is first applied and the contralateral 
extension-producing stimulus is then commenced during its application, the 
genera] effect may be said to be a relaxation of the flexor contraction and 
either accompanied or not accompanied by an appearance of extensor con­
traction. The resultant flexor contraction of the compounded reaction is 
not so great as in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex, and the resultant extensor 
contraction is not so great as in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. There is, in 
fact, an algebraic summation of the two antagonistic effects.
Sometimes, however, the application of the contralateral extension- 
producing stimulus is accompanied by a complete relaxation of the flexor 
contraction and by an extensor contraction of nearly “ pure ” extent 
[see xvii., fig. 2]. In other cases, although relaxation of the flexor con­
traction may occur, there may be no evident contraction of the extensor, 
even when there is a fairly marked “ pure ” extension-reflex at the strength 
of contralateral stimulation used. In yet other cases, where the extension- 
reflex is slight at the strength of stimulus used, there may be little evident 
relaxation of the flexor and no evident extensor contraction when the two 
antagonistic stimuli are compounded. These several variations seem to 
depend upon the relative strengths of the two antagonistic stimuli.
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F ig . 7 .— Experiment C, cxl., record 258, 6011 ; 26/11/12. — Decerebrate cat. A series of reactions obtained 1 hour and 24 minutes after decerebration, and taken at minute intervals.
Reaction a is a “  pure” flexion-reflex. In b the compounding of the'two stimuli is one of synchronous commencement and termination. In reaction c the ipsilateral stimulus is applied about 4 seconds after the com­
mencement of the contralateral, while in d, e, and /t h e  intervals are 3, 2, and 1 second respectively. In g the stimuli are again commenced synchronously. Note that the flexion effect is greatest when the stimuli commence 
synchronously and also when the interval between their commencements is great—whereas it is less when the intervals are short, beiii" least when the interval between the commencement of the contralateral and ipsilateral 
stimuli is 1 second. Note, however, that it is again greater when the interval between stimuli is reduced to zero (synchronous commencement). It should be observed that a progressive fatigue seems to be piesent in 
this series.
About this time in the experiment the “  pure ” extension-reflex persisted as a tonic extension after-discharge on cessation of stimulation. In reaction a it is seen that the ipsilateral stimulus was followed by an extension rebound 
which also was tonically maintained. But note that when both stimuli are terminated together there is an extensor rebound contraction which gives place to relaxation and is not carried on at its greatest height as a 
maintained contraction.
Grah am  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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A notable variation of the usual effects of compounding antagonistic 
ipsilateial and contralateral stimuli is that in which the application of a 
contralateral extension-producing stimulus during the application of an 
ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus gives not flexor relaxation but 
actually flexor augmentation. An instance in which this occurred has 
already been published (6), and the phenomenon is not a very rare one.
Augmentation of the flexor contraction may occur when there is an 
element of flexor contraction in the contralateral extension-reflex, but it 







F ig . 8.— Experiment 0, xxii., record 48, 1160; 16/3/11.—Decerebrate cat. A record obtained 
3 hours and 27 minutes after decerebration.
A minimal ipsilateral stimulus is first applied and evokes a weak flexion-reflex. A sub- 
minimal contralateral stimulus then applied evokes 110 reaction. [T h is  is not due to depression 
of extension following upon the ipsilateral stimulus, because this contralateral stimulus also 
failed to give any reaction when applied without preceding ipsilateral stimulation.] Thirdly, 
the ipsilateral stimulus is applied again and the contralateral is then compounded with it. 
Here there is a marked augmentation of flexion during double stimulation.
extensor contraction (“ spinal ” type). It is also sometimes seen when the 
contralateral stimulus, at the strength used, evokes no reaction. In an 
instance of this nature there was immediate flexor augmentation on 
commencement of the contralateral stimulus, and this augmentation lasted 
throughout the period of application of the two antagonistic stimuli; the 
ipsilateral stimulus was also a weak one (fig. 8).
Where the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex consists solely of 
extensor contraction uncomplicated by flexor contraction, the compounded 
reaction, in the phase of double stimulation, may be composed of an 
element of flexor augmentation with or without an element of extensoi 
contraction. An instance of the latter type occurred in an experiment
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in which, when the con tra latera l stimulus was first applied and the 
ipsilateral then given, there was a greater flexor contraction than in the 
“ pure ” flexion-reflex evoked at the same strength of ipsilateral stimulation; 









F ig . 9. —  Experiment C, cxxvii., record 245, 5705 ; 7/11/12.— Decrebrate cat. Two reactions ob­
tained 3 hours and 1 minute after decerebration, an interval of 1 minute between them.
In reaction a the contralateral stimulus is first applied, and during its application an ipsi­
lateral stimulus is compounded with it. There is a relaxation of the extensor to a level below 
that of “ rest.” The flexor contracts to a level greater than that in the “  pure” flexion reflex 
(as shewn by comparison with the first part of reaction b). In reaction b the ipsilateral 
stimulus is first applied. When the contralateral is compounded with it there is an augmenta­
tion of flexor contraction and no change in the extensor curve. In these two reactions, the 
first part of a gives a “ pure” extension-reflex, and the first part of b gives a “  pure” flexion- 
reflex.  ̂Note the extensor rebound on cessation of stimulation. This was not present in the 
“ pure” flexion-reflex, but in the “ pure” extension-reflex there was an extensor after­
discharge of considerably smaller extent and less good maintenance than this rebound 
contraction.
of the extensor contraction which was evoked in response to the contra­
lateral stimulus (fig. 9). When the ipsila tera l stimulus was first applied 
it then evoked a flexor contraction accompanied by a slight extensor 
relaxation. During its application a contralateral stimulus was then 
compounded with it. There was an immediate flexor augmentation ac­
companied by a slight additional extensor relaxation. The augmentation 
of flexor contraction persisted throughout the period of double stimulation,







F ig . 10.- Experiment C, xxv., record 46, 1111 ; 15/3/11.— Decerebrate cat. A series of reactions obtained 6 hours and 15 minutes after decerebration. An interval of 
1 minute between a and h, of 4 minutes between b and c, and of 7 minutes between c and k
Reaction a is a “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex taken at the strength of ipsilateral stimulation used in the other reactions. Reaction b is a compound one. There 
is evident flexor augmentation during double stimulation. This is accompanied by extensor contraction. Reaction c is a “ pure” extension-reflex obtained with a 
slightly stronger strength of stimulation than that used in b. In extent, however, it is very similar to a former “  pure” extension-reflex taken at the same strength 
as that used in b.
Reaction k is another compound one in which the contralateral stimulus used is considerably stronger. Evident flexor augmentation occurs during double 
stimulation, but there is no extensor contraction. Immediately after this a “  pure” contralateral reaction was recorded at this strength of stimulus (reproduced in 
7, fig. 30). This was an extension-reflex of “ decerebrate” form. But 5 minutes before recording reaction a in this figure the same stimulus gave an abnormal 
flexion-reflex (7, fig. 29).
Between reactions c and k there were recorded six reactions which have previously been reproduced (6, fig. 3).
G raham  B row n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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and was equivalent in value to the extent of flexor contraction conditioned 
by the application of an ipsilateral stimulus during the period of applica­
tion of a contralateral. In such cases this augmentation of flexor con­
traction seems to be the equivalent of the more than complete relaxation 
of extensor contraction which is conditioned by the subsequent application 
of a flexion-producing stimulus during the period of an extension-producing 
stimulus.
But in other cases an extensor contraction may accompany the aug­
mented flexor contraction which is conditioned by the application of an 
extension-stimulus during the application of a flexion-stimulus. The flexor 
augmentation and the extensor contraction may then last throughout the 
period of the compounded stimuli. The extent of flexor contraction during 
the period of double stimulation is then greater than in the “ pure ” flexion- 
reflex evoked by the ipsilateral stimulus alone. The extent of the extensor 
contraction is, however, considerably smaller than in the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex. In an instance of this nature the “ pure ” contralateral stimulus 
evoked at one period in the experiment an abnormal crossed flexion-reflex 
(7, fig. 29). Ten minutes later it evoked a reaction of pure extension. 
When the contralateral stimulus was applied during the application of an 
ipsilateral stimulus there was a marked augmentation of the flexor contrac­
tion, and at the same time there was an extensor contraction which persisted 
during the period of double stimulation but was not of so great extent as 
that of the “ pure ” extension-reflex. The strength of ipsilateral stimulation 
was then kept constant, but that of the contralateral stimulus was gradually 
increased in a series of successive compounded reactions. As the strength 
of contralateral stimulation was increased there appeared to be an increase in 
the extent of flexor augmentation and a decrease in the extent of extensor 
contraction. Finally, the flexor augmentation became maximal and at this 
point no extensor contraction appeared during the period of double stimula­
tion, but there was only extensor relaxation which brought the extensor 
curve in the record below the level of rest (fig. 10). This increase of the 
flexor augmentation during double stimulation with increase in the strength 
of the interrupting contralateral stimulus is probably related to the increase 
of the flexion factor of the “ decerebrate ” type of contralateral extension- 
reflex which is seen when, in series of “ pure ” reactions, the strength of the 
contralateral stimulus is progressively increased.
Occasionally it occurs that there may be a flexor augmentation in the 
first part of the period of double stimulation, but that there is a subsequent 
flexor depression while the two antagonistic stimuli are still compounded. 
This effect may be seen when the two stimuli are commenced and terminated 
synchronously. The flexor contraction is then at first greater than in the 
“ pure ” flexion-reflex, but soon becomes considerably smaller. In an 
experiment of this type a contralateral stimulus was compounded with an 
ipsilateral— both being of constant strength in a series of reactions in which 
the interval between the commencement of the ipsilateral flexion-producing
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Fig. 11.— Experiment C, xxxiii., record 58, 1563 ; 10/4/11.— Decerebrate cat. A series of reactions obtained 3 hours and 20 minutes after decerebration. This series directly follows that reproduced in fig. 2— 1-minute 
interval between the last reaction (c) in that figure and the first in this (d). Here there are 2-minute intervals between the reactions, save between/  and g, where the interval is one of 3 minutes. Reaction /  was 
immediately preceded by a similar but unrecorded reaction, which may have “  fatigued” the preparation.
Reaction is a “  pure” extension-reflex ; compare with reaction a in fig. 2, which is taken at the same strength of stimulation. t . , , .
In the other reactions the contralateral stimulus is applied at ever greater intervals of time after the commencement of the ipsilateral. The first part of each ipsilateral reaction is not recorded, ihe intervals 
between the two stimuli are 1, 2, 4, 4 seconds (again), 6, 8, and 10 seconds in reactions d-k. Note the flexor augmentation at its maximum in reaction h, and the extensor contiaction dining ou e s imu a ion 
at its maximum in reaction e. This series demonstrates flexor augmentation during double stimulation when the contralateral stimulus if applied “  pure ” gives extensor contraction alone.
G r a h a m  Brown, “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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stimulus and that of the contralateral extension-producing stimulus was 
progressively lengthened (fig. 11). When the second stimulus (extension) 
was added to the first there was at first a period of 1 -15  seconds in which 
there was augmentation of flexor contraction, and in which there was no ex­
tensor contraction. The period of double stimulation was about four seconds 
in each case, and the remaining 3-2 5 seconds were occupied by a phase of 
flexor relaxation and extensor contraction. The flexor relaxation not only 
brought the curve of the flexor muscle down to the extent of the “ pure ” 
flexion-reflex, but reduced it considerably below that level. Starting with 
a small interval of time (one second) between the commencement of the 
ipsilateral stimulus and that of the contralateral, there was a comparatively 
small amount of flexor augmentation, and the subsequent flexor relaxation 
was great in extent. At the same time the extensor contraction was present 
in the second phase of the compounded reaction. (When both the stimuli 
were commenced at the same time the initial flexor augmentation was 
greater; the following flexor relaxation was not so great; and the extensor 
contraction which accompanied the phase of flexor relaxation was also not 
so great as in the reaction in which there was a short interval of time 
between the two commencements : the extensor contraction was consider­
ably smaller than in the “ pure ” extension-reflex.) As the interval between 
the commencement of the two stimuli was then progressively lengthened— 
interval 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 seconds— the flexor augmentation gradually 
increased in value until a maximum was reached when the interval between 
the commencement of the ipsilateral and of the contralateral stimulus was 
six seconds. The following flexor relaxation shewed its greatest relaxation 
when the interval was four seconds. The extensor contraction at the interval 
of two seconds was at its greatest and then appeared to be greater than that 
of the “ pure” extension-reflex. Thereafter it gradually diminished in 
extent. After the maximum of flexor augmentation had been reached it 
gradually decreased with progressive lengthening of the interval between 
the commencements of the two stimuli. At the same time the amount of 
the following flexor relaxation gradually diminished. At the end of the 
series, when the two stimuli were compounded after the ipsilateral flexion- 
producing stimulus had been in application for ten seconds, there still was 
marked— although diminished—flexor augmentation ; the following flexor 
relaxation was small—so that actually there was a persisting flexor aug­
mentation throughout the period of double stimulation; and the extensor 
contraction was small. A subsequent “ pure ” extension-reflex (2 minutes 
after the end of the series), exhibited an extensor contraction greater than 
at the beginning of the series. A repetition of this series gave somewhat 
similar results, but the extensor contraction was never so great as in the 
“ pure ’ extension-reflex (fig. 11) [see also xvii., figs. 4, 5, 6, and 14].
It may also happen that where the extension-reflex is of “ decerebrate 
type—without actually exhibiting a flexor element of contraction,—if it is 
compounded against a subminimal background of flexion, such a flexor
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F ig . 12. Experiment C, clxviii., record 299, 7715 ; 2 7 /2 /1 3 .— Decerebrate cat. A series of compound reactions obtained 4 hours and 54 minutes after decerebration—-minute intervals. Note 
that the extensor here used is the s o 1 e u s component of g a s tr o c n e m iu s -s o le u s .
Reaction g is a “ pure” extension-reflex of the same strength and duration of stimulation as that used in the compound reaction a. Note the “ decerebrate” type of reaction, the
terminal extensor relaxation, and the reciprocal “  flexor rebound contraction after inhibition.” The extensor relaxation is followed by a later extensor rebound contraction.
Reaction /  is a “ pure extension-reflex taken with a weaker stimulus of the same strength as that used in compound reaction e. Note here the absence of  i 
except the extensor after-discharge.
Reactions a-e  are compound. The ipsilateral “  background ” is subliminal, and the strengths of the contralateral stimuli are progressively reduced. In the phases of double stimulation 
there is a preliminary flexion factor—extensor relaxation and flexor contraction. This is better marked the weaker the contralateral stimulus [the reverse pf this is the more usual occurrence, 
as it is also in series of “ pure extension-reflexes of “ decerebrate” type]. In the fourth phases (ordinates b, b' ; y, y') of the compound reactions there is extensor relaxation (accom­
panied by reciprocal flexor contraction in a). This is of less extent the weaker the contralateral stimulus. In every case the extensor relaxation passes over into contraction again, and 
this is continued as an extensor after-discharge in the fourth phases of the compound reactions. In a the extensor restitution of contraction occurs in the fourth phase alone. In the other 
reactions it commences in the third phases.
<i ^comparison of reactions a with g and e w ith / it is seen in the first place that there is an exaggeration, in the phase of double stimulation, of the flexion element in the corresponding 
pure extension-reflex. In e this takes the form of the appearance of flexor contraction. It here appears as if the subliminal ipsilateral flexion “ background” tended to exaggerate the 
factor of flexion in the extension-reflex.
Secondly, it will be observed that the flexor contraction in the third phase of a is of greater extent than is the flexor rebound contraction in g— the corresponding “ pure ” extension-reflex ; 
and that—-on comparison of e and / —where there is no extensor terminal relaxation in the corresponding “ pure” extension-reflex there may yet appear extensor relaxation in the third 
phase of the compound reaction. It therefore looks as if the presence of a subliminal flexion “  background” also exaggerates the flexion factor in the terminal phenomena of the extension-
reflex— and may even cause that to appear when not evidenced in the “  pure ” reaction.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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element may appear (fig. 12). As the ipsilateral stimulus is subminimal, 
in such a case the reaction during the phase of double stimulation has the 
same appearance as the “ pure ” extension-reflex—save that the element of 
extensor relaxation, which occurs near the commencement of the reaction 
of “ decerebrate ” type, is exaggerated in extent and duration, and that a 
reciprocal element of flexor contraction (not present in the “ pure ” reaction) 
is added.
Where the results of the compounding of two antagonistic stimuli have 
been of the ordinary form— partial flexor relaxation and partial extensor 
contraction—the reactions have also been examined in such series.
In these instances it is found that when the contralateral extension- 
producing stimulus is increased in strength relatively to the ipsilateral 
flexion-producing stimulus, the extent of the flexor relaxation conditioned 
by the application of the contralateral stimulus during the period of 
ipsilateral stimulation is increased, and so too is the extent of the con­
comitant extensor contraction. If the relative strength of the contralateral 
extension-producing stimulus be reduced, then the effect of flexor relaxation 
and extensor contraction in the compounded reaction is diminished.
When the two antagonistic stimuli of the compounded reaction are 
kept of constant value but their temporal relationships changed, it is found 
that, as in the low spinal preparation, there may be a change in the form 
of the reaction. In general this is such that the later after the commence­
ment of the ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus the contralateral stimulus 
is first applied the greater is the effect of flexor relaxation and of extensor 
contraction (see xvii. figs. 1, 2, and 15).
V I . O n  t h e  I n f l u e n c e  o f  t h e  K i n d  o f  P r e c e d in g  S t im u l u s  
u p o n  t h e  P h e n o m e n a  d u r i n g  D o u b l e  S t i m u l a t i o n .
In the immediately preceding paper of this series it was observed that 
in the low spinal preparation the algebraic summation which is conditioned 
by the compounding of two stimuli differs in value according as either the 
contralateral (extension-producing) or the ipsilateral (flexion-producing) 
stimulus is commenced before the period of double stimulation. Thus, 
with stimuli the strengths of which are unchanged, if one is commenced two 
seconds before the period of double stimulation the phenomena during that 
period are not quite similar to those which are obtained if the other 
stimulus is first applied and also commenced two seconds before the period 
of double stimulation. Similar differences are seen in the decerebrate 
preparation.
In previous sections of this paper it has been shewn that the phenomena 
during double stimulation vary with variation in the duration of the 
stimulus first applied, and that usually this variation is such that the 
longer the first applied stimulus is allowed to run before the application of 
the other, the greater is the component conditioned by the second stimulus 
VOL. VII., NOS. 3 AND 4.— 1913. 18
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in double stimulation. In other words, when a stimulus is applied and 
allowed to run on, upon the whole the centres become more predisposed 
towards an opposite activity the longer the stimulus has been in being.
If therefore we were to take two antagonistic responses, 2  and <r, the 
evocative stimuli of which when applied together give an algebraic summa­
tion of flexion (2) and extension (cr), the value of this summation might be 
expected to vary according to whichever of the two stimuli “ held the 
field” at the commencement of double stimulation. We may suppose that 
the first stimulus to be applied is allowed to run for two seconds before the 
addition of the second. When the second stimulus is applied the value of 
the response of the first will have deteriorated relatively to its value at the 
commencement of the first two seconds of “ pure ” stimulation. This de­
teriorated value may be denoted by the sign 2 ' or </, as the case may b e ; 
and these are such that 2  > 2 ' and crxr'. Now, if both the stimuli are 
commenced at the same time the value of the summation of their responses 
may be denoted by the symbols 2  +  cr. But if the flexion-producing 
stimulus be commenced before the commencement of the extension-pro­
ducing the value of the summation will be 2 ' +  <x, whereas if the extension- 
producing stimulus be first applied the value of the summation will be 2  +  cr/. 
But, as 2  > 2 ' and <x>er', these three different values of summation will 
be such that [2  +  o-'J> [ 2 +  cr]>[2 '+  cr] as regards the com ponent of 
flex ion  in the sum m ation, and [2  +  c /]< [2  +  cr]<[2/ -f-o-] as regards 
the com ponent o f extension  in the sum m ation.
Thus where the two stimuli used are applied in the same temporal 
arrangement, but in one instance the flexion-producing stimulus is first 
applied and in the other the extension-producing stimulus is first applied, 
it would be expected that there would be a greater degree of extension  
in the compound phenomenon during double stimulation when the 
flex ion -p rod u cin g  stim ulus is fir s t  applied, and a greater degree of 
fle x io n  in that phenomenon when the ex ten sion -p rod u cin g  stim ulus 
is firs t  applied.
In these experiments the first stimulus to be applied usually was 
allowed to run for two seconds only before the addition of the second 
stimulus, and under these conditions the above-mentioned relationship of 
the flexion and extension factors in double stimulation occurs but rarely 
(fig. 13). In such an instance the level of flexor contraction during double 
stimulation is greater when the ipsilateral (flexion-producing) stimulus is 
added to the contralateral, when that has run for two seconds, than when the 
contralateral is added to the ipsilateral after that has been running for two 
seconds. At the same time, the level of extensor contraction during double 
stimulation is greater in the latter case than in the former. This has been 
observed to occur when the contralateral stimulus was comparatively 
strong— as estimated by the extent of the extensor contraction in the 
“ pure ” extension-reflex— and when the ipsilateral reaction (of “ decere­
brate ” type) was comparatively weak.
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It has been found—when the interval of time between the commence­
ment of the two antagonistic stimuli is of about two seconds’ duration— that 
it is far more common for the extension to be greater during double 




Fig. 14.— Experiment C, clxiii., record 261, 6133 ; 2/11/12.— Decerebrate cat. Two reactions 
obtained 1 hour and 57 minutes after decerebration— an interval of 1 minute between them.
In reaction a the ipsilateral stimulus is first applied, and after an interval of about 
3 seconds the contralateral is commenced. The period of double stimulation is one of about
1 second in duration. Note the relatively slight flexor relaxation and extensor contraction 
during double stimulation.
In reaction b the contralateral stimulus is first applied, and then, after an interval of about
2 seconds, the ipsilateral stimulus is commenced— the period of double stimulation here being 
about 1'3 seconds. Note that the flexor does not rise to the same level of shortening which 
obtained during the period of double stimulation in reaction a, and that the extensor relaxes 
to a level which is higher than the level of contraction in the double stimulation of a. Note 
also the sudden extensor relaxation on withdrawal of the contralateral “ background ” stimulus. 
In a “ pure” contralateral reaction taken 1 minute before a with the same strength of 
stimulation, but with a duration of 2 seconds only, there was a well-sustained extensor “ tonic ” 
after-discharge.
for the flexion to be less, than when the ipsilateral stimulus is first applied 
(figs. 14, 15). In such cases, if the contralateral stimulus be applied during 
the running of the ipsilateral, the extensor contraction during double 
stimulation may be almost absent, and there may be comparatively little 
flexor relaxation; yet in the double stimulation produced when the contra­
lateral stimulus is first applied there may be a flexor contraction which
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does not attain to the level which the flexor took during the former double 
stimulation, and the extensor may relax only partially (figs. 14, 15).
Where the ipsilateral stimulus is comparatively strong there may be 
no extensor contraction during double stimulation when the ipsilateral 
stimulus is first applied, and complete extensor relaxation during double 
stimulation when the contralateral stimulus is the “ background ” ; but 
nevertheless, although there may be no flexor relaxation during double 
stimulation in the former case, there may be an incomplete flexor contrac­
tion during double stimulation in the latter case (fig. 16).
In these experiments, in a few instances the relative effects of double 
stimulation after preceding “ backgrounds” of extension and of flexion 
have been examined in series of reactions in which one of the stimuli has 
been changed in strength.
In one of these instances the strength of the ipsilateral (flexion) 
stimulus was kept constant and compounded with two different strengths 
of contralateral (extension) stimulation— one of these being weak, and the 
other strong. It was then found that when the contralateral stimulus was 
weak the flexion element in double stimulation was actually greater when 
double stimulation was preceded by a “ background ” of extension than 
when preceded by a background of flexion, and the extension element was 
less. When the contralateral stimulus was strong the flexion element in 
double stimulation was smaller when the preceding background was one 
of extension than when it was one of flexion; and the extension was 
greater when the preceding background was one of flexion than when it 
was one of extension.
In another instance (figs. 24, 25, and xvi. fig. 16), with a constant con­
tralateral stimulus a long series of reactions in which the ipsilateral 
stimulus was increased in strength was taken. At each strength of ipsi­
lateral stimulation the effects were observed against flexion and extension 
“ backgrounds.” It was there found that when the ipsilateral stimulus 
was weak, the level of extensor contraction during double stimulation was 
smaller when the contralateral stimulus preceded it than when the ipsi­
lateral did—that is, when the “ background ” was extension than when it 
was flexion. At a certain intermediate strength of ipsilateral stimulation 
the level of extensor contraction was about the same in the two cases; 
while with stronger ipsilateral stimuli the level of extensor contraction 
during double stimulation was smaller when the ipsilateral stimulus was 
first applied (flexion “ background ”) than when the contralateral stimulus 
was (extension “ background ”).
In this same experiment the ipsilateral stimulus was then kept at a 
certain comparatively weak strength, and the strength of the contralateral 
stimulus was varied. It was there found (fig. 26, and xvi. fig. 18) that at 
all strengths of contralateral stimulation the level of extensor contraction 
during double stimulation was greater when the preceding “ background ” 
stimulus was the ipsilateral (flexion) than when it was the contralateral
(extension), but that this relative difference was greater the stronger the 
contralateral stimulus was.
These experiments seem to shew that, to a certain extent, the first





F ig , 16 .— Experiment C, clxxiii., record 306, 8075 ; 1 0 /3 /1 3 .— Decerebrate eat. Two reactions 
obtained 3 hours and 17 minutes after decerebration and taken at minute intervals. A  
reaction taken 1 minute previously (not reproduced), and in response to a “ pure” ipsilateral 
stimulus, gave a very slight extensor rebound contraction of maintained form and somewhat 
similar to that reproduced in the previous figure. In a “  pure ”  extension-reflex there was an 
extensor after-discharge.
In reaction a  the ipsilateral stimulus is the “ background.” Double stimulation is 
unaccompanied by any noticeable flexor relaxation, and there seems to be an extensor 
relaxation. The flexor after-discharge which is here present was not present in a previous 
“ pure” flexion-reflex, which, however, was one of 2 seconds’ duration only.
In reaction b the “ background” is one of extension. Note that here during double 
stimulation there is complete extensor relaxation, but that still the flexor does not attain to the 
level of contraction held during double stimulation in reaction a.
Note that in the third phase (y ,y ' - b ,b ’ ) of reaction b there is depression of extension, and 
that the cessation of the contralateral stimulus is not here followed by an extensor after­
discharge, but that there is a flexor rebound contraction not present in the “ pure” extension- 
reflex. These phenomena are the opposite of those present in the previous figure; but yet 
the phenomena during double stimulation in the two figures are comparable.
stimulus to be applied “ holds the field,” so that the activity it evokes plays 
a greater part in a compound reaction produced by the subsequent applica­
tion of an antagonistic stimulus while the first is still running. But the
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strength of this capture of the held seems to fade as the first applied 
stimulus is continued, so that the later the second stimulus is applied the 
greater part does the specific activity (flexion or extension) evoked by it 
play in the compound phenomenon. But the experiments also seem to shew 
that not only may this “ capture of the field ” fade away, but that it may 
actually reverse—so that in these circumstances the activity of the second 
stimulus may play a greater part in the compound phenomenon than 
when it is the “ background ” stimulus and the other is the “ interruptor.”
In other words, these experiments seem to demonstrate that when a 
stimulus and its evoked reaction are weak the field is held for a shorter space 
of time than when they are strong, and that this capture of the field may 
actually reverse within the short space of two seconds when the stimuli used 
are very weak. This phenomenon is almost certainly allied to the late 
extensor contraction observed in the “ decerebrate ” types of flexion-reflex, 
and to the abnormal extension response observed in some cases when weak 
ipsilateral stimuli are used.
Further to test this point, some series of reactions, in which the strengths 
of stimuli have been constant but their time-relations varied, have been 
recorded. In these cases the method has been to take a series in which 
the ipsilateral is the “ background ” stimulus and vary the duration up to 
the point of double stimulation of the first applied stimulus, and then to do 
the same when the contralateral stimulus is the “ background ” (compare 
xvi. fig. 8 with xvii. fig. 2 [where, however, the strengths of contralateral 
stimulation are slightly different], and xvi. fig. 21 with xvi. fig. 15).
One such instance may be quoted (see xvi. fig. 21 and xvii. fig. 15). 
Here the time intervals selected were 0 seconds (synchronous commence­
ment of the antagonistic stimuli), 2 seconds, and 4 seconds. With syn­
chronous commencement of the two stimuli there was almost complete 
suppression of the extensor contraction. In every case double stimulation 
lasted for two seconds, and here there was a slight extensor contraction 
during the last second of the period of double stimulation. When the 
interval between the commencement of the first stimulus to be applied and 
the commencement of double stimulation was two seconds, and when the 
“ background ” was one of flexion, there was a good extensor contraction 
which commenced early in the period of double stimulation and a good 
reciprocal flexor relaxation. With a flexion “ background ” the level of 
extensor contraction during double stimulation was lower and that of flexor 
contraction was higher than in the former case (flexion “ background ”). 
The differences between these heights of the level of contraction were 
about 5 mm. (extensor), and about 13 mm. (flexor)— as measured just before 
the termination of the two seconds of double stimulation.
When the time which elapsed between the commencement of the “ back­
ground ” stimulus and the commencement of double stimulation was four 
seconds, it was found, against the flexion “ background,” that the level of 
extensor contraction during double stimulation was about 6 mm. higher
than the level of extensor contraction during double stimulation when the 
“ background ” was one of extension; while at the same time the level of 
flexor contraction during double stimulation was about 12 mm. lower than 
in the latter case.
In this experiment the effect of double stimulation of one second only in 
duration was also examined when the preceding “ backgrounds ” were of one 
second duration also. Here with a flexion “ background ” the extensor 
contraction was 2'5 nnn. sm aller than the extensor contraction when the 
“ background ” was extension. The figures as they concern the extensor 
alone (measured at the end of the first  second of double stimulation) may 
be given in the following table1:—
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H e ig h t  o p  E x t e n s o r  C o n t r a c t io n  i n  m m .
Duration of “ background ” 0 sec. 1 sec. 2 sec. 4 sec.
Flexion “ background ” . 









Difference of flexion “ background ” 
as against extension
— 3 mm. 0 mill. +  4'5 mm.
Thus with a very brief previous duration of the “ background ” stimulus 
there may be a greater extensor contraction at the end of the first second 
of double stimulation when the extension stimulus is first applied than 
when the flexion stimulus is ; with a longer previous duration of the 
“ background” the extensor contraction may be about the same in the two 
instances; and with a still greater previous duration of the “ background” 
stimulus there may be a smaller extensor contraction with an extension 
than with a flexion “ background.”
Thus upon the whole it may be said that when a flexion “ background ” 
is under consideration flexion activity in the early phases “ holds the field,” 
but that this wears off—so that an extension stimulus will have an ever 
greater effect the later it is added. And it may also be said that the same 
holds good for a flexion stimulus against an extension “ background”— 
with this reservation, that often the flexion effect of the ipsilateral stimulus 
in double stimulation is greatest (or at any rate very great) when the two 
stimuli are commenced synchronously—that is, when there is no preceding 
“ background.” The explanation of this probably lies in the presence of 
a preliminary tendency to flexion activity in the extension-reflex, as 
evidenced in such phenomena as the “ decerebrate ” type of that reaction. 
If it be the case that in the extension-reflex there is a preliminary factor
1 The figures in the text differ from those in the table because the former refer to the 
state of the muscles at the end of the second second of double stimulation, while the latter 
refer to that state at the end of the first second of double stimulation. In both cases the 
figures are directly proportional to, but are not equal to, the shortening of the muscle in 
contraction.
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of flexion, it is not difficult to suppose that in the compounding of activities 
during double stimulation there may be summation of the two flexion 
factors—namely, those of the flexion-reflex and of the flexion factor in the 
crossed extension-reflex.
If it be admitted that the value of a reflex activity changes during the 
continuation of the evoking stimulus (reflex “ fatigue ” ?), the change may 
be formulated thus: 2 > S '> 2 " > 2 '" > ,  etc., for ipsilateral flexion, and 
<r>cr'><x"><r'">, etc., for contralateral extension. Taking the series 2, 2', 
etc., double stimulation at any one point may be represented by 2  +  <x, 
2 ' +  <t, 2 " +  cr, 2"' +  cr, etc., where <r is constant. And, taking the series 
ct, <x', etc., double stimulation may be represented by er +  2, a -f 2, or"+  2, 
cr'" +  2, etc., where 2  is constant. 2  +  cr =  o- +  2  of course.
If one activity only be considered— let us take extension—these formulae 
for the values of double stimulation are such that [2 ' +  or]<[V +  2] (duration 
of previous “ backgrounds” small); 2 " +  <r =  cr" +  2  (duration of previous 
“ backgrounds” greater); and [2"'-i-cr]>[cr"' +  2] (duration of previous 
“ backgrounds ” yet greater).
These formulae are only convenient modes of expressing the fact that 
there is a certain duration of previous “ background ” at which the value 
of double stimulation is the same whether the flexion-producing or the 
extension-producing stimulus be first applied; and that with “ back­
grounds ” of a lesser duration the first evoked activity tends to “ hold the 
field,” while with “ backgrounds ” of greater duration the reverse is the 
case— so that the activity evoked by the stimulus which is superposed 
upon the “ background ” has a greater value than when that activity is 
the “ background” itself. The neutral duration  of “ background” may 
be looked upon as a point of balance which perhaps is evidenced in all 
reflex activities.
VII. P h e n o m e n a  i n  P r e p a r a t i o n s  w h i c h  e x h i b i t  A b n o r m a l
R e a c t i o n s .
A. Ip sila tera l E xtension  and C on tra la tera l E xtension .
Occasionally the ipsilateral reaction may be one of abnormal extension. 
This effect is most often seen with weak stimuli, and it changes over into a 
reaction of flexion as the strength of stimulus is increased. Sometimes, 
however, the ipsilateral reaction throughout an experiment may be one of 
extension to all strengths of stimuli used.
In this latter type of experiment summation of the factors of extension 
may occur when there is compounding of the ipsilateral and contra­
lateral stimuli, both of which give extension reactions. In such a case 
the value of the ipsilateral stimulus may be successively increased in 
a series of reactions in which the value of the contralateral stimulus is 
kept constant. In a series of this nature it was found that when the con­
tralateral stimulus was commenced one second after the commencement of
the ipsilateral there was an augmentation of the contraction of the extensor. 
The value of the augmented extensor contraction was, however, usually 
smaller than that of the extensor contraction in the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex ; and this was most clearly seen when the strength of the ipsilateral 
stimulus was comparatively great. When the ipsilateral stimulus was 
commenced in time one second after the contralateral there was, with weak 
values of ipsilateral stimulation, augmentation of extensor contraction. 
This was of a degree greater than that of the “ pure ” extension-reflex. 
With stronger ipsilateral stimuli this augmentation was not seen, and 
there was even a very slight indication of extensor relaxation during 
the period of double stimulation—but this was too small to he clearly 
defined.
In another experiment (figs. 17, 18, 19) this relaxation phenomenon 
was more clearly seen. Here it was found that with weak ipsilateral 
and contralateral stimuli there was summation of the extension reactions 
during double stimulation (fig. 17), so that the extent of extensor contraction 
was there greater than in either “ pure ” reaction. When “ pure ” stimuli 
of greater strength were used the contralateral reaction was found to 
be of much greater extent of extensor contraction than the ipsilateral. 
During double stimulation the extent of extensor contraction was inter­
mediate to the extents of the two “ pure” reactions. Thus when the 
“ background” reaction was contralateral extension there appeared 
extensor relaxation during double stimulation—but not down to the level 
of extensor contraction which obtained in the “ pure ” ipsilateral reflex 
(fig. 18). On the other hand, when the “ background” was one of ipsi­
lateral extension, during double stimulation there was augmentation of 
extensor contraction—but not to the level which obtained in the “ pure ” 
contralateral reflex (fig. 19). On comparison of the immediate effects of 
double stimulation against the two different “ backgrounds ” it was found 
here that the extent of extensor contraction after two seconds of double 
stimulation was greater when the “ background ” was one of contralateral 
extension.
In yet another, and a more recent, experiment a most curious example 
of this phenomenon was encountered. A “ pure ” ipsilateral reaction gave 
a good abnormal direct extension-reflex. A “ pure ” contralateral stimulus 
applied for six seconds gave an extension-reflex in which there occurred 
during stimulation a partial relaxation of extensor contraction, followed 
by restitution. The two stimuli were then compounded— “ background ” 
contralateral extension During double stimulation there was no summa­
tion of the two extensions. In the extensor curve there was complete 
relaxation; and this was accompanied in the flexor curve by a very 
marked flexor contraction. The ipsilateral stimulus was then repeated 
“ pure,” and gave a reaction which opened with extension and passed over 
into flexion during stimulation. In this instance, therefore, the presence 
of a “ background ” of contralateral extension reversed the effect of the
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ipsilateral stimulus from one of abnormal extension to a strong flexion 
reaction (fig. 20).
In those experiments in which weak ipsilateral stimuli give the 
abnormal extension-reflex,1 while stronger ipsilateral stimuli give the 
normal flexion-reflex, the results of the compounding of ipsilateral and 








Fig. 18.— Experiment C, clxxii., record 305, 7999 ; 10/3/13.— Decerebrate cat. A series of three 
reactions obtained at minute intervals and 2 hours and 38 iniuutes after decerebration.
Reaction a is a “ pure” ipsilateral reaction and demonstrates ipsilateral extension. .Note 
the extensor rebound contraction after excitation.
Reaction b demonstrates a “ pure” contralateral extension-reflex. Note the “ tonic”
extensor after-discharge.
In reaction c the two stimuli are compounded, the “ background” being contralateral ex­
tension. During double stimulation there is evident extensor relaxation— or rather, the curve 
of increasing extensor contraction is retarded. Note that on withdrawal of the ipsilateral 
stimulus and when the contralateral is still running—that is, between ordinates y, y' and b, b' 
— the extensor contraction augments to a higher level than that attained during stimulation 
in the “ pure” contralateral extension-reflex (b). This is also .higher than the extensor 
rebound contraction in a. It looks here as if the extensor rebound contraction after the with­
drawal of the ipsilateral stimulus can summate with the extensor contraction during stimula­
tion of the contralateral reflex, but that the extensor contraction during stimulation of the 
ipsilateral reaction does not summate with the extensor contraction during stimulation of the 
contralateral reflex— a point of interest.
In an experiment of this nature the weak ipsilateral stimulus gave 
pure extension. A slightly stronger stimulus gave a preliminary flexor 
contraction followed by a marked phase of extension. A yet stronger 
ipsilateral stimulus gave flexion throughout the period of stimulation but
1 I have of late, and for a special purpose, used preparations in which the operative 
procedure was carried out as rapidly as possible. Under these conditions a very large 
proportion of experiments demonstrate extension as a reaction to weak ipsilateral faradic 
stimuli. Weak mechanical  stimulation of an ipsilateral afferent nerve may give the 
extension reaction, while strong mechanical stimulation may give the usual flexion-reflex.
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accompanied in the later phases of the period of stimulation by contraction 
of the extensor. Strong ipsilateral stimuli gave flexor contraction and 









Fig . 2 0 .— Experiment C, lxx v i., record 318, 8596 ; 1 3 /5 /1 3 .— Decerebrate cat. Four reactions taken 
at minute intervals, 3 hours and 38 minutes after decerebration.
Reaction a is a “ pure ” ipsilateral extension-reliex, and reaction b is a “ pure ” contralateral 
extension-reflex. In b note that during stimulation there is a partial relaxation followed by 
a restitution of the maintained extensor contraction.
Reaction c is a compound one in which the contralateral stimulus gives the “ background ” 
of extension, and in which the stimuli compounded are of the same strengths as these used 
in a and b. Here during the period of double stimulation (ordinates x, x '-y , y ') there is a 
relaxation of maintained extension and a reciprocal flexor contraction. Note that in the third 
phase of the reaction (ordinates y, y '-b , b') there is a continuation of the extensor depression 
of the period of double stimulation, although there is a partial extensor reconstitution of 
contraction.
In reaction d the “ pure” ipsilateral stimulus is repeated. Here there is a primary 
extensor contraction in the period of stimulation, but this is followed by a reversal of the 
reaction to one of flexion while the stimulus is still running.
This compound reaction therefore demonstrates a reversal of the effect of the ipsilateral 
stimulus from one of abnormal direct extension to the usual flexion reaction.
The contralateral stimulus was kept of constant value, and the strength 
of the ipsilateral stimulus—starting from a strength which gave the flexion- 
reflex complicated with a late extensor contraction during stimulation— 
was decreased in succeeding reactions. The contralateral (“ background ”) 
stimulus was commenced four seconds before the ipsilateral.
mumm.YK V>\
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When the ipsilateral stimulus was comparatively strong a flexor 
contraction which was greater than that of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex was 
obtained during double stimulation, and it was accompanied by an extensor 
relaxation. As the duration of double stimulation continued this relaxa­
tion decreased in value—the decrement corresponding to the late extensor 
contraction in the “ pure” flexion-reflex. With decrease of the strength of 
ipsilateral stimulation a point was readied at which the “ pure ” ipsilateral 
stimulus gave a reaction of extensor contraction unaccompanied by flexor 
contraction, but before the commencement of the extensor contraction 
there was a slight extensor relaxation—the reaction thus being of “ decere­
brate ” type. When this was compounded with the contralateral stimulus 
there was a marked relaxation of the extensor contraction, accompanied 
by a very slight flexor contraction. As before, the extensor relaxation 
decreased during the period of double stimulation. A weaker ipsilateral 
stimulus gave an extensor contraction of “ spinal ” type. When this was 
compounded with the contralateral extension there was an extensor re­
laxation smaller than before, and no flexor contraction. Yet weaker 
ipsilateral stimulation gave no extensor contraction (or perhaps a very 
small contraction). When compounded with the contralateral extension 
there was a very slight extensor relaxation. Later in this same experi­
ment a weak ipsilateral stimulus again evoked a reaction of extensor 
contraction of “ spinal ” type. When compounded with a contralateral 
extension-reflex there was again a slight extensor relaxation. When the 
ipsilateral stimulus was strong there was again an augmentation of the 
flexor contraction on the compounding of the two stimuli. This experi­
ment was the same one as that in which the contralateral stimulus, when 
given after the commencement of the ipsilateral, evoked an augmentation 
of the flexor contraction, although when “ pure ” it gave extensor con­
traction alone.
In another experiment of this nature somewhat similar results were 
seen. When both the stimuli were evocative of extension it was found 
that the ipsilateral stimulus, if applied after the commencement of the 
contralateral, produced a slight relaxation of the contralateral extension. 
When the contralateral was applied after the commencement of the 
ipsilateral there was little or no change in the curve during the period of 
double stimulation. With greater strengths of ipsilateral stimulation 
extensor relaxation seemed to be conditioned by either stimulus when 
applied during the period of application of the other. With still greater 
strengths an augmentation of the flexor contraction was conditioned 
by the application of either stimulus during the application of the other. 
When the ipsilateral stimulus was applied during the period of application 
of the other the flexor contraction then first appeared, but was greater 
than in the “ pure” ipsilateral reaction.
In yet other experiments similar phenomena have been observed.
In one of these (figs. 21, 22) it was found that, when a “ background ”
of contralateral extension was used, during double stimulation there was a 
slight augmentation of extension when the ipsilateral stimulus was very 
weak (and even when it was subliminal). At this strength the “ pure ” ipsi­
lateral stimulus gave a very slight extensor contraction during stimulation.
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Fig. 21.— Experiment C, civ., record 278, 6622 ; 30/1/13.— Decerebrate cat. Three reactions, taken 
at minute intervals, obtained 3 hours and 10 minutes after decerebration.
Reaction a is a “ pure” contralateral extension-reflex, for comparison with c—where the 
contralateral (“  background ” ) stimulus is of the same strength.
Reaction 6 is a “ pure” ipsilateral one. There is a very slight extensor contraction of 
threshold value.
In the compound reaction c it will be observed that during double stimulation there is an 
augmentation of extensor contraction. The augmentation (estimated from the level of con­
traction which obtains in the ‘ 1 pure ” contralateral reaction) is greater than the extensor 
contraction in b. The level attained is higher than any part of the “ pure” contralateral 
reflex (a). There is therefore here a summation of the abnormal ipsilateral extension-reflex and 
of the normal contralateral extension-reflex— and this summation is greater than a simple 
algebraic summation of the two.
Observe that in the “ third phase” of the compound reaction— that is, the phase after 
withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus and when the contralateral “ background” is still in 
action (between ordinates y, y' and b, b')—there is a further augmentation of extensor contrac­
tion. This is, as it were, a rebound effect from the ipsilateral stimulus ; but there is no 
corresponding rebound in the “  pure ” ipsilateral reflex (b).
With stronger ipsilateral stimuli (the strength of contralateral stimulation 
remaining constant) there was, during the period of double stimulation, first 
a slight extensor relaxation and then an augmentation of extensor con­
traction. With yet stronger ipsilateral stimuli there was relaxation of 
extensor contraction alone during double stimulation— even at a strength 
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of ipsilateral stimulation which when applied “ pure ” gave extensor 
contraction.
After this series was terminated another series, in which the two' 
stimuli were commenced and terminated synchronously, was taken. The 
contralateral stimulus was again of constant strength, and the value of 
the ipsilateral stimulus was progressively increased in succeeding reactions, 
(tig. 23). Here with weak ipsilateral stimuli there was in the compound 
reaction an extensor contraction which was of greater extent than the 
extensor contraction of the “ pure” contralateral extension-reflex. With 
progressive increase in the strengths of the ipsilateral stimuli the extents 
of extensor contraction during double stimulation decreased. With strong 
ipsilateral stimuli the extent was no more than in the “ pure ” contralateral 
extension-reflex; with still stronger ipsilateral stimuli the extent was 
smaller; and with the strongest ipsilateral stimuli used there was, during 
double stimulation, extensor relaxation and flexor contraction. At the end 
of the series a compound reaction in which the ipsilateral stimulus was. 
again weak demonstrated an extensor contraction again greater than in 
the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex.
Later in this experiment a similar series was taken. The contralateral 
stimulus used was stronger than before. Here the augmentation of 
extension with weak ipsilateral stimuli was not seen; but the relative 
depression of extension during double stimulation was marked—-even at 
strengths of ipsilateral stimulation which, when applied “ pure,” gave an 
ipsilateral extension-reflex.
Yet later in the same experiment the movements of the soleus portion 
alone of gastrocn em iu s-soleu s were registered (of course in conjunction 
with the reciprocal movements of t ib ia lis  anticus). Here it was found 
that the phenomenon of extensor contraction during weak ipsilateral 
stimuli was evidenced in so leu s; a point of importance, because soleus is. 
a pure extensor of the ankle joint, whereas gastrocnem ius is a double 
joint muscle and might act as a knee flexor (simultaneous records of 
soleus and gastrocnem ius, however, demonstrate that the gastro­
cnem ius portion of the muscle acts in every way like the soleus portion 
—that is, that it acts as a pure extensor of the ankle). The same 
phenomena of extensor augmentation when the ipsilateral stimulus was. 
weak, and of relative extensor depression when the ipsilateral stimulus 
was stronger (even when at that strength in a “ pure ” reaction it evoked 
extension), were observed.
In another experiment somewhat similar results were obtained. Here­
in the first place was obtained a series of compound reactions in which the 
contralateral stimulus was kept of constant value, but in which the value 
of the ipsilateral stimulus was progressively increased. At each value of 
ipsilateral stimulation the two stimuli were compounded, firstly, with the 
ipsilateral as the “ background,” and secondly, with the “ background ” the-; 
contralateral stimulus.
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F ig . 22. Experiment C, civ., record 278, 6825 ; 3 0 /1 /1 3 .—Decerebrate cat. Eight reactions, taken at minute intervals, obtained 3 hours and 13 minutes after decerebration. The first reaction here 
follows the last reaction in fig. 21 , at an interval of 1 minute. The contralateral “ background” stimulus remains of the same strength throughout—that is, the same as reaction a of fig. 21. Note, 
however, that its value falls— as is seen by the fact that the first phase (between ordinates a, a' and x, x') exhibits a less degree of extensor contraction towards the end of the series.
Reactions  ̂d, f ,  h, and lc are ‘ ‘ pure ” ipsilateral reactions of the same strength of stimulus as that used in the compound reactions which respectively succeed them. Reactions d and f  (strength 
weaker than in the preceding figure) are subliminal. Reaction h is one of slight ipsilateral extension. In 1c there is extensor relaxation but no flexor contraction. With stronger “  pure ” ipsilateral 
stimuli flexor contraction during stimulation appeared. Note in k the presence of a slight “  extensor rebound relaxation after inhibition ” followed by a later extensor rebound contraction.
Reactions c, g, i, and I are compound with a contralateral “  background.” In the first two there is extensor augmentation during double stimulation—although in the second (g) there is perhaps 
a very slight retardation of extensor contraction in the first part of the period of double stimulation. In the third (i ) there is distinct extensor relaxation during double stimulation, followed later 
in the period of double stimulation by partial restitution. In the fourth (I) there is nothing but extensor relaxation. Note in the third and fourth compound reactions (i  and I) the hint at a rhythmic 
phenomenon during double stimulation.
In the third phases of the compound reactions augmentation (or restitution) of extensor contraction occurs. This is to a height greater than that at the corresponding point in the “ pure'’ 
extension-reflex (see fig. 21). In level of height attained this is greater the stronger the ipsilateral stimulus is. In I note the slight flattening (it is hardly a “ notch” ) in the curve of extensor 
restitution in the third phase. This seems to be related to the “  extensor rebound relaxation after inhibition” evident in the corresponding “  pure” ipsilateral reaction (k).
In the fourth phases there is extensor after-discharge, which appears to be less well sustained the stronger the ipsilateral stimulus is. . . .  ,
This series therefore demonstrates that increase of the strength of a nearly threshold value of ipsilateral stimulation may change the reaction during double stimulation in a compound reaction 
from extensor augmentation to extensor depression, even although the “ pure” ipsilateral stimulus which gives that depression may itself give extensor contraction during stimulation (h).
Note here that there is a further extensor augmentation in the third phase of the compound reactions— between ordinates y, y' and b, b'. This successive effect of,extensor augmentation after double 
stimulation increases absolutely with increase in the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus.
G k a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
Quarterly Journa.l of Experimental Physiology, Vol. VTI., 1913.\
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F i g . 23.— Experiment C, civ., record 278, 6638 ; 30/1/13.— Decerebrate cat. A series of ten reactions— taken at minute intervals— obtained 3 hours and 26 minutes after decerebration. 
From the same experiment as the two preceding figures.
Reaction a is a “  pure ” contralateral one taken at a strength of stimulus which is used unchanged throughout the series except in the three final reactions. Reactions h and k are 
also “ pure,” but taken with a weaker stimulus. Reaction h is of the same extent as a similar one taken immediately before the series, and it may be inferred that the value of the 
stronger contralateral stimulus used in a-g  remained for all practical purposes constant.
The other reactions are compound. The two stimuli are simultaneously commenced and terminated, and the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus is progressively increased throughout 
the series.
In b there is an augmentation of extensor contraction during double stimulation to an extent greater than in the “ pure” contralateral extension-reflex. As the strength of ipsi­
lateral stimulation is increased this augmentation drops in value until, in e, it is a depression of extensor contraction as compared with the ‘ ‘ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex. Finally, 
in g, there is no extensor contraction, but actually extensor relaxation during double stimulation, and a reciprocal flexor contraction. Reaction i is a repetition of c, but with a weaker 
contralateral stimulus, and there is again clearly extensor augmentation, although much smaller than in c.
G r ah am  B ro w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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F i g . 24.— Experiment C, clxix., record 300, 7745 ; 28/2/13. —  Decerebrate cat. A series of seven reactions— taken at minute intervals— obtained 2 hours and 48 minutes after decere­
bration. Throughout the series the strength of contralateral stimulation remains constant. The ipsilateral stimulus is varied.
Reaction a is a “  pure” ipsilateral extension-reflex, and reaction h is a “  pure” contralateral extension-reflex of the strength used throughout the series.
Reaction c is compounded of a and b—the “ background” being the ipsilateral stimulus. Note that in the period of double stimulation there is an augmentation of 
extensor contraction to a greater level than that which obtains in the “ pure” contralateral reaction. Note also that in the third phase of the reaction the level of extensor 
contraction remains augmented.
Reaction d is a compound one with the contralateral stimulus as “ background.” Here there is extensor relaxation during double stimulation. This, however, during 
the period of double stimulation, passes over to contraction and augmentation; and the augmentation of extensor contraction (as compared with the “  pure” contralateral 
reaction) persists as a successive effect of double stimulation. Compare the extent of extensor contraction during double stimulation in c and cl and note that it is higher 
in c than in d.
Reaction e is a “ pure” ipsilateral extension-reflex obtained with a stronger stimulus than that used in a.
Reactions /a n d  g are similar to c and d but taken with the stronger ipsilateral stimulus. Note here that the extent of extensor contraction during double stimulation is 
still greater in /th an  in g, but that when /  is compared with c the level of extensor contraction during double stimulation is less ; as it also is less in g than in d. Note, 
in/ ,  that here the level of extensor contraction during double stimulation is lower than in the “  pure” contralateral reaction.
Note here, in comparing/with c, that in /there is a greater extensor relaxation on cessation of the period of double stimulation than in c, and that oil cessation of the ipsi­
lateral * ‘ background ” stimulus in f  there is an extensor rebound contraction— not present in c but present in e. On comparing g with d note that the extensor relaxation 
during double stimulation is more lasting in g, and that the subsequent augmentation of extensor contraction in the third phase of the compound reaction is not so great.
G rah am  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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F ig . 26. Experiment C,^clxix., record 300, 7781 ; 38/2/13.— Decerebrate cat. A  series of seven reactions taken at minute intervals and 3 hours and 25 minutes 
after decerebration. This figure is a direct continuation of the series in xvi. figs. 17, 18, and 19, and reaction s here follows reaction r of xvi. fig. 19, at an 
interval of 1 minute.
Reaction s is a “ pure’’ subliminal contralateral reflex taken with the strength of contralateral stimulation used in reaction u.
Reaction t is a “ pure ” ipsilateral reflex taken with the same duration and strength of stimulation used in the following reactions in this series.
Reaction u is compounded of s and/. Here the contralateral stimulus (which when applied “ pure” is subliminal) during double stimulation conditions an 
mciease in extensor contraction. Here therefore there is summation of the extension effects of the two stimuli. [The same sort of summation was seen in a previous 
leaction in which the strengths of the two stimuli were the same as in this one, but in which the subliminal contralateral stimulus served as the “ background.”]
• v.’ w ' an<̂  *  are compound ones in which the strength of the interrupting contralateral stimulus is progressively increased. Note the increase
m the level ol extensor contraction during double stimulation with increase in the strength of the contralateral stimulus. Note the level of extensor contraction 
which persists after withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus—this seems to fall. And note the extensor rebound on withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus, lhis 
is not present in the 1 ‘ pure ” ipsilateral reaction (t) nor in a “  pure ” contralateral reaction taken at the strength of stimulus used in x  (y ).
Reaction y  is a final “ pure” contralateral extension-reflex obtained with the strength of stimulus used in x. Note that it is of smaller extent of extensor 
contraction than that which obtains during double stimulation in x — so that there is, therefore, augmentation of extensor contraction during double stimulation 
m that reaction. There the rapidity of increasing extensor contraction is also greater. Note also that in this “  pure ” reaction there is an extensor after-discharge 
— but no rebound contraction. In x  the level of extensor contraction in the third phase of the compound reaction (that is, between ordinates b, b' and y, y ) is 
lower than is the level of this after-discharge.
This figure therefore illustrates a summation of ipsilateral and contralateral extension at all the strengths of contralateral stimulation used.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , ‘ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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In this series it was found that at every strength of ipsilateral stimula­
tion used there was increase of extensor contraction during double stimu­
lation when the “ background ” stimulus was the ipsilateral, and decrease 
of extensor contraction when the “ background ” stimulus was the contra­
lateral. Throughout the series it was found that as the strength of ipsi­
lateral stimulation was increased there was a lesser increase of extension 
during double stimulation against the ipsilateral “ background” and a 
greater relaxation of extensor contraction against the contralateral “ back­
ground” (figs. 24, 25, and xvi. fig. 16).
In this series it was interesting to compare the levels of extensor con­
traction during double stimulation against the two “ backgrounds.” With 
very weak ipsilateral stimuli, during double stimulation against the ipsi­
lateral “ background ” there was augmentation of extensor contraction to 
a level greater than that which obtained in the “ pure ” contralateral 
extension-reflex. That is to say, that there was summation of the two 
extension effects. [The time relations of the stimuli used were such that 
the “ background” stimulus was started about two seconds before the applica­
tion of the interrupting stimulus ; double stimulation lasted for two seconds; 
and the “ background ” stimulus was then allowed to continue alone for 
another two seconds.] On the other hand, against the contralateral “ back­
ground ” there was a slight extensor relaxation during double stimulation. 
Thus with weak ipsilateral stimuli there was a greater level of extensor 
contraction during double stimulation against the ipsilateral “ background ” 
than against the contralateral. As the strength of ipsilateral stimulation 
was increased the level of extensor contraction during double stimulation— 
against either “ background ”— fell. But it did not fall equally in these 
two cases. It fell more rapidly in the case of double stimulation against an 
ipsilateral “ background.” Thus there was a certain strength of ipsilateral 
stimulation at which the levels of extensor contraction during double 
stimulation in the two cases were very nearly equal; and with increased 
strengths of ipsilateral stimulation it was found that the level of extensor 
contraction during double stimulation against the ipsilateral “ background ” 
was smaller than that against the contralateral “ background.”
Shortly after this series was obtained other series was recorded (xvi. 
figs. 17, 18, 19, and fig. 26 of this paper).
In the first place, a set of three series with a contralateral “ background ” 
stimulus were registered. In each of these the ipsilateral interrupting 
stimulus was of constant value (of different strengths in the three series), 
but the contralateral “ background ” was progressively increased in strength. 
With a weak ipsilateral interrupting stimulus and a subliminal contra­
lateral “ background ” it was found that during double stimulation there 
was augmentation of extensor contraction to a level higher than that in the 
“ pure ” ipsilateral extension-reflex. But with supraliminal contralateral 
“ backgrounds ” there was extensor relaxation during double stimulation. 
This relaxation was of course down from the level of extensor contraction
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In this series it was found that at every strength of ipsilateral stimula­
tion used there was increase of extensor contraction during double stimu­
lation when the “ background ” stimulus was the ipsilateral, and decrease 
of extensor contraction when the “ background ” stimulus was the contra­
lateral. Throughout the series it was found that as the strength of ipsi­
lateral stimulation was increased there was a lesser increase of extension 
during double stimulation against the ipsilateral “ background ” and a 
greater relaxation of extensor contraction against the contralateral “ back­
ground” (figs. 24, 25, and xvi. fig. 16).
In this series it was interesting to compare the levels of extensor con­
traction during double stimulation against the two “ backgrounds.” With 
very weak ipsilateral stimuli, during double stimulation against the ipsi­
lateral “ background ” there was augmentation of extensor contraction to 
a level greater than that which obtained in the “ pure ” contralateral 
extension-reflex. That is to say, that there was summation of the two 
extension effects. [The time relations of the stimuli used were such that 
the “ background” stimulus was started about two seconds before the applica­
tion of the interrupting stimulus ; double stimulation lasted for two seconds; 
and the “ background ” stimulus was then allowed to continue alone for 
another two seconds.] On the other hand, against the contralateral “ back­
ground ” there was a slight extensor relaxation during double stimulation. 
Thus with weak ipsilateral stimuli there was a greater level of extensor 
contraction during double stimulation against the ipsilateral “ background ” 
than against the contralateral. As the strength of ipsilateral stimulation 
was increased the level of extensor contraction during double stimulation— 
against either “ background ”— fell. But it did not fall equally in these 
two cases. It fell more rapidly in the case of double stimulation against an 
ipsilateral “ background.” Thus there was a certain strength of ipsilateral 
stimulation at which the levels of extensor contraction during double 
stimulation in the two cases were very nearly equal; and with increased 
strengths of ipsilateral stimulation it was found that the level of extensor 
contraction during double stimulation against the ipsilateral “ background” 
was smaller than that against the contralateral “ background.”
Shortly after this series was obtained other series was recorded (xvi. 
figs. 17, 18, 19, and fig. 26 of this paper).
In the first place, a set of three series with a contralateral “ background ” 
stimulus were registered. In each of these the ipsilateral interrupting 
stimulus was of constant value (of different strengths in the three series), 
but the contralateral “ background ” was progressively increased in strength. 
With a weak ipsilateral interrupting stimulus and a subliminal contra­
lateral “ background ” it was found that during double stimulation there 
was augmentation of extensor contraction to a level higher than that in the 
“ pure” ipsilateral extension-reflex. But with supraliminal contralateral 
“ backgrounds ” there was extensor relaxation during double stimulation. 
This relaxation was of course down from the level of extensor contraction
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F ig . 26. Experiment C, clxix., record 300, 7781 ; 3 8 /2 /1 3 .—'Decerebrate cat. A series of seven reactions taken at minute intervals and 3 hours and 25 minutes 
after decerebration. This figure is a direct continuation of the series in xvi. figs. 17, 18, and 19, and reaction s here follows reaction r of xvi. fig. 19, at an 
interval of 1 minute.
Reaction s is a “ pure’’ subliminal contralateral reflex taken with the strength of contralateral stimulation used in reaction u.
Reaction t is a “  pure ” ipsilateral reflex taken with the same duration and strength of stimulation used in the following reactions in this series.
Reaction u is compounded of s and t. Here the contralateral stimulus (which when applied “ pure” is subliminal) during double stimulation conditions an 
increase in extensor contraction. Here therefore there is summation of the extension effects of the two stimuli. [The same sort of summation was seen in a previous 
reaction in which the strengths of the two stimuli were the same as in this one, but in which the subliminal contralateral stimulus served as the “ background.”]
Reactions v, w, and x  are similar compound ones in which the strength of the interrupting contralateral stimulus is progressively increased. Note the increase 
in the level of extensor contraction during double stimulation with increase in the strength of the contralateral stimulus. Note the level of extensor contraction 
which persists after withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus—this seems to fall. And note the extensor rebound on withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus. This 
is not present in the “ pure” ipsilateral reaction (t ) nor in a “ pure ” contralateral reaction taken at the strength of stimulus used in x  (y ).
Reaction y  is a final ‘ ‘ pure” contralateral extension-reflex obtained with the strength of stimulus used in x. Note that it is of smaller extent of extensor 
contraction than that which obtains during double stimulation in x —so that there is, therefore, augmentation of extensor contraction during double stimulation 
in that reaction. There the rapidity of increasing extensor contraction is also greater. Note also that in this “  pure ” reaction there is an extensor after-discharge 
— but no rebound contraction. In x  the level of extensor contraction in the third phase of the compound reaction (that is, between ordinates b, b' and y, y ) is 
lower than is the level of this after-discharge.
This figure therefore illustrates a summation of ipsilateral and contralateral extension at all the strengths of contralateral stimulation used.
Gkaham Bhown, “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
in the contralateral reaction, but it did not bring that level down to the 
level of extensor contraction in the “ pure ” ipsilateral extension-reflex. 
The stronger the contralateral “ background” was the smaller was the 
extent of this extensor relaxation—that is, the greater was the level of 
extensor contraction during double stimulation. The same phenomena 
were observed with the other strengths of interrupting ipsilateral stimuli. 
It is curious that with the strongest ipsilateral stimulus used in these series, 
although the extensor relaxation during double stimulation decreased with 
increase in the strength of the contralateral “ background,” yet the flexor 
contraction during double stimulation (for at that strength there was an 
ipsilateral flexion-reflex) also increased.
In a final set of series the ipsilateral stimulus was used as the “ back­
ground” (being varied in strength within each series), while the contralateral 
stimulus was used as the interrupting stimulus (being constant within a 
series but varied in strength in the different series). Here in every case 
the value of extensor contraction during double stimulation was greater 
than in the corresponding “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex, and that 
value rose with increase in the' strength of the interrupting contralateral 
stimulus. When a subliminal contralateral stimulus was used there was 
yet a distinct augmentation of extensor contraction during double stimula­
tion. On comparing the separate series together it was seen that the 
extensor contraction during double stimulation was smaller the stronger 
was the “ background ” ipsilateral stimulus.
B. Ip sila tera l F lexion  and Contralateral Flexion.
1 . C ontralateral Stim ulus commenced before the Com m ence­
ment o f the Ipsilatera l.—In these experiments the ipsilateral flexion- 
producing stimulus lias been applied during the application of the contra­
lateral stimulus, which also gave a reaction of flexion. The result of this 
is to give an augmentation of the flexor contraction conditioned by the 
contralateral stimulus. But in the experiments examined the extent of the 
flexor contraction during double stimulation has sometimes been smaller 
than that of the flexor contraction in the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex 
evoked at the same strength of stimulus as that used in the compounded 
reaction. In one experiment the contralateral reaction was one of abnormal 
primary flexion, sometimes followed by late extensor contraction and flexor 
relaxation. The ipsilateral stimulus also evoked a reaction of “ decere­
brate ” type, but the element of extensor contraction was small. When the 
contralateral stimulus was applied there was 1 10  element of extensor 
contraction in the period of four seconds in which it ran alone. When the 
ipsilateral stimulus was then applied there was an immediate augmenta­
tion of the flexor contraction—but not to the extent of contraction attained 
in the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex. The flexor contraction then 
immediately began to fall again; and at the same time there appeared an
Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System 281
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extremely well-marked extensor contraction, which gradually increased in 
extent throughout the remainder of the period of double stimulation.
In other experiments of this nature, although the ipsilateral stimulus 
again produced an augmentation of the abnormal contralateral flexor contrac­
tion in being at the time of its application, there was no extensor contraction 
produced. As before, the augmented flexor contraction during double stimula­
tion was not of so great extent as that of the flexor contraction in the “ pure ” 
flexion-reflex evoked at the same strength of ipsilateral stimulation (fig. 27).
But sometimes there is augm entation  of flexion during double 
stimulation, so that the level of flexor contraction attained is greater than 
in either of the “ pure” flexion-reflexes compounded (fig. 28). In such ex­
periments it may happen that the contralateral reaction, either later or 
earlier in the experiment, is one of normal extension; and even then it 
often happens that this augmentation of flexion—above the level which 
obtains in the “ pure ” ipsilateral reflex— is seen during double stimulation 
in compound reactions. This phenomenon is seen occasionally in experi­
ments in which no crossed flexion-reflex occurs, and it perhaps is conditioned 
by a state of the centres similar to that which conditions the abnormal 
crossed flexion-reflex.
2 . Ip sila tera l S tim ulus com m enced before  the Com m encem ent 
o f  the C ontralateral.— The contralateral flexion reaction usually gives 
a smaller extent of flexor contraction than does the ipsilateral flexion. If 
the ipsilateral flexion is in being, two possibilities with regard to the 
flexor contraction during an added contralateral stimulation present 
themselves. For there may either be an augmentation of the flexor con­
traction or a depression of it.
No clear case of the second of these possibilities has presented itself, 
although approximations to it have been noticed
In one of these experiments there appeared to be a very slight reduction 
of the maintained flexor contraction of the ipsilateral stimulus when a 
contralateral stimulus was added to it, but the amount of relaxation was 
too small to admit of any certainty.
In another experiment the contralateral stimulus at one period gave a 
reaction characterised by a comparatively small flexor contraction followed 
by a later extensor contraction (7, fig. 34). When the contralateral 
stimulus was then applied during the application of the ipsilateral, there 
was at first a small augmentation of the flexor contraction; but this was 
soon followed by relaxation accompanied by extensor contraction which, 
however, was not so great as in the case when the ipsilateral stimulus 
was applied during the period of the contralateral.
In another similar experiment the contralateral stimulus evoked a 
similar reaction (7, fig. 36). Here again there was an immediate aug­
mentation of the flexor contraction when the contralateral stimulus was 
applied during the period of the ipsilateral. This soon gave place to a
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F ig . 27. Experiment 0 , cxxxii., record 250, 5858 ; 1 4 /1 1 /1 2 .— Decerebrate cat. A  series of seven reactions taken at minute intervals 40 minutes after decerebration, 
and exhibiting an abnormal contralateral flexion-reflex compounded with a normal ipsilateral ilexion-reflex.
Reaction a is a ‘ ‘ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex taken with the same strength of ipsilateral stimulation which is used in the other reactions of the series. The 
f i i s t leaction in f  is a similar “  pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex taken towards the end of the series. It is very similar to that in a.
Reaction b is a “ pure” abnormal contralateral flexion-reflex taken with the same strength of contralateral stimulation used in the other reactions of the 
series. So is reaction g—note that it is very similar to reaction b.
Reaction c is a compound one in which the stimuli are in “ step” arrangement. During double stimulation (ordinates x, x'-b,  b') there is an increase of the 
level of flexor contraction— but not up to the level which obtains in the “  pure ” ipsilateral reactions (a and / ) .  On withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus 
the level of flexor contraction is maintained, there being no further increase.
Reaction d is a compound one of the usual arrangement of stimuli. Here the “  background” is one of ipsilateral flexion, and there is little or no change 
in the curve during the period of double stimulation.
Reaction e is a compound one, again of the usual arrangement of stimuli but with a contralateral flexion “ background.” Note that during the period of 
double stimulation the level of flexor contraction attained is not so great as in the “ pure” ipsilateral reflex. Note also that on withdrawal of the ipsilateral 
stimulus there is a sustentation of the level of flexor contraction, although at that point in a “ pure” contralateral reaction the level of flexor contraction was 
very low. The effect of the contralateral stimulus is therefore augmented in this third phase of the reaction (ordinates y, y'-b, V) Note here the marked 
extensor rebound contraction— of “ tonic” type— on withdrawal of the contralateral “ background” stimulus. This is not present in the other reactions of 
the series except, faintly, in /.
In reaction/an ipsilateral stimulus is first applied and withdrawn, and then, after an interval of about 1 second, a contralateral is applied for a similar 
length of time. Comparison of the contralateral reaction with the “ pure” contralateral reactions (b and g) demonstrates that here there is a marked successive 
augmentation, conditioned by the previous ipsilateral reflex, of the contralateral reaction. Note the faint extensor rebound contraction on withdrawal of the 
contralateral stimulus. In this connexion it is of interest that in this experiment there was a d ep ressio n  of ipsilateral flexion when evoked 1 second after 
a contralateral flexion-reflex. This depression was greater the longer the duration of the preceding contralateral flexion-reflex was ; and it was also found that 
the augmentation of contralateral flexion after an ipsilateral flexion-reflex (as here figured) was greater the longer the duration of the preceding ipsilateral 
flexion-reflex was.
This figure demonstrates an instance in which the immediate effect of double stimulation was flexion of smaller extent than in the “ pure” ipsilateral 
leflex, but of greater extent than in the “ pure” contralateral flexion-reflex.
G raham  Br o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. VII., 1913.] [To face p. 282.
F i g . 28. — Experiment C, clviii., record 283, 6828 ; 11/2/13.— Decerebrate cat. A series of five reactions taken at minute intervals 1 hour and 
54 minutes after decerebration, and exhibiting the effect of the compounding of a normal ipsilateral flexion-reflex and an abnormal con­
tralateral flexion-reflex.
Reaction a is a “  pure” ipsilateral flexion-reflex of “  spinal’ ’ type. Note the “  flexor rebound contraction after excitation.”
Reaction b is a. “ pure” abnormal contralateral flexion-reflex. The flexor contraction dies during the short period of stimulation. 
Note the flexor rebound contraction, which is broken by a relaxation phase. There is a slight reciprocal extensor rebound contraction 
at ordinates 1.
Reaction c is a compound one with a “  background’’ of abnormal contralateral flexion. Note that during double stimulation (ordinates 
x, x' -y,  y') there is marked increase of flexor contraction, which attains a level greater than in the “ pure ” ipsilateral reflex ; compare with 
a and with the first part of reaction d (ordinates x, x' -a,  a'). On withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus there is, in the third phase of the 
compound reaction (y, y'-b,  b'), a still further increase in the level of flexor contraction, reminiscent of the flexor rebound contraction in a ; 
and on withdrawal of the contralateral “  background ” stimulus there is a flexor rebound similar to, but of greater extent than, that in b.
Reaction d is another compound one with a “ background” of ipsilateral flexion. Here there is flexor augmentation during double 
stimulation, and a further augmentation in the third phase of the reaction. Finally, withdrawal of the ipsilateral “  background stimulus 
is followed by a flexor rebound contraction which is greater than in the “ pure” ipsilateral reflex.  ̂ _
Reaction e is a final “ pure” contralateral reflex. There is now no flexor contraction during stimulation. There is a very slight 
extensor contraction.
This figure illustrates the augmentation of flexion— even to a level greater than in the “ pure” ipsilateral flexion-reflex which n 
sometimes obtained during double stimulation.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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relaxation of flexor contraction which brought the curve of that muscle 
below the level of the maintained contraction of the “ pure ” ipsilateral 
flexion-reflex. Synchronously with the period of the augmenting flexor 
■contraction there was an extensor relaxation, and when the flexor began to 
relax there was a reciprocal phase of extensor contraction. This gradually 
increased during the remaining portion of the period of double stimulation, 
and actually became greater in extent than the extensor element of con­
traction in the “ pure ” contralateral reaction obtained at the same strength 
of contralateral stimulation one minute before.
In another instance the effect of compounding the ipsilateral flexion- 
producing stimulus and the contralateral stimulus — which in this case gave 
abnormal flexion uncomplicated with extensor contraction—was to give 
summation of the two. In this instance a subliminal ipsilateral stimulus 
was first applied, and during its application a contralateral stimulus which 
gave a small flexor contraction when applied alone was added. The 
resultant reaction during the period of double stimulation was one in which 
the flexor contraction was very much greater than in the “ pure ” reaction 
■of contralateral flexion. A subliminal contralateral stimulus was then 
•applied within the period of a subliminal ipsilateral stimulus, and during 
the period of double stimulation there was a marked flexor contraction. 
.Still using this subliminal contralateral stimulus, the strength of the sub­
liminal ipsilateral stimulus was reduced in successive reactions, and the 
■extents of the flexor contraction conditioned during the periods of double 
stimulation in these were found progressively to be decreased. In a 
following series two subliminal antagonistic stimuli were kept of constant 
.■strength but, the ipsilateral being first applied, the interval of time between 
its commencement and that of the contralateral stimulus was progressively 
lengthened. It was then found that the extent of the flexor contraction 
■conditioned during the period of double stimulation was greater the later 
the contralateral stimulus was applied within the limit of a period of two 
seconds between the commencements of the two stimuli. When the contra­
lateral stimulus was commenced three seconds after the commencement of 
the ipsilateral the flexor contraction during double stimulation was found 
again to be less.
In other experiments in which there was a contralateral flexion-reflex 
there has also been observed to be a summation of flexion, unaccompanied 
by extensor contraction, during double stimulation against an ipsilateral 
“ background ” (fig. 28).
VIII. P h e n o m e n a  in  t h e  D e - a f f e r e n t e d  C o n d i t i o n .
A. Stim uli of A synchronous Com m encem ent— C ontralateral 
E x te n s io n -R ef lex  preced ing Ipsilatera l F lex ion -R eflex .
The experiments with de-aflerented preparations confirm those in which 
the preparations were normal as concerns the proprioceptive arcs of the
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muscles the movements of which were recorded. In the period of double 
stimulation both the flexor and the extensor contractions are smaller than 
in the “ pure ” ipsilateral or contralateral reactions. When the ipsilateral 
flexion-producing stimulus is applied during the application of the con­
tralateral extension-producing stimulus there is conditioned a state of 
extensor relaxation. This, as before, in extent varies with the strength 
of the interfering ipsilateral stimulus. Where that is comparatively weak 
there is a comparatively small relaxation of the extensor, while there 
may be 1 10  reciprocal flexor contraction, although a marked one may 
accompany the application of the same ipsilateral stimulus when given 
alone. With a stronger ipsilateral stimulus there is a greater extensor 
relaxation; and this may be accompanied reciprocally by a flexor con­
traction— which, however, is of less extent than the flexor contraction of 
the “ pure” ipsilateral flexion-reflex evoked at the same strength of 
stimulus.
In one experiment an interesting series in which the interfering ipsi­
lateral stimulus (flexion) was kept of constant value, but in which the 
“ background ” stimulus was progressively increased in value, was obtained. 
Here the progressive increase in the strength of the contralateral stimulus 
gave a small increase in the extent of extensor contraction in succeeding 
reactions. The ipsilateral stimulus was applied in each case two seconds 
after the commencement of the contralateral. When the contralateral 
stimulus was comparatively weak (although it then evoked an almost' 
maximal reaction of extensor contraction), the ipsilateral stimulus condi­
tioned a marked relaxation of the extensor and a marked flexor contraction. 
As the strength of contralateral stimulation was successively increased 
the ipsilateral stimulus conditioned in the period of double stimulation an 
ever smaller degree of extensor relaxation and of llexor contraction.. 
Finally, these were almost minimal.
In these experiments it was noticed that there seemed to be a greater 
tendency than in the ordinary decerebrate preparation for the complete 
suppression of the flexor contraction element which would otherwise have 
been conditioned by the ipsilateral stimulus. That is to say, that an 
ipsilateral stimulus, which evoked a good reaction of flexor contraction 
when given alone, would, when applied during the period of a contralateral 
stimulus, give no flexor contraction ; whereas a stimulus which evoked an 
equivalent reaction in the normal preparation would have been expected 
to do so. This is of interest inasmuch as, although complete suppression 
of flexor contraction might occur during double stimulation, yet if then 
the con tra latera l stimulus was withdrawn—leaving the ipsilateral in 
action— there might occur a great flexor contraction as a successive effect 
of double stimulation. The flexor may, in such cases, attain a level of 
contraction much greater than in the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex— 
and this although no rebound phenomena occur in the “ pure ” reflexes.







a b c cl e
F ig . 29.—Experiment C, xlvi., record 80, 1964 ; 8/6/11.— Decerebrate cat, de-afferent condition. A series of reactions taken at minute intervals 7 hours and 12 minutes after 
decerebration.
In this series the interrupting contralateral stimulus is of constant strength, but the value of the “  background” ipsilateral stimulus is progressively increased in the 
separate reactions. Note that in every case there is a complete (or nearly complete) relaxation of flexor contraction during double stimulation— even in e. where the 
value of the ipsilateral flexion is high. Note also that, although this depression of flexion in every case is complete, there is yet a certain degree of grading in 
the reciprocal extensor contraction. Thus the extensor contraction during double stimulation in a is of greater extent than that in e. Note also the augmentation of 
flexor contraction in the third phases of the reactions (ordinates b, b'-y, y'). There is here an evident flexion augmentation as a successive effect of double stimulation.
There was, however, in the “ pure” contralateral extension-reflex a flexor rebound contraction. This was of comparatively small extent, and here it seems probable 
that there was in the third phase a summation of this with an augmentation of the effects of the ipsilateral stimulus.
Fig. 31 of the eleventh paper of this series (7) immediately follows upon this one. There reaction a is a “ pure” contralateral extension-reflex obtained with the 
strength ot contralateral stimulation here used. That figure shews a curious reversal of the “  pure ” contralateral reaction from extension to abnormal flexion. This 
is all the more remarkable in view of the very pronounced dominance of extension shewn in the above figure.
Graham  Brown , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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B. Stim uli of A synchronous Com m encem ent—Ipsilatera l 
F le x io n -R e fle x  preceding Contralateral E xtension -R eflex .
Here, as in the “ normal ” condition, the general rule seems to be that 
the application of a contralateral stimulus during the period of application 
of an ipsilateral conditions a reciprocal relaxation of the flexor contraction 
accompanied by an extensor contraction, which, however, is smaller in 
extent than that of the extensor contraction in the “ pure ” contralateral 
reaction. The two antagonistic muscles reciprocally assume a state of 
algebraic summation between their states in the two separate reactions 
compounded. There seems here, however, to be also a greater tendency 
for the second stimulus completely to abolish the flexor contraction.
When the background stimulus of ipsilateral flexion is increased in 
strength in successive reactions, the effect of the interrupting contralateral 
stimulus is progressively reduced. The extensor contraction which it 
conditions and the flexor relaxation become smaller. If the interrupting 
contralateral stimulus be increased in value its effect becomes augmented. 
There is a greater flexor relaxation and extensor contraction. Where the 
contralateral stimulus is comparatively strong it may produce a complete 
relaxation of the flexor contraction even when the background ipsilateral 
stimulus is a fairly strong one. Thus with a contralateral stimulus of a 
certain strength even a maximal flexor contraction may give place to 
complete relaxation during the period of double stimulation. In one 
experiment (fig. 29) it was found that when the strength of contralateral 
stimulation was sufficient to give complete relaxation of the maximal 
flexor contraction of the ipsilateral flexion-reflex and, being kept constant, 
it was pitted against various values of the ipsilateral stimulation, each 
time it evoked a complete flexor relaxation, but the reciprocal extensor 
contraction was yet smaller the stronger the ipsilateral stimulus was.
As in the “ normal ” condition, the general rule of flexor relaxation and 
extensor contraction is not always held. It occasionally happens that 
there may be a flexor augmentation during the period of double stimulation.
This may be comparatively slight or it may be well marked, although 
not lasting throughout the whole period of double stimulation. In the 
best-marked example the augmentation of the flexor contraction of the 
ipsilateral flexion-reflex during the period of double stimulation was brief. 
It soon gave place to relaxation of flexor contraction, which carried the 
curve of the muscle far below the level of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. There 
was no extensor contraction, and the strength of contralateral stimulation 
was comparatively weak.
In one experiment (fig. 30). the ipsilateral stimulus evoked a reaction 
characterised by a comparatively small flexor contraction and a very 
marked late extensor contraction and flexor relaxation—the flexion-reflex of 
“ decerebrate ” type (5, fig. 21). The contralateral extension-reflex at the 
same time could not be evoked at a certain strength of stimulus afterwards
used in a compounded reaction. A weak ipsilateral stimulus was then 
applied and evoked a slight flexor contraction followed by a marked
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extensor contraction. While this was in being the subliminal contralateral 
stimulus was applied, and at once produced a marked augmentation of the 
extensor contraction. On repeating this there was an even more distinct
increase of the extensor contraction during the period of double stimulation. 
Three hours later the phenomenon was still distinct.
IX. C o n c l u s io n s  a n d  S u m m a r y .
The present paper itself is the summary of a large number of experi­
ments, and it is not possible again to refer to all the points described in it. 
The following may, however, be noticed:—
1 . Where the two antagonistic stimuli are commenced synchronously, 
“ algebraic summation” (Sherrington) of the two “ pure” reflexes may 
occur in the compound reaction. In some cases, however, complete sup­
pression of one— usually the extension-reflex—may occur. In such cases 
there may still be reduction of the extent of the contraction of the active 
muscle—for instance, the flexor.
2 . Where the contralateral stimulus is applied first and allowed to run 
for a short period before the application of the interrupting ipsilateral 
stimulus, extensor relaxation occurs in the period of double stimulation, 
and this may or may not be accompanied by flexor contraction. The two 
may shew “ algebraic summation,” and the values of flexor contraction and 
extensor relaxation increase with increase in the strength of the ipsilateral 
flexion-producing stimulus, as well as with decrease in the value of the 
“ background ” contralateral extension-producing stimulus. Sometimes, 
however, the flexor contraction of double stimulation is actually greater 
than in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex.
8 . When, in these circumstances, the temporal relations of the two 
stimuli are changed —so that the duration of the contralateral extension 
“ background ” before the commencement of double stimulation is varied,— 
it is found that often the extent of flexor contraction during double stimula­
tion is greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus is applied. But at the 
same time the extent of extensor relaxation does not reciprocally increase 
—it usually shews progressive diminution of extent. In these experiments 
the duration of precurrent contralateral “ background ” has been varied 
within the limits of 0  seconds and 6 seconds.
4. When the ipsilateral stimulus is first applied the period of double 
stimulation which is conditioned by the addition of a contralateral stimulus 
is characterised by a reduction of the flexor contraction, and by the 
appearance of an extensor contraction which is smaller in extent than that 
of the “ pure” contralateral extension-reflex.
5. If, in these circumstances, the strengths of the compounded stimuli are 
varied, it is found that the flexor relaxation is smaller in extent, and the ex­
tensor contraction also smaller the stronger the ipsilateral “ background ” is.
6 . If the temporal relations of the two stimuli are altered—but the 
stimuli kept of constant value—it is found that the component of extension 
in double stimulation is greater the longer the ipsilateral stimulus is 
allowed to run before the commencement of double stimulation.
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7 .  Flexor relaxation d u r i n g  double stimulation is not the invariable 
rule. Sometimes augmentation occurs. When this is the case it may 
increase in value with increase in the strength of the interrupting contra­
lateral stimulus, and at the same time there may occur a reduction of 
extensor contraction during double stimulation. When the temporal 
relations of the two stimuli are altered the flexor augmentation may be 
found to increase with increase of duration of the first applied ipsilateral 
stimulus. But a maximum may be attained, after which diminution of 
flexor augmentation occurs with further increase in the duration of time 
which separates the commencement of the ipsilateral stimulus from the 
commencement of double stimulation.
8 . If the effects of double stimulation are compared in cases in which 
the preceding “ background ” is flexion with the effects in cases in which 
that “ background ” is extension, it is found that the phenomena differ in 
the relative values of flexion and extension. Thus if a two-second flexion 
“ background ” precede double stimulation, there may be a greater degree of 
flexion and a lesser degree of extension in the summation phenomena of 
double stimulation as compared with the same components when a two- 
second extension “ background ” precedes the double stimulation. These 
differences may be referred to two conditioning factors. In the first place, 
the stimulus to be first applied (“ background ”) tends to “ hold the field ” to 
the comparative exclusion of the other. In the second place, this “ capture 
of the field ” tends rapidly to deteriorate in value.
9. When two series of reactions, in which the preceding “ background ” 
is flexion and in which it is extension, are compared, it is found that when 
the duration of the “ background ” before the commencement of double 
stimulation is small, the first applied stimulus (“ background ”) holds the 
field. Thus here there is a greater factor of flexion in double stimulation 
when the flexion-producing stimulus is the “ background ” and a greater 
factor of extension when the contralateral stimulus is first applied. With 
a greater duration of preceding “ background ” the factors of flexion and 
extension in double stimulation are similar whichever of the two stimuli 
is first applied. This may be termed the “ neutral duration of preceding 
background.”  With still greater durations of preceding “ background” the 
“ background ” stimulus no longer “ holds the field.” When these durations 
are used it is found that after a flexion “ background ” there is a greater 
exten sion  factor in double stimulation than after an extension “ back­
ground ” of the same previous duration before the commencement of double 
stimulation.
10. Experiments in which the temporal relations of the two stimuli 
are kept constant, but in which their strengths are .varied, seem to shew 
that the “ capture of the field ” is more complete, and lasts for a longer 
time in the period of a reflex, the stronger the evocative “ background ” 
stimulus.
1 1 . Where the abnormal ipsilateral extension-reflex is compounded with
the normal contralateral extension-reflex there may be augmentation of 
extensor contraction during double stimulation—so that the level attained 
is greater than that in either of the compounded reflexes. This result is 
seen usually when the ipsilateral stimulus is very weak. The extensor 
contraction during double stimulation may even be greater in extent than 
the sum of the extents in the “ pure ” reflexes. Where the ipsilateral 
stimulus is relatively stronger the extensor contraction during double 
stimulation may be the mean of the extensor contractions in the two 
“ pure ” reactions. Where still stronger—even where the “ pure ” ipsi­
lateral reaction is still one of extension alone—the extensor contraction 
during double stimulation may be smaller in extent than this mean.
12. Where the extensor contraction during double stimulation in these 
abnormal cases is compared when the preceding “ background ” is the ipsi­
lateral extension with that when the preceding “ background ” is contra­
lateral extension, it is found that with weak ipsilateral stimuli there is a 
greater extensor contraction against the ipsilateral “ background ” than 
against the contralateral. With stronger ipsilateral stimuli there may be 
equal extents in the two cases. With yet stronger ipsilateral stimuli there 
may he less extensor contraction during double stimulation against the 
ipsilateral “ background” than against the contralateral. As in these 
experiments the duration of the preceding “ background ” stimulus was 
kept constant, this seems to mean that with weak ipsilateral stimuli which 
give the abnormal direct extension-reflex, the preliminary phase of flexion 
(not directly evidenced), if it occurs at all, is of short duration. In other 
words, the “ neutral duration of preceding background” is very small— 
perhaps infinitely small—and thereafter the extension factors tend increas­
ingly to “ hold the field.” As the strength of ipsilateral stimulation is 
increased the primary flexion “ capture of the field ” either appears or, if 
previously present, increases in duration. The “ neutral duration of pre­
ceding background ” therefore increases, and the fixed duration of 
preceding “ background ” used in the experiments may coincide with this— 
when the extension value of double stimulation will be the same for the two 
“ backgrounds.” With still stronger ipsilateral stimuli the period of double 
stimulation may fall in the preliminary phase in which flexion (there 
directly evidenced in the stronger ipsilateral reflex) “ holds the field.” 
In such cases the extensor contraction during double stimulation will 
be weaker against the ipsilateral “ background ” than against the con­
tralateral.
13. Sometimes when the preceding “ background” is contralateral 
extension, and even where the “ pure” ipsilateral stimulus evokes extensor 
contraction alone, there may appear flexor contraction during double 
stimulation. In such cases the presence of the contralateral “ background ” 
seems actually to reverse the ipsilateral reaction from abnormal extension 
to normal flexion. Related to this are the cases in which extensor relaxa­
tion unaccompanied by flexor contraction occurs during double stimulation.
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A possible explanation of this phenomenon is that the “ neutral duration 
of preceding background ” having been passed in the contralateral reflex, 
the latent flexor element of the ipsilateral reaction was augmented by the 
contralateral extension “ loss of the field.”
14. Where an abnormal contralateral flexion-reflex occurs and is com­
pounded with a normal ipsilateral flexion-reflex, there appears usually flexor 
augmentation during double stimulation. Two subliminal stimuli when 
compounded in these circumstances may give a flexion reaction. If the 
preceding “ background ” is contralateral flexion, the flexor contraction 
during double stimulation is most often of smaller extent than that in the 
“ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex. But sometimes it is larger. When the 
ipsilateral stimulus is first applied there occurs most often flexor agumenta- 
tion during double stimulation. It is possible that in such experiments the 
“ neutral duration of preceding background ” is comparatively great for the 
flexion-reflex; that is to say, that flexion “ holds the field ” for a longer 
time than is usual.
15. In de-aflerented conditions the immediate phenomena of compound 
stimulation correspond to those in “ normal ” conditions. When the contra­
lateral stimulus is first applied there occurs extensor relaxation and flexor 
contraction during double stimulation. These decrease in value with 
decrease in the relative strength of ipsilateral stimulation. It has been 
observed that there seems to be a greater tendency in de-aflerented con­
ditions than in “ normal ” for a complete suppression of flexor contraction 
during double stimulation.
16. Where, in the de-aflerented condition, the ipsilateral stimulus is 
first applied, there is often the usual phenomenon of algebraic summation 
during double stimulation. Here again there seems to be a greater 
tendency than in the “ normal ” condition for complete flexor suppression 
to occur during double stimulation. In such cases, when the strength of 
contralateral stimulation is relatively increased, there may yet appear 
grading of the extent of extensor contraction during double stimulation 
although there is in every case complete flexor suppression. Sometimes, 
as in “ normal” conditions, there may occur flexor augmentation during 
double stimulation. This usually is transient, and does not persist through­
out the whole of the period of double stimulation. Where approximations 
to the abnormal direct extension-reflex have occurred there has been 
observed to be extensor augmentation during double stimulation.
17. This phenomenon of flexor suppression is one of interest because 
it might have been supposed that the reverse would be the case. Thus in 
the period of double stimulation against an extension “ background ” the 
extension-reflex is relatively depressed, and in the “ normal ” condition it 
may be supposed that in this period there is in being some factor which 
corresponds to the extensor after-discharge of the “ pure ” extension-reflex. 
In this phase there will thus be a compounding of one flexion factor with 
two extension factors. But in the de-aflerented condition this extensor
after-discharge is almost completely suppressed. It would therefore be 
supposed that de-afferented conditions would demonstrate a greater e x ­
tensor relaxation during double stimulation than “ normal” conditions 
when the “ background ” is one of contralateral extension. In a similar 
manner there might be supposed to occur a less flexor relaxation during 
double stimulation against a flexion “ background” in de-afferented than 
in “ normal ” conditions—because in the “ normal ” condition there most often 
follows upon flexion suppression in the “ pure ” reflex an extensor rebound 
of maintained form, and this does not occur, or is more transient, in the 
de-afferented condition.
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I . I n t r o d u c t i o n .
A REFLEX stimulus upon withdrawal is often followed by movements of 
the antagonists— the movements being of a somewhat different nature to 
those which occur during the period of reflex stimulation. These “ terminal 
reflex phenomena ” (“ rebound ” or “ successive reflex phenomena ”) have 
already been described in some detail in a previous paper in this series. 
Sometimes the contractor of the reflex reaction exhibits an augmentation 
■of contraction on withdrawal of the exciting stimulus (flexor or extensor 
“ rebound ” [or “ terminal,” or “ successive ”] contraction after excitation). 
Sometimes (and more often) the relaxor of the reflex reaction exhibits a 
phase of contraction on withdrawal of the exciting stimulus (extensor or 
flexor “ rebound contraction after inhibition ”). These acts of contraction 
are commonly accompanied by reciprocal relaxation of the muscles an­
tagonistic to those which exhibit the rebound contraction —  rebound 
relaxation after contraction or after inhibition,— and this relaxation may 
be exhibited even where there is no evident rebound contraction. Rarely 
rebound contraction is seen synchronously in the two antagonists.
Whatever be the meaning of these reflex terminal phenomena, it is 
clear that they present an interesting problem in connexion with the 
study of reflex compound reactions.
Thus it may be supposed that in the contralateral extension-reflex 
there is a flexor rebound contraction upon withdrawal of the exciting 
stimulus. In such a case the question naturally presents itself, whether 
or no there is a modification of this rebound contraction when an ipsilateral 
stimulus is applied and terminated synchronously with the application and 
termination of the contralateral. Or again, how the rebound behaves
when the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus is varied. And yet again, 
how it behaves when the duration of the ipsilateral stimulus before the 
period of double stimulation (the stimuli here not being synchronously 
'Commenced) is varied.
And when the compounded stimuli are not synchronously terminated 
— but when the “ background” stimulus is carried on after the period of 
double stimulation— other, and as interesting, problems arise. Thus— is a 
flexor rebound contraction after the contralateral extension-reflex altered 
if the course of that reflex is interrupted by an ipsilateral stimulus ? If 
so, how is this variation altered by changing the strength of the interrupt­
ing stimulus ? And how is it altered by altering the duration of continua­
tion of the “ background ” after the period of double stimulation ?
In such compound reactions in which the “ background” stimulus is 
•continued after double stimulation, other problems are presented in con­
nexion with the behaviour of the “ background ” reaction after the close 
•of the period of double stimulation. Here there is in reality a compound­
ing of an “ immediate ” reflex reaction (the “ background ” reflex) with a 
“ terminal” reflex reaction (the terminal effect of the interrupting stimulus). 
In this phase of the compound reaction it is possible that either depression 
or exaltation of the “ background ” reaction might occur as a terminal (or 
“ successive”) effect of the interrupting stimulus. Or again, where the 
interrupting stimulus is itself followed by positive terminal phenomena; 
there is here a compounding of a rebound phenomenon with an immediate 
reflex phenomenon. And all these possibilities present problems of interest 
in the study of successive compound reflex phenomena. These phenomena, 
in as far as they occur in spinal preparations, have been noticed in a 
previous paper, but to the best of my knowledge no great attention has 
as yet been paid to this subject.
It is obvious that the subject is a very large one, and the mass of 
•experimental material necessary to cover it—even imperfectly-—-great. In 
order to present the phenomena in as manageable a manner as possible, I 
have confined the present paper to a small part only of the subject— 
.successive phenomena after double stimulation of synchronous termination 
•of stimuli, and successive phenomena where there is asynchronous termina­
tion of the stimuli and the continued “ background ” is contralateral 
•extension. For convenience, although the distinction is perhaps arbitrary, 
each of these kinds of successive phenomena is here discussed separately 
for experiments in which there were no rebound phenomena in the 
“ simple ” reflexes (save of course rebound relaxation after the flexion- 
reflex) and for experiments where terminal rebound phenomena occurred. 
In the following papers of this series it is intended to discuss the successive 
phenomena where the continued “ background ” is one of ipsilateral flexion, 
where the reactions are abnormal (ipsilateral extension or contralateral 
flexion), and where the antagonists are de-afferented.
Before passing to the experimental part of the paper a word may be said
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about the terminology here used. In the compound reactions it lias been 
most usual to commence one stimulus before, and terminate it after, the 
other stimulus. In such an arrangement of stimuli that which is first 
commenced and last terminated is called the “ background ” stimulus. The 
other is called the “ interrupting ” stimulus, or the “  interruptor.” This 
arrangement of stimulation naturally divides the compound reaction into 
four chief phases. Of these the fir s t  phase is that in which the “ back­
ground ” stimulus runs uncompounded before the application of the 
“ interruptor.” In this phase the reflex phenomena are “ simple” or “ pure” 
immediate reflex phenomena—similar to those examined in the eleventh 
paper of this series. The second phase of the compound phenomenon is 
that in which the interrupting stimulus is in being against the continued 
“ background ” stimulus. This is the period of double stimulation, and the 
phenomena presented are “ immediate reflex compound phenomena,” and as 
such have been described for decerebrate preparations in the fifteenth 
paper of this series. The th ird  phase of the compound phenomenon is 
that which commences at the point of withdrawal of the interrupting 
stimulus and lasts during the continuation of the “ background ” stimulus 
—terminating with the withdrawal of the “ background ” stimulus. Hereo o
the reflex phenomena are “ successive (or terminal) reflex compound 
phenomena,” and are conditioned by the compounding of the terminal 
effects of the interrupting stimulus with the immediate effects of the 
“ background” stimulus. The fou rth  phase of the compound phenomenon 
is that which follows the withdrawal of the “ background ” stimulus. It 
lasts until the centres again resume the condition of “ rest,” and in it there 
occur the ordinary terminal phenomena of the “ background ” stimulus 
modified by the precurrent interrupting stimulus.
II. M e t h o d s  E m p l o y e d .
The methods employed in the present experiments were the same as 
those described in previous papers in this series. The animals (cats) were 
unconscious throughout the experiment from its commencement and until 
they were destroyed at its termination.
III. S u c c e s s i v e  P h e n o m e n a  i n  C o m p o u n d  S t i m u l a t i o n : S t i m u l i  o f
S y n c h r o n o u s  T e r m i n a t i o n  w h e r e  t h e r e  a r e  n o  R e b o u n d  C o n ­
t r a c t io n s  a s  T e r m i n a l  P h e n o m e n a  p r e s e n t  i n  t h e  S im p l e  
R e f l e x e s .
When two antagonistic stimuli are simultaneously compounded and 
synchronously terminated the successive effects of the double stimulation 
may possibly differ from the successive effects of either of the two stimuli 
when applied uncomplicated by the other. Such a difference might be 
evident either in a change in the after-discharge of the activated muscles,
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or in a change in the “ rebound ” phenomena when these are present. In 
this section the conditions are considered in decerebrate preparations in 
which there was no “ rebound ” phenomena of contraction, and in which 
the terminal phenomena consisted of flexor relaxation after the flexion- 
reflex (“ flexor terminal relaxation after excitation”); and, after the ex- 
tension-reflex, either extensor relaxation or a tonic extensor after-discharge 
(which may possibly be looked upon as due to a delayed “ extensor terminal 
relaxation after excitation ”).
Even where there is an extensor tonic after-discharge in the contra­
lateral extension-reflex, this may be completely suppressed after the 
synchronous termination of the same contralateral stimulus and an antagon­
istic ipsilateral stimulus of sufficient strength. This seems to occur when 
the strength of ipsilateral stimulation is sufficient completely to suppress 
any element of extensor contraction during the period of double stimulation 
(fig. 1). In such a case there may be (as compared with the “ pure ” flexion- 
reflex) no evident change in the rate of relaxation of the flexor muscle on 
the termination of the period of double stimulation.
If the comparative difference in strength of the two stimuli is smaller 
than this—-so that there is an element of extensor contraction during the 
phase of double stimulation—the extensor after-discharge may be cut 
short. In such a case the course of events may be described as follows:— 
During the period of double stimulation the flexor first contracts (but not 
to the extent seen in the “ pure” flexion-reflex evoked with the same 
strength of ipsilateral stimulation). It then begins to relax, and at the 
same time the extensor begins to contract. If the period of double stimu­
lation be one of 4 seconds, let us say, the flexor relaxes gradually during 
the further course of stimulation, and the extensor contracts. At the 
termination of double stimulation the extent of flexor contraction is at its 
smallest, and that of extensor contraction is at its greatest; neither is as 
great as in the respective “ pure ” reflexes. After the termination of the 
period of double stimulation the flexor at once begins to relax to the level 
of rest, but the extensor may remain in maintained contraction for as long 
as 1  second. It then rapidly relaxes also to the position of rest. The 
terminal fall of the extensor is then much more rapid than in the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex— in which the extensor after-discharge of maintained 
contraction lasts for many seconds and dies gradually away [see xv. 
fig. 11],
In an experiment in which this was observed the contralateral stimulus, 
in a series of reactions, was first applied at an ever greater length of time 
after the commencement of the ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus; after 
4 seconds of double stimulation both stimuli were terminated. It was then 
found that the extensor after-discharge became more pronounced and of 
longer duration the later in the flexion-reflex the contralateral stimulus 
was applied. When the interval of time which separated the commence­
ments of the two stimuli was comparatively great, the extensor after-
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discharge died slowly away as in the “ pure” extension-reflex [see xv. 
figs. 2 , 3] . 1 If stronger ipsilateral stimuli were used, or if the contralateral 
stimulus was first applied and the ipsilateral stimulus applied late in the 
period of the extension-reflex, the extensor suddenly relaxed on termination 
of the double stimulation [see xv. fig. 3].
IY. S u c c e s s iv e  P h e n o m e n a  in  C o m p o u n d  S t i m u l a t i o n : S t i m u l i  o f  
S y n c h r o n o u s  T e r m i n a t i o n — R e b o u n d  C o n t r a c t io n s  p r e s e n t  a s  
T e r m i n a l  P h e n o m e n a  in  t h e  S im p l e  R e f l e x e s .
A. F lexor T erm inal Contraction  Present.
If a flexor “ rebound ” contraction follow the termination either of the 
ipsilateral flexion-reflex or of the contralateral extension-reflex, that may be 
changed in extent when the two antagonistic stimuli (ipsilateral and con­
tralateral) are synchronously compounded and synchronously terminated.
1 . F lexor  R ebound C ontraction  in the C ontralateral 
E xten sion -R ef lex.
Thus in one experiment there was a well-marked flexor rebound con­
traction on cessation of the contralateral extension-producing stimulus. 
The ipsilateral stimulus with the strengths used was ineffective. But 
when the two stimuli were applied together, and synchronously terminated, 
the flexor rebound contraction was markedly smaller in extent than in the 
“ pure ” extension-reflex evoked at the same strength of contralateral 
stimulation. But here an interval of 14 minutes separated the two re­
actions compared, and the state of the centres may have changed— as later 
in the same experiment an augmentation of the flexor rebound after syn­
chronously terminated double stimulation was observed. In that instance 
the “ pure ” contralateral reaction and the compound one compared with it 
were separated by an interval of 2  minutes of time.
In other cases augmentation of the flexor rebound has been observed. 
Thus in one experiment there was a very slight flexor rebound contraction 
on cessation of a “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex which had run for 
6 seconds. If the same stimulus was repeated but compounded during the 
last 2  seconds with a weak ipsilateral stimulus (the two being synchronously 
terminated), there was, on cessation of double stimulation, a very marked 
flexor rebound contraction which consisted of two beats. The weak “ pure” 
ipsilateral reflex had no flexor rebound. In another case a strong extension- 
reflex was followed by a marked flexor rebound; and this, in its turn, by
1 In eacli of these papers there must necessarily be cross-references to figures in some 
of the others. For convenience, in these references the number of the paper in the series 
is given in roman numerals, and the number of the figure of that paper referred to then 
follows. Thus the reference above means :— “ See figures 2 and 3 in the fifteenth paper 
of this series”— that is, in the paper immediately preceding the present one.
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a maintained extensor rebound. A strong ipsilateral reflex gave no flexor 
rebound, but a slight maintained extensor rebound. The two were then com­
pounded for 2  seconds with synchronous commencement and termination, 
and 0 11 cessation of double stimulation there was a flexor rebound greater 
than that in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. This was followed by a smaller 
flexor rebound, and that by a tonic (or “ maintained ”) extensor contraction 
of about the same extent as that in the “ pure ” extension-reflex (fig. 2 ). 
In this case it was of additional interest that the flexion-reflex often 
exhibited a marked flexor after-discharge. When the extension-reflex 
was applied “ pure,” but very soon after the flexion-reflex, the contra­
lateral stimulus evoked f le x io n —not extension. This wras observed to 
occur when the contralateral stimulus was commenced 0  second, 1  second, 
2 seconds, and 3 seconds after the termination of the ipsilateral. The 
abnormal flexion effect was greater the sooner after the termination of 
the flexion-reflex the contralateral stimulation was commenced. It was 
not due to an “ accidental ” reversal—because on several occasions “ pure ” 
contralateral reactions were evoked 1  minute before and 1  minute after 
the reversed reactions, and in these circumstances gave the ordinary 
extension-reflex. In these reversed reactions there were flexor rebound 
contractions greater than in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. The rebound 
was of greater extent the sooner the contralateral stimulus was given 
after the termination of the ipsilateral. It must be remarked that, 
although at this time the “ pure ” contralateral stimulus evoked exten­
sion alone, earlier in the experiment abnormal crossed flexion reactions 
were recorded.
2 . F lex or  R ebound C on traction  in the Ip sila tera l 
F lex ion -R e flex .
In another experiment the cessation of a “ pure ” ipsilateral stimulus 
was followed, as regards the flexor muscle, by relaxation— but about 1  
second after termination of stimulation there was a large flexor rebound 
contraction. On then applying this ipsilateral stimulus synchronously 
with a contralateral extension-producing stimulus, there was, on cessation 
of the double stimulation, a continuation of the extensor contraction which 
had appeared during the phase of double stimulation. This lasted for 
about I 13 seconds— the flexor had at once relaxed— and the extensor then 
suddenly relaxed. About 1  second after this there appeared a flexor 
rebound contraction of less than one-third the extent of the flexor rebound 
of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. In this instance not only was the flexor 
rebound contraction reduced in height, but it was also very markedly 
delayed in its appearance. When it disappeared the state of maintained 
extensor contraction was again partially reestablished. If the flexion- 
reflex was commenced in time before the beginning of the double stimula­
tion, the rebound contraction did not appear at all. In this case there was
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Fig. '2.— Experiment C, clxxv., record 316, 8511 ; 9/5/13.— Decerebrate cat (Manx); a series of reactions obtained 2 hours and 30 
minutes after decerebration, minute intervals between reactions.
Reactions a and c are “ pure” contralateral extension-reflexes. In a note the absence of flexor rebound contraction (or the 
extremely slight flexor rebound), and the presence of partial extensor relaxation followed by a reconstitution of the extensor after­
discharge. In c note the presence of flexor rebound, the greater extensor relaxation, and the slower reconstitution of the extensor 
after-discharge. Also note the “ step” in the extensor contraction during stimulation, and the shorter latency as compared with a.
The first parts of reactions b and cl give “ pure” flexion-rellexes. These are not followed by flexor rebound, but by an extensor 
rebound of slow constitution.
In reaction b a contralateral stimulus is made to follow an ipsilateral in temporal succession at an interval of about 3 seconds. 
It evokes flexor contraction followed by late extensor contraction during stimulation. Cessation of contralateral stimulation is 
followed by extensor relaxation and a marked flexor rebound. This is much larger than that in a (if there is one there) but smaller 
than that in c. This is again followed by a reconstitution of extensor after-discharge which is smaller than that in a or c.
Reaction d is similar to b, but here the flexor rebound after the contralateral stimulus is greater than that in c, and the recon­
stitution of extensor after-discliarge is also greater.
Reaction e is one in which the two stimuli are synchronously compounded. Here cessation of stimulation is followed by flexor 
relaxation. This at once passes over into contraction in a flexor rebound which brings the level of flexor contraction above that 
which obtains in the “  pure” flexion-reflex. It is greater in extent than that of the “ pure” extension-reflex (e). This is followed 
by an extensor rebound similar to the reconstituted after-discharge of the “ pure” extension-reflex.
This experiment seems to demonstrate the augmentation of a flexor rebound in a compounded reaction where the stimuli are 
synchronously terminated ; and it gives a curious example of the reversal of a contralateral extension-reflex to an abnormal con­
tralateral flexion-reflex when the contralateral stimulus follows an ipsilateral in comparatively close temporal succession.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in  the Physiology of the Nervous System.
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a marked extensor after-discharge in the “ pure” extension-reflex [see xv 
fig. 2 ].
In another case the same effect was seen. Here a “ pure ” ipsilateral 
stimulus, when applied for a period of 6 seconds, was followed on cessation 
by a marked flexor rebound contraction after excitation.” If, however, it 
was compounded during the last 2  seconds with a contralateral stimulus 
(which when “ pure gave the extension-reflex) there was, on synchronous 
termination of the two stimuli, a smaller flexor rebound. This was of 
about half the extent of that in the “ pure ” ipsilateral reflex. There was 
no flexor rebound with a weaker ipsilateral stimulus of 2  seconds’ duration j 
and when this was applied during the last 2  seconds of a contralateral 
extension-reflex of 6  seconds’ duration there was also no flexor rebound. 
In this experiment, as in one described above, there had previously been an 
abnormal flexion response to the contralateral stimulus, and a similar 
reversal to flexion of the extension-reflex when evoked very soon after the 
termination of a direct Hexion-refiex was later observed. When the flexor 
rebound phenomenon here described was examined the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex was of “ spinal ” form in its immediate phase and was followed by 
a tonic extensor after-discharge. After the flexor rebound of the “ pure ” 
flexion-reflex there was also a marked maintained extensor discharge. In 
the compound reaction there followed, on cessation of double stimulation, 
firstly, the reduced flexor rebound, and secondly, a maintained extensor 
discharge of a smaller height than that in either of the “ pure ” reflexes. 
It must be noted, however, that later in the experiment both the flexor 
rebound and the extensor discharge were greater in the compound reaction 
than in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex.
Augmentation of a flexor rebound after double stimulation was more 
clearly seen in another instance. Here in the “ pure” ipsilateral flexion- 
reflex there was a very slight flexor rebound followed by a maintained 
extensor discharge. In the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex there was 
no rebound and little extensor after-discharge — although the extensor 
contraction during stimulation was marked. When the ipsilateral stimulus 
was applied for 6 seconds and compounded during the last 2  seconds with a 
contralateral stimulus there was, on synchronous termination of the two 
stimuli, a marked flexor rebound contraction. This was not followed by a 
maintained extensor discharge. In this case it was remarkable that when 
the ipsilateral stimulus was allowed to continue in being after double 
stimulation the flexor rebound was smaller the longer the ipsilateral 
stimulus ran. When, on the other hand, the contralateral stimulus was 
continued, the rebound followed on the cessation of that stimulus. When 
the contralateral stimulus was commenced immediately on cessation of 
an ipsilateral, termination of the contralateral was followed by a flexor 
rebound—although that was not present in the “ pure” extension-reflex. 
Similar results were obtained when the “ background ” was extension. The 
“ pure” flexion-reflex of 2  seconds’ duration gave an extensor rebound—no
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flexor. The “ pure ” extension-reflex applied for 6  seconds gave terminal 
extensor relaxation, and no rebound phenomenon. But if it was com­
pounded with the ipsilateral stimulus in its last 2  seconds, then on 
synchronous cessation of the two stimuli a flexor rebound contraction 
¿appeared. Is it perhaps possible that in this experiment (where augmenta­
tion of flexor rebound contraction occurs on synchronous cessation of the 
two stimuli) the flexor rebound is to be considered more a part of the con­
tralateral reaction than of the ipsilateral; whereas in the other cases here 
described (where depression of flexor rebound occurs) the rebound is to be 
considered more as a part of the ipsilateral reaction ? As a possible factor 
in the differences in the two cases it should be noticed that in the instance 
just described there was extensor terminal relaxation in the “ pure” 
extension-reflex— as it were, a latent flexor rebound; whereas in the 
experiment described immediately before this one there was extensor after­
discharge— which would be antagonistic to a flexor rebound in the ipsi­
lateral flexion-reflex if the two were synchronously compounded.
In another experiment the ipsilateral flexion-reflex and the contralateral 
extension-reflex were both of “ spinal ” type, and neither was succeeded by a 
flexor rebound contraction on cessation of stimulation. When, however, 
the contralateral stimulus was applied late in the period of the flexion- 
reflex— and of sufficient strength to reduce completely the contraction of 
the flexor,— on synchronous cessation of the two stimuli there appeared a 
marked flexor rebound contraction. This commenced about 0’4 second 
after termination of double stimulation, and when it disappeared there was 
a slight extensor rebound contraction [see xvii. fig. 2 ].
3. F lex or  R ebound C on traction  a fter  both  R eflexes.
In a few experiments in which flexor rebound contraction occurred on 
cessation both of the ipsilateral stimulus and of the contralateral the two 
stimuli have been compounded and synchronously terminated.
In one such case there was a flexor rebound after an extension-reflex of 
2  seconds’ duration, and a larger flexor rebound after an ipsilateral flexion- 
reflex of the same duration. When the two were synchronously com­
pounded for a period of 2  seconds there was an augmentation of the 
flexor rebound which became rhythmic in character— the rebound phe­
nomenon consisting of three “ complete ” beats.
In another case (fig. 20), where, however, the contralateral reaction had 
previously been one of abnormal flexion, the “ pure ” reactions were 
followed by somewhat similar flexor rebounds. Here there was an 
augmented flexor rebound after double stimulation (again for 2  seconds). 
It was augmented as regards the flexor rebound after the flexion- reflex 
(and of course as regards that after the extension-reflex) in height, but not 
in the duration of the movement. Later in the experiment the flexor 
rebounds disappeared from the “ pure ” reactions, and no flexor rebound was
observed on synchronous termination of the two stimuli in a compound 
reaction.
In a third instance augmentation of the flexor rebound was also observed 
after double stimulation, but here the augmentation occurred more in the 
duration than in the extent of the reaction.
B. E xtensor Term inal C ontraction  Present.
In the decerebrate preparation the ipsilateral flexion-reflex on cessation 
of the evoking stimulus may be succeeded by an extensor rebound contrac­
tion which may be maintained—so that it may appear similar to the tonic 
after-discharge of the extension-reflex. This may be modified after the 
termination of a synchronous application of two antagonistic stimuli. 
So too may be a “  tonic ” extensor after-discharge in the contralateral 
extension-reflex.
1. E xtensor A fter-D isch arge  in the C ontralateral 
E xtension -R eflex .
Where the ipsilateral flexion-reflex is not followed by an extensor 
rebound, and where the contralateral extension-reflex is followed by an 
extensor after-discharge of maintained contraction, the cessation of a 
double stimulation may be followed by an extensor rebound contraction 
even when during double stimulation there is a complete suppression of the 
extensor contraction. In one experiment in which this was seen the 
extension-reflex was followed by a state of diminishing maintained con­
traction. The flexion-reflex was of “ spinal” type, and not followed by any 
rebound contraction. When the two antagonistic stimuli were applied and 
terminated synchronously there was complete absence of extensor con­
traction (there was flexor augmentation) during double stimulation, but 
1  second after the synchronous termination of the two stimuli there 
commenced a well-marked extensor contraction. This slowly increased 
in extent, so that its maximum was attained about 2  seconds after its 
commencement, and then it began to diminish as slowly. In extent it was 
greater at its maximum than the after-discharge of the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex. In two succeeding reactions the ipsilateral flexion-producing 
stimulus was applied 1  and 2  seconds after the commencement of the 
extension-reflex. In both cases the period of double stimulation which 
then ensued was one of between 3 and 4 seconds. The extensor rebound 
contraction was progressively smaller, and at the same time the flexor 
after-discharge became of greater duration; that is to say, there was a 
greater interval of time between the cessation of double stimulation and 
the commencement of flexor relaxation. In the next recorded reaction the 
ipsilateral stimulus was first applied, and then after an interval of about 
2'5 seconds the contralateral stimulus was commenced. The period of 
double stimulation then persisted for about 3 seconds, and conditioned an
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augmentation of flexor contraction. There ensued an extensor rebound 
contraction on cessation of the two stimuli—and this was again smaller 
than before (for the last two reactions here described, see xv. fig. 9).
In another experiment there was again a well-marked tonic extensor 
after-discharge in the extension-reflex, but no extensor rebound in the 
flexion-reflex. Here it was found that when a contralateral stimulus was 
applied late in the period of a flexion-reflex, there was a well-marked 
extensor contraction during the period of double stimulation. On cessation 
of the double stimulation, there was at once a marked augmentation of this 
contraction. Its extent was nearly the same as that of the after-discharge of 
the “ pure” extension-reflex evoked with the same strength of contralateral 
stimulation— as if here the presence of the ipsilateral stimulus held back 
the extensor from the attainment of the full extent of its contraction, and 
on cessation allowed the extensor to pass into the state of tonic after­
discharge, just as though there had been no interference with the contra­
lateral stimulus. Later in this experiment there was a very slight extensor 
rebound contraction after the ipsilateral flexion-reflex. The extension- 
reflex was then evoked, and late in the period of it an ipsilateral stimulus 
was applied. It was relatively much stronger than before. This produced 
complete abolition of extensor contraction, and at the same time the flexor 
contraction was slightly greater than in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. On 
simultaneous cessation of the two stimuli the flexor relaxed slightly more 
slowly than in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex, and, about 05 second after cessa­
tion of the stimuli, there was a well-marked extensor rebound contraction. 
This was again of the appearance of a tonic after-discharge, but was not of 
so great an extent as in the “ pure ” extension-reflex (tig. 3; see also xvii. 
fig. 6).
In a third experiment of this nature there was again an extensor after­
discharge of great extent and duration in the extension-reflex, but no 
rebound contraction in the flexion-reflex. The two stimuli were applied 
and terminated synchronously— the period of double stimulation being one 
of 2 seconds. With the strength of stimuli used the flexor contraction was 
almost completely abolished during double stimulation; at the same time 
the extensor contraction was greatly reduced. On cessation of the two 
stimuli the extensor contraction gave place to partial relaxation. This 
soon attained its greatest depth, and there persisted for about T5 seconds. 
It then became reestablished, but its extent was not nearly as great as that 
of the extensor after-discharge in the “ pure ” extension-reflex.
2 . E xten sor R ebound C on tra ction  in the F le x io n -R e fle x  as 
w ell as Extensor A fter-d isch arge in the C on tra latera l 
E x ten sion -R e flex .
It may occur that there is an extensor rebound contraction after the 
ipsilateral flexion-reflex as well as a tonic extensor after-discharge after
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. V II., 1913.]





F ig . 3.-— Experiment C, cdxiv., record 262, 6197 ; 3 /1 2 /1 2 .— Decerebrate cat. A  series of reactions obtained 2 hours and 57 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals.
Reaction a is a “  pure” extension-reflex, the duration of stimulation being the same as that of the contralateral “  background” stimuli used in the following compound reactions.
Reaction g is another “  pure ” contralateral one, but of shorter duration. In a observe the tonic extensor after-discharge ; and in g note that there is indication of a slight “ extensor 
rebound contraction after excitation.”
Reaction / i s  a “  pure” ipsilateral flexion-reflex taken with the same strength and duration of stimulus as that used in the compound reactions. On cessation of stimulation there is a 
very slight extensor rebound contraction.
Reactions b, c, d, and c are compound reactions in which the contralateral extension-reflex is the “ background ” and the ipsilateral interrupting stimulus is applied at different points 
in the period of the extension-reflex. In b the ipsilateral stimulus is first applied and first withdrawn. .
In every case there is complete extensor suppression during double stimulation. In the third phases of the compound reactions (y, y' -b,b' )  there is extensor restitution. Oompaiing 
b, c, and d, this appears to be a sharper movement and one of greater extent the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls. Note on withdrawal of the contralateral “ background stimulus theie 
appears to be an indication of an “  extensor rebound contraction after excitation.” In e the two stimuli are synchronously withdrawn. Cessation of stimulation is followed by an extensor 
rebound contraction which is of less extent than the extensor after-discharge in the “  pure” extension-reflex. In this series the flexor contraction during double stimulation appeals to t 
slightly greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls in the period of the “  background ” extension-reflex ; and it seems to be greater than that in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex.
G rah am  Br o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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the contralateral extension-reflex. Later in the first of the three experi­
ments quoted above an extensor rebound appeared after the flexion-reflex 
(fig. 4). At this same period the contralateral extension-reflex had dis­
appeared, but cessation of contralateral stimulation was followed by an 
extensor rebound contraction of comparatively short duration (about 2  
seconds) and small extent. The extensor rebound after the flexion-reflex 
was of about the same extent but of long duration—more closely re­
sembling an extensor tonic after-discharge. When the two stimuli were 
synchronously applied and terminated, the flexor contraction was delayed 
in onset but not reduced in extent. Cessation of the two stimuli was im­
mediately followed by flexor relaxation and by a very large extensor 
rebound contraction. This was of about 3-5 times the extent of either of 
the rebound contractions in the “ pure” reactions, but of a duration of 
about 0'75 second only. It was again followed by a second extensor 
rebound contraction which more nearly approached those of the “ pure ” 
reactions in appearance. In a series of reactions the two antagonistic 
stimuli were then synchronously applied and terminated, but the ipsilateral 
stimulus was progressively increased in strength. The extensor rebound 
contraction at this stage of the experiment was smaller than before, but 
progressively increased in extent with increase in the strength of the 
ipsilateral stimulus.
In another experiment the flexion-reflex was followed by a well-marked 
extensor rebound contraction of maintained type. The extension-reflex 
was followed by a well-marked tonic maintained extension. When the 
two stimuli were synchronously compounded and terminated, there was a 
diminution of the extent of flexor contraction and almost complete abolition 
of extensor contraction in the immediate compound phenomena. Cessation 
of the two stimuli was followed by an extensor rebound contraction. The 
fall of the flexor in relaxation was slightly more rapid than in the “ pure ” 
reaction. The extensor rebound was of rather greater extent than that 
either of the extensor rebound contraction in the flexion-reflex or of 
the extensor after-discharge in the extension-reflex. Having attained 
its maximum in about 04 second it, however, at once gave place to 
relaxation; and in about 1'3 seconds from the cessation of double stimu­
lation the level of rest was attained— whereas the terminal phenomena 
of extensor contraction in both the “ pure ” flexion-reflex and the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex were maintained contractions of several seconds’ duration. 
Immediately after this the double stimulation was again applied; but 
here the contralateral extension-reflex was allowed to run for about 4‘5 
seconds before the commencement of the ipsilateral stimulus. In the 
period of double stimulation there was not a complete relaxation of 
the extensor (the extension reaction was more vigorous than before). 
Cessation of the two stimuli was again followed by an extensor rebound 
contraction which was exactly similar to the previous one. It, however, 
appeared summated upon the level of extensor contraction which obtained
at the period of cessation of stimulation. As before, this immediately gave 
place to relaxation on reaching its maximum. But the extent of relaxation 
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F ig . 4.— Experiment C, cxxvii., record 245, 5713 ; 7/11/12.— Decerebrate cat. Three reactions 
obtained 3 hours and 17 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals.
Reaction a is a “ p u re ”  flexion-reflex. N ote  the extensor rebound contraction  o f 
“ m aintained ”  form .
Reaction b is a “ pure” contralateral one. There is no action during stimulation, but 
cessation of stimulation is followed by an extensor rebound contraction which is not 
maintained.
In reaction c the two reflexes are synchronously compounded. The flexor contraction 
during double stimulation is retarded in onset, but appears to be of greater extent than that in 
the “ pure” flexion-reflex. On cessation of double stimulation there is flexor relaxation and a 
marked extensor rebound contraction. This is greater in extent than the sum of the extensor 
rebounds in the “ pure” reflexes, but it is of short duration. It is followed by a more main­
tained extensor rebound phenomenon.
This record seems to demonstrate a case of augmentation of extensor terminal phenomena 
in the compound reaction. And this augmentation is greater than the sum of the two “  pure ” 
extensor rebound contractions.
contraction which resembled the tonic extensor after-discharge [see xv. 
fig. 7, reactions b and c.]
In a third experiment there was a badly maintained tonic extensor 
after-discharge in the contralateral extension-reflex and an extensor 
rebound of the maintained type in the ipsilateral flexion-reflex. The 
extensor contraction in the extension-reflex was of large extent; and both
the flexion-reflex (which was also of good extent) and the extension-reflex 
were of “ spinal ” type. The two stimuli were then synchronously applied 
and terminated. During the period of double stimulation there was 
algebraic summation—the contraction of each of the two antagonistic 
muscles being reduced in extent in comparison with the extents in the 
“ pure ” reactions. On cessation of double stimulation there was a very 
small and irregular extensor rebound contraction of very short duration. 
This at once gave place to a relaxation which brought the muscle below its 
level of rest. There it remained for about 15 seconds, and then again 
rose in a slight tonic contraction of long duration. Later in the same 
experiment, the period of double stimulation was commenced about 4 
seconds after the commencement of the extension-reflex. Cessation of the 
two stimuli was followed by a small but regular extensor rebound con­
traction. This was of short duration—about 0'75 second— and gave place 
to a relaxation which brought the extensor to the level of rest (fig. 1 ).
In a fourth experiment the stimuli used were brief— of 1 second dura­
tion only. Here it was found that weak “ pure ” ipsilateral stimuli of this 
duration were followed on cessation of stimulation by a slight extensor 
rebound contraction. This was greater the weaker the stimulus was, and 
if the stimulus used was increased in strength in a series of reactions the 
extensor rebound gradually disappeared. This disappearance was not a 
general “ fatigue ” phenomenon, for a weak stimulus then repeated evoked 
again an extensor rebound. The “ pure” extension-reflex— of the same 
duration of stimulation and of a strength unaltered throughout this part 
of the experiment—was followed by an extensor rebound contraction with­
out preceding relaxation. When weak ipsilateral stimuli were compounded 
with this strength of contralateral stimulation, it was found that augmenta­
tion of flexor contraction occurred during double stimulation, and that 
there was complete relaxation of the extensor. Synchronous termination 
of the two compounded stimuli was followed by an extensor rebound 
greater than that of the extension-reflex—and of course much greater than 
that of the flexion-reflex. The difference between the level of contraction 
of the extensor in this rebound and in the rebound contraction of the 
extension-reflex was greater than the height of the extensor rebound con­
traction of the flexion-reflex. The extensor rebound contraction of the 
compound reaction was greater in extent the weaker the ipsilateral stimulus 
was (fig. 5). A series of compound reactions in which the value of the ipsi­
lateral stimulus was gradually increased from a very weak strength to a 
very strong one was then taken (fig. 6 ). Again it was found that during 
double stimulation with weak ipsilateral stimuli there was augmentation 
of flexor contraction, and that the terminal extensor rebound contraction 
was greater than in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. But as the strength of 
the ipsilateral stimulus was gradually increased the extent of the extensor 
rebound contraction gradually diminished—until at last it was nearly 
abolished.
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Weak ipsilateral stimuli of short duration seem to augment, and strong 
to depress, extensor terminal rebound contraction in compound reactions in 
which the stimuli are synchronously withdrawn. The fact that even after 








F ig . 5.— Experiment C, clxxiv., record 308, 8187 ; 11/3/13.— Decerebrate cat. Four reactions 
obtained 5 hours and 6 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals.
Reaction a is a “ pure” flexion-reflex. There is a slight extensor rebound contraction. 
The strength of stimulus is very weak.
Reaction b is a “ pure” extension-reflex. On cessation of stimulation there occurs a sudden 
augmentation of extensor contraction. This dies slowly after attaining its maximum.
In reaction c the stimuli used in a and b are synchronously compounded. Extensor 
relaxation occurs during double stimulation. On withdrawal of the two stimuli there occurs an 
extensor rebound somewhat similar to that in b, but of slightly greater extent.
In reaction d the ipsilateral stimulus is considerably weaker than that used in a and c. 
Cessation of the two compounded stimuli is followed by an extensor rebound similar to that in 
b and c. but considerably greater in extent. The contralateral stimulus here is of the same 
strength as that used in b and c, and in a “ pure ” ipsilateral reaction of the same value as that 
here compounded there was an extensor rebound rather greater than that in a (see reaction e, of 
the following figure). The extensor rebound of this compound reaction is greater than the sum 
of those in the “ pure ” reactions compounded.
This figure therefore demonstrates summation and augmentation of the extensor rebounds 
when weak ipsilateral stimuli are used.
extensor rebound contraction greater than that in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex 
(for this see also fig. 14, reaction e) is of great interest, because it lends 
support to the view that there is a central process which underlies extensor 
after-discharge. In such cases there can be no peripheral self-generated 
extension-reflex such as that which in the ordinary extension-reflex might
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. VII., 1913.\
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Fig. 6. — Experiment C, clxxiv., record 308, 8195 ; 11/3/13.— Decerebrate cat. A series of reactions obtained 5 hours and 12 minutes after decerebration—half-minute intervals.
Reaction n is a “  pure ” extension-reflex taken with the strength and duration of contralateral stimulation used in the compound reactions. Note the extensor atter-discharge. 
This is larger than in a similar reaction obtained before the series was commenced (compare with reaction b in the preceding figure).
Reactions a, c, e, g, i, and I are “ pure” ipsilateral flexion-reflexes obtained with progressively increased strengths of stimuli. Each stimulus is of the same value as that 
compounded in the immediately succeeding compound reaction. Observe that in this series of “ pure” flexion-reflexes there is extensor inbound contraction. As the strength of 
stimulation is increased this at first increases, but then decreases until, in reaction I, it is almost absent.
Reactions b, d , f ,  h, k, and m are compound. The compounded stimuli are synchronously commenced and terminated. The contralateral stimulus is of constant strength 
throughout the series, but the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus is progressively increased. In each compound reaction the strength of ipsilateral stimulation is the same as that 
used in the immediately preceding “ pure” ipsilateral reaction. In & there is an extensor rebound contraction which is greater than that in a preceding “ pure” extension-reflex 
(not shewn)— although it is smaller than that in n. As the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus is increased in the compound reactions the extensor rebound gradually decreases, 
until in m it is almost absent. This is the case although there is about the same degree of extensor relaxation during double stimulation in all the compound reactions, and 
although there is a great extensor after-discharge in the final “ pure” extension-reflex.
This series seems to demonstrate a summation of the “  pure” terminal phenomena in the terminal phenomena of the compound reactions. It also seems to shew that heie the 
absence of extensor rebound in the stronger “  pure ” ipsilateral reactions is due to an inhibitory suppression of it in the terminal phenomena.
Gra h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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Fig . 7 .—-Experiment C, elxxiv., record 307, 8159 ; 1 1 /3 /1 3 .— Decerebrate cat. A  series of compound reactions obtained 3 hours and 27 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals. The
reactions figured here immediately follow those reproduced in fig. 13— 1 minute elapses between the last reaction of that figure and the first of this one.
LKeaction/ of fig. 13 gives a “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex of 6 seconds’ duration—-refer to it for comparison with reaction a here.]
Reaction g here is a “  pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex of the value and duration of stimulation used here throughout. It may be compared with reaction g of fig. 13 (taken just before
e commencement of this series), with which it is very similar. Note the “  extensor rebound contraction after inhibition.”
Reaction/i is a “ pure contralateral extension-reflex the duration of which is 1 second. Note the “ extensor rebound contraction after excitation ” and the following after-discharge,
is is markedly less well sustained than in reflexes of greater duration. (Compare with reaction / o f  fig. 13, where the duration is 6 seconds.)
n reaction a the two stimuli are compounded for 1 second of double stimulation after the contralateral “ background ” has run for 5 seconds. On synchronous cessation of the two stimuli
ere is a marked extensor rebound contraction of a greater extent than the sum of the extents of extensor contraction in the after-discharge of the “  pure” extension-reflex and the extensor 
rebound contraction of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex (y).
In reactions b, c, d, and e the duration of the preceding “ background ” stimulation is progressively reduced. As compared with the extent of extensor contraction which obtains at the 
commencement of double stimuktion, it will be observed that the extent of the extensor rebound contraction progressively diminishes.
n reaction /  the two stimuli are synchronously commenced and terminated. The extent of rebound contraction is greater than in e, but is less than that in h— a “ pure” contralateral
reaction of the same duration of stimulation.
In this instance (in which complete extensor relaxation occurs in every case during double stimulation) the extensor rebound contraction on synchronous cessation of the two stimuli
appears to be greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls in the period of the contralateral.
Graham  Brown , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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carry on the reaction as “ after-discharge.” Here the augmented extensor 
rebound contraction is best looked upon as conditioned by the sum of the 
rebound of the flexion-reflex in the compound reaction and this central 
activity which tends to carry on the extension-reflex.
Earlier in this same experiment a “ pure ” contralateral stimulus applied 
for 6  seconds gave an extension-reflex which was followed by an extensor 
after-discharge. This was well maintained, and kept the level of extensor 
•contraction at that which obtained during stimulation (fig. 7). Where the 
contralateral stimulus was applied for 1  second only there followed, on 
cessation of stimulation, an “ extensor rebound contraction after excitation.” 
In a series of compound reactions the contralateral stimulus was applied for 
different lengths of time (6 , 5, 4, 3, and 2 seconds), and in every case during 
the last second of the period of contralateral stimulation an ipsilateral 
stimulus was added—the two stimuli then being synchronously withdrawn. 
In a final reaction the two stimuli were applied together and synchronously 
withdrawn after a duration of 1 second of double stimulation. The two 
stimuli were of constant value throughout the series. At the strength of 
ipsilateral stimulation used there was, in “ pure ” reactions, an extensor 
rebound contraction of maintained form but not of so great extent as the 
extensor after-discharge in the “ pure ” extension-reflex.
During double stimulation in the compound reactions there was, in 
•every case, an extensor relaxation which brought the level of the extensor 
below that of “ rest.” Where the ipsilateral stimulus was first applied after 
the contralateral had run for 5 seconds there followed, on synchronous 
termination of the two stimuli, an extensor rebound contraction. This 
■opened with a very rapid movement which, at its maximum, brought the 
level of extensor contraction far above that which obtained in the extensor 
rebound of the flexion-reflex or the extensor after-discharge of the extension- 
reflex. Its level was indeed greater than the sum of the levels of extensor 
contraction in these two phenomena. Having attained this maximum the 
extensor rebound slowly declined-—but was still of greater extent than the 
■extensor contraction during the “ pure ” extension-reflex 4 seconds after 
cessation of compound stimulation. Where the extension “ background” 
preceded double stimulation by 4 seconds there was still an extensor 
rebound which was of greater extent than the extensor contraction of the 
“ background ”— but it was not of so great extent as the sum of the extensor 
contractions in the rebound of the flexion-reflex and the after-discharge of 
the extension-reflex. As the preceding “ background ” was shortened in 
duration, the extent of the extensor rehound on cessation of double stimula­
tion fell, until it was actually below that of the contraction during the 
extension-reflex— that is, below that of the extension after-discharge. 
Repetition of a reaction in which the preceding “ background ” was again 
one of 5 seconds shewed the same phenomena as before; and a “ pure ” 
extension-reflex of 6  seconds’ duration of stimulation again was followed by 
a well-maintained after-discharge, but by no extensor rebound from the 
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level of contraction during stimulation. It was noteworthy in this experi­
ment that the extensor after-discharge of the “ pure ” extension-reflex 
seemed to be the better maintained the longer was the duration of contra­
lateral stimulation.
V. S u c c e s s iv e  P h e n o m e n a  in  C o m p o u n d  S t i m u l a t i o n : S t i m u l i  o f  
A s y n c h r o n o u s  T e r m i n a t i o n  —  C o n t r a l a t e r a l  E x t e n s i o n - R e ­
f l e x  ( “ B a c k g r o u n d ” ) l e f t  in  A c t io n — No R e b o u n d  C o n t r a c ­
t io n s  P r e s e n t  i n  t h e  S im p l e  R e f l e x e s .
When the two antagonistic stimuli are applied together, and the ipsi- 
lateral stimulus is then withdrawn during the continued application of the 
contralateral extension-producing stimulus, there occur two phases in which 
the successive phenomena may be examined. For there is at first a phase 
in which the extension-reflex is in being, and in which the after-effects of 
the discontinued ipsilateral stimulus may be demonstrated in their altera­
tion of the extension-reflex; and, secondly, there is a phase in which 
terminal phenomena may occur after the final withdrawal of the contra­
lateral stimulus.
A. Successive  Phenom ena during  the C on tin u ation  o f the Con- 
tra la tera l E x ten s ion -R e flex  (“ B a ck g rou n d ”) a fter D ouble 
S tim u lation  [“ T h ird  P h a se” o f the Com pound R eaction ].
When the contralateral extension-producing stimulus is first applied, 
and during its application an ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus is 
applied and again withdrawn, there are four phases of the reflex pheno­
menon. In the first phase there is a state of “ pure ” contralateral extension; 
then there is the phase of double stimulation during which depression of 
the extensor contraction occurs and in which the flexor-contraction is not 
so great as that of the “ pure ” ipsilateral reaction; thirdly, there is the 
phase in which the contralateral extension-reflex again is uncomplicated by 
the immediate presence of the antagonistic stimulus ; while, finally, there is- 
the phase after the withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus, and in which 
the centres again return to the state of rest.
In the third phase— if there be no “ rebound ” phenomena after the 
cessation of the “ pure ” ipsilateral stimulus—two points arise for examina­
tion. These are the flexor after-discharge and the restitution of the state 
of uncomplicated extension. The restitution of extension may be affected 
by central states conditioned by the precurrent ipsilateral flexion-producing 
stimulus.
In general, it is found that the f le x o r  after-discharge is reduced— when 
compared with that of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. The latency of flexor 
relaxation is decreased—so that the flexor sooner commences to relax after 
the withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus; and the movement of relaxation
is a quicker one than in the “ pure ” reaction. This phenomenon is best seen 
when the “ pure ” flexion reaction is one distinctly of “ spinal ” type. Where 
the flexion after-discharge is well marked there may be a very distinct 
reduction of it in this third phase of the compounded reaction (fig. 3). On 
one occasion, however, there appeared to be an increase of the flexor after­
discharge. Here at first the usual effect was seen, but later in the experi­
ment there appeared a prolongation of the flexor contraction during the 
third phase of the reaction after the withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus. 
At first, immediately after that withdrawal, the flexor relaxed more quickly 
than in the “ pure ” reaction. But it did not fully relax, and— having 
reached a certain level of relaxation— it remained in partial contraction, 
which slowly decreased during the remainder of the period of contralateral 
stimulation. In this experiment the flexor often demonstrated a rapid tremor 
in the ipsilateral flexion-reflex. Still later in the experiment the cessation 
of the ipsilateral stimulus during the application of a contralateral was not 
followed at all by flexor relaxation. The flexor remained fully contracted, 
but demonstrated a rapid tremor during the period of the third phase of 
the compounded reaction. This was not present in the second phase (that 
of double stimulation), and the strength of contralateral stimulus used was 
at this stage in the experiment insufficient to give a reaction.
When attention is directed to the behaviour of the extensor muscle 
in this third phase of the compounded reaction it appears that in general 
it is characterised by a restitution of contraction. The actual height of 
contraction attained in this restitution— if the contralateral stimulus be 
continued, let us say, for 2  seconds after the cessation of the ipsilateral 
stimulus— often is as great as that which obtained in the first phase of the 
reaction when the contralateral stimulus had not yet been compounded 
with the ipsilateral. The height may even be greater. In other cases, 
however, the height of extensor contraction never attains again that of the 
“ pure ” reaction.
The curve of increasing contraction in this restitution differs from that 
of the inflation of the “ pure ” extensor contraction in the extension-reflex. 
It is often rather irregular— whereas the curve of increasing contraction in 
the “ pure ” reaction is usually regular if that be of “ spinal ” type. It may, 
however, be regular in appearance. When that is the case its latency is 
greater, and the rise itself is a less rapid movement [see xv. fig. 7, reactions 
a, e, / ] .  Occasionally the latency of the commencement of this recon­
stitution after the cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus is less than that of 
the commencement of extensor contraction in the “ pure ” extension-reflex- 
This may occur when the latency of the “ pure ” reaction is comparatively 
great.
Series of compounded reactions were taken in these experiments—the 
time relations of the antagonistic stimuli being progressively altered, or 
their relative values progressively changed.
Where the tim e relations of the two stimuli have been altered in
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successive reactions the strengths of the stimuli have been kept constant. 
It has been the rule to apply the contralateral stimulus for a period of 
■6 seconds, and to apply a 2 -second ipsilateral stimulus at varying intervals 
of time after the commencement of the contralateral stimulus (for instance, 
0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 seconds) (tigs. 3, 8 ) [see also xv. fig. 7 (where, however, re­
bound phenomena are present)]. The restitution of extensor contraction after 
the cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus then usually appears to be greater 
the later in the period of contralateral stimulation the ipsilateral stimulus 
is applied. This is perhaps in line with the observation that the depression 
of extensor contraction during double stimulation is usually less the later 
the double stimulation is applied after the commencement of the contralateral 
stimulus. It is of interest that the restitution of extensor contraction in 
the third phase may be observed to be greater the later the ipsilateral 
stimulus is applied in the course of the “ background,” even in cases where 
the strength of the interrupting ipsilateral stimulus is so great that it 
produces complete extensor relaxation during double stimulation in every 
case (fig. 3). To test the amount of restitution of extensor contraction, a 
fixed period— say 1  second— after the termination of the ipsilateral 
stimulus may be selected, and the height of extensor contraction at that 
point in the reaction measured. When this is done it is found that the 
amount of contraction at this point increases the longer after the com­
mencement of the contralateral extension-producing stimulus the ipsi­
lateral stimulus is applied. It is at its smallest when the two stimuli are 
applied synchronously— the ipsilateral of course being then withdrawn 
during the continuation of the contralateral. At the same time the actual 
curve by which the extensor contraction is reconstituted appears as a 
sharper rise (equivalent to quicker contraction) the later the period of 
double stimulation occurs after the commencement of the contralateral 
stimulus. But it occasionally happens that the amount of reconstitution 
of extensor contraction, and the rapidity of the movement, are both greater 
when the period of double stimulation falls early than when it falls late.
Where the strengths of the two antagonistic stimuli have been altered 
in consecutive series of reactions their time relations have been kept 
constant—the contralateral stimulus usually being applied for a period of 
6  seconds and the ipsilateral for one of 2  seconds, being applied 2  seconds 
after the commencement of the contralateral (fig. 9). In such cases it has 
been found that the height of extensor contraction after the cessation of 
double stimulation has more nearly approximated to the height before the 
commencement of double stimulation when the ipsilateral stimulus was 
relatively stronger than when it was relatively weaker than the ipsilateral 
— although the reverse of this has been observed. It has also been observed 
that the time within which the extensor attained its full degree of restitu­
tion of contraction after double stimulation has been shorter when the 
ipsilateral stimulus was stronger, even when there was no extensor rebound 
phenomenon in the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex. Measured from the
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. VII., 1913.]
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F ig. 8.— Experiment C, clxiii., record 261, 6135 ; 2/11/12. — Decerebrate cat. A series of compound reactions obtained 1 hour and 59 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals.
Reaction g is a “ pure” ipsilateral one taken with the strength and duration of stimulation used in the compound reactions.
Reactions a, b, c, d, e, a n d / are compound. In them the same strength of ipsilateral and contralateral stimulus is used throughout, but the temporal relations of the two stimuli are varied. In a and/they are 
commenced synchronously. In c they are terminated synchronously, while in b, e, d, and e the ipsilateral stimulus is commenced about 1, 2, 3, and 4 seconds after the commencement of the “ background.
Note that the extent of extensor contraction which persists during double stimulation seems upon the whole to be greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls. This is not absolutely the case, because in d and 
e it is smaller than in c. . . . . . .
If the extent of extensor contraction after 1 second duration of the “  third phase” (ordinates y, y' -b,  b') be compared in the first four reactions, it will be found to be greater the later the rpsilateral stimulus 
falls— but again it is greater in /  than in a.  _ _ . . .  f  f  ..
In this series observe the extensor after-discharge in the ‘ ‘ fourth ” phases of the compound reactions. It will be found to be greater the earlier the ipsilateral stimulus falls. This applies as well tor a as toi /. 
In e note the slight extensor rebound contraction.
G r a h a m  B r o w k ,  “ Studies in  the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. V II., 1913.] [To face p. 313.
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F ig . 9. Experiment C, clxvi., record 295, 7497 : 2 4 /2 /1 3 .— Decerebrate cat. A  series of compound reactions obtained 3 hours and 4 minutes after decerebration— minute 
intervals.
In this series the strength of the contralateral “  background ” is constant, but that of the interrupting ipsilateral stimulus is progressively increased. At the point 
marked in each reaction the drum was stopped for 15 seconds.
Throughout the series there is complete extensor relaxation during double stimulation. In the third phase the extensor restitution of contraction is progressively 
a sharper movement, and somewhat greater in extent, the stronger the ipsilateral stimulus up to reaction d.  But in e it is again smaller, and in /alm ost completely 
suppressed. In this last reaction there is a greater flexor after-discharge than before, and it may be noted that in each “ background” extension-reflex there is a 
slight preliminary phase of flexion.
Here, in the fourth phase, the extensor after-discharge appears to be increased up to reaction e. but in /  is depressed along with the extensor contraction in the 
third phase.
G ra h a m  B r o w n ,  “ Studies in  the Physiology o f  the N e rv o u s  System.”
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level of extensor contraction during the period of double stimulation, the 
amount of restitution of extensor contraction has always been greater the 
stronger the ipsilateral stimulus. For the extensor in its restitution during 
the remaining phase of contralateral stimulation approximates to that 
level of contraction which would have obtained had the contralateral 
stimulus been uninterrupted by the ipsilateral, and the amount of ex­
tensor depression during double stimulation is greater the stronger the 
ipsilateral stimulus is.
In one experiment in which the strength of the interrupting ipsilateral 
stimulus was progressively increased it was observed that up to a certain 
point there was progressive increase in the extent of the extensor restitution 
of contraction in the third phase. But after this point was passed, and with 
strong ipsilateral stimuli, there was decrease of the extent of restitution 
until, with very strong stimuli, there was almost no restitution (fig. 9 ).
B. S uccessive Phenomena after the D iscontinuation  of the 
Contralateral E xtension -R eflex  [“ Fourth P hase” of the 
Com pound Reaction].
On termination of the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex there often 
succeeds, in the decerebrate preparation, a state of tonic extensor after­
discharge which may last many seconds, and carries the extensor muscle 
on in maintained contraction at that level of contraction which is exhibited 
at the period of cessation of the exciting stimulus. The question may arise 
here— how does a precurrent period of double stimulation, which precedes 
a short period of “ pure ” contralateral stimulation, affect this tonic after­
discharge ? We may limit ourselves to the consideration of these cases in 
which there is no similar terminal phenomenon of maintained extensor 
contraction in the ipsilateral flexion-reflex.
In a word, it may be said that as a rule there remains a maintained 
extensor contraction after the cessation of the contralateral extension- 
producing stimulus, and that this carries on the extensor contraction at the 
level attained in the restitution of contraction which occurs after the 
cessation of the period of double stimulation and when the contralateral 
stimulus is still in being. Instances in which the tonic extension wras 
maintained even better than in the “ pure contralateral reflex (but that of 
shorter duration of contralateral stimulation) have occurred. More usually 
the tonic after-discharge carries on the muscle at the level present at 
cessation of stimulation (fig. 3). But cases in which the extensor after­
discharge is markedly reduced also occur [see xv. fig. 3 (reactions b, c, d)]. 
This may take place when there is a well-marked extensor after-discharge 
in the “ pure” extension-reflex, and it usually occurs as a sudden lelaxation 
of the extensor contraction after cessation of stimulation. Phis lelaxation 
may be “ complete ”—that is, may bring the level of contraction to the 
level of rest—or it may be partial. In either case it may be followed by
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a partial augmentation of the extensor after-discharge. The relaxation is 
quite unlike the slow dying away of the normal tonic extensor after­
discharge, as it occurs with great rapidity. In two of the series of such 
reactions (figs. 3, 8 ), in which the time relations of the two stimuli were 
progressively altered, it appeared that the depression of the tonic extensor 
after-discharge was greater the shorter was the interval of time between 
the cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus in the period of double stimulation 
and the cessation of the retained contralateral stimulus.
VI. S u c c e s s i v e  P h e n o m e n a  i n  C o m p o u n d  S t i m u l a t i o n  : S t i m u l i  o f  
A s y n c h r o n o u s  T e r m i n a t i o n — C o n t r a l a t e r a l  E x t e n s i o n -R e f l e x  
( “ B a c k g r o u n d  ” ) l e f t  in  A c t io n  —  R e b o u n d  C o n t r a c t io n s
PRESENT IN THE SIMPLE REFLEXES.
A. Successive Phenom ena during the C on tin u ation  o f the Con­
tra la tera l E x te n s io n -R e fle x  (“ B a ck g ro u n d ”) a fter  the 
P eriod  o f D ouble S tim u lation  [“ T h ird  P h ase” o f the Com­
pound R eaction],
When a contralateral extension-producing stimulus is applied during a 
certain period of time and, within that period, compounded with an 
antagonistic ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus (the second stimulus 
being applied after commencement of the first, and withdrawn before its 
termination), that which we may designate as the third phase of the 
resultant reaction extends in time from the moment of cessation of the 
ipsilateral stimulus (or of the period of double stimulation) to the moment of 
termination of the contralateral stimulus, which for a time is left in action.
This phase of the reaction is one of great interest. In it there tends 
to occur a reestablishment of the “ background” extension-reflex condi­
tioned by the contralateral stimulus still in action. Under normal 
circumstances —  examined in the previous section—-the reestablishment 
occurs as an activity conditioned by two antagonistic variable activities. 
Of these the one is the extension activity (extensor contraction and flexor 
relaxation) produced by the contralateral stimulus; the second is the 
normal flexor after-discharge. Each of these two activities is perhaps in 
its turn controlled by two antagonistic factors : in the case of the extension- 
reflex by antagonistic extension and flexion which vary relatively in value 
during the continuation of the stimulus and of which the factor of extension 
preponderates over that of flexion— E > F ; in the case of the flexion after­
discharge by antagonistic flexion (maintained flexor contraction, “ inertia ” 
of flexor centre ?) and extension (“ flexor rebound relaxation after contrac­
tion ”) which also vary relatively in value with duration of the period 
which elapses after cessation of stimulation and of which the factor of 
extension gradually preponderates over that of flexion— E '>F '. In either 
case the relative value of the factor of flexion as compared with that of
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extension seems to be greater earlier in the period and less later in the 
period. It must be remembered, however, that in the extension-reflex 
the factor of flexion when present at all — seems to be most pronounced 
in the earliest parts of the period of stimulation. Flexor contraction 
accompanied by extensor relaxation, or extensor relaxation alone, occurs 
usually in the first second of time, or the first and second seconds of time 
in the period of contralateral stimulation.1 At the commencement of 
this third phase of the compounded reaction the contralateral stimulus is 
in full flood, and it is at any rate possible that this phenomenon of flexion 
activity in the extension-reflex may not again occur, or that it may be 
greatly depressed.
Upon the whole, it is perhaps most simple to regard the phenomena in 
the third phase of such a compounded reaction as somewhat equivalent to 
those which are conditioned when an extension-reflex is augmented by an 
increase in the strength of the contralateral stimulus which evokes it, 
but complicated by the presence of flexion after-discharge. During the 
second phase of the compounded reaction (or the phase of double stimula­
tion) the extensor is in a state of contraction more or less equivalent to 
that which is conditioned by a comparatively weak “ pure ” contralateral 
stimulus. Immediately after this phase the extensor contraction augments 
—as it would do if the weak contralateral stimulus were suitably augmented. 
But at the same time there is present in the centres the activity of flexion 
after-discharge, and all that the terminal phenomena of the flexion-reflex 
imply. Here there is an ever-decreasing flexion activity. But immediately 
■after the cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus this may be sufficiently strong 
to delay the onset of extension—that is to say, to make that onset a more 
gradual process than it would be if it were due merely to the augmentation 
of a “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex. The different results obtained 
in these simple cases may be explained as due to variation in the relative 
values of the different factors. For instance, the flexion after-discharge 
may be relatively great. In such a case the restitution of extension in 
the third phase will be slow of attainment. If the flexion after-discharge 
be relatively small, the restitution of extension may be fast and great. 
That it may even in some cases be of greater extent than in the “ pure ” 
reaction may be explained as due to a relatively high value of the extension 
activity which may be supposed to cut short the flexion after-discharge of 
the “ pure ” reaction— even where that value is not sufficiently great to 
produce an extensor rebound contraction in the ipsilateral flexion-reflex.
But where rebound phenomena are present in the ipsilateral flexion- 
reflex it will be seen that the course of this third phase of the compounded 
reaction may be still further complicated.
The rebound phenomena of the flexion-reflex in the decerebrate pre­
paration may be classed as of two chief forms.- In the first place,
1 Paper X I . of this series— this Journal, vol. y., No. 3, p. 2.37, 1912.
2 Paper IX . of this series— this Journal, vol. iv., No. 4, p. 3.31, 1911.
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there is the comparatively rare “ flexor rebound contraction after excita­
tion.” Here the level of contraction of the flexor is augmented after the 
cessation of the exciting stimulus. Allied to this (and probably its re­
ciprocal) is the very rare phenomenon1 of “ extensor rebound relaxation 
after inhibition.” This may be the reciprocal of the flexor contrac­
tion ; but in the cases of flexor rebound contraction it has always been 
absent— probably masked by the absence of a sufficient degree of extensor 
tonus,— while in the instance in which it has been most clearly present, 
there was no flexor rebound contraction. In the second form of flexion- 
reflex terminal phenomena is the common “ extensor rebound contraction 
after inhibition.” This is so often present that it must be regarded as the 
usual terminal phenomenon. In the “ decerebrate ” type of flexion-reflex 
this most commonly has the form of a comparatively slowly increasing 
extensor contraction which, when it has reached its maximum, is tonically 
maintained for many seconds. In de-aflerented preparations this is not. 
present. The extensor rebound then appears as a contraction phase im­
mediately succeeded by a phase of relaxation. The reciprocal of this 
rebound contraction may be taken to be the ordinary relaxation of the 
flexor muscle at the end of the period of ipsilateral stimulation.
After the termination of an ipsilateral stimulus there appears to ensue 
either a state in which the flexion activity of the linked half-centres is 
increased, or one in which the extension activity of these half-centres is- 
increased. The former state, when it occui’S, seems to be usually of short, 
duration— and then appears to pass over into the second. The second state,, 
on the other hand, is a more lasting one. It is possible that either may 
complicate the phenomena in the third phase of such forms of compounded 
reactions as we are examining.
1 . In Cases in w hich  “ F lex or  R ebound C on traction  a fter 
E x c ita t io n ” is present in the F lex ion -R e flex .
We may look, in the first place, at those instances in which the flexion 
augmentation occurs as a primary factor in the terminal phenomena.
In such cases, especially where the flexor rebound contraction is of 
comparatively long duration, it is by no means uncommon for there to 
appear a rhythmic phenomenon in the third phase of the compounded 
reaction. The flexor muscle—in place of the sustained rebound contraction 
—then exhibits a series of “ beats” which more or less closely resemble 
the “ beats ” of that muscle in progression records. Reciprocal relaxations 
then occur in the contraction curve of the extensor muscle. This pheno­
menon may be present even when there is, at the time, no evident flexor 
rebound contraction. It is intended in a later paper more closely to 
analyse these rhythmic phenomena in compounded reflexes.
Where no rhythmic phenomena occur there is usually a retardation of
1 Paper X . of this series— this Journal, vol. v., No. 3, p. 233, 1912.
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the noinial couise of extensor restitution of contraction in the third phase 
of the compounded reaction. In one experiment in which this occurred 
there was, in the period of double stimulation, at first a marked relaxation 
of the extensor. As the period of double stimulation continued there 
appeared a slight and gradual restitution of extensor contraction—as in 
the flexion-reflex of “ decerebrate form. Immediately after the termina­
tion of the ipsilateral stimulus, and when the contralateral was then 
running alone, there appeared a relaxation of the extensor, which then 
gradually gave place to the usual restitution of extensor contraction. In 
this case there appeared, therefore, to be distinct evidence of a state of 
“ extensor rebound relaxation after inhibition ” in the flexion-reflex. Later 
in this experiment the same phenomenon was again observed. Here 
there was an accompanying flexor rebound contraction which, however^ 
was not so great as in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. Thereafter, and while 
the contralateral stimulus was still in action, the extensor restitution of 
contraction occurred; but the maximum level attained was not so great 
as that which would have obtained had the contralateral stimulus been 
uninterrupted by an ipsilateral [see xv. fig. 3, reactions b and c]. In 
another instance in which there was a flexor rebound contraction the 
extensor used was not the usual gastrocnemius-soleus (which I have, 
for convenience, generally termed simply “ gastrocnemius ”), but its isolated 
soleus component. Here during the period of double stimulation there 
was a certain (but slight) amount of restitution of extensor contraction. 
Immediately after cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus this was again 
reduced, so that the level of extensor contraction in the third phase was 
actually lower than in the phase of double stimulation [see xv. fig. 13, 
reaction a}. The extensor curve was here again rhythmic, and later in 
the third phase the normal restitution occurred with a very long latency.
In another experiment the ipsilateral stimulus when applied “ pure ” 
and of a certain strength was not followed by flexor rebound— but a 
stronger one of longer duration was. In this case the temporal relations 
of the antagonistic stimuli were varied. When double stimulation fell 
early in the course of the “ background ” reaction there was a certain 
amount of increasing extensor contraction late in the period of double 
stimulation. On withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus there was a well- 
marked flexor rebound contraction while the contralateral “ background 
stimulus was still in action. This was accompanied by a marked reciprocal 
extensor relaxation. During the course of the third phase of the compound 
reaction this again gave place to a complete restitution of extensor con­
traction, and on withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus the extensor 
remained in “ tonic ” maintained contraction—as in the “ pure contralateral 
extension-reflex. When double stimulation was made to fall latei in the 
period of contralateral stimulation there was a smaller (or less maintained) 
extensor relaxation during the early part of double stimulation. lowaids 
the end of that period there was greater restitution of extensor contraction,

still during double stimulation. On withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus 
there was a very slight flexor rebound contraction and a reciprocal extensor 
relaxation which was of less extent and duration than before. The 
“ relative latency ” of these phenomena (that is, the latency from the point 
of withdrawal of the ipsilateral “ interrupting” stimulus) was greater than 
before. On withdrawal of the contralateral “ background ” stimulus there 
was again a “ tonic ” extensor after-discharge—restitution of extensor con­
traction having followed the relaxation phenomenon in the third phase. 
In a third reaction double stimulation was made to fall still later in the 
period of contralateral stimulation, and at the end both stimuli were 
synchronously withdrawn. Here, on withdrawal of the stimuli, there was 
no flexor rebound contraction, and only a slight relaxation of the extensor 
contraction— which had been reconstituted towards the end of the period 
of double stimulation. Thereafter the extensor remained in “ tonic ” main­
tained contraction. In this experiment the contralateral extension-reflex 
was markedly diphasic (“ decerebrate ” type), although there was no factor 
of evident flexor contraction (fig. 1 0 ).
2. In Cases in which “ Extensor Rebound Contraction after 
In h ib it io n ” is present in F lexion -R eflex.
In the second place we may examine those cases in which extensor 
contraction occurs as a primary factor in the terminal reflex phenomena 
of the ipsilateral flexion-reflex.
Even in these circumstances it occasionally happens that there is a 
depression of the extensor restitution in the third phase of the reaction 
after the cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus—that is to say, that occasion­
ally the extensor does not return to the level of contraction which it would 
have had had there not been interference by an ipsilateral stimulus (figs. 
11, 12, 13, also fig. 3) [see also xv., fig. 7, reactions d, e, f, g\ This has 
been observed to occur in an instance in which there was a rhythmic 
phenomenon during the phase of double stimulation—and here the restitu­
tion of extension in the third phase was broken by a rhythmic relaxation 
of the muscle (fig. 1 1 )- In another instance the strength of ipsilateral 
stimulation was comparatively great—so that there was a complete relaxa­
tion of the extensor in the phase of double stimulation. The extensor 
rebound contraction after the “ pure ” flexion-reflex was here very slight. 
The restitution of extension in the third phase was not complete, but it 
the more nearly approached completeness the later in the period of contra­
lateral stimulation the ipsilateral stimulus was applied (fig. 3). In a third 
instance the restitution of extension in the third phase nearly approached 
the level which would have obtained had the contralateral stimulus been 
uncomplicated by the ipsilateral. In this case the restitution appealed to 
be a sharper movement the earlier in the period of contralateral stimula­
tion the ipsilateral stimulus was applied [see xv., fig. 7].
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In one very interesting experiment (tigs. .12, 13) in the “ pure” flexion- 
reflex there was a very marked extensor rebound of peculiar type. In the 
third phase of a reaction in which this was compounded against an 
extension “ background ” there was extensor restitution of contraction. 
This was to a greater level of contraction than in the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex, but not nearly to the level of extensor contraction which obtained 
in the extensor rebound of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. If the two stimuli 
were synchronously terminated there ensued a rebound contraction which 
was considerably greater than that in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. It looks 
here as if during the being of a contralateral stimulus— although that 
evoked extension— there was a factor which was antagonistic to the 
extensor rebound of the flexion-reflex. Later in this experiment the 
temporal relations of the two stimuli were changed in a series of compound 
reactions. On cessation of double stimulation restitution of extensor con­
traction occurred— but in this case it did not bring the level of extensor 
contraction up to that which obtained in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. The 
restitution was a more rapid movement, and of greater extent, the later 
double stimulation fell in the period of the “ background ” extension-reflex. 
It was remarkable that when that double stimulation fell late, and there 
remained thereafter only 1  second duration of contralateral stimulation, a 
further augmentation of extensor contraction occurred on withdrawal of 
the contralateral stimulus.
But, when this phenomenon is present, the most usual occurrence in the 
third phase is an augmentation of extensor contraction ; so that it is greater 
in extent than would have been the extensor contraction had the contra­
lateral stimulus been uncomplicated. In fact, here summation of the 
extensor contraction of the contralateral stimulus and of the extensor con­
traction of the rebound phenomenon of the ipsilateral stimulus appears 
to occur [see xv. figs. 15, reaction c, 21, and 22]. If a just liminal 
contralateral stimulus is applied and compounded with an effective ipsi­
lateral stimulus, there may appear an extensor contraction in the third 
phase of the compounded reaction which is greater than the extensor 
rebound of the ipsilateral reflex in extent. In instances in which the con­
tralateral stimulus is effective, the third phase of the reaction is char­
acterised by a restitution of extensor contraction after its inhibitory 
relaxation. The curve of restitution may be a sharper movement than the 
curve of the establishment of extension at the commencement of a “ pure ” 
contralateral extension-reflex. The level of contraction attained in the 
third phase is greater than that which would occur in a “ pure ” contra­
lateral reaction after the same duration of stimulation. In series of 
reactions in which the time relations of the two stimuli are kept unchanged, 
but in which the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus is progressively 
increased, the level of extensor contraction in the third phase may be 
progressively heightened. This phenomenon seems to be related to the 
increase in the extent of extensor rebound which sometimes occurs when
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. V II., 1913.] \To face p. 322.
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Fig. 13.— Experiment C, clxxiv., record 307, 8152 ; 11/3/18.— Decerebrate cat. A series of compound reactions obtained 3 hours and 20 minutes after décérébration—minute intervals.
Reaction/is a “ pure ” extension-reflex taken with the strength and duration of contralateral stimulation used in the preceding compound reactions.
Reaction g is a “  pure” flexion-reflex taken under the same conditions.
In reaction a~e the two stimuli are compounded in different temporal arrangements— the ipsilateral stimulus being applied ever later in the period of the contralateral.
In a— double stimulation at the commencement of the period of the “ background” extension— there is a sharp extensor restitution after double stimulation. In h this is very much less, but there­
after gradually increases the later the ipsilateral stimulus is applied.
Note that in no case is there summation of the extensor rebound of the “ pure” flexion-reflex on the extensor contraction of the extension-reflex in the third phases ot the compound reactions. 
In all the compound reactions the maximum of extensor contraction in the third phases is smaller in extent than that in the “ pure” extension-reflex, although it is greater the later ipsilatera
stimulation falls. In the fourth phases there is after-discharge of the extensor, and in e a late augmentation of it.
This figure demonstrates phenomena very similar to those in the preceding one— which is from the same experiment.
G r a h a m  B r o w k ,  “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. VII., 1913.] [To face p.  323.
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Fig. 14.— Experiment C, civ., record 278, 6601 ; 30/1/13.—Decprebrate cat. A series of compound reactions obtained 2 hours and 42 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals. This record immediately follows (at a minute interval) 
the last reaction 15yf the preceding paper. It is immediately followed by the next figure in this paper.
Reaction /  is a pure ’ flexion-reflex—same strength and duration of ipsilateral stimulation as in the compound reactions. Note the extensor rebound contraction of maintained type, 
of g r e a t ’t a ^Ure * ex*:ens ôn'Tê ex—note the extension after-discharge. Reactions/  and g may be compared with reactions a and d of fig. 15 of the preceding paper (xv.) to shew that the reactions in this experiment were
In reactions a- e  the two stimuli are compounded in different temporal relations, the ipsilateral stimulus falling ever later in the period of the contralateral. During double stimulation complete or nearly complete extensor
relaxation occurs, and the flexor contraction which obtains beems to be greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls.
... /x.a> y  a c the extensor restitution of contraction, which is the first positive phenomenon in the third phase, is interrupted by one or two “  notches.” In these reactions it is found that the initial rise of extensor contraction
( la is, le use to the commencement of the “ notch”) is greater in h than in a,  and in c than in b. The “ notch ” seems to be greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls. The secondary rise which follows the “  notch ” carries
the level of extensor contraction above that which obtains in the “ pure ” extension-reflex.
n reaction « the contralateral stimulus is withdrawn synchronously with the commencement of the “ notch,” and no secondary rise occurs.
n le oui i phases of the compound reactions there is an extensor after-discharge which is distinctly of less extent of contraction the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls.
“  > ”  ’’6flC L‘>n 6 fl 6 1 ° ,Stlxnui1 are synchr°nously withdrawn. Cessation of stimulation is followed by an extensor rebound contraction of maintained type. This is of much greater extent of contraction than is that in the
pure exion-re ex out not of so great a height as the extensor after-discharge in the “  pure ” extension-reflex. As this follows complete extensor relaxation during double stimulation, it seems probable that here there is a 
summa ion le ween le extensor rebound conditioned by the flexion-reflex and a central activity which underlies the extensor after-discharge of the extension-reflex.
G r a h a m  B r o w n ,  “  Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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the ipsilateral stimulus is progressively increased in value in successive 
reactions.
Where in the “ pure” flexion-reflex the extensor rebound is of com­
paratively long latency— 1  second or more—the phenomena of extensor 
restitution in the third phase are of interest. It then may occur that at 
first there is a movement of restitution which brings the level of extensor 
contraction up to that which obtained when the ipsilateral stimulus was 
applied. This may then be succeeded by a slight relaxation, the commence­
ment of which after the cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus seems to 
correspond in time with the commencement of the extensor contraction of 
the rebound in the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex, or to fall in time very 
slightly before that point. This lasts about 0 -2  second-0'25 second only, 
and then gives place to another phase of increasing extensor contraction. 
This on completion leaves the muscle in a level of contraction greater than 
that attained in the “ pure ” extension-reflex evoked at the same strength 
of contralateral stimulation. On cessation of the continued contralateral 
stimulus there may again be a partial relaxation of extensor contraction, 
which at the end of about 1  second brings the level of contraction to that 
which obtains in the after-discharge of the “ pure ” contralateral extension- 
reflex at the same point after the termination of stimulation [see xv. fig. 15, 
reaction c]. In a record of this nature the curve of restitution of 
extension in the third phase of the reaction demonstrates an initial rise, 
a “ notch,” and a secondary rise. In such an instance the time relations of 
the two stimuli were progressively changed in successive reactions (fig. 14). 
It was then found that the initial rise of extensor restitution was smaller 
the earlier in the period of contralateral stimulation the ipsilateral stimulus 
was applied (the ipsilateral stimulus was always of a duration of 2  seconds, 
the contralateral of 6 seconds). The “ notch ” was greater the later in the 
period of contralateral stimulation the ipsilateral stimulus fell. The 
secondary rise was of about equal value throughout the series. In the last 
but one of the series the contralateral stimulus was withdrawn at the point 
at which the primary rise terminated and the “ notch commenced. The 
curve of extensor contraction at once commenced to fall and then shewed 
no secondary restitution. Having fallen a certain distance, it remained in 
a tonic extensor after-discharge which was distinctly of less height than 
in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. In the earlier members of the series, in 
which the ipsilateral stimulus fell earlier in the period of̂  contralateial 
stimulation, and in which there was a greater duration of contralateral 
stimulation between the cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus and that of 
the contralateral, the extensor tonic after-discharge on cessation of con­
tralateral stimulation was greater than in the “ pure extension-reflex. 
When, in the final member of the series, the two stimuli weie synchronously 
withdrawn, there ensued an extensor rebound contraction of shorter latency 
and greater extent than that in the “ pure flexion-reflex. But this by 
far did not attain a level as great as that of the extensor after-discharge
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in the extension-reflex. It is, however, of interest that in such cases it 
should be augmented at all. For it seems to point to a summation of the 
rebound effect and of a central process which underlies extensor tonic 
after-discharge. If that after-discharge were merely due to the carrying- 
on of the reflex by self-generated proprioceptive impulses, this summation 
would not be expected to occur in such cases as the present one, where 
there was complete extensor relaxation at the close of the period of double 
stimulation; and where, therefore, 1 10  such impulses were in course of 
generation when the two stimuli were withdrawn.
In this same experiment the time relations of the two stimuli were later 
kept constant and the value of the ipsilateral stimulus was progressively 
increased in a series of reactions, the value of contralateral stimulation 
remaining unchanged (fig. 15). Between each pair of the compounded 
reactions there was registered a “ pure ” ipsilateral reaction in response to 
the strength of ipsilateral stimulus used in the following compounded re­
action. It was then found that with a subliminal ipsilateral stimulus there 
yet appeared, on termination of stimulation, an extensor rebound contrac­
tion of small extent. When this was compounded with the contralateral 
extension-reflex there was a certain amount of extensor inhibitory relaxa­
tion in the period of double stimulation. On cessation of the ipsilateral 
.stimulus there was a comparatively slow restitution of the extensor con­
traction. This reached a maximum which was distinctly greater than the 
level of contraction attained in the “ pure ” contralateral reaction at the 
same period after commencement of stimulation. The difference between 
the two levels was almost exactly equal to the height of the extensor 
contraction of the extensor rebound phenomenon in the “ pure ” ipsilateral 
reaction. As the strength of ipsilateral stimulus was increased the extent 
of the extensor rebound contraction progressively augmented. In the 
subsequent compounded reactions there was always an augmentation of 
extensor contraction in the third phase. The extent of this augmentation 
(measured as before as the difference in height between the level of contrac­
tion in the compounded reaction and the level of contraction after the 
.same duration of contralateral stimulation in the “ pure” extension-reflex), 
however, progressively decreased relatively to the extent of the extensor 
rebound in the ipsilateral reaction. In the case of the weaker ipsilateral 
stimuli used the curve of restitution of extension in the third phase was a 
simple one, and resembled that of the initiation of extensor contraction in 
the “ pure ” extension-reflex of “ spinal ” type. As the strength of ipsilateral 
stimulation was increased in successive compounded reactions the degree of 
extensor inhibitory relaxation in the phase of double stimulation became 
progressively greater. At the same time the restitution of extension 
became a quicker movement— so that the maximum was reached actually 
sooner after cessation of ipsilateral stimulation than in the case of the 
weaker ipsilateral stimuli. At the same time the “ notch ” appeared as a 
Break upon the curve of restitution. This became more pronounced the
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stimuli are recorded. Note the presence of extensor rebound alone in the weakest of
F ig . 1 5 .— Experiment C, civ., record 278, 6608 ; 3 0 /1 /1 3 .—  Decerebrate cat. A  series of compound reactions obtained 2 hours and 50 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals. This record follows that reproduced in the preceding figure at an interval of 2 minutes 
In this series the temporal relations of the stimuli were constant. Against an extension “ background” (see reaction g of the preceding figure) different strengths of ipsilateral stimuli are compounded. Between the compound reactions “ pure” ipsilateral' 
these, and the appearance of flexor contraction accompanied by augmentation of extensor rebound as the strength of ipsilateral stimulus is increased. ‘ 1 1 1'
In the period of double stimulation note the increase of extensor relaxation with increase in strength of ipsilateral stimulation.
In the third phases of the reactions extensor institution occurs. This is to a higher level of contraction than that which obtains in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. This augmentation does not increase in proportion with the increase in the extent of the extensor rebound contraction of the “ pure ” flexion-reflexes. 
In b, d, and e the extensor contraction-curve is a slow and simple one. With further increase in the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus it becomes sharper and a “ notch ” appears. This becomes more marked the stronger the ipsilateral stimulus is.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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stronger the ipsilateral stimulus was. The secondary rise after the “ notch ” 
appeared to become greater with increase in the strength of the ipsilateral 
stimulus (fig. 15).
Still later in this experiment this series of compounded reactions was 
repeated. Very weak ipsilateral stimulation in the “ pure ” reaction gave 
slight ipsilateral extension as a response. Being then compounded with 
the contralateral stimulus [see xv. fig. 21], there was a distinct augmenta­
tion of extension during the period of double stimulation, and a still greater 
augmentation when the ipsilateral stimulus was withdrawn—although at 
this strength there was no extensor rebound contraction in the “ pure” 
ipsilateral response. A stronger ipsilateral stimulus in the “ pure ” reaction 
gave apparently no movement of either antagonist. When compounded 
with the contralateral stimulus there was inhibitory relaxation of extensor 
contraction in the period of double stimulation. This was succeeded by 
marked augmentation. A yet stronger ipsilateral stimulus when applied 
“ pure ” gave no movement of the antagonists during application, but on 
cessation was followed by the rare “ extensor rebound relaxation after 
inhibition,” and this again by an extensor rebound contraction. In the 
third phase of the compounded reaction there was a slight approximation 
to a “ notch.” Further increase in ipsilateral stimulation in the “ pure” 
reaction demonstrated a well-marked inhibitory relaxation of the extensor 
during stimulation, and a still further relaxation on cessation of stimulation 
—this again being followed by an extensor rebound contraction. In the 
extensor restitution of contraction in the third phase of the compounded 
reaction the “ notch ” was better marked; and with further increase of the 
strength of ipsilateral stimulation it became still more evident [see 
xv. fig. 22],
This case is of interest inasmuch as it shews that the “ notch” occasion­
ally seen in these compound reactions is in all probability related to a 
phenomenon of “ extensor rebound relaxation after inhibition” which is not 
evident as a rule in the “ pure” ipsilateral flexion-reflex. A matter of 
additional interest in this series is the fact that the augmentation of ex­
tension in the third phase of the compounded reaction carried the extensor 
to a level of contraction higher than the summated heights of the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex and the extensor rebound contraction in the “ pure ” ipsi­
lateral flexion-reflex.
In another experiment in which there was present an extensor rebound 
contraction after the flexion-reflex, the successive effects of double stimula­
tion were carefully examined in series of reactions in which the strengths 
of stimuli were varied [see xv. figs. 4, 5, 6, 24, 25].
Here, in the first place, against a constant extension “ background 
varying strengths of ipsilateral stimulation were compounded. The 
weakest strength used gave an abnormal extension-reflex, and the strongest 
gave a flexion-reflex of “ decerebrate ” type followed by an extensor rebound 
contraction which appeared as a sudden augmentation of the extensoi 
VOL. V II ., NOS. 3 AN D  4.— 1913. 2 2
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contraction in being at the end of the 2 seconds of stimulation [see xv. 
figs. 24, 25]. There here occurred restitution of extensor contraction after 
double stimulation in the third phase of the compound reaction. This 
was of very nearly the same level of extensor contraction in the different 
reactions, but the plateau of maximum contraction in the third phase was 
reached sooner after the weak interrupting ipsilateral stimuli than after 
the stronger ones. It must, however, be remembered that the latter pro­
duced a greater degree of extensor relaxation during double stimulation 
than did the former, and that therefore the restitution had to be a larger 
movement in the latter cases in order to bring the level of contraction up 
to the same general height from the abscissa. Towards the end of this 
series very interesting phenomena were observed in the third phases of the 
compound reactions (fig. 16). Here in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex withdrawal 
of the stimulus was followed as before by an extensor rebound contraction. 
But whereas this had with weaker ipsilateral stimuli been a maintained 
contraction (and the more perfectly maintained the weaker the stimulus), 
here it consisted of a sudden contraction which was immediately followed 
by as sudden a relaxation that brought the level of the extensor contrac­
tion to the position of “ rest.” When this stimulus was compounded in the 
same manner as before against a contralateral extension “ background ” 
there was in double stimulation a greater extensor relaxation than before. 
On withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus there occurred a restitution 
of extensor contraction which was not quite so great in extent as before 
(the contralateral “ background ” had slightly deteriorated and was not 
quite so strong as before). But the interesting point about the phenomena 
in the third phase was the fact that after a maximum of extensor con­
traction had been reached there occurred a phase of relaxation w hile the 
con tra la tera l “ b a ck g ro u n d ” stim ulus was still in being. The 
whole phase of extensor contraction and relaxation in the third phase 
resembled that of the extensor rebound phenomenon in the “ pure ” flexion- 
reflex, but it was of considerably greater extent and longer duration. The 
lowest point in the movement of relaxation did not bring the extensor to 
the level of “ rest,” and it was then immediately followed by a second con­
traction phenomenon while the contralateral stimulus was still in being. 
This was of small extent and duration, its smallness being perhaps condi­
tioned by the fact that immediately after its commencement the contra­
lateral “ background ” stimulus was withdrawn.
The interest of this phenomenon is great. It seems to point to the 
conclusion that in the terminal phenomena of the flexion-reflex there are 
(at any rate in such cases) two conditioning antagonistic factors— extension- 
producing and flexion-producing— and that of these the latter increases in 
value with increase in the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus. If this be 
the case, the extensor rebound phenomenon of short duration in the flexion- 
reflex is explained as due to a foundation of maintained (or “ tonic ”) extensor 
rebound which is cut short by an antagonistic phenomenon of flexion rebound
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(inhibition of extensor contraction here unaccompanied by flexor rebound 
contraction). The other possible hypothesis is that the extensor rebound of 
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Fig. 16.— Experiment C, clxix., record 300, 7758 ; 28/2/13.— Decerebrate cat. A series of three 
reactions obtained 3 hours and 1 minute after decerebration—minute intervals. This series 
immediately follows that reproduced in fig. 25 of the preceding paper (xv.), and with that 
figure and fig. 24 in the same paper forms a set of three.
Reaction o is a “ pure” flexion-reflex. Note the extensor contraction during stimulation, 
and the extensor rebound contraction on cessation of stimulation. This is of greater extent 
and less duration than the extensor rebound in the weaker “ pure” flexion-reflex (see xv. 
fig. 25, reaction a).
In reaction p  the compounding is against an ipsilateral flexion “ background.” The 
extensor rebound on cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus is smaller than in a, but note that the 
duration of ipsilateral stimulation is of course greater.
In reaction q the “  background ” is extension. Extensor relaxation occurs during double 
stimulation— note that the level of extensor contraction thus conditioned is slightly less than 
that during double stimulation in p. In the third phase extensor restitution of contraction 
occurs. This is not so great as that in the corresponding compound reaction where the ipsi­
lateral stimulus is weaker (see xv. fig. 25, reaction n). While the contralateral “ back­
ground ” stimulus is still in being extensor relaxation occurs. This is not complete, and the 
whole movement of extensor contraction and relaxation gives an act of greater extent and 
duration than the extensor rebound contraction in o. It is followed by a secondary extensor 
contraction, during which the contralateral stimulus is withdrawn. There then follows extensor 
relaxation. (In the “ pure ”  extension-reflex there rvas no after-discharge.)
•short duration from the extensor “ half-centre,” and that it is of short duration 
simply because it “ dies away ” soon. On this second hypothesis the pheno­
mena in the third phase would be compounded of the extension conditioned 
by the contralateral “ background ” stimulus still in being, and the extension 
o f short duration conditioned by the terminal phenomena of the flexion-
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reflex. There would therefore be expected to occur a summation of the two 
extensions only, and no extensor relaxation in the third phase. This is not 
the case. On the first hypothesis there would be expected to occur in the 
third phase a summation of the extension conditioned by the contralateral 
“ background ” stimulus, and of the extension factor in the terminal 
phenomena of the flexion-reflex; but this summed extension would be 
expected to be antagonised in part by the flexion factor in the terminal 
phenomena of the flexion-reflex. There would therefore be anticipated an 
augmentation of extensor contraction in the third phase. But this would 
be expected to be later reduced— at any rate in part— by the flexion factor,, 
which would be expected to condition either a later or a less great relaxa­
tion of extension than in the terminal flexion phenomena. In the compound 
reaction these features were present. There was first extensor augmentation 
in the third phase, but this was cut short by extensor relaxation. The 
relaxation occurred later than the corresponding movement in the flexion 
rebound phenomenon, and it was of less complete extent. There is there­
fore good ground for the supposition that (at any rate in such cases as 
these) there is an active factor of flexion in the terminal phenomena of the 
flexion-reflex, and that this tends actively to cut short the extensor rebound 
contraction which would otherwise be tonically maintained. And further­
more, there is ground for the supposition that this flexion factor (which 
may, of course, be evidenced as extension inhibition alone) increases 
relatively in value with increase in the strength of the ipsilateral stimulus 
which evokes the flexion-reflex.
In this experiment, and immediately after the reactions described 
above, a set of three series of reactions was registered (figs. 17, 18, 19). 
In each of these the interrupting ipsilateral stimulus was kept of constant- 
value (but of different values in the three series) and the values of the 
contralateral “ background ” stimulus were progressively increased (the same 
values being used in the three series). The weakest “ pure ” ipsilateral 
stimulus gave an abnormal extension-reflex with little “ tonic ” extension 
after-discharge; the medium “ pure ” ipsilateral stimulus gave flexion of 
“ decerebrate ” type and followed by a good extensor rebound of maintained 
type. In each of the first two series it was found that the extensor 
restitution in the third phase was greater the stronger the contralateral 
“ background.” (Even where the abnormal ipsilateral extension was used 
there was extensor relaxation during double stimulation.) When these 
two series were compared together there was found to be— at each strength 
of contralateral “ background ” stimulation— a greater extensor restitution 
of contraction in the third phase when the stronger ipsilateral interrupting 
stimulus was used. In the final series the values of the contralateral 
“ background ” stimuli had somewhat deteriorated. The “ pure ” ipsilateral 
stimulus gave a flexion-reflex followed by a marked extensor rebound 
which again was cut short. In the third phases of the compound reactions 
there was extensor restitution to a level of contraction greater than that.








in the rebound phenomenon or in the extension-reflex. But again this was 
cut short during the third phase, and in one instance there even appeared 
a slight flexor reciprocal contraction.
Yet later in the same experiment another set of three series of reactions 
was obtained [see xv., figs. 4, 5, 6 ]. Here the “ background ” contralateral 
stimulus was kept of constant value in each series (of different values in 
the three) and the interrupting ipsilateral stimulus was progressively 
increased in value in each series (the same values being used in the three 
series). In this case it was found that in each series the extensor restitution 
of contraction in the third phase was less the stronger the interrupting 
ipsilateral stimulus; but in each series there appeared to be a progressive 
deterioration of the value of the “ background ” contralateral stimulus. 
What was of particular interest was a comparison of the three end reactions 
in each series. Here the ipsilateral stimulus (comparatively strong) was 
of the same value; but the “ background” stimulus was of different values. 
The “ pure ” ipsilateral stimulus gave a flexion-reflex followed by an 
extensor rebound contraction of short duration. When compounded 
against the weakest contralateral “ background ” (then probably sub­
liminal) there was actual augmentation of this rebound contraction, but 
then a phase of relaxation occurred during the third phase. The whole 
movement was, however, of greater duration than in the rebound pheno­
menon of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex, and it was followed— on cessation 
of the contralateral stimulus— by a flexor rebound contraction which was 
not present in the flexion-reflex. Against the medium contralateral “ back­
ground” in the third phase there was a still greater augmentation of 
extension. Again, there was extensor relaxation during the third phase, 
but this was followed by a slight restitution. The contralateral stimulus 
being cut off, this restitution was a slight movement and was followed by 
another flexor rebound contraction which was of greater extent, but also 
of greater latency, than before. Against the strongest contralateral “ back­
ground ” used there was a greater degree of extensor restitution of 
contraction in the third phase than before—but it cannot be said whether 
there was actual augmentation or not. There was here no extensor 
relaxation during the third phase, and the cessation of contralateral stimu­
lation was followed by an extensor after-discharge which was cut short 
by relaxation in about 0-l75 second after the end of the contralateral 
stimulus. This was followed in time by a reciprocal flexor rebound con­
traction which was smaller and of greater latency than before.
The phenomena here confirm the above hypothesis, for it would be 
expected that the stronger the extension “ background ” the less would be 
the effect of the antagonistic flexion rebound factor. Therefore it would 
be expected that with a strong extension “ background ” the factor of 
flexion (or of extension inhibition) would be completely suppressed— and 
this, in fact, is the case.
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3. In Cases in w hich  both  F lexor Rebound C ontraction  and 
E xtensor Rebound C ontraction  are present in the F lex ion - 
R eflex.
In a few experiments in which the antagonistic stimuli have been 
compounded in the manner here described the ipsilateral flexion-reflex has 
been followed by both “ flexor rebound contraction after excitation ” and 
“ extensor rebound contraction after inhibition.” When these occur to­
gether they are almost always arranged in temporal succession. Most 
commonly in these circumstances the first terminal phenomenon to succeed 
cessation of stimulation in the flexion-reflex is a flexor rebound contraction, 
and when this dies away there appears an extensor rebound contraction of 
maintained type. This course of events seems to occur when the flexor 
rebound contraction is of great extent and of relatively great duration, and 
also when it occurs soon after cessation of stimulation. If the flexor 
rebound is delayed— and then it usually is of comparatively short duration 
—the first phenomenon to appear is the maintained extensor rebound. This 
is cut down during the flexor rebound, but is thereafter usually recon­
stituted and continues as the usual maintained extensor contraction. In 
any case it is common for the final phenomenon to be the maintained 
extensor contraction.
In one experiment [see xv., fig. 3] there had previously in the “ pure ” 
flexion-reflex been a flexor rebound contraction followed by a maintained 
extensor rebound. The rebound phenomenon was sometimes rhythmic 
[see ix., fig. 25J. Later in the experiment the flexor rebound phenomenon 
was absent; but in the third phase of the compound reactions, in which 
the extension reaction served as the “ background,” there was a distinct 
“ notch ” in the curve of extensor restitution when double stimulation fell 
early in the course the contralateral stimulus. When it was applied later 
the notch was greater and there appeared a slight flexor rebound con­
traction in the third phase. When both stimuli were synchronously 
commenced and terminated there appeared a good flexor rebound con­
traction on cessation of double stimulation. This was not then present 
in a “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex taken with the same strength of 
stimulation but with a shorter duration of stimulus.
In another experiment [see xv., fig. 13, reaction a] no flexor rebound 
occurred in response to a “ pure ” ipsilateral stimulus of the strength and 
duration subsequently used in a compound reaction, but there was an 
extensor rebound contraction of short duration—that is, one which was 
cut short (this was not reproduced in the figure mentioned). With a 
rather stronger stimulus the ipsilateral reflex (reproduced in that figure) 
was followed first by an extensor rebound contraction. This was cut short 
by a relaxation which was reciprocal to a flexor rebound contraction of 
small size and short duration. Thereafter the extensor rebound was recon­
stituted and remained as a maintained contraction. The third phase of
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the compound reaction shewed an incompletely rhythmic phenomenon. 
There was little extensor restitution of contraction, but a certain amount 
of extensor contraction remained in continuation of a late extensor con­
traction which had appeared during the phase of double stimulation. This 
was rhythmically varied, and in the flexor curve there were reciprocal 
contractions and relaxations. These were two in number. The first was 
small, but the second was considerably larger than the flexor rebound 
contraction of the somewhat stronger “ pure ” flexion-reflex.
In a third case there was, at one time, a great flexor rebound contrac­
tion in the “ pure” flexion-reflex. This was followed by a late extensor 
rebound contraction of maintained type. In a compound reaction there 
was, during' double stimulation, an augmentation of flexor contraction. On* o 1 o
withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus there was a flexor rebound in the 
third phase. This was of less height but of better maintenance than that 
of the “ pure” reflex. There was no extensor restitution in the third phase, 
and the flexor contraction gave place to relaxation while the contralateral 
stimulus was still in being.
Later in this same experiment (fig. 2 0 ) the flexor rebound had disappeared 
in the flexion-reflex, and the only terminal phenomenon was a well-marked 
maintained extensor rebound contraction. Here the two stimuli were 
compounded in a series of reactions in which their temporal relations were 
changed. During double stimulation there was flexor augmentation, and 
this was found to be greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus fell in the 
period of the contralateral When it fell early there was no flexor rebound 
contraction in the third phase, but in the reactions in which the ipsilateral 
stimulus was commenced some time after the commencement of the contra­
lateral “ background ” stimulus such a flexor rebound appeared. This 
seemed upon the whole to be greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus fell. 
It was followed by extensor restitution of contraction towards the end of 
the third phase, and this brought the muscle to a level of contraction 
which was greater than that in the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex 
but less than that in the maintained extensor rebound in the “ pure ” 
flexion-reflex.
In a fourth experiment (fig. 21) [see also xvii., fig. 15] there was a 
flexor rebound contraction in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. This was pre­
ceded by the appearance of the extensor rebound, and after the flexor 
rebound had disappeared the extensor rebound was reconstituted and 
remained in maintained contraction. In a compound reaction there was, 
in the third phase, at first a very slight extensor restitution of contraction. 
This again gave place to relaxation at about the point at which the flexor 
rebound would have been expected to have appeared, but no flexor rebound 
contraction was present during the third phase of the compound reaction. 
Later in the experiment the flexor rebound had disappeared, and cessation 
of stimulation in the “ pure ” ipsilateral reflex was almost immediately 
followed by an extensor rebound contraction of maintained type. In a
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Fig. 20.— Experiment C, clviii., record 283, 0872 ; 11/2/13.— Decerebrate eat. A series of compound reactions obtained 2 hours and 38 minutes after decerebration—minute intervals.
gastrocnemius
seconds
Reaction a is a “ pure ” flexion-reflex obtained before the series of compound reactions and at the strength of ipsilateral stimulation used in them. In the terminal phenomena there is an extensor rebound conduction only. ^
id. The contralateral stimulus is subliminal, and the ipsilateral is applied at different points in the period of the contralateral. The strengths of the two are unaltered throughout. In reactions g-r  the tempoiaReactions b - f  are compound 
relations of the two stimuli are changed in the reverse order—g =  d ; /t =  c ; i  =  b.
In the phases of double stimulation there occurs flexor contraction which is greater than in the 
the third phases of the compound reactions a flexor rebound contraction occurs. On 
reciprocally to the flexor rebound, but the “ notch” appears when there is no ilexor
».«I- i.mu II. me pure ” flexion-reflex and appears to be greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls in the period of the contralateral “ background. In 
comparing b, c, and d this appears to be greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls. Later in these phases extensor contraction occurs This is notched
w.v. .WL.W...................... ............... .....  ... .._o r  rebound. The extensor contraction is not of so high an extent as that of the extensor rebound m the pure flexion-reflex. In theiouith phases tieie
is extensor after-discharge. In / — where the two stimuli are synchronously terminated— there is an extensor rebound contraction which is of shorter latency than that in the “ pure flexion-reflex.
G  k  a h  a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in  th e  P h y s io lo g y  o f  th e  N e rv o u s  System.”
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. V II., 1913.]
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Fig, 21 —Experiment C, clxx., record 302, 7920 ; 3/3/13. Decerebrate cat, A series of compound reactions obtained 3 hours and 29 minutes after decerebration —minute intervals. [This series follows that reproduced in xvii. fig. 21 directly in time—one
minute interval between the last reaction there and the first here. A comparison of the two figures demonstrates the differences in the periods of double stimulation when different “ backgrounds ” of varying previous durations are used. The
stimuli are of the same strengths throughout.]
Reactions a and g are “  pure” extension-reflexes—observe the extensor relaxation on cessation of stimulation.
Reactions b and h are “  pure ” flexion-reflexes— observe the maintained extensor rebound contraction.
Reactions c - f  and i are compound. The strengths of the two stimuli are the same as those used in the “ pure ” reactions, but their temporal relations are changed— the ipsilateral stimulus falling ever later in the period of the contralateral.
During the phases of double stimulation there is a flexor contraction which is greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls in the period of the contralateral. At the same time the extensor depression is, however, less.
In the third phases of the compound reactions there occurs extensor restitution. This is not to the same level of extensor contraction that obtains during stimulation in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. Where the period of double stimulation 
falls very early [reaction c, the ipsilateral stimulus is there first applied and first withdrawn, and the period of double stimulation is of 1 second duration only] the curve of extensor restitution is a simple one. Where it falls later [reaction d, duration 
of double stimulation 2 seconds— as in all the other compound reactions] there is a “  notch,” but the curve of flexor relaxation is a simple one. Where it falls still later [reactions e and i] the “ notch is a larger one. At the same tune [e] there 
appears a slight flexor rebound contraction within the third phase and reciprocal to the “  notch.” At the end of the series the temporal arrangements of reaction e are repeated in reaction i with almost identical results as legaids the cuive of the 
extensor. In the flexor the slight restitution during the third phase ( “ rebound ” ) is, however, absent. . . . . . . . .
In the fourth phases of the compound reactions there is flexor rebound contraction which is present in neither “  pure ” reflex. In / —where the two stimuli are synchronously withdrawn—note that there is a slight extensor rebound contiaction, which 
soon gives place to relaxation. It is much less in extent than either the extensor rebound of the “ pure” 11 exion-reflex or the extensor after-discharge of the extension-reflex. There also here appears a flexor rebound contiaction, ait lough piesent 
in neither “ pure” reflex. It gives a slight “ notch” on the extensor rebound.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology o f  the Nervous System.”
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series of compound reactions the temporal arrangements of the antagonistic 
stimuli were altered. During the phase of double stimulation there was 
flexor depression, but the element of flexor contraction during double 
stimulation was greater the later double stimulation fell in the period 
of the “ background ” contralateral stimulus. At the same time, as 
sometimes happens, the element of extensor relaxation during double 
stimulation was less the later the period of double stimulation fell. In 
the third phases of the compound reactions a marked restitution of 
extensor contraction took place. This was greater the earlier double 
stimulation fell. When the period of double stimulation was only 
1  second, and fell at the commencement of the period of contralateral 
stimulation (in reality the ipsilateral stimulus was here commenced first, 
although the contralateral was left in action on withdrawal of the ipsi­
lateral), the extensor restitution of contraction was greatest, and it was of 
an uncomplicated outline—like that of the phase of increasing contraction 
in the “ pure ” extension-reflex of “ spinal ” form. But where the period of 
double stimulation was one of 2  seconds, the course of restitution of 
extensor contraction in the third phase of the reaction was interrupted by 
a partial relaxation. This soon passed over again into contraction while 
the contralateral stimulus was still in being. When the period of double 
stimulation fell later, there was a greater “ notch” in the curve of extensor 
restitution in the third phase, and this was accompanied by a reciprocal 
flexor contraction. When the two stimuli were synchronously stopped this 
flexor rebound was also seen. At the end of the series it was again absent 
in a “ pure ” flexion-reflex. It is noteworthy that in the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex there was terminal relaxation and little “ tonic ” after-discharge.
B. Successive Phenomena after the Discontinuation of the C on ­
tra la tera l E x ten sion -R eflex  [“ Fourth Phase” of the Com­
pound Reaction].
Discontinuation of the contralateral extension-reflex in the decerebrate 
preparation is most commonly followed by a “ tonic ” after-discharge of 
the extensor muscle, but this is only one of the terminal phenomena which 
may occur. In the first  place, cessation of contralateral stimulation may 
be followed by an increase of extensor contraction—-the comparatively 
rare “ extensor rebound contraction after excitation. This may be an
augmented contraction of long or of short duration. Secondly, there 
may occur the usual extensor after-discharge—which carries on the level 
of contraction which obtained at the end of the period of stimulation. 
T h ird ly , there may occur a greater or a less relaxation of the extensoi 
contraction. This is an “ extensor rebound relaxation after excitation, 
and it seems to be related to a flexor rebound contraction which, however, 
may be suppressed. F ourth ly, there may be a “ flexor rebound contiac- 
tion after inhibition ” which accompanies this extensor relaxation. In
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the two latter cases the extensor relaxation may be final— that is to say, 
that there may be 1 10  secondary restitution of the extensor after-discharge. 
But sometimes such a restitution occurs, and when this is the case, the 
extensor after-discharge is, as it were, reconstructed and then dies slowly 
away in the usual manner.
Of these four varieties of extension terminal phenomena we have 
already considered the second as modified in compound reactions where 
the contralateral “ background ” stimulus is continued after the cessation 
of the period of double stimulation.
1. W here “ E xten sor R ebound C on traction  a fter  E x c ita t io n ”
is present in the “ P u re ” E xten sion -R e flex .
The rare “ extensor rebound contraction after excitation ” has occasionally 
occurred in “ pure ” extension-reflexes which later were compounded with 
ipsilateral flexion (fig. 3). In 1 10  case, however, has it been very well 
marked. I 1 1 the compound reaction the extensor rebound contraction may 
still appear 0 11 withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus. Although in 
some cases there has been a slight indication that this was of greater 
extent than in the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex, in other cases 
there has appeared to be a certain depression of it, and it may even 
be absent.
2. W here “ E xten sor R ebound R e laxa tion  a fter E x c ita t io n ”
is present in the “ P u re ” E xten sion -R eflex .
This phenomenon, which may be looked upon as an incomplete form 
of the flexor rebound contraction accompanied by reciprocal extensor 
relaxation in the extension-reflex, has occurred in many experiments in 
which the two antagonistic stimuli were compounded with the extension- 
reflex as “ background.” The extent of the phenomenon has varied from 
a comparatively slight relaxation, after which the maintained extensor 
after-discharge is carried on at that level, to a complete depression, after 
which there is 1 10  further maintained extensor contraction.
If, in the first place, attention is directed to those experiments in which 
the extensor relaxation on cessation of stimulation in the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex was slight, it is found that upon the whole there is a greater extent 
of extensor relaxation after stimulation in the compound reaction than in 
a “ pure ” extension-reflex of the same strength and duration of stimulation 
as the contralateral “ background” stimulus there. This relaxation, 
although greater than that in the “ pure ” reflex, may yet be incomplete— 
so that a certain degree of extensor after-discharge continues. This 
increase in the amount of relaxation is seen in cases where the restitution 
of extensor contraction in the third phase of the reaction is complete— 
that is to say, when the level of contraction attained is equal to that 
which obtains at the same period after the commencement of the evoking
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stimulus in the puie leflex. It is also seen when there is augmentation 
of the extensor restitution, and also when the extensor restitution of the 
third phase is incomplete. A comparatively slight extensor relaxation 
may be present in the “ pure” reaction, and yet there may be complete 
relaxation of extensor contraction in the fourth phase of the compound 
reaction (tig. 22). In another case in which this was seen the relaxation 








Fig. 22.-—Experiment C, clxiv., record 29-3, 7341 ; 20/2/13.— Decerebrate cat. Three reactions 
obtained 2 hours and 36 minutes after decerebration—minute intervals.
Reaction a is a “ pure” ipsilateral one. It is really a just liminal abnormal ipsilateral 
extension, and earlier in the experiment the extension had been more clear.
Reaction c is a “  pure ” contralateral one. Note the slight extensor terminal relaxation.
In reaction b the two are compounded in “ step” arrangment. Ipsilateral first, then con­
tralateral added, then ipsilateral withdrawn, then contralateral withdrawn. Note in the third 
phase a slight flattening of the curve of extensor contraction. In the fourth phase—that is, 
after withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus—there is a complete extensor relaxation. The 
effect of the previous ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus is to convert a partial terminal 
extensor relaxation into a complete one. Both before and after this compound reaction the 
“  pure ” extension-reflex was always followed by a well-marked extensor after-discharge, and 
that in reaction in c here is not so well marked as was usual—in other words, the extensor 
rebound relaxation in c is greater than was usual.
one. It was followed by a restitution of the maintained extensor after­
discharge.
Where the extensor terminal relaxation in the “ pure ” extension-reflex 
is of medium extent there is usually a complete extensor relaxation in the 
compound reaction. This may occur where during the greater part of the 
third phase of the reaction there is continued extensor depression. Thus in 
one instance this occurred— the phenomenon was incompletely rhythmic,— 
but just at the close of the phase there was a sudden restitution of extensor 
contraction. On withdrawal of the contralateral “ background ” stimulus, 
there was a sudden and complete relaxation of extensor contraction, although
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in the “ pure” extension-reflex there was a considerable extensor after- 
discharge [see xv., fig. 13]. In one experiment the temporal relations of the 
two stimuli were varied (fig. 8 ). It was found that the extensor relaxation 
in the fourth phase of the compound reaction was incomplete when double 
stimulation fell early in the period of the contralateral “ background ” 
stimulus, and that it was the more complete the later it fell. When double 
stimulation was very early there remained a considerable extensor after­
discharge on withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus; if it fell somewhat 
later there was a sharper and greater relaxation, but this was followed by 
a slight restitution; when double stimulation fell still later there was a 
more complete relaxation which was not followed by restitution; and when 
the two stimuli were synchronously terminated there was a very slight 
extensor rebound from the level of the nearly complete relaxation which 
obtained during double stimulation, but this passed over into complete 
relaxation within 05 second. At the end of the series the double stimula­
tion was again placed early in the period of the contralateral stimulus, and 
again the extensor terminal relaxation was smaller. The phenomenon of 
its variation with the temporal variation of the stimuli was therefore not 
attributable to “ fatigue ” or to some central change unconnected with that 
temporal variation In another experiment the strengths of the antagon­
istic stimuli were varied. Here the terminal relaxation of extensor con­
traction in the compound reaction appeared to be greater and more rapid 
the stronger the ipsilateral interrupting stimulus [see xv., figs. 4, 5, 6 , 25]. 
With a weak ipsilateral stimulus there was here a reaction of abnormal 
extension, and when this strength of ipsilateral stimulation was used there 
appeared to be a decrease in the extent of the extensor relaxation in the 
fourth phase of the compound reaction [see xv., fig. 24]. In this experi­
ment it was particularly remarkable that with strong ipsilateral stimuli 
there was not only a greater extensor relaxation in the fourth phase, but 
there appeared, in addition, a flexor rebound contraction which was present 
neither in the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex nor in the “ pure ” contra­
lateral extension-reflex [see xv., figs. 4, 5, 6 ].
Where the extensor relaxation is of complete extent in the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex, the extensor relaxation of the fourth phase of the com­
pound reaction usually is a more rapid movement, and of earlier occurrence, 
than that of the “ pure ” extension-reflex. At the same time it is usually 
accompanied by a flexor rebound contraction which is not present in the 
“ pure ” extension-reflex. On two occasions when this phenomenon occurred 
the stimuli were changed in temporal relationship in series of reactions. It 
was then found (fig. 2 1 ) [see also xv., fig. 16] that upon the whole the flexor 
rebound was greater the later the double stimulation fell in the period of 
the extension-reflex. In both experiments there was only a maintained 
extensor rebound in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex, but when the two stimuli 
were synchronously withdrawn there appeared a flexor rebound con­
traction.
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3. W here “ E xtensor Rebound R e la x a tion ” is accom panied by 
“ F lexor  Rebound C on tra ction ” in the Terminal Phe­
nom ena of the C ontralateral E xtension-R eflex .
Where this occurs the phenomenon may be regarded as the complete 
form of which the extensor relaxation when it occurs alone is an incomplete 
aspect. In almost every case there has been observed to be an augmenta­
tion of the flexor rebound contraction of the compound reaction when 
compared with that which follows “ pure ” contralateral stimulation of the 
same strength and duration as that used for the “ background ” of the 
compound reaction. In two cases the values of the interrupting ipsilateral 
stimuli were progressively increased in series of reactions—the contralateral 
“ background ” remaining of constant value, and the temporal relations of 
the two stimuli being in all cases the same. In each of these two cases it 
was found that the extent of the flexor rebound contraction increased with 
increase in the strength of the interrupting ipsilateral stimulus. At the 
same time the reciprocal extensor relaxation became ever a more sudden 
movement, and occurred at ever shorter intervals of time after the cessation 
of the contralateral “ background ” stimulus. In the preceding third phase 
of the compound reaction there was nearly complete extensor restitution. 
This attained nearly to the same level in every case, but was slightly lower 
in level the stronger the interrupting ipsilateral stimulus. “ Pure ” con­
tralateral reactions taken before and after the series gave almost identical 
responses, but the flexor rebound was smaller after the series than before it. 
When the temporal relations of the compounded stimuli were varied the 
results obtained were not very constant. In once instance there was 
indication that the flexor rebound was of greater extent the later the 
ipsilateral stimulus fell in the period of the contralateral “ background.” 
In another case the reverse appeared to be the case, but in this instance the 
value of contralateral stimulation deteriorated throughout the series, 
although the strength of the contralateral stimulus was constant. In a few 
instances the flexor rebound after the compound reaction has been observed 
to be smaller than that in the “ pure ” contralateral reaction. In many of 
these cases in which flexor rebound augmentation has been observed in the 
compound reaction there has been a flexor rebound in the “ pure ” flexion- 
reflex as well as in the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex.
VII. C o n c l u s io n s  a n d  S u m m a r y .
1 . Where the two antagonistic stimuli are synchronously terminated, 
and where there is no rebound phenomenon in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex 
and only extensor after-discharge in the “ pure ” extension-reflex, there 
often occurs extensor relaxation on withdrawal of the two stimuli. 
Complete suppression of extensor after-discharge may occur in those cases 
in which there is complete extensor suppression during double stimulation.
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Where complete extensor suppression does not occur during double stimula­
tion there may yet occur extensor relaxation 0 11 synchronous termination 
of the two stimuli. An incomplete extensor after-discharge may occur. 
This has been observed to be diminished if the strength of the ipsilateral 
stimulus is increased, and to be increased if the contralateral stimulus is 
first applied late in the period of the ipsilateral stimulus—both stimuli 
being synchronously withdrawn. The later the contralateral stimulus is 
applied the greater is the extent of the extensor after-discharge. It is 
possible that this phenomenon of suppression (either partial or complete) of 
extensor after-discliarge points to the flexor relaxation, which is the 
terminal phenomenon in these flexion-reflexes, as an active phenomenon 
and not merely as a passive one.
2. Where flexor rebound contraction occurs as a terminal phenomenon 
in the contralateral extension-reflex and the two antagonistic stimuli are 
compounded there seems usually to occur an augmentation of that rebound 
on synchronous withdrawal of the two stimuli. In the section in which 
these phenomena are described there is instanced a curious case of reversal 
of the contralateral reaction to abnormal flexion when the contralateral 
stimulus is applied in time shortly after an ipsilateral.
3. Where flexor rebound contraction occurs in the “ pure ” ipsilateral 
flexion-reflex as a terminal phenomenon, and where the “ pure ” contra­
lateral extension-reflex is followed by an extensor after-discharge, there 
may appear a depression of the flexor rebound as the terminal phenomenon 
in a compound reaction in which the stimuli are synchronously withdrawn. 
But where in the “ pure ” extension-reflex extensor relaxation has appeared 
as the terminal phenomenon, there has been observed to be augmentation of 
the flexor rebound contraction. Perhaps these two observations may be 
reconciled 0 11 the hypothesis that in the terminal phenomena of the com­
pound reactions in the two cases there is a compounding of the factors 
present in the terminal phenomena of the “ pure ” reactions. Thus in the 
one case they are antagonistic—flexor rebound and extensor after-discharge 
— and the compound terminal phenomena shew algebraic summation of the 
two ; while in the other case the two phenomena are not antagonistic, and 
augmentation of the common terminal phenomenon (flexor contraction : 
extensor relaxation) occurs.
4. Where in the “ pure” reflexes there is flexor rebound in both, 
synchronous withdrawal of the two stimuli seems to be followed by an 
augmentation of the flexor rebound— so that it is greater either in extent 
or duration than that in either “ pure ” reflex.
5. Where the “ pure” ipsilatei’al flexion-reflex is not followed by any 
terminal phenomenon save flexor relaxation, and where there is extensor 
after-discharge in the contralateral extension-reflex, on synchronous with­
drawal of the two stimuli in a compound reaction there may ensue an 
extensor rebound when during double stimulation there is complete sup­
pression of extensor contraction. Where there is incomplete suppression
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there may ensue an augmented extensor after-discharge. In some cases 
this rebound or after-discharge has been observed to be greater than the 
after-discharge of the “ pure” extension-reflex in extent; but more 
commonly it is of less extent.
6 . Where extensor rebound contraction occurs in the “ pure ” flexion- 
reflex, and extensor after-discharge in the “ pure” extension-reflex, in 
compound reactions there may occur augmentation of the extensor terminal 
phenomenon on synchronous cessation of the two stimuli. The extent of 
extensor contraction in the terminal phenomena of the compound reaction 
may be greater than the sum of the extents of the extensor terminal 
phenomena in the “ pure ” reflexes. In other cases depression of the 
extensor terminal phenomenon may occur. In series of “ pure ” flexion- 
reflexes evoked with increasing strengths of ipsilateral stimuli the extensor 
rebounds may be found to decrease in value. In these circumstances, if 
series of compound reactions in which the strength of ipsilateral stimulation 
is increased progressively are recorded, it is found that with weak ipsi­
lateral stimuli the extensor rebound is augmented, but that with strong 
ipsilateral stimuli it is depressed or even abolished—although there is a 
good extensor after-discharge after cessation of the “ pure ” contralateral 
stimulus of the constant value used throughout the series. Again, in such 
cases the extensor rebound after cessation of double stimulation may be 
found to be greater the greater the duration of a preceding contralateral 
extension “ background ” when the contralateral stimulus is commenced in 
time before the ipsilateral, but the two are synchronously withdrawn. 
Here it may be noted that the extensor after-discharge may in these 
cases be greater the longer the duration of the “ pure ” contralateral 
stimulus.
7. In compound reactions in which the ipsilateral interrupting stimulus 
is withdrawn before the termination of the contralateral extension “ back­
ground ” there occur two phases in which the terminal phenomena of 
compound stimulation may be examined. The first of these is the “ third 
phase ” of the compound phenomenon; in it the “ background ” extension 
stimulus is still running—it commences at the point at which the ipsilateral 
interrupting stimulus is withdrawn, and terminates with the withdrawal 
of the contralateral “ background ” stimulus. The second is the “ fourth 
phase ” of the compound reaction; in it there is no stimulus in being it 
commences with the withdrawal of the contralateral “ background stimu­
lus, and may be held to terminate when the centres again assume the 
condition of “ rest.”
8 . Where the “ pure” ipsilateral reflex is not followed by any rebound 
contraction—but only by terminal flexor relaxation—the “ third phase 
of the compound reaction (extension “ background ”) is usually characterised 
by a flexor relaxation more rapid than in the “ pure flexion-reflex, and by 
a reconstitution of extensor contraction which is more slow, and less legular, 
a movement than that at the commencement of the “ pure extension-ieflex.
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The extent of extensor contraction attained is in some cases greater than 
that in the “ pure ” extension-reflex, but it is usually less.
9. When the time relations of the two stimuli are changed it is found in 
these cases that the extent of extensor restitution in the third phase is 
usually greater the later the ipsilateral stimulus falls in the period of the 
contralateral “ background.” At the same time the curve of extensor 
restitution appears as a sharper movement the later the ipsilateral 
stimulus falls.
10. When the strengths of the two stimuli are relatively varied in 
compound reactions in which the time relations of the stimuli are kept 
constant, it is found that in some cases the extensor restitution of the third 
phase is greater the stronger the ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus. 
In other cases it is weaker. In one case it became stronger, reached a 
maximum, and then declined as the ipsilateral stimulus was progressively 
increased in value. In the other cases the series examined may have been 
“  partial ” ones only— either above or below the optimum.
11. In the “ fourth phase” of compound reactions, where the “ pure” 
ipsilateral stimulus is followed by flexor relaxation alone, there may con­
tinue an extensor after-discharge if that be present in the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex. This carries on the extensor at the level of contraction attained in 
the third phase. But sometimes extensor relaxation occurs. When this is 
the case and the temporal relations of the two stimuli are varied, it is 
found that the depression of extensor after-discharge is greater the later 
the ipsilateral stimulus falls (that is, in these cases, the shorter the period 
•of the third phase).
1 2 . Where “ flexor rebound contraction after excitation” is present in 
the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex, it may also appear in the third phase 
of compound reactions. Here there then appears to be a summation of 
the flexion factors of the ipsilateral terminal phenomenon and the extension 
factors of the continued “ background ” extension-reflex— for the flexion 
rebound in the third phase may be smaller than that in the “pure” flexion- 
reflex, and the extensor contraction in the third phase may be depressed. 
But it occasionally happens that a flexor rebound may appear in the third 
phase when not present after the same duration of stimulation in the 
“ pure ” flexion-reflex. In an instance in which this occurred it was found 
that the flexor rebound was smaller the later the ipsilateral stimulus fell 
in the period of the extension “ background.” Where extensor restitution 
begins to occur during double stimulation there is a marked extensor 
relaxation at the commencement of the third phase reciprocal to the flexor 
rebound.
13. Where “ extensor rebound contraction after inhibition” is present 
in the “ pure” flexion-reflex the phenomena in the third phases of com­
pound reactions are of interest. Thus in some cases it may occur that 
there is a depression of extensor restitution in the third phases even in 
these circumstances. But more usually there appears an augmentation.
The level of extensor contraction then attained in the third phase may be 
greater than the summed extents of extensor contraction in the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex and in the extensor rebound of: the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. 
A point of interest is the appearance of a notch-like relaxation of 
extensor contraction during the third phase. This has appeared in 
instances in which there appeared in the terminal phenomena of the 
flexion-reflex an “ extensor rebound relaxation after inhibition ” followed 
by an extensor rebound contraction. The phenomenon has appeared in 
the compound reaction when not present in the flexion-reflex at that 
strength of stimulus.
14. Where the temporal relations of the stimuli are varied and such a 
“ notch ” appears, it has been found that it was larger the later the ipsi- 
lateral stimulus fell in the period of the contralateral “ background ” 
stimulus. The primary movement of extensor restitution in the third 
phase was found to be sharper the later that stimulus fell, but little 
variation was observed in the secondary extensor contraction which 
followed the “ notch.”
15. Where the temporal relations of the stimuli are constant but their 
values changed, the level of extensor contraction in the third phase may 
be found to augment with increase in the value of the ipsilateral stimulus. 
In such cases it is found that the extensor rebound contraction of the 
“ pure ” flexion-reflex increases with increase in strength of stimulus. The 
extensor contraction in the third phases of the compound reactions is 
greater than that in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. With weak ipsilateral 
stimuli the difference between the levels of extensor contraction in the 
extension-reflex and in the third phase of the compound reaction may be 
equal to, or even greater than, the extent of extensor contraction in the 
extensor rebound contraction of the flexion-reflex. But with stronger ipsi­
lateral stimuli this relative difference of extent becomes smaller than the 
extent of the extensor rebound in the corresponding flexion-reflex—although 
the absolute extent of extensor contraction in the third phase continues 
to increase. The “ notch ”—if present—may be greater the stronger the 
ipsilateral stimulus. Where the ipsilateral stimulus is of constant strength 
and the contralateral “ background ” stimulus is increased in strength, the 
extensor contraction in the third phase of the compound reaction increases 
with increase in strength of the contralateral stimulus.
16. In some cases the extensor rebound of the “ pure” flexion-reflex 
decreases in value with increase in the strength of stimulus. This may 
take the form of a reduction of the maintenance of the rebound the 
reduction being of the nature of a sharp relaxation. When this occurs it 
may also be seen in the third phase of the compound reaction. The con­
traction phase in the third phase of the compound reaction is augmented 
as compared with the extensor rebound of the flexion-reflex. The relaxa­
tion phase increases with increase of the strength of ipsilateral stimulus 
(a reciprocal flexor contraction may even appear), and decreases with
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increase of strength of the contralateral “ background ” stimulus. Its 
occurrence in the third phase of the compound reaction seems to shew 
that the relaxation of the extensor rebound is, as it were, due to “ active 
inhibition.”
17. In the “ fourth” phase of compound reactions the phenomena where 
there is extensor after-discharge in the “ pure ” extension-reflex have 
already been summarised (see section 1 1  of this summary).
18. Where “ extensor rebound relaxation after excitation ” is present
in the “ pure” extension-reflex it may also occur in the “ fourth phase”
of compound reactions. If the relaxation is incomplete in the “ pure ” 
reflex it becomes greater— and sometimes complete— in the compound 
reaction. If complete in the “ pure ” reflex it may become accompanied 
by a flexor rebound contraction in the compound one— although that is. 
absent in the “ pure ” contralateral reaction.
19. If the temporal relations of stimuli of constant strength are varied
in a series of compound reactions in which this phenomenon occurs, it is 
found that the extensor terminal relaxation becomes greater the later the 
ipsilateral stimulus falls in the period of the extension “ background ” 
(that is, also, the shorter the period of the third phase— or the shorter the 
interval which separates the fourth phase from the phase of double 
stimulation). Where reciprocal flexor rebound contraction appears, that 
also becomes greater under these conditions.
20. Where the strengths of the stimuli are varied it is found that 
the extensor terminal relaxation— and the flexor rebound contraction if 
that appears— are greater the stronger the ipsilateral flexion-producing 
stimulus is.
2 1 . Where “ flexor rebound contraction after inhibition ” accompanies 
“ extensor rebound relaxation after excitation ” in the “ pure ” contralateral 
extension-reflex, the fourth phase of the compound reaction in which 
extension is the “ background ” is almost invariably characterised by an 
increase in the flexor rebound contraction. This increase is augmented 
pari passu with augmentation of the strength of the interrupting 
flexion-producing ipsilateral stimulus, and it seems also to be augmented 
when the ipsilateral stimulus is made to fall late in the period of the exten­
sion “ background.” These phenomena in the fourth phase seem to be 
conditioned chiefly by the ipsilateral interrupting stimulus; and it appears 
as if the influence of this, as it were, can persist over a period (the third 
phase of the compound reaction) in which the antagonistic activity 
(extension) becomes reestablished—seemingly in full force.
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I . I n t r o d u c t i o n .
I n  the paper of this series which immediately precedes the present one the 
“ successive ” or “ terminal phenomena ” of compound stimulation were 
examined when the “ background ” is one of contralateral extension. In 
the present paper the phenomena are examined in experiments in which 
the ipsilateral flexion-reflex forms that “ background ” for the compound 
reaction. As before, the successive phenomena are investigated in two 
distinct phases of compound reactions in which the interrupting stimulus 
is withdrawn before the “ background ”— the “ third phase ” of the com­
pound reaction (in which the “ background ” stimulus is still in action) and 
the “ fourth phase ” (which is that after the withdrawal of the “ back­
ground” stimulus).
Since the preceding papers of this series were written, B e r i t o f f 1 
has published a paper in which he notices one of the successive effects of 
compound stimulation in the reflex reactions of the frog after local 
poisoning of the lumbar spinal cord with strychnine. When a “ back­
ground ” of flexion is used and the interrupting “ Abwischreflex ” is 
again withdrawn during the continuation of that “ background,” an 
extensor after-discharge occurs in the third phase of the reaction. This, 
which is present in the “ pure” interrupting reflex, is accompanied hy a 
lasting relaxation of the flexor.
II. M e t h o d s  E m p l o y e d .
The methods employed in the present experiments were the same as 
those described in previous papers in this series. The animals (cats) were 
unconscious throughout each experiment from the commencement and 
until they were destroyed at its termination.
1 Ar. f. (An. u.) Phys., 1913, p. 1.
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I I I .  S u c c e s s iv e  P h e n o m e n a  i n  C o m p o u n d  S t im u l a t io n  : S t i m u l i  o f  
A s y n c h r o n o u s  T e r m in a t io n  —  I p s il a t e r a l  F l e x i o n -R e f l e x  
( “ B a c k g r o u n d ” ) l e f t  i n  A c t io n — No R e b o u n d  C o n t r a c t io n s
PRESENT IN THE SIMPLE REFLEXES.
When the background stimulus used is the ipsilateral, and with this 
a contralateral stimulus is compounded, the rule in these experiments has 
been to apply first the ipsilateral stimulus—that is to say, to produce a 
flexion-reflex and then during the period of this stimulation to commence 
a contralateral stimulus (extension-reflex) and to withdraw this again 
before the termination of the ipsilateral reaction. When this is done, the 
successive effects of the contralateral stimulus upon the flexion-reflex may 
be studied first in that phase of the compound reaction which extends from 
the point of cessation of the contralateral reaction to that of the ipsilateral; 
and secondly, in the phase which immediately succeeds the termination of 
the ipsilateral stimulus. Such a compound reaction may be divided into 
four phases. Of these the first is that of “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion; the 
second is that of double stimulation, when the two stimuli are being syn­
chronously applied; the third is the phase of flexion complicated by the 
after-effects of the contralateral stimulus alone; and the fourth is the 
terminal phase after the withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus when the 
centres are returning to the normal state of “ rest.”
In this section the phenomena are examined in experiments in which 
the “ pure” flexion-reflex is followed by flexor relaxation only, and in 
which the “ pure ” extension-reflex is followed only by a maintained ex­
tensor after-discharge.
A. Successive Phenomena during the Continuation of the 
Ip sila tera l F lexion-Reflex (“ B ack grou n d”) a fter Double 
Stim ulation  [“ Third Phase” of the Compound Reaction].
In the third phase of the reaction the ipsilateral stimulus continues 
uncomplicated by the presence of the contralateral. It might therefore be 
expected that here there occurs a restitution of the flexor contraction from 
the level to which, by inhibitory relaxation, it was depressed in the period 
of double stimulation up to the level of contraction which would have 
obtained had the ipsilateral stimulus remained throughout uncomplicated 
by a contralateral. In point of fact, such restitution is found often to 
occur, or at least to be attempted, in the decerebrate preparation. But, as 
in the low spinal preparation, there is in some cases little or no lestitution. 
Such instances may first be examined.
In a certain number of decerebrate preparations, then, it is found that 
there is in the third phase little  or no restitu tion  of flexor contiaction 
from the level of depression conditioned during double stimulation. There 
is little to describe. The flexor contraction is reduced during the peiiod 
of double stimulation, and this reduction may continue to inciease in value
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for a short period after the termination of the contralateral stimulus. 
Thereafter the flexor curve may remain level at the lowest point attained 
during (or rather immediately after) double stimulation. In other cases 
there may be a slight increase of the level of contraction during the con­
tinued application of the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus.
In the first phase of the reaction the extensor exhibits inhibitory 
relaxation ; in the phase of double stimulation (if the contralateral stimulus 
is relatively strong enough) it shews a degree of contraction which is 
less than that of the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex evoked with 
the same strength of stimulus. During the third phase this contraction 
as a rule diminishes even when the flexor shews no restitution from the 
level of depression in the phase of double stimulation. The relaxation 
of the extensor in this phase is a comparatively slow movement— a 
gradual fall which may not attain its minimum at the end of two seconds. 
Such a result has been observed in experiments in which soleus alone is 
used as the extensor [see xv., fig. 13].1 In other instances the extensor 
may remain in comparatively level contraction throughout the third phase. 
Sometimes in the course of this there may be a partial relaxation and 
subsequent reconstitution of the maintained extensor contraction; and this 
may be accompanied, in the flexor curve, by a reciprocal contraction and 
relaxation (fig. 1 ). Occasionally in the decerebrate preparation— when the 
ipsilateral stimulus is comparatively weak —  there may be complete 
inhibitory relaxation of the flexor in the period of double stimulation, 
and absolutely no restitution of flexor contraction in the ensuing third 
phase. Even where this occurs there may be in the third phase a slow 
relaxation of the extensor from the level of contraction attained in the 
second phase— that of double stimulation.
In series of compounded reactions in which the time relations of the 
two stimuli are altered, but in which their values remain constant, the 
flexor depression in the third phase appears to be greater the later in 
the period of ipsilateral stimulation the contralateral stimulus falls.
It may be remarked that, in general, where in the third phase of the 
compound reaction there is continued flexor depression accompanied by 
continued extensor contraction, the contralateral extension-producing 
stimulus has usually been comparatively strong; and, moreover, it has 
usually been followed on cessation by a strong extensor after-discharge. 
In these instances the phenomena in the third phase seem to be conditioned 
by the compounding of immediate flexion with terminal extensor after­
discharge. And the latter wins. But the occasional slight flexor resti­
tution of contraction which is again followed by depression may be the 
evidence of a slight factor of flexion in the early part of the extension 
terminal phenomena— a factor not evidenced as such in the “ pure” ex-
1 In this j>aper, as in those which immediately precede it in this series, references 
to figures in other papers in the series are given— i.e. “ [see xv. fig. 1 3 .]” This means 
“ see fig. 13 in paper xv. of this series.”
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F i g . 1 .— Experiment C, clxviii., record 298, 7672 ; 2 7 /2 /1 3 .— Decerebrate cat. A series of compound reactions obtained 3 hours and 24 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals.
Reactions a and g are “  pure” ipsilateral flexion-reflexes— strength and duration of stimulus the same as those in the compound reactions. Note that the flexor rebound contraction is of about 
the same extent before and after the series of compound reactions. The flexion-reflex is of “ decerebrate” type— there being late extensor contraction during stimulation. This shews a relaxation 
reciprocal to the flexor rebound, and thereafter the extensor contraction is again constituted as an extensor rebound contraction of maintained type.
Reactions b and /  are “  pure ” extension-reflexes— strength and duration of stimulus as in the compound reactions. Note that b is of “ decerebrate ” type an d / of “ spinal ” type. In either case 
there is a maintained extensor after-discharge.
In reactions c, d, and e the two stimuli are compounded in different temporal arrangements. Note that the flexor rebound contraction on withdrawal of the flexion “ background” is smaller the 
later the contralateral stimulus falls. The secondary extensor rebound also occurs later and is of less extent. The reduction of the flexor rebound is greatest in e, where the two compounded stimuli 
are synchronously withdrawn. Note in the third phase (between ordinates b, b '-y , y ’ ) of reaction d the extensor relaxation and reciprocal flexor contraction. Thereafter the extensor contraction 
is reconstituted. Note, in the phase of double stimulation of reaction e, extensor relaxation and reciprocal flexor contraction. Thereafter extensor contraction occurs.
- This figure demonstrates the reduction of flexor rebound in the flexion-reflex when compounded with an extension-reflex which exhibits extensor after-discharge.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. VII., 1913.] [To face p. 349.
Fig. 2. Experiment C, clxiii., record 261, 6142 ; 2/11/12.—Decerebrate cat. A series of compound reactions obtained 2 hours and 6 minutes after decerebration—minute intervals.
Reaction/is a 1 ‘ pure ’ flexion-reflex—strength and duration of stimulus as in the compound reactions. Note that throughout the series there is a deterioration of the value of the flexion-reflex. Note also that there is no rebound
contraction on cessation of stimulation—only flexor terminal relaxation.
No instance of the “  pure ” extension-reflex is reproduced. Its extent was slightly greater than that of the extensor contraction in the first phase of reaction e, of iig. 8 in the immediately preceding paper of this series (xvi.). 
I he reactions of that figure were immediately precedent to the present one in time. On cessation of a 2-second contralateral stimulus there was a sharp extensor relaxation (extensor terminal relaxation— “  rebound relaxation after 
excitation ) which was partial and left a slight and rapidly waning extensor after-discharge.
In reaction a the strength of contralateral stimulation is weaker than in the other compound reactions of the series. Compare it with b to demonstrate the slighter flexor relaxation and the slighter extensor contraction during 
the phase of double stimulation.
In reactions b-e and g the contralateral stimulus is applied ever later in the period of the flexion-reflex. Note that during double stimulation there is, upon the whole, a greater flexor relaxation and extensor contraction the 
later the contralateral stimulus falls. In e  there is a rhythmic phenomenon during double stimulation. In the third phases of the compound reactions the flexor restitution is complete, and extensor relaxation occurs. In g 
the two stimuli are synchronously withdrawn. There occurs a marked flexor rebound contraction which is present in neither “ pure” reflex. In this reaction observe the slight “ spike-like” flexor augmentation of contraction
a the commencement of the phase of double stimulation. In b, c, and cl there is a slight extensor rebound contraction in the fourth phase of the compound reactions.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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tension-reflex, but activated, as it were, when the extension terminal 
phenomena are compounded against a flexion “ background.”
In the decerebrate preparation, however, there usually occurs in the 
third phase of the compounded reaction a restitution of flexor contraction 
which is either partial or complete—while sometimes there may even be 
augmentation of the flexor contraction above the level which would have 
obtained had the ipsilateral stimulus been uncomplicated.
Where the restitution of flexor contraction is partial or complete 
little need be said. During the period of double stimulation the flexor 
contraction is more or less depressed as the contralateral stimulus is 
stronger or weaker. This depression persists for a short period after 
the cessation of the contralateral stimulus and then gives place to a state 
of increasing contraction which forms the flexor restitution (figs. 2 , 6 ). 
There is sometimes an increase of the flexor depression immediately 
on withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus—perhaps corresponding to a 
“ flexor rebound relaxation after inhibition.” The flexor restitution is 
usually a sudden movement which at once carries the level of contraction 
up to (or nearly to) the level which would have been present if there 
had been no interrupting contralateral stimulus. There it persists until 
the end of the period of ipsilateral stimulation. Sometimes the movement 
is a comparatively slow one, and this has been observed in cases in which 
there was an additional depression of the flexor contraction immediately 
on cessation of the contralateral stimulus. The latency of the flexor 
contraction in restitution is commonly much greater (as measured from 
the point of cessation of the contralateral stimulus) than is the latency of 
flexor contraction at the commencement of a “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion- 
reflex— for instance, 0'4 second in place of OT second (fig. 2); TO second 
in place of OT second (fig. 6 ).
If, during the period of double stimulation, there is a contraction of 
the extensor muscle, this disappears again in the third phase of the 
reaction in all those cases in which there is a restitution of the flexor 
contraction, partial or complete. The movement of extensor relaxation 
as demonstrated in the curves is usually a fairly rapid one. Its latency 
is usually much shorter than that of the reciprocal movement of flexor 
contraction— for instance, 0‘2 second as compared with 0-4 second, 
0'5 second as compared with TO second— although the relaxation of the 
extensor sometimes does not reach its minimum before the flexor con­
traction reaches its maximum.
In consecutive series of reactions the time relations of the two stimuli 
have been changed while their values have been kept constant.
When the time relations alone were changed (fig. 2) the restitution 
of flexor contraction appeared to be less the later in the period of ipsilateral 
stimulation the contralateral stimulus was applied (the flexor depression 
during double stimulation was then greater the later the contralateral 
stimulus was given) (see also fig. 6 ).
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In these experiments actual augm entation  of the flexor restitution 
has occurred in the third phase of compounded reactions. That is to 
say, that the level of the flexor contraction attained in restitution has 
been higher (and sometimes markedly higher) than the level of flexor 
contraction which occurred in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex after the same 
duration of an ipsilateral stimulus of strength equal to that used in the 
compounded reaction.
This may occur when the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex is 
followed by a flexor rebound contraction 0 11  cessation of stimulation, and 
such cases will be considered later. In experiments in which there is 
no flexor rebound contraction in the extension-reflex it may also occur. 
When this is the case it is found both in those instances in which there 
is flexor inhibitory relaxation in the phase of double stimulation, and 
in those in which there is the more rare flexor augmentation.
Where the flexor augmentation occurs after inhibitory relaxation there 
may be no rebound phenomena in either the flexion-reflex or the ex­
tension-reflex (figs. 3, 4, 5). The phenomenon may, however, occur when 
there is a flexor rebound after the flexion-reflex, and also when there 
are flexor rebounds after the flexion-reflex and the extension-reflex; 
these cases will be considered later.
The phenomenon differs from that of the ordinary restitution of flexor 
contraction in the third phase only in extent. The level of flexor contrac­
tion may be two or three times as high as that of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex, 
when that is not very great (fig. 3). The movement is sometimes a 
comparatively slow one, although often fast; and the extensor exhibits 
complete reciprocal relaxation.
In those instances in which there is an augmentation of flexor contrac­
tion during the phase of double stimulation there sometimes appears an 
additional augmentation on cessation of the contralateral stimulus even 
when there are no rebound phenomena in the “ pure” reactions (figs. 4, 5) 
[see also xv., fig. 10], In the cases in which the flexor augmentation 
during double stimulation attains a maximum at which it remains during 
the rest of the period of double stimulation, the withdrawal of the contra­
lateral stimulus may be followed by no flexor augmentation, but only by a 
sustentation of the level of contraction thus reached [see xv., fig. 1 0 ]. But 
sometimes in this phenomenon of flexor augmentation during double 
stimulation there is a sharp flexor contraction succeeded by flexor relaxation 
which, however, brings the level of flexor contraction down to that whichJ > o
obtained immediately before the commencement of contralateral stimulation 
only. When this is the case the withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus 
may be followed by another augmentation which sometimes resembles that 
of the phase of double stimulation in again dying during the remaining 
portion of the period of ipsilateral stimulation. In other cases the 
augmentation during the third phase may be well sustained.
When the strengths of the compounded stimuli are varied in series of
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reactions it is found that the flexor augmentation in the third phase 
increases in value with increase in the strength of the interrupting contra­
lateral stimulus when the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus is of constant 
strength (fig. 4). It must here be remembered that flexor rebound con­
traction may make its appearance in the “ pure” extension-reflex when 
the strength of the contralateral stimulus is increased. Thus in one case 
a certain strength of contralateral stimulation gave a very weak extension- 
reflex which was followed by a maintained extensor after-discharge. 
On this being compounded against a strong flexion “ background ” there 
was flexor augmentation during double stimulation, followed by a mainten­
ance of this in the third phase. A stronger contralateral stimulus was 
followed on cessation by flexor rebound ; and it opened during stimulation 
with a transient flexion [see xi., fig. 36]. In a compound reaction of the 
same strength of flexion “ background ” there was, in the phase of 
double stimulation, a flexor augmentation of contraction greater in extent 
— as measured from the level of flexor contraction in the “ pure ” flexion- 
reflex— than that of the flexion factor in the “ pure ” contralateral reaction. 
This died during the course of double stimulation, and in the third phase 
of the compound reaction there was a flexor augmentation of greater 
extent than that of the flexor rebound contraction of the “ pure ” contra­
lateral reaction. It looks here as if the presence of a flexion “ back­
ground ” may bring to light a latent flexion factor in the extension-reflex 
or in its terminal phenomena, and as if it might augment these factors 
if they are apparent in the “ pure ” contralateral reaction. In another 
experiment—-where also there was a slight factor of flexion in contra­
lateral reactions evoked with strong stimuli —there occurred flexor aug­
mentation during the phase of double stimulation in compound reactions. 
At the same time there was an additional augmentation in the third phases 
of these reactions (fig. 4). These phenomena were seen when the “ pure ” 
contralateral stimulus was weak, and evoked a reaction of extensor con­
traction alone, followed by a “ tonic ” extensor after-discharge. They 
seemed to be greater the stronger the interrupting contralateral stimulus. 
Stronger contralateral stimuli were followed, on cessation of stimulation, 
by an incomplete extensor relaxation, after which the after-discharge was 
again constituted. Throughout this series the extent of the flexor aug­
mentation in the third phases of the compound reactions was greater the 
stronger the interrupting contralateral stimulus. With the stronger contra­
lateral stimuli there appeared, at the commencement of the third phases 
of the compound reactions, a slight flexor relaxation. This was brief,- and 
immediately preceded the flexor augmentation of the third phase. It did 
not appear when the interrupting contralateral stimuli were weak. Later 
in this experiment (fig. 5), in a series of compound reactions, the interrupting 
contralateral stimulus was kept of constant strength and the value of the 
ipsilateral “ background” stimulus was progressively increased in strength. 
Here this element of flexor relaxation in the early part of the third phase
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. V II . , 1913. ] [To face p. 352.
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F i g . 4 .— Experiment C, clxvi., record 295, 7479 ; 2 4 /2 /1 3 .— Decerebrate cat. A  series of compound reactions obtained 2 hours and 46 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals.
Reactions b and 1c are “ pure” flexion-reflexes—strength and duration of stimulation as in the compound reactions. Note that deterioration of the value of the flexion-reflex occurs throughout the series. There is a slight 
extensor rebound contraction.
Reactions a, d, / ,  h are “  pure” extension-reflexes taken with different strengths but with the same durations of stimulus. These strengths are the same as those used in the immediately following compound reactions in each 
case. Note that in this series of “ pure” extension-reflexes there appears a flexor contraction at the commencement of the period of stimulation with increase in the strength of stimulus, and that there also appears an element 
of extensor relaxation in the extensor after-discharge.
Reactions c, e, cj, i  are compound— constant “ background” flexion-reflex and increased strength of interrupting contralateral stimulation. During double stimulation there is flexor augmentation of contraction which is relatively 
greater the stronger the contralateral stimulus. In the third phases of the compound reactions there is an additional flexor augmentation w'hich also is relatively greater the stronger the contralateral stimulus.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
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appeared only with weak ipsilateral flexion “ background.” The following 
flexor augmentation of the third phase— as measured from the level of the 
flexor contraction of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex— appeared to be decreased 
with increase in the value of the flexion “ background.” The flexion 
augmentation during double stimulation appeared also to be relatively less 
the stronger the “ background.” With strong “ backgrounds ” there was 
even relaxation in the second phase. The interrupting contralateral 
stimulus used evoked an extension-reflex which was complicated by a 
slight flexion element and followed by slight extensor relaxation.
B. S uccessive Phenom ena a fter the D iscon tin u ation  o f the 
Ip s ila te ra l F lex ion -R e flex  [ “ F ourth  P h a se” o f the C om ­
pound R eaction].
On cessation of the ipsilateral stimulus there occurs the usual flexor 
relaxation in those cases in which no rebound phenomena are present. 
This has not been noticed materially to differ from the phenomenon of 
flexor relaxation in the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex.
IV. S u c c e s s i v e  P h e n o m e n a  i n  C o m p o u n d  S t i m u l a t i o n : S t i m u l i  o f  
A s y n c h r o n o u s  T e r m i n a t i o n  —  I p s i l a t e r a l  F l e x i o n - R e f l e x  
( “ B a c k g r o u n d  ” ) l e f t  i n  A c t io n  •—  R e b o u n d  C o n t r a c t io n s
PRESENT IN THE SIMPLE REFLEXES.
When rebound phenomena are present in the “ pure ” reflexes they may 
be classified as being in the direction either of extension or of flexion both 
in the flexion-reflex and in the extension-reflex. The extension-reflex may 
be followed on cessation of stimulation either by a flexor rebound contrac­
tion accompanied by reciprocal extensor relaxation (or by the extensor 
relaxation alone), or by an extensor rebound after excitation— which 
perhaps is but an exaggeration of the more ordinary tonic extensor after­
discharge. The flexion-reflex is followed in some cases by a flexor rebound 
contraction (and sometimes by an extensor relaxation after inhibition), 
but more commonly by an extensor rebound contraction. The extensor 
rebound, either after inhibition in the flexion-reflex or after excitation as 
the tonic after-discharge of the extension-reflex, is the most common 
terminal phenomenon of the reflexes which occur in the antagonists. of the 
ankle-joint. According as these rebound phenomena vary in the “ pure ” 
reactions we may examine the successive phenomena in their compound 
reactions; and, as before, we may investigate the successive effects of the 
compounded stimuli either in the third phase of the compound reaction 
(that which commences when the contralateral stimulus is withdrawn, and 
lasts as long as the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus is continued) or in 
the fourth phase (which is that after cessation of all stimulation), in which 
the centres again pass into the state of “ rest.”
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A. Successive Phenomena during the C ontinuation  of the Ip s i­
lateral F lex ion -R eflex  (“ B a ck g rou n d ”) a fter the Period 
of D ouble S tim ulation  [Third Phase of the Com pound 
Reaction].
We may first examine the cases in which the terminal phenomena of 
the “ pure ” reflexes are predominantly in the direction of extension—-the 
extensor rebound contraction after cessation of the ipsilateral flexion-reflex, 
and the tonic extensor after-discharge or the extensor augmentation of 
contraction (“ extensor rebound contraction after excitation ”) after cessation 
of the contralateral extension-reflex.
1 . W here “ E xtensor Rebound C ontraction  a fter E x c ita t io n ” 
is present in the “ P u re ” E xtension -R eflex .
When there is an extensor augmentation on cessation of stimulation in 
the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex it may happen that with a strength 
of stimulus which is insufficient to evoke any contraction of the extensor 
during stimulation there may yet be an extensor rebound contraction on with­
drawal of the stimulus. In one experiment in which this occurred there 
was also an extensor rebound contraction after the ipsilateral flexion-reflex. 
On compounding the two it was found that withdrawal of the ineffective 
contralateral stimulus while the ipsilateral was still in being was yet followed 
by a well-marked extensor contraction which in every way was similar to 
the extensor rebound of the ineffective “ pure ” contralateral stimulus 
(fig. 13, reaction a). In such a case restitution of flexor contraction is 
proportionately depressed or delayed. Where the contralateral stimulus is 
not only effective in giving an extensor contraction in the “ pure ” reflex 
but also gives an extensor contraction when applied during the flexion- 
reflex, this may not disappear again in the third phase after withdrawal of 
the contralateral stimulus. In such cases the extensor slowly relaxes 
during the third phase of the compounded reaction, and there is flexor 
depression in this phase. There may occur no restitution of flexor contrac­
tion during the two final seconds in which the ipsilateral stimulus continues 
uncomjdicated by the contralateral. This has been observed to occur when 
the “ pure ” contralateral reflex was followed on cessation of stimulation by 
a sustained tonic extensor after-discharge, and when the ipsilateral flexion- 
reflex on cessation was followed by a well-marked extensor rebound con­
traction which was also maintained after its establishment [see xv., fig. 13]. 
Where, in the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex, there is an “ extensor 
rebound contraction after excitation ” ; and when, in the phase of double 
stimulation, extensor contraction and flexor relaxation occurs, the com­
mencement of the third phase may be marked by an augmentation of 
extensor contraction. This is, however, much smaller in extent than in the 
“ pure ” extension-reflex. Accompanying this there is a reciprocal augmenta-
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tionof the flexor relaxation which occurs in the phase of double stimulation. 
Thereafter the flexor contracts and the extensor relaxes. In a series of 
reactions in which the time relations of the two stimuli were varied it was 
found that the reciprocal phenomena of extensor augmentation of contrac­
tion and flexor augmentation of relaxation were slightly greater the later 
in the period of ipsilateral stimulation the contralateral stimulus was 
applied. In the final reaction of the series the contralateral stimulus was 
applied late in the period of ipsilateral stimulation (four seconds after its 
commencement) and the two stimuli were simultaneously withdrawn. 
There ensued a very large augmentation of the extensor contraction which 
had appeared during the phase of double stimulation. This was much 
greater than in the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex. At this period 
in the experiment, and with the strength of ipsilateral stimulation then 
used, there was no extensor rebound contraction after the flexion-reflex 
(fig. 6 ). On cessation of the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus (when the 
two stimuli were terminated asynclironously) there was an extensor rebound 
contraction which was greater the later the contralateral stimulus fell in 
the period of the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus, and the shorter the 
period of the third phase.
2. W here “ E xten sor R ebound R elaxa tion  a fter E x c ita t io n ” 
is present in the “ P u re ” E x ten sion -R eflex .
Having already discussed those cases in which there is the usual 
extensor after-discharge in the “ pure ” extension-reflex, we may now look 
at the cases in which there is a terminal relaxation of the extensor muscle 
in that reflex.
Above have been described cases in which the weak extension-reflex 
was followed by extensor after-discharge, but in which increased strengths 
of contralateral stimulation evoked extension reactions which were followed 
by terminal extensor relaxation (fig. 4). There was augmentation of flexion 
in the third phase of compound reactions in which these contralateral 
stimuli were used as the interruptors.
Where the extensor relaxation after the “ pure ” contralateral extension- 
reflex is of very slight extent there may be no augmentation of flexion in 
the third phase of the reaction in which it is compounded against a flexion 
“ background.” If the flexion is weak and the extension strong there may 
even be a more or less complete depression of flexion in that phase [see xv., 
fig. 13]. T'he extensor contraction may then shew persistence in the third 
phase— but this is of less extent than is the partial extensor after-discharge 
of the “ pure ”  extension-reflex. Even where there is a considerable extensor 
terminal relaxation in the “ pure ” extension-reflex there may yet, in the 
third phase of the compound reaction, be only complete restitution of flexor 
contraction, and no augmentation (or very slight augmentation) of it 
above the level which obtains in the “ pure” flexion-reflex (fig. 2). But







F i g . 6 .— Experiment 0 , cxliv., record 262, 6187 ; 3 /1 2 /1 2 .— Decerebrate cat. A series of compound reactions obtained 2 hours and 47 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals.
Reaction a is a “ pure’’ extension-reflex— strength and duration of stimulation the same as those used in the compound reactions. There is a slight augmentation of extensor contraction on cessation of stimulation, and this is 
followed by a slow extensor relaxation. There was a much better marked “  extensor rebound contraction after excitation ’ ’ earlier in the experiment.
Reaction & is a “  pure” flexion-reflex— strength and duration of stimulation those used in the compound reactions. Note the peculiar form of the flexor contraction, the absence of any rebound contraction, and the fact that a 
certain deterioration of the value of the flexion-reflex occurs in the series of compound reactions.
Reactions c-h  are compound, and the temporal relations of the two stimuli are varied. In c the contralateral stimulus is first applied and first withdrawn— double stimulation lasting 1 second only. In cl the two stimuli are 
commenced synchronously and double stimulation is for a period of 2 seconds— as it is in the remaining compound reactions. In e double stimulation commences 1 second after the commencement of the “ background” flexion- 
reflex ; in / ,  2 seconds; in g, 4 seconds (the two stimuli being synchronously terminated); and in h, 3 seconds.
Note that in c -h  there is flexor augmentation in the first part of the period of double stimulation. This appears to be rather better marked (as measured from the level of flexor contraction in the flexion-reflex) the later the 
contralateral stimulus falls. The curve of extensor contraction during double stimulation appears to be rather greater in extent as well as a sharper movement the later the contralateral stimulus falls—although at the same time its 
latency appears also to be slightly greater.
In the third phase of the compound reactions (ordinates b, b'-y, y') there appears first to be a slight augmentation of extensor contraction. This is less than that of the “ pure” extension-reflex, but appears to be greater the later 
the contralateral stimulus falls in the period of the ipsilateral. It is accompanied by a very slight increase in flexor relaxation. In the later members of the series there appears to be a persisting flexor depression in the third phase.
In the fourth phases of the compound reactions (after ordinates y, y') there is extensor rebound contraction in the later members of the series. This is not present in the “ pure” flexion-reflex (b) ; absent also in c ; present, 
but very slight, in cl and e ; better marked in /  ; still better marked in h. In g— where the two stimuli are synchronously terminated— there is a very marked extensor rebound which appears as a direct augmentation of the extensor 
contraction of double stimulation. This may be regarded as a marked augmentation of an “ extensor rebound contraction after excitation.” This series therefore demonstrates, amongst other things, the appearance oi an extensor 
rebound contraction after the flexion-reflex when that is compounded with an interrupting extension-reflex which has a comparatively well-marked extensor after-discharge. And it demonstrates that this is better marked the later 
the contralateral extension-producing stimulus falls in the period of the flexion-reflex.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in  th e  Physiology o f  the Nervous System.”
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more usually actual augmentation of flexion occurs in the third phase of 
the compound reaction. This is especially the case in those experiments 
in which the contralateral reflex is one in which there is an element of 
flexion, or in which the “ decerebrate” type is presented. In such cases 
there is often flexor augmentation in the first part of the phase of double 
stimulation in the compound reactions. This in part may disappear, but 
there then occurs a second augmentation of flexion on withdrawal of the 
contralateral stimulus—even when that withdrawal in the “ pure ” contra­
lateral reaction is followed by extensor relaxation alone and by no flexor 
terminal contraction.
In one experiment the strength of ipsilateral stimulation used was 
subliminal. The “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex was followed by 
complete extensor terminal relaxation, but not by a flexor rebound con­
traction. In the compound reactions a flexor rebound occurred in the 
third phase immediately on withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus. 
Here, as it were, the subliminal flexion “ background ” summated with a 
flexor rebound which was dormant in the “ pure” extension-reflex and 
brought it into being.
Where, in series of compound reactions, the temporal relations of the 
antagonistic stimuli are varied, the flexor augmentation in the third phases 
may also vary (fig. 15). In one such case the flexor relaxation during 
double stimulation was greater the later the interrupting contralateral 
stimulus fell in the period of the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus. At the 
same time there occurred flexor augmentation in the third phases, and this 
was found also t be greater. In the phase of double stimulation there 
occurred extensor contraction which was not as great as that of the “ pure” 
extension-reflex. The later contralateral stimulation fell in the compound 
reactions the greater was the extensor contraction during double-stimula­
tion, and the sharper was the extensor relaxation which occurred in the 
third phase.
In several instances the strengths of the compounded stimuli have 
been varied in series of reactions. Where the “ pure ” flexion-reflex is of 
markedly “ decerebi’ate ” type—with a great preponderance of extension— 
there may occur extensor augmentation during double stimulation [see 
xv. fig. 26]. The withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus may then be 
followed by partial extensor relaxation. If there is incomplete terminal 
relaxation of the extensor in the “ pure ” extension-reflex there may apjDear 
to be, in the third phase of the compound reaction, a summation of the 
reduced extensor after-discharge in the extension-reflex and of the extensor 
contraction in the flexion-reflex. In such a case, where the ipsilateral 
“ background ” is kept constant, the extensor relaxation of the third phase 
may appear to be greater the stronger the contralateral stimulus. In an 
experiment in which this was recorded three successive series of reactions 
were registered. In these, three different strengths of ipsilateral “ back­
ground ” were used; and in each series the same four different strengths of 
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contralateral interrupting stimuli were applied. With the weakest flexion 
“ background ” there was no flexor augmentation in the third phases : the 
phenomena have already been described in this paragraph. With the 
intermediate flexion “ background ” there occurred a slight flexor augmenta­
tion in the third phase when the strongest contralateral stimulus was used; 
and with the strongest ipsilateral “ background ” there occurred flexor 
augmentation in all the third phases— this being greater the stronger the 
interrupting contralateral stimulus. Later in this same experiment these 
series were repeated and similar results were obtained (figs. 7 , 8 , 9 , 1 0 ).
3. W here “ E xtensor Rebound R e la x a tio n ” is accom panied by 
“ F lexor  R ebound C on tra ction ” in the Term inal Pheno­
mena o f the “ P u re ” C ontralateral E xtension -R eflex .
“ Flexor rebound contraction after inhibition,” accompanied by a re­
ciprocal “ extensor rebound relaxation after excitation,” may occur in the 
terminal phenomena of the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex of the 
decerebrate preparation; and in such cases the compound phenomena may 
be examined.
In the tracing obtained from the flexor muscle in the third phase of the 
compound reactions of such experiments there is often a sudden augmen­
tation of flexor contraction immediately after the withdrawal of the 
contralateral stimulus. This almost immediately reaches its maximum 
and then passes over into flexor relaxation during the continuation of the 
ipsilateral stimulus. The relaxation, however, is incomplete, and leaves the 
flexor often at a higher level of contraction than that which obtains at the 
same point in a “ pure ” flexion-reflex. The form of this sudden augmenta­
tion and relaxation almost exactly resembles that of the flexor rebound 
contraction after the contralateral extension-reflex. It is, however, of 
much greater extent; and may be present, and of great extent, when the 
strength of contralateral stimulus is such that when applied “ pure ” there 
is no flexor rebound. The extensor demonstrates reciprocal relaxation. In 
one instance, with the strength of stimulation used there was no ipsilateral 
flexion-reflex. It was then found that when the two stimuli were com­
pounded in the usual manner a very large flexor contraction occurred in 
the third phase. This resembled the flexor rebound contraction of the 
contralateral extension-reflex in form, but it was of much larger extent.
In these experiments it has so happened that the two antagonistic 
stimuli have been compounded together in no experiment in which a flexor 
rebound occurred after the ipsilateral flexion-reflex alone—there has then 
always been also flexor rebound contraction after the contralateral extension- 
reflex. But the two stimuli have been compounded at strengths at which 
of the two the contralateral produced no flexor rebound phenomenon. It 
was found that here the cessation of contralateral stimulation was followed 
in the third phase of the reaction by an augmentation of flexion which 
resembled in form the flexor rebound contraction.
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In these experiments it has often occurred that the flexor rebound 
phenomenon occurred after both the ipsilateral flexion-reflex and the 
contralateral extension-reflex. It may be noted in passing that such 
preparations often shew at different times during the taking of long records 
of reflex reactions the abnormal contralateral flexion-reflex, or approxima­
tions thereto. In compounded reactions they also often demonstrate 
augmentation of flexion in the phase of double stimulation when the 
ipsilateral flexion-producing stimulus is first applied and the contralateral 
stimulus then commenced and again withdrawn during the flexion-reflex. 
When such an augmentation occurs it often again passes over into partial 
relaxation during the phase of double stimulation, and then, on withdrawal 
of the contralateral stimulus, there is often a further augmentation of 
flexion. Towards the end of the period of double stimulation there may 
appear an extensor contraction, and this then disappears after the 
commencement of the third phase. In other cases there may be the more 
usual flexor relaxation during the phase of double stimulation. At the 
withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus there then occurs flexor restitution 
of contraction. This may be a rapid movement, and may bring the 
level of the flexor far above that which would have obtained in the “ pure ” 
flexion-reflex. At this level it may persist throughout the third phase 
until the withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus. In such cases the ex­
tensor contraction which occurs usually in the phase of double stimulation 
reciprocally passes over into a relaxation which rapidly becomes complete. 
In other cases the flexor restitution has at first the form of the flexor re­
bound contraction which occurs in the same experiment after withdrawal of 
the stimulus in the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex. Such a rebound 
contraction may be of a duration of about one second only. Although of 
the same form, the flexor restitution is of larger extent than that rebound 
contraction. The relaxation phase is, however, partial only— perhaps of 
about one-half the extent of the contraction phase— and it leaves the flexor 
at a level of contraction higher than that at the same stage of the “ pure ” 
flexion-reflex. This point having been reached, the flexor begins again to 
contract slowly, and the wave of contraction may then change over into 
slight and slow relaxation which persists throughout the remainder of the 
period of ipsilateral “ background ” stimulation. In some cases, however, 
the flexor restitution may be but little higher in extent than the height of 
the flexor rebound contraction after the “ pure ” extension-reflex; and, in 
such cases, it may not bring the level of contraction in flexor restitution 
up to the level of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex.
In several experiments series of reactions were obtained in which the 
strengths of the compounded stimuli were varied.
In one such case [see xv., fig. 1 2 ] the contralateral reaction was varied 
in strength against a constant—but subliminal—ipsilateral “ background.” 
Weak “ pure” contralateral stimuli gave a maintained extensor after-dis­









F ig . 11.— Experiment C, clxviii., record 299, 7727; 27/2/13.— Decerebrate cat. A series of compound 
reactions obtained 5 hours and 8 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals. Here the 
extensor used is soleus, and not the usual gastrocnem ius soleus. The first reaction 
was obtained 40 minutes after separation of the soleus muscle from the remainder of the 
extensor group.
Three different strengths of ipsilateral flexion “ background” are used, and against them 
are compounded similar contralateral stimuli. The contralateral stimulus is of the same 
strength as that used in xv. fig. 12, reaction g— 8 minutes before.
In a— “ background” subliminal— double stimulation opens with a transient flexor con­
traction accompanied by relaxation of extensor tonus. In the “ pure” extension-reflex only 
the relaxation was present— the reciprocal flexor contraction being absent. Thereafter there 
is extensor contraction. Cessation of double stimulation is followed, comparatively late in 
the third phase, by extensor relaxation and a marked flexor'contraction which is followed 
immediately by relaxation. In the fourth phase there is an extensor rebound contraction of 
maintained type.
In b— “ background” ipsilateral extension—there is no flexor contraction in the phase of 
double stimulation. Relaxation of the extensor contraction of the “ background” reaction 
occurs, but this does not carry the level of the curve down to the point attained in a. There­
after there is extensor contraction. In the third phase extensor relaxation occurs. It 
commences sooner than in a, but the reciprocal flexor contraction is less. In the fourth phase 
there is an extensor rebound contraction of maintained type. This is of greater extent than 
in a.
In c— “ background” flexion— late extensor contraction is just commencing when the 
period of double stimulation opens. There is no extensor relaxation or flexor augmentation at 
the commencement of that phase— only extensor contraction and flexor relaxation. In the 
third phase there is extensor relaxation of less extent than before. This is accompanied by a 
smaller flexor contraction than before. The extensor relaxation passes over again into 
contraction, and the flexor contraction into relaxation. In the fourth phase there is extensor 
relaxation, and for the first time there appears in this phase a flexor rebound contraction.
This is transient, and there then appears a late maintained extensor rebound contraction which 
is of less extent than before.
Quarterly Journal of Experimental Physiology, Vol. V II., 1913. ] [To face p. 365.
gastrocnem ius
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F ig . 12. Experiment C, clxxv., record 317, 8535j 9 /5 /1 3 .— Decerebrate cat. A  series of compound reactions obtained 3 hours and 44 minutes after decerebration—minute intervals.
Reactions\ a, c, e g, i I, and n are pure” extension-reflexes taken with the same strength and duration of contralateral stimulation that is used in each following compound reaction. Of these reactions a is the weakest, and they constitute a series in ascending strength. In this series of “  pure” extension-reflexes note the 
appearance of a factor ot extensor relaxation during stimulation as the strength of stimulus is progressively increased. In I and n note extensor terminal relaxation and a reciprocal flexor rebound contraction. After this there is a reconstitution of extensor contraction as a maintained after-discharge. In the other “  pure” 
extension-reflexes there is only slight extensor terminal relaxation. 6
No “  pure ”  flexion-reflex is recorded. A  6-second one taken a little later shewed a comparatively level plateau— as if the level of flexor contraction in the first phase of any of the compound reactions here had been maintained throughout the reaction.
In the compound reactions (o, d ,f ,  h, Jc, m, o) the “  background ” of flexion is constant. The immediately preceding contralateral stimulus in each case is used as the interrupter.
plnrnpnitn ’>t£mulai ‘011. no ê the augmentation of flexor contraction. This, upon the whole, appears to be of greater extent but lesser maintenance the stronger the contralateral interrupting stimulus. From this it m aybe argued that the presence of a flexion “  background ”  tends to exaggerate the flexion
element m  the decerebiate type of extension-reflex, and that that element is more pronounced the stronger the contralateral stimulus— whether it is pure or compounded against the flexion “ background 5/
of the of the1 ex tensioii n'efl ex when c o m ^ o S ^  “  8° metijneS ^  ^  ™ S "  th™ « h<rat the * hase’ a“ d increa8es with inci'ease the strength of contralateral stimulation. This seems to point to a similar exaggeration
absent in “  pure ”  flexion-reflexes. It is of less extent than the extensor maintained contraction 
contralateral stimulus was used (not here reproduced). W hat is of interest is that the extensorterminal
G r a h a m  B r o w n ,  “ S tu d ie s  in  the Physiology o f  the Nervous System.”
phases of the compound
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terminal phenomenon; and strong stimuli were followed by additional 
flexor rebound contraction. These phenomena appeared in the third phases 
of the compound reactions, but were exaggerated for each strength of contra­
lateral stimulation. Thus when a “ pure” stimulus gave no extensor terminal 
relaxation, that yet appeared in the third phase of the compound reaction. 
When a “ pure ” contralateral stimulus was followed by flexor rebound, that 
was greater in the third phase of the compound reaction. Later in this 
experiment another series, in which the value of the ipsilateral flexion 
“ background ” was varied, gave interesting reactions. Plere the constant 
contralateral stimulus when “ pure” was followed by a flexor rebound. In 
the series flexor rebound occurred in the third phases of the compound 
reactions, but it was smaller the stronger the ipsilateral stimulus. This 
result— which is contrary to the general rule—is perhaps due to the fact 
that in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex there was a marked factor of late extension. 
This was considerable in the third phase of the compound reactions, and 
there probably compounded with the flexor rebound of the contralateral 
stimulus reducing its extent (fig. 11).
In another experiment, against a constant flexion “ background,” the 
contralateral stimulus evoked an augmentation of flexion in the third 
phases of a series of compound reactions. This was greater the stronger 
the contralateral stimulus, in spite of the fact that a certain amount of 
deterioration of the flexion “ background ” occurred in the series. The 
flexor rebound contraction of the strong “ pure ” contralateral reaction was 
of short duration, and followed by a marked extensor restitution of after­
discharge ; but in the third phase of the compound reactions there was a 
maintained augmentation of flexor contraction which persisted until the 
withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus (fig. 12).
In another case, where a constant interrupting contralateral stimulus 
was used with a flexion “ background,” the strength of which wras varied,o  7 o
it was again found that the flexor augmentation of the third phase was 
greater the greater the strength of the ipsilateral flexion “ background ’ was.
Here the temporal relations of the two stimuli were also varied. The 
phenomena in the third phase were then rhythmic, and shewed little 
variation in extent of flexor augmentation. But upon the whole it 
appeared that the augmentation was the greater the earlier the contralateral 
stimulus was applied in the period of the “ background ” ipsilateral stimulus, 
and it was certainly the case that the element of maintained flexion 
in the rhythmic phenomenon was greater the earlier the contralateral 
stimulus fell.
B. Successive Phenom ena after the D iscontinuation  of the 
Ip sila tera l F lex ion -R eflex  [“ Fourth P hase” of the Com­
pound Reaction].
As in the previous section, we may examine the phenomena first in 
preparations the reactions of which demonstrate extensor rebound con­
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tractions after the contralateral extension-reflex and ipsilateral flexion- 
reflex.
1. W here “ E xtensor R ebound C o n tra c t io n ” is present in the 
“ P u re ” C ontra latera l E xten sion -R eflex .
The extensor rebound contraction may occur as a phenomenon of the 
contralateral extension-reflex alone at the time of the compounding of the 
two antagonistic stimuli. In one experiment of this nature a subliminal 
contralateral stimulus was followed on cessation by an extensor rebound 
contraction — effective stimuli being followed by “ extensor rebound 
contraction after excitation.” At this time the flexion-reflex was not 
followed by an extensor rebound contraction. When the two stimuli were 
compounded the termination of ipsilateral stimulation 2 seconds after the 
end of the phase of double stimulation was followed by an extensor re­
bound contraction which was of longer duration and greater height than in 
the case of the “ pure” subliminal contralateral stimulus (fig. 13). Later in 
this experiment the ipsilateral stimulus was followed by an extensor rebound.
In another experiment (fig. 6) a well-marked “ extensor rebound con­
traction after excitation ” was present in the “ pure ” contralateral ex- 
tension-reflex. Much later in the experiment, and with a greater strength 
of stimulus than used in the compounded reactions about to be described, 
there was a slight extensor rebound contraction after the flexion-reflex. 
At the period when the stimuli were compounded there was no extensor 
rebound after that reaction. At this time the crossed extension-reflex 
opened with a very slight flexor contraction which was hardly noticeable, 
and the extensor rebound on withdrawal of the stimulus was very small. 
In the phase of double stimulation of the compounded reaction there 
occurred first an augmentation of flexor contraction; and this experiment 
was one of those in which the withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus was 
followed by an augmentation of the flexor relaxation which had again set 
in during the later part of the phase of double stimulation. This was 
succeeded again by flexor augmentation of contraction. The termination 
of the ipsilateral stimulus was followed by an extensor rebound contraction 
of good extent and well maintained. An ipsilateral stimulus then applied for 
6 seconds and uncomplicated by contralateral stimulation evoked a “ pure ” 
flexion-reflex which was followed by no trace of extensor rebound. In a 
series of compounded reactions (fig. 6) the contralateral stimulus was applied 
for 2 seconds and commenced at different points in a 6-second ipsilateral 
reaction. When the contralateral stimulus was commenced 1 second before 
the ipsilateral and terminated after running for 2 seconds—the ipsilateral 
stimulus then remaining for 5 seconds— there was again no extensor rebound 
on withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus. A very slight extensor rebound 
(almost unnoticeable) appeared when the two stimuli were applied at the 
same time and the ipsilateral allowed to run 4 seconds after withdrawal of 
the contralateral stimulus. The extensor rebound contraction was greater
when the ipsilateral ran for 3 seconds, and still greater when only 2 seconds 
separated the termination of the contralateral stimulus from that of the ipsi­
lateral. Finally, when the two stimuli were synchronously terminated (the







Fig . 13.— Experiment C, cxxvii., record 245, 5708 ; 7 /11 /12 .— Decerebrate cat. A series of reactions 
obtained 3 hours and 4 minutes after decerebration.
Reaction a is a “ pure” contralateral one. Note that there is no reaction during stimula­
tion, but that on cessation of stimulation there is an extensor terminal contraction.
Reaction b is a “  pure” flexion-reflex— note the absence of terminal phenomena save flexor 
terminal relaxation.
In reaction c the two stimuli are compounded together. They commence synchronously, but 
the contralateral is first withdrawn and the ipsilateral then runs for 2 seconds alone. There 
is little to note in the phase of double stimulation (1 second), but in the third phase flexor 
augmentation occurs. On cessation of “ background” stimulation there occurs an extensor 
rebound contraction— although none is present in the “ pure” flexion-reflex. This is of 
greater maintenance than that of the “  pure ” extension-reflex.
In reaction cl the stimuli are in “ step” arrangement. Double stimulation again is for a 
period of 1 second, but here— where the reaction commences with “ pure” contralateral 
stimulation— there is no flexor contraction (compare with c). The third phase (ordinates b, b -  
y, y ') commences with a marked extensor contraction of much greater extent then that of the 
rebound contraction in the “ pure” extension-reflex. Thereafter there is an augmented fiexoi 
contraction. In the fourth phase there is another extensor rebound contraction, but here it is 
again of maintained type.
contralateral being then commenced 4 seconds after the commencement of 
the ipsilateral), the extensor contraction which had appeared during the phase 
of double stimulation received a sudden augmentation much greater in 
extent than that of the rebound contractions seen in the previous reactions
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of the series. It was considerably greater in extent than the sum of the 
“ extensor rebound contraction after excitation ” of the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex and the extensor rebound contraction which had appeared after 
withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus in the compounded reactions. In 
this series the extensor contraction during double stimulation had become 
a more rapid movement the later in the period of ipsilateral stimulation 
the contralateral stimulus fe ll; and an extensor rebound contraction from 
this had appeared on withdrawal of the contralateral stimulus. This also 
was greater the later the contralateral stimulus fell— but at the same time 
was always smaller than in the “ pure ” extension-reflex.
2. W here “ E xten sor R ebound R elaxation  a fter E x c ita t io n ” 
is present in the “ P u re ” E xten sion -R eflex .
Even where incomplete extensor relaxation follows upon cessation of 
stimulation in the extension-reflex, and where there is no extensor rebound 
in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex, there may occur an extensor rebound contraction 
on withdrawal of the ipsilateral “ background” stimulus in compound 
reactions. In one such case (fig. 2) there was no extensor rebound in a 
“ pure ” flexion-reflex— where, however, the duration of ipsilateral stimula­
tion was less than that used in the compound reactions. In the extension- 
reflex relaxation followed upon termination of the stimulus. This was a 
sharp movement, but incomplete— so that there then remained a certain 
degree of extensor after-discharge. In the compound reactions an extensor 
rebound contraction followed the withdrawal of the ipsilateral “ back­
ground ” stimulus. This was greater the stronger the contralateral 
interrupting stimulus when the temporal relations of the two stimuli were 
constant, and it was also greater the later the contralateral stimulus fell in 
the period of the flexion “ background ” when the temporal relations of the 
two stimuli were changed. But when the two stimuli were synchronously 
terminated there first occurred a well-marked flexor rebound contraction, 
and this was followed by an irregular extensor rebound. The extensor 
rebound after the compound reactions was not so great in extent as the 
partial extensor after-discharge of the “ pure ” extension-reflex.
In another instance [see xv., fig. 13] there was a slight extensor 
rebound contraction after the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. This was of very 
small extent and short duration. In the “ pure” extension-reflex there was 
a partial relaxation on withdrawal of the stimulus. This left a considerable 
extensor after-discharge. In the compound reaction there occurred a certain 
degree of persistence of extension in the third phase, and this continued 
after withdrawal of the “ background ” ipsilateral stimulus. There was no 
further augmentation of extension, and the extent of the extensor after­
discharge was small, but greater than that of the extensor rebound in the 
flexion-reflex. It was of course smaller than that of the extensor after­
discharge in the extension-reflex.
Where the terminal extensor relaxation of the extension-reflex is com­
plete, a flexor rebound contraction may appear 0 11 withdrawal of the ipsilateral 
flexion £< background ” in compound reactions even where no flexor rebound 
contraction appears in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex when the evoking ipsilateral 
stimulus (of the same strength as that used for the “ background” in the 
compound reaction) is terminated (see fig. 15).
3. W here “ Extensor Rebound C ontraction  a fter In h ib it io n ” 
occurs in the “ P u re” F lex ion -R eflex .
Extensor rebound contraction may occur after the flexion-reflex at the 
time of the compounding of the two stimuli. In one experiment in which 
this was the case there was 1 10  extensor rebound in the flexion-reflex 
at the time when the two antagonistic stimuli were compounded, although 
earlier in the experiment such had been present. When the two stimuli 
were then compounded there was a distinct extensor rebound contraction 
at withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus. At that time the extension- 
reflex shewed no “ rebound contraction after excitation,” and little tendency 
to tonic extensor after-discharge. A little later a fairly weak contralateral 
stimulus was compounded with an ipsilateral which gave a strong flexion- 
reflex. On cessation of the flexion-reflex there was no extensor rebound 
contraction. Immediately afterwards a stronger contralateral stimulus was 
compounded with the same ipsilateral stimulus and in the same relations of 
time. There followed upon the ipsilateral flexion a distinct extensor 
rebound contraction. The same stimuli were then used, but their temporal 
relations changed. When the contralateral stimulus fell later in the period 
of ipsilateral stimulation the extensor rebound contraction which followed 
withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus was greater. The extensor contrac­
tion and the flexor relaxation during double stimulation were greater the 
later the contralateral stimulus fell. A few minutes later the contralateral 
stimulus was applied late in the period of ipsilateral stimulation. Im­
mediately on the commencement of the period of double stimulation there 
was a slight augmentation of flexor contraction—which, however, at once 
gave place to complete relaxation of that muscle. The two stimuli were 
then synchronously terminated after the contralateral had run for 2 seconds, 
and the cessation of double stimulation was then followed by a well-marked 
fle x o r  rebound contraction (fig. 2).
In another experiment there was a good extensor tonic after-discharge 
after the extension-reflex, and a maintained extensor rebound contraction 
after the flexion-reflex. On compounding the two stimuli in the usual 
manner there was a marked extensor rebound contraction after withdrawal 
of the ipsilateral stimulus. This was of greater extent than that in the 
“ pure” reaction [see xv., fig. 15].
In a third experiment in which the extensor used was soleus alone there 
was a transient extensor rebound contraction after the flexion-reflex and a
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badly maintained after-discharge in the extension-reflex. On compounding 
the two the flexor was depressed in the phase of double stimulation, and 
this depression was maintained in the third phase of the reaction, the 
extensor at the same time slowly relaxing. On cessation of the ipsilateral 
stimulus the extensor was still partially contracted. This contraction fell 
slightly, and thereafter the extensor remained in a state of tonic after­
discharge which was maintained but was smaller than in the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex— there being no augmentation comparable to an extensor 
rebound contraction [see xv., fig. 13].
In yet a fourth experiment the ipsilateral reaction was one of “ decere­
brate ” type, and there appeared, on cessation of stimulation, an augmentation 
of the extensor contraction then in being. In this experiment the strength 
of the ipsilateral stimulus was increased progressively in a series of com­
pounded reactions. Interposed between them, “ pure ” ipsilateral reactions 
of the different strengths were taken. In these the extensor rebound 
contractions were found to be of greater extent the stronger the stimulus 
was. Cessation of ipsilateral stimulation in the conrpounded reactions was 
found always to be followed by an extensor rebound contraction which was 
of larger extent than in the corresponding “ pure ” flexion-reflex. At the 
same time the stronger ipsilateral stimuli were found, in the compounded 
reactions, to be followed first on cessation by a transient flexor augmenta­
tion (“ flexor rebound contraction after excitation ”), and this was reciprocally 
accompanied by extensor relaxation. The “ pure ” ipsilateral reactions taken 
were usually of 2 seconds duration of stimulation— while the ipsilateral 
stimulus ran for 6 seconds in the compounded reactions. But in one case 
the “ pure ” ipsilateral stimulus was run for 6 seconds. It was then seen 
that this flexor rebound contraction was greater and the subsequent extensor 
rebound contraction (which was maintained) was smaller than in the corre­
sponding compounded reaction in which the contralateral stimulus was 
applied for 2 seconds, and the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus for a total 
period of 6 seconds. In series of reactions in which the strength of the 
interrupting contralateral stimulus is progressively increased against a 
constant ipsilateral “ background,” it may be found that there occurs an 
extensor rebound on withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus, and that this is 
greater the stronger the contralateral stimulus (fig. 8) [see also xv., fig. 26].
4. W here “ F lex or  R ebound C on traction  a fter  E x c ita t io n ” 
occurs in the “ P u re ” F lex ion -R eflex .
Compounded reactions in preparations in which the “ pure ” reactions 
are followed by flexor rebound contractions may now be examined.
Flexor rebound contraction may occur as a terminal reflex pheno­
menon in the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex alone. When it does so it 
may appear after a preliminary flexor relaxation— especially when the 
flexor contraction during the period of stimulation is badly maintained;
or it may appear as a direct augmentation of the flexor contraction of the 
period of stimulation— especially when that flexor contraction is fairly well 
maintained.
In one experiment the flexor rebound contraction after the ipsilateral 
flexion-reflex appeared after a preliminary flexor relaxation, although 
the flexor contraction during the period of stimulation was well main­
tained. When the two antagonistic stimuli were compounded in a reaction^ 
and the contralateral first withdrawn, on cessation of ipsilateral stimulation 
there was a flexor rebound contraction which was of greater extent than 
in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. This still appeared after a preliminary 
relaxation of the flexor; but this relaxation was smaller than in the 
“ pure ” reaction, and the latency of the flexor rebound contraction was 
less. A minute later repetition of the compounded reaction again demon­
strated flexor rebound contraction on withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus. 
The rebound contraction was of greater extent and duration than before; 
its latency was less; and there was then no preliminary relaxation of 
the flexor. Later in the experiment the “ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex 
was unaccompanied by flexor rebound contraction. Cessation of stimulation 
was followed, however, by a flexor after-discharge which sustained the 
flexor contraction for about 1 second at the level which obtained during 
stimulation. In a subsequent compounded reaction in which the same 
strength of ipsilateral stimulation was used there ensued on withdrawal 
of the ipsilateral stimulus an augmentation of flexor contraction. This 
flexor rebound was comparatively small in extent; its latency was about 
0%3 second; it was interrupted by a partial relaxation which passed over 
into contraction again before the maximum was reached; and that maxi­
mum was attained in about 12 seconds. Here a partial extensor relaxa­
tion was the terminal phenomenon in the contralateral extension-reflex.
In one experiment “ pure ” ipsilateral stimuli when weak evoked an 
abnormal extension-reflex. Stronger ipsilateral stimuli gave a flexion- 
reflex of “ decerebrate ” type in which there was at the termination of 
stimulation a certain amount of extensor contraction; the cessation was 
then followed by extensor rebound contraction as an augmentation of 
the extensor contraction then in being. Still stronger ipsilateral stimuli 
evoked the usual flexion-reflex in which there was little or no extensor 
contraction during stimulation, cessation of stimulation being followed 
by an extensor rebound contraction. Yet stronger ipsilateral stimuli— 
or weaker ones of longer duration— evoked a flexion-reflex which was 
followed on cessation of stimulation first by a flexor rebound contraction 
which appeared without intervening flexor relaxation and was accompanied 
by a reciprocal extensor relaxation ; this was followed, in its turn, by 
an extensor rebound. At this strength of ipsilateral “ background ” stimu­
lation in a compound reaction the flexor rebound contraction (which still 
occurred without preceding flexor relaxation) was found to be depressed,, 
and the extensor rebound contraction was found to be augmented, upon
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withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus. In this instance there was a 
good extensor after-discharge in the contralateral extension-reflex at the 
strength of stimulation used in the compound reactions.
It is therefore remarkable that in some cases there seems to be 
augmentation of the flexor rebound on withdrawal of the ipsilateral 
“ background” stimulus in compound reactions, whereas in other cases 
there appears to be depression of it. r iiis difference may possibly rest 
with the nature of the terminal phenomena in the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex, for it has been observed that where there is a marked extensor 
after-discharge in the “ pure ” extension-reflex there is often depression 
of the flexor rebound in the compound reaction; whereas when extensor 
relaxation is the terminal phenomenon in this reflex the flexor rebound 
may be augmented.
In a case in which there was marked extensor after-discharge in the 
“ pure” extension-reflex and a flexor rebound contraction in the flexion- 
reflex, the two stimuli were compounded in a series of reactions in which 
their temporal relations were changed (fig. 1). Here the ipsilateral 
flexion-reflex was of “ decerebrate ” type, and there occurred a marked 
extensor contraction in the latter part of the period of stimulation. 
Cessation of stimulation was followed by a flexor rebound of good extent 
and by a marked reciprocal extensor relaxation. In the series of com­
pound reactions it was found that the flexor rebound was reduced in 
extent, and that this reduction was greater the later the contralateral 
stimulus fell in the period of the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus— 
that is to say, the shorter the duration of the third phase.
Where there is extensor relaxation as the terminal phenomenon of the 
“ pure ” extension-reflex, augmentation of the flexor rebound may occur 
in compound reactions, and may be greater the later the contralateral 
stimulus is applied in the period of double stimulation. Thus in one 
instance the extension-reflex had previously been followed by a marked 
flexor rebound, but the strength of contralateral stimulation which was 
used in the compound reactions when applied “ pure ” evoked an almost 
liminal extension which was followed by relaxation alone. The “ pure 
flexion-reflex of the value used in the compound reactions was followed by a 
very slight flexor rebound contraction. In the compound reactions flexor 
rebound occurred, and this was of very great extent and duration when 
the contralateral stimulus fell late in the period of the ipsilateral “ back­
ground ” (fig. 14).
In another instance the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex was 
followed by extensor relaxation. In the “ pure ” ipsilateral reflex there had 
a short time previously been a flexor rebound contraction followed by a 
maintained extensor rebound; but the flexor element was not present when 
a series of compound reactions was obtained. The temporal relations of 
the two stimuli were changed (tig. 15). It was found that when the 
contralateral stimulus fell early in the period of the flexion “ background ”




Fig. 14.—Experiment C, clxii., record 290, 7159 ; 17/2/13.— Decerebrate cat. A series of compound reactions obtained 2 hours ana 10 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals.
Reaction a is a “ pure” contralateral extension-reflex of almost liminal value— there had previously occurred flexor rebound contraction in similar reactions. Reaction i is taken with a similar strength and duration ot stimulation 
at the end of the series— the reaction is then subliminal.
Reaction b is a “  pure ”  flexion-reflex. Reactions a, b, and i  are taken with the strengths and durations of stimuli which are used in the compound reactions.
Reactions c-h  are compound— variation of temporal arrangement of stimuli. The interrupting contralateral stimuli first are applied early in the period of the flexion “  background,” and then ever later. _ Reaction h is a repetition ot e. 
During double stimulation flexor augmentation of contraction appears and becomes ever greater the later the contralateral stimulus is applied. In the third phases there is additional flexor augmentation, and this again is greater the 
later the contralateral stimulus falls. In the fourth phases there occurs (e and f )  a flexor rebound contraction which is greater the later the contralateral stimulus. (It is not present in the “  pure” reflexes.) lliis  is ot maintained type. 
In g— where the two stimuli are synchronously terminated— the flexor rebound contraction is not well maintained.
Here the effect of a contralateral stimulus appears to be to augment flexor contraction in the third and fourth phases— and that the more the later it falls in the period of the ipsilateral.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ S tu d ies  in  the Physiology o f  the Nervous System.”





Fig . 15. Experiment C, clxx., record 302 7909 ; 3/3/13. — Decerebrate cat. A series of compound reactions obtained 3 hours and 17 minutes after decerebration— minute intervals. [This figure directly precedes xvi. fig. 21 in time. The two may be compared for differences during double stimulation when different
kinds of background ’ (same strengths) are used.] 6 J °
Reactions a and I aie  ̂ pure extension-reflexes note the extensor terminal relaxation. Reaction k is a “ pure” flexion-reflex— note the extensor rebound contraction of maintained type. These “ pure” reactions are taken with the same strength and duration of stimulation as those used in the
conrpound reactions. Previously the pure flexion-reflex obtained at this strength of stimulus had been followed by a small flexor rebound contraction as well as by the extensor rebound.
eactions b i aie compound, and the tempoial aiiangements of the stimuli are varied—the contralateral falling ever later in the period of the ipsilateral “  background.” In b the contralateral stimulus is first applied and first withdrawn— the period of double stimulation lasting 1 second only. In the
rea_ [ T . ( , stimulat[011 lasts for a period of 2 seconds in each case except reaction h. In reaction g the two stimuli are synchronously terminated ; in A the contralateral stimulus is allowed to continue for 1 second after the withdrawal of the ipsilateral “  background,”  and double
stimulation is lor a penod ot 1 second only ; m % the stimuli are compounded m temporal succession— the contralateral commencing at the moment of withdrawal of the ipsilateral.
fal 1 s hi th eperio&d o f th e i  psri a te m l^  bac^k r̂ o mul ̂  l,exor relaxation and extensor contraction. The latter is never to the extent which obtains in the “ pure” extension-reflex. Note that the extensor contraction and flexor relaxation during double stimulation are greater the later the contralateral stimulus
same^im^there^ccui^^restitutio^offlrxoi^ccmtraction C’ & tll61e ° CCU1S a ^  Sl°W extenS01' relaxation> and there is a continuation of the flexor depression attained in the phases of double stimulation. In e and /  the extensor relaxation of the third phase is a much sharper act. At the
smaller, hut in g (synchronous termination of the two stimuli) again 
contraction. A  flexor rebound contraction— which is smaller in extent
  _________  __  r _____  against the contralateral “ background,”  and that exaltation of the
l temporal succession— the extensor contraction conditioned by the contralateral stimulus is smaller than in the “ pure” extension-reflex. This is the
contraction. It therefore looks as if the rebound contraction is not necessarily direetiy w h ir ^ e x t e n t V f T lm  p m ^ c r ^ n o s T t e 'U m e S e ^ e f le i  Ci t S ^ t6^ 8 fhtUl,i i0n' 1'eaCti° n is ° f intf est “  its demonstration of extension depression accompanied by exaltation of the flexor rebound
a lasting exaltation of flexion activity which is perhaps of the same nature as that which conditions flexor after-discharcre. opposite immediate reflex activity-and the phenomena here may perhaps be explained on the supposition that there continues across the period of the extension-reflex
This series of reactions exhibits many interesting points. Amongst these may be noted the incre °
the ipsilateral flexion “ background.” It looks as if the extensor terminal relaxation in the “  pui
more lemaikable in that the pure  ̂ flexion-reflex (k) is followed by extensor rebound contraction. There is here a flexor rebound contraction
of
e lem en t co m p o u n d s  w ith  th e  flex ion  “ b a ck g rou n d  ”  o f  th e  com p ou n d  reaction  and there activates th e  
in  th e  ex ten s ion  term in a l ph en om en a  an d  o f  th e  flexor  a fter-d isch arge  in  the flexion-reflex takes p.
G r a h a m  B r o w n , “ Studies in the Physiology of the Nervous System.”
p ure
may be exaggerated ip o u n d in c
no flexor rebound occurred; but, that when it fell somewhat later, such a 
rebound appeared. This upon the whole was greater the later the contra­
lateral interrupting stimulus fell. At the end of the series the interrupting 
contralateral stimulus was applied very late in the period of the ipsilateral 
“ background ” stimulus, and the ipsilateral stimulus was first withdrawn. 
The withdrawal of the ipsilateral stimulus was followed by a slight flexor 
rebound contraction while the contralateral stimulus was still in being. 
When the contralateral stimulus was withdrawn in its turn there ensued a 
flexor rebound which was somewhat smaller in extent than the flexor 
rebound which had followed in a previous reaction where the two stimuli 
were synchronously withdrawn. In a following reaction the commence­
ment of contralateral stimulation was made to synchronise with the with­
drawal of the ipsilateral—the stimuli thus being in temporal succession. 
When the contralateral stimulus (which ran for the usual period of 2 seconds) 
was withdrawn there was a flexor rebound which was smaller again than 
that in the previous reaction. No flexor rebound occurred on withdrawal 
of the ipsilateral stimulus, but there was an increase in the duration of 
the usual phase of flexor relaxation. A “ pure ” contralateral reaction 
then taken was followed by extensor relaxation, but by no flexor rebound 
(fig. 15). In this series it was of interest to note that when the contra­
lateral stimulus was applied early there was an extensor rebound on with­
drawal of the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus, but that this was not of 
so great an extent as the extensor rebound which then followed the with­
drawal of the “ pure ” ipsilateral stimulus. In the compound reactions this 
extensor rebound became smaller and finally disappeared when the contra­
lateral stimulus was made to fall later and later in the period of the 
ipsilateral.
Where -in series of compound reactions the strengths of the antagonistic 
stimuli are varied, interesting phenomena may be observed. Thus when 
the strength of the “ pure contralateral stimulus is weak the terminal 
phenomenon may be an extensor after-discharge, but if the strength of 
that stimulus is increased an extensor terminal relaxation may appeal and 
may be greater the stronger the contralateral stimulus is.
In an experiment in which this was the case the stimuli were com­
pounded at strengths at which termination of the ipsilateial was followed 
by a flexor rebound and termination of the contialateial by an extensor 
after-discharge. In the compound reaction theie was then complete 
suppression of the flexor rebound. A series in which the ipsilateial flexion 
background” was constant was then obtained. At the stiength of ipsi- 
lateral stimulation used the “ pure” flexion-reflex was followed by an 
extensor rebound of maintained form, but this was broken by a small 
flexor rebound. In the series weak contralateral stimuli were first used, 
and then the strength of contralateral stimulation was progressively 
increased. With weak contralateral stimuli there occurred complete sup­
pression of the flexor rebound. Extensor rebound contraction occurred.
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This with the weakest stimuli was slightly greater in extent than that of 
the “ pure ” flexion-reflex; with slightly stronger contralateral stimuli it 
became slightly greater in extent; but thereafter with increase in the 
strength of contralateral stimulation it gradually decreased. With the 
stronger contralateral stimuli there appeared flexor rebounds on withdrawal 
of the ipsilateral stimuli, and these were very much larger than in the 
“ pure ” flexion-reflex. Later in the experiment there was obtained a series 
in which the ipsilateral “ background ” stimuli were varied in strength, and 
in which the contralateral stimulus was kept constant (fig. 16). The contra­
lateral reaction at this value was followed by extensor relaxation on 
cessation of stimulation. Interposed between the compound reactions were 
taken records of the different “ pure ” flexion “ backgrounds ” used. At this 
stage in the experiment flexor rebound was not observed in any of the 
“ pure ” flexion-reflexes, but flexor rebounds appeared in the compound 
reactions. These rebound contractions were greater in extent the stronger 
the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus was.
5. W here “ F lexor  Rebound C ontraction  after In h ib it io n ” 
occurs in the “ P u re” E xtension -R eflex .
In experiments in which the two antagonistic stimuli are compounded 
a flexor rebound contraction may be present in the case of the “ pure ” 
contralateral extension-reflex alone. In cases in which this, in its turn, is 
followed by a secondary maintained extensor rebound it has invariably been 
found that there was no flexor rebound contraction upon withdrawal of the 
ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus (see, for instance, fig. 12).
6. W here “ F lexor Rebound C on traction ” occurs as the Term inal 
Phenom enon both in the “ P u re” F lexion -R eflex  and in 
the “ P u re” E xtension -R eflex .
Flexor rebound contraction may occur as a terminal phenomenon on 
withdrawal of stimulation both in the ipsilateral flexion-reflex and in the 
contralateral extension-reflex. In such cases there is, in the phase of 
double stimulation of the compounded reaction, often a primary flexor 
augmentation followed by a secondary flexor relaxation. In the third 
phase— in which the ipsilateral stimulus is running alone—there may be a 
flexor augmentation which in form resembles the flexor rebound contrac­
tion of the contralateral extension-reflex but is of greater extent. This 
may again give place to partial flexor relaxation during the remainder of 
the phase; and on cessation of stimulation there may be another flexor 
rebound contraction. This is then of much shorter latency, and greater 
extent, than in the flexor rebound contraction of the “ pure ’ flexion-reflex. 
In one instance in which there was a well-marked flexor rebound contrac­
tion after each of the two antagonistic reflexes they were compounded at a 
time when the micturition and defaecation centres of the lumbar cord were
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active. Micturition first occurred and then, for a period of about 10 
minutes, there were movements of defsecation. During this period there 
was a depression of the ipsilateral flexion-reflex but no noticeable change 
in the contralateral extension-reflex. In the third phase of the compounded 
reaction there was a restitution of flexor contraction which was of greater 
extent than the flexor rebound after the extension-reflex, and on cessation 
of stimulation there was a flexor rebound of much greater latency and of 
much smaller extent than was the flexor rebound contraction in the “ pure ” 
flexion-reflex before this period in the experiment. At the time of taking 
this compounded reaction there was no flexor rebound contraction after the 
“ pure ” ipsilateral flexion-reflex.
In one instance in which there was a rhythmic flexor rebound after the 
contralateral extension-reflex there was a curious phenomenon in the 
compound reactions. Here the rebound consisted of two “ beats.” In the 
compound reaction a similar flexor rebound occurred on withdrawal of the 
ipsila tera l stimulus, but the “ beats’’ were of greater extent. It looked 
here as if the flexor rebound of the contralateral reflex had been delayed 
until after the cessation of the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus. Its 
latency was, however, much shorter. In the third phases of the compound 
reactions there was a flexor augmentation which was a comparatively slow 
movement, and was unlike the form of the “ beats ” in the flexor rebound.
V . C o n c l u s io n s  a n d  S u m m a r y .
1. In this paper the successive reflex phenomena in compound stimula­
tion are examined when the reflex “ background ” is one of ipsilateral 
flexion. The “ background” stimulus is allowed to continue after the 
withdrawal of the interrupting contralateral stimulus, and the successive 
phenomena—as before—are examined in two phases of the compound 
reaction. These are the “ third phase” (in which the “ background” 
stimulus is still in being) and the “ fourth phase ” (which is that after the 
withdrawal of the “ background ”).
2. Where the “ pure ” contralateral extension-reflex is followed by a 
maintained extensor after-discharge only there may occur in the third 
phase of the compound reaction a continuation of the flexor depression 
which obtains in the immediately preceding phase of double stimulation. 
Where the temporal relations of the two stimuli are varied this- depression 
of the flexor appears to be greater the later in the period of the “ back­
ground” the contralateral interrupting stimulus falls. This phenomenon 
occurs when the extensor after-discharge of the “ pure ” extension-reflex is 
well marked. Gradual extensor relaxation may occur during the third 
phase, and it seems probable that the phenomena in that phase are condi­
tioned by an algebraic summation of the flexion of the flexion-reflex and 
the extensor after-discharge of the extension-reflex. The occasional slight 
restitution of flexion (followed again by relaxation) at the commencement
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of the third phase in these instances may possibly evidence the presence of 
a slight factor of flexion at the commencement of the extensor after­
discharge—one not directly evidenced in the “ pure” extension-reflex.
3. Where the “ pure ” extension-reflex is followed by an extensor after­
discharge there may yet occur in the third phase of the compound reaction 
a partial or a complete restitution of flexor contraction accompanied by ex­
tensor relaxation. This restitution may be preceded by an augmentation 
of flexor relaxation at the commencement of the third phase. This perhaps 
corresponds to a “ flexor rebound relaxation after inhibition ” in the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex. If the temporal relations of the two stimuli are changed 
it is found that the flexor restitution of contraction is less the later the 
contralateral stimulus falls in the period of the ipsilateral “ background.”
4. Even where the “ pure ” extension-reflex is followed by an extensor 
after-discharge, augmentation of flexor restitution of contraction may occur 
in the third phase of the compound reaction; that is to say, that the level 
of flexor contraction attained may be greater than that which obtains in 
the “ pure” flexion-reflex. This augmentation seems to be conditioned by the 
same factors which condition a flexor rebound contraction in the terminal 
phenomena of the “ pure ” extension-reflex—although it may occur when 
there is only extensor after-discharge in that reaction. It looks as if the 
presence of the flexion “ background” could activate a flexion factor in 
the terminal phenomena of the extension-reflex. The flexor augmentation 
increases in extent with increase in the strength of the contralateral ex­
tension-producing stimulus [but in these circumstances a flexor rebound 
may occur in the “ pure ” extension-reflex with increase in the value of the 
evoking stimulus]. Where flexor augmentation (and not depression) 
occurs during the phase of double stimulation there is often an additional 
augmentation in the third phase. The augmentation during double stimu­
lation is often seen where there is a preliminary factor of flexion in the 
extension-reflex, and the augmentation in the third phase may occur where 
there is only extensor after-discharge in the “ pure” extension-reflex, 
although with stronger “ pure ” contralateral stimuli a flexor rebound 
contraction may appear. In one experiment it was found that the relative 
value of the flexor augmentation of the third phase (that is, its extent as 
measured from the level of flexor contraction in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex) 
decreased with increase in the value of the “ background ” flexion-producing 
stimulus.
5. Where there is only “ flexor rebound relaxation after excitation” in 
the “ pure ” flexion-reflex no noticeable variation of this has been observed 
to occur in the “ fourth phase” of the compound reaction.'
6. Where “ extensor rebound contraction after excitation occurs in 
the “ pure ” extension-reflex it may also appear in the “ third phase of the 
compound reaction. There is then often an increase of the flexor relaxation 
of the phase of double stimulation at the commencement of the third phase. 
The augmentation of extensor contraction at the commencement of that
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phase is not of so great an extent as that of the extensor rebound con­
traction in the “ pure ” extension-reflex. The reciprocal phenomena of 
extensor augmentation of contraction and flexor augmentation of relaxation 
in the third phase may be greater the later the contralateral stimulus falls 
in the period of the ipsilateral flexion “ background ” in series of compound 
reactions in which the temporal relations of the two stimuli are varied.
7. Where “ extensor rebound relaxation after excitation” occurs in the 
“ pure ” extension-reflex the phenomenon may be either partial or complete. 
In cases where the terminal relaxation in the “ pure ” extension-reflex is 
partial it may be found that in the third phase of the compound reaction 
there persists an extensor after-discharge—which, however, is less than that 
conditioned by the partial extensor relaxation in the “ pure ” reflex. At 
the same time there may be flexor depression. Where the terminal relaxa­
tion of the extensor in the “ pure” extension-reflex is greater there may 
yet be only complete restitution of flexor contraction in the third phase, 
and no augmentation of flexor contraction above the level which obtains in 
the “ pure ” flexion-reflex. But more usually this augmentation occurs, and 
this is especially the case where the “ pure ” extension-reflex is of “ decere­
brate ” type. Where the ipsilateral “ background ” is subliminal flexor 
contraction may appear in the third phase of the compound reaction.
8. If, in these circumstances, the temporal relations of the compounded 
stimuli are varied, it may be found that the flexor augmentation of the 
third phase is greater the later the interrupting contralateral stimulus falls 
in the period of the flexion “ background.” As then the extensor contraction 
during double stimulation is found to be greater the later the contralateral 
stimulus falls, it is possible that this increase of augmentation is conditioned 
by an increase in the value of the interrupting extension-reflex.
9. If, again in these circumstances, the relative values of the compounded 
stimuli are varied, it is found that the flexor augmentation is greater the 
stronger the interrupting contralateral extension-producing stimulus is. 
The same result seems to occur when the strength of the flexion “ back­
ground ” is increased. Where the flexion “ background ” is of “ decerebrate ” 
type with marked late extensor contraction, in the third phase of the 
compound reaction there may occur a summation of this extensor con­
traction with the extensor after-discharge qualified by a partial terminal 
relaxation in the “ pure ” extension-reflex.
10. Where there is “ extensor terminal relaxation ” accompanied by 
“ flexor rebound contraction ” in the “ pure ” extension-reflex, a great flexor 
augmentation may occur in the third phase of the compound reaction. 
This may resemble the flexor rebound contraction of the “ pure ” extension- 
reflex in form—but is of much greater extent. It may appear— and be of 
greater extent than the flexor rebound— where the ipsilateral “ background ” 
is subliminal. The extensor shews reciprocal relaxation. In these cases in 
which the flexor contraction phenomenon of the third phase is of the form 
of the flexor rebound contraction in the extension-reflex there follows, upon
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the attainment of its maximum, a partial or complete flexor relaxation. 
This again may be followed by a secondary and slower flexor contraction 
during the remainder of the third phase. In other words, the primary flexor 
movement in the third phase is a di-phasic one and resembles the “ beat ” 
of the flexor in rhythmic acts. It looks here as if the transient “ beat”-like 
flexor rebound of the extension-reflex is conditioned by a flexor inhibitory 
relaxation which cuts short the flexor contraction, and that this inhibitory 
relaxation may still appear in the complicated phenomena of the third 
phase—that is, where there is a flexion “ background.” In these circum­
stances the relaxation is a later phenomenon (that is, the “ beat” is of 
greater duration), and it is less complete than in the rebound phenomenon 
of the “ pure ” extension-reflex. Where the flexion “ background ” is strong 
the relaxation may not appear, and the flexor augmented contraction then 
persists throughout the third phase.
1 1 . In these circumstances, if the values of the two stimuli are varied 
the flexor augmentation may appear to be greater the stronger the 
interrupting contralateral extension-producing stimulus. This may be the 
case where the ipsilateral “ background ” is subliminal. Where the value 
of the ipsilateral “ background ” stimulus is varied it is usual for the flexor 
augmentation to be greater the stronger the ipsilateral stimulus. In one 
instance the reverse was observed, and here there was a well-marked 
element of late extension in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex of “ decerebrate ” type.
1 2 . The presence of a flexion “ background” therefore appears to 
augment the flexion factor in the terminal phenomena of the extension- 
reflex— summation of the two flexions occurring.
13. Where “ extensor rebound contraction after excitation ” occurs in 
the “ pure ” extension-reflex, but no extensor rebound occurs on termination 
of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex, there may yet appear in the fourth  phase 
of the compound reaction (that is, on termination of the flexion “ back­
ground”) a marked extensor rebound contraction. Where the temporal 
relations of the two stimuli are varied this extensor rebound in the fourth 
phase is found to be greater the later the interrupting contralateral 
stimulus falls in the period of the flexion “ background’ —that is, the 
shorter the duration of the third phase after double stimulation has ceased. 
As here complete extensor relaxation may occur in the third phase, it looks 
as if the effect of the interrupting extension-reflex is carried over in such a 
manner as to influence the phenomena of the fourth phase.
14. Where “ extensor rebound relaxation after excitation ” is present in 
the “ pure ” extension-reflex, and where there is no extensor rebound in the 
“ pure ” flexion-reflex, that may yet occur in the fourth phases of compound 
reactions if the extensor rebound relaxation of the extension-reflex is 
incomplete. This is greater the later the contralateral stimulus falls in the 
period of the ipsilateral “ background ” when the temporal relations of the 
two stimuli are varied, and also greater the stronger the interrupting 
contralateral stimulus where their temporal relations are constant but their
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relative strengths varied. Where the “ extensor rebound relaxation ” of the 
extension-reflex is complete a flexor rebound contraction may appear in 
the fourth phase of the compound reaction when absent in the “ pure” 
flexion-reflex.
15. Where “ extensor rebound contraction after inhibition” occurs in 
the “ pure” flexion-reflex it is found that in the fourth phase of the 
compound reaction there is also an extensor rebound contraction, and that 
this is of greater extent than that of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex of corre­
sponding strength and duration of stimulation. Where the strength of the 
two stimuli are varied in series of reactions it is found that this extensor 
rebound contraction is greater the stronger the interrupting contralateral 
extension-producing stimulus where the ipsilateral flexion “ background ” is 
of constant value, and that it is also greater the stronger the “ back­
ground ” stimulus is where the strength of the interrupting contralateral 
stimulus is of constant value. Where the temporal relations of the two 
stimuli are varied, but their values kept constant, it is found that the 
extensor rebound contraction of the fourth phase is greater the later the 
contralateral stimulus falls in the period of the ipsilateral “ background ” 
stimulus. In these experiments this is equivalent to saying that it is 
greater the shorter the duration of the third phase after the termination of 
double stimulation.
16. Where “ flexor rebound contraction after excitation” occurs in the 
“ pure ” flexion-reflex the terminal phenomena of the fourth phases of 
compound reactions may shew either exaltation or depression of the flexor 
rebound. These different results are probably conditioned by differences 
which obtain in the terminal phenomena of the interrupting extension - 
reflex. Thus it has been noticed that where there is a marked extensor 
after-discharge in the “ pure ” extension-reflex there is depression of the 
flexor rebound contraction in the fourth phase of the compound reaction in 
which it is used as the interrupting stimulus against a flexion “ back­
ground.” On the other hand, where there is extensor terminal relaxation 
in the “ pure ” extension-reflex there is usually exaltation of the flexor 
rebound in the fourth phase of the compound reaction. It may therefore 
appear that the terminal effect of the extension component of the period of 
double stimulation may persist across the third phase of the compound 
reaction and affect the terminal phenomena conditioned by the withdrawal 
of the “ background ” flexion-reflex. The fact that exaltation of the flexor 
rebound occurs when there is an extensor terminal relaxation in the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex seems to point to the conclusion that this terminal 
phenomenon is a positive one and due to an activity akin to the flexion- 
reflex which cuts short the extensor after-discharge. Were it due merely 
to the sudden death of the extensor discharge there would not be expected 
to occur a flexor exaltation of the rebound in the fourth phase of the 
compound reaction.
17. Where this flexor rebound contraction occurs after the “ pure”
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flexion-reflex, and where there is marked extensor after-discharge in the 
“ pure ” extension-reflex, it is found that if the temporal relations of the two 
stimuli are altered in series of compound reactions the depression of the 
flexor rebound in the fourth phase is greater the later the interrupting 
contralateral stimulus falls in the period of the flexion “ background.” This 
is just what would be expected if the depression of the flexor rebound is 
attributable to the continued extensor after-discharge factor in the terminal 
phenomena of the interrupting extension-reflex.
18. On the other hand, where there is extensor terminal relaxation in 
the “ pure” extension-reflex it is found that the exaltation of the flexor 
rebound of the fourth phase of compound reactions is greater the later the 
contralateral stimulus falls in the period of the flexion “ background ” in 
series of reactions in which the temporal relations of the two stimuli are 
changed.
19. Where a “ flexor rebound contraction after excitation” occurs in 
the “ pure ” flexion-reflex, series of reactions in which the relative values of 
the compounded stimuli are varied may be obtained. In such cases the 
ipsilateral flexion “ background ” may be kept of constant value, and that 
of the interrupting extension-reflex may be progressively increased. This 
may be done in instances in which weak “ pure ” contralateral stimuli give 
extension-reflexes followed by extensor after-discharge alone; stronger 
“ pure ” stimuli may give reactions which are followed by extensor relaxa­
tion which becomes greater the stronger the stimulus is. In these circum-O O
stances it is found that there is depression of the flexor rebound of the 
fourth phase of the compound reaction when the strength of the interrupting 
contralateral stimulus is such that when applied “ pure” it gives extensor 
terminal after-discharge. But when its strength is such that extensor 
terminal relaxation is conditioned in the “ pure ” extension-reflex, then 
exaltation of the flexor rebound of the fourth phase of the compound 
reaction occurs. This is then greater the stronger is the interrupting 
contralateral extension-producing stimulus. Where in series of compound 
reactions the strength of the interrupting stimulus is kept constant but 
that of the “ background ” flexion-reflex is varied, it is found that the 
flexor rebound augments with increase in the strength of the ipsilateral 
“ background ” stimulus. If the terminal phenomenon of the “ pure ” 
extension-reflex is extensor relaxation, and if strengths of ipsilateral 
stimulation at which no flexor rebound occurs are used, a flexor rebound 
contraction ma}7' yet appear in the fourth phase of the compound reaction.
2 0 . These results are of interest in that they seem to shew that the 
terminal phenomena of the “ pure ” extension-reflex are, at any rate in part, 
of central conditioning. Thus the extension after-effect—which is seen in 
the extensor after-discharge—appears to be carried over the third phase of 
these compound reactions (that is, a phase in which extension is suppressed) 
in such a manner as to influence the phenomena of the fourth phase. And 
in a similar way the extensor relaxation (flexion) after-effect of the
extension-reflex may be carried over also. It looks as if the flexion factor 
in the terminal phenomena of the extension-reflex is relatively increased 
with increase in the strength of the evocative stimulus, and as if the 
extensor terminal relaxation seen in such cases is due to a positive activity, 
antagonistic to the extension-reflexj which tends to cut short the extensor 
after-discharge. A similar activity (but one of opposite sign) probably 
cuts short the flexor after-discharge of the flexion-reflex. There is a great 
temptation to make the generalisation that “ the activity of a centre (or of 
a pair of linked ‘ half-centres ’) having been tilted in a certain direction 
tends to remain in the state into which it passes until again tilted by 
another external force ”— or, in other words, that “ the discharge of a centre 
tends to be maintained until cut short by an opposite activity.” But 
some such rule of “ central inertia ” is probably too sweeping a one, and at 
present all we can say is that at any rate the activity of extension seems 
to shew some evidence of it.
2 1 . Where “ flexor rebound contraction after excitation” has not been 
present in the “ pure ” flexion-reflex, but where “ flexor rebound contraction 
after inhibition ” has been present after the “ pure ” extension-reflex, there 
has not been observed to occur a flexor rebound contraction in the fourth 
phases of compound reactions in these experiments.
22. Where “ flexor rebound contraction ” occurs in the terminal pheno­
mena both of the “ pure ” flexion-reflex and of the “ pure ” extension-reflex, 
it is found that the flexor rebound in the fourth phase of the compound 
reaction is augmented.
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